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FOREWORD 
The rising tide of interest in D. H. Lawrence 
has created the need for a fresh and comprehensive survey of 
his work. 
The present study makes a "total approach" to the s ub-
ject. Biographically, little that is new can be added in 
relation to Lawrence's years of fame, which are rather fully 
recorded in his own letters and other writings and in the 
memoirs of those who had by that time realized the import-
ance of noting all he did or said. But his early years 
have been neglected by biographersj they have contented them-
selves with drawing upon the reminiscences of Lawrence 's sis-
ter and of his youthful sweetheart. This study presents the 
fullest picture yet given of Lawrence's youth. Because after 
Lawrence 1 s forma.tive period his writings are the most import-
ant part of his life, these 1~itings receive the principal 
emphasis thereafter. The biographical record continues 
throughout, but the focus upon it is not so intense as in 
the first section. 
Critically, the present study contains the fullest sur-
vey yet made of Lawrence 1 s 1-1ri tings. Because he was prim-
arily and most significantly an imaginative writer, his fic-
tion and poetry receive the fullest treatment. The critical 
approach here is threefold: it provides information, inter-
pretation, and evaluation. 
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The bibliographical checklist of Lawrence's writings is 
the completest yet made, and the appendixes contain addition-
al data of various kinds. Appendix D investigates an unpub= 
lished manuscript of one of the earlier versions of Sons and 
Lovers and throws some new light upon Lawrence's composi-
tional methods. 
The present study--issued as a book by Twayne Publishers 
(New York, 1951) and by Allen and Unwin (London)--fulfills 
its deepest obligation to both reader and subject by per-
mitting Lawrence, as often as possible, to speak for himself. 
Babson Institute Harry T. Moore 
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PROLOGUE 
The nineteenth century had come to seem an 
eternal achievement: the long Tennysonian dream did not 
end with the last page of the century's calendar, or even 
with the death of the age's supreme symbol, Queen Victoria, 
but rather with the Germans' march into Belgium. It was 
then that Grey of Fallodon pronounced the epitaph of the 
nineteenth century: "The lamps are going out all over 
Europe; we shall not see them lit again in our lifetime." 
The years of D. H. Lawrence, 1885 ~o 1930, crossed 
this period of frightening change from a world of apparent 
order and contentment to a world of chaos and sick nerves. 
Lawrence's personal troubles were the troubles of an epoch, 
and his work expresses not only his individual tensions but 
also those of the age. 
Lawrence's work was not popular or commercially succese-
ful during his lifetime. A few readers found in this work 
a strange and compelling beauty, but Lawrence was known to 
the wide public only as the author of "indecent" books that 
were from time to time suppressed. He had written boldly 
of sexual matters because he felt that too much repression 
and intellectualization were destroying the instinctual 
part of man's nature: Lawrence stressed passion not because 
he believed in passion exclusively but because he believed 
it should be brought into balance with intellect. This is 
the central message of Lawrence. 
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He repeated that message in various ways, and in com-
bination with other ideas, through most of his work. His 
writing career was a brief one: it lasted only twenty years. 
And though he was often ill during that time, and now and 
then at the edge of death, he produced about fifty volumes 
and left material for about twenty more. None of it is poor 
writing; some part s of it are better than others, and are 
among the finest literature of their time. 
This twenty-year writing period of Lawrence's had four 
phases, determined by events in his life and in his writing: 
1909-1912, 1913-1919, 1920-1925, 1926-1930. 
His first professional appearance in print under his 
own name was in 1909, when an English magazine published a 
group of his poems. By the end of 1912 Lawrence, then in 
Ital~, had completed his third novel, Sons and Lovers. 
The first phase of his writing was concerned chiefly with 
recording his youth in poetry, stories, and novels. 
In Italy for the second time in 1913-1914, Lawrence 
worked on the material that was to become The Rainbow and 
Women in Love, the two novels of his second period, books 
which he subsequently completed in England. With these 
novels and the poems in Look! We · Have Come Through!, Law-
rence went in a new direction creatively: he wrote intense-
ly of modern love experience, and he made important psycho-
logical explorations into the emotional consciousness. This 
period ended in despair over the prolongation of the First 
World War, at the end of which Lawrence went into voluntary 
exile. 
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After his arrival in Italy in 1919, he began his wander-
years and a new phase of his work. Travelling around the 
Mediterranean and then going to India and Australia and 
America, Lawrence in the years following the war wrote some 
of his most vivid poems and travel books as well as the 
three novels concerned with problems of mystical-political 
leadership: Aaron's Rod, Kangaroo, and The Plumed Serpent. 
What he called his "savage pilgrimage" was a quest for so-
cial certainty, expressed imaginatively in his writings of 
this period which are more scattered, less cohesive, than 
most of his other work, though more richly colored than any 
of the rest. 
When Lawrence went back to Europe from America late in 
1925, he once more began a new phase of his writing coinci-
dent with a return to Italy. As in his second period, when 
he grew beyond the experiences of his youth, Lawrence in 
his fourth period again went beyond the interests of his 
preced~gg phase. In Lady Chatterley's Lover, the only 
full-length novel written at this time, Lawrence abandoned 
political and leadership ideas and returned to sexual themes. 
He was almost chronically ill during these last years, and 
much of his work was bitter; this is particularly true of 
his poems, which also indicate an awareness of death and, 
finally, an acceptance of it. Religious themes underlie 
Lawrence's short novel, The Escaped Cock, and his last 
philosophical book, Apocalypse. 
Lawrence was forty-four years old when he died in 
southern France in the spring of 1930. For a while after 
his death there was a false-dawn of interest in his work: 
the bizarre early memoirs of his camp-followers attracted 
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a host of new readers to Lawrence's books, but because these 
books were literature rather than gossip, the interest passed. 
And the more serious type of reader was at this time de-
flected from work such as Lawrence's by the world wide fi-
nancial crisis, which induced a quite different kind of 
reading; later, the Second World War hammered people's 
attention to still another kind of book. But since that 
war there has been a r evival of interest in Lawrence, marked 
by the steady reprinting of his work, and by a more tolerant 
attitude toward it on the part of those who write about lit-
erature. 
Such a change in attitude as that manifested by Profes-
sor William York Tindall is typical of the newer approach 
to Lawrence. Tindall was one of the most caustic critics of 
Lawrence in 1939, in D. H. Lawrence and Susan His Cow, which 
particularly made fun of Lawrence's mystical side. But in 
1947, Tindall's Forces in Modern British Literature: 1885-
1946 took a modified, post-Hiroshima view of Lawrence, whose 
crusade against science "preached by allegory and symbol 
seems less absurd today than it used to seem •••• About 
to be decomposed, we can turn with understanding," Tindall 
suggested, toward such prophets as Lawrence, perhaps even 
accept some of their religious pronouncements. 
Not all of Lawrence's readers will agree with all of 
his philosophy, with his remedies for the social illnesses 
he so effectively diagnosed, but they may nevertheless find 
some important areas of agreement. In any event there is 
always a reward for readers in the expressional power of 
Lawrence's utterance: his writing, j~st as writing, pro-
vides one of the richest reading experiences of our time. 
All these matters have not recently been assessed, and 
they have never before been assessed in detail: at this 
writing there is no other full critical study of Lawrence 
which considers all the significant items of his imaginative 
production and relates them to one another and to his phil-
osophy and his life. 
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-------- ------------------- -- --
PART ONE 
The facts or D. H. Lawrence's life are impor-
tant in any full study or his work. They are important not 
in the anecdotal or speculative way that has led to so much 
misunderstanding or his books, but rather in the deeper 
tracing of connections between the life and the significant 
aspects of the writings. 
This tracing begins with Lawrence's family, with his 
paternal heritage. According to one family tradition, his 
grandfather John Lawrence was a Frenchman, the son of a man 
who had fought at Waterloo. D. H. Lawrence once wrote that 
John Lawrence had come from the south of England, but Law-
rence's surviving brother, George, has told the author of 
the present book that their grandfather was from the city 
of Nottingham. He was a noted athlete, and his son Arthur 
used to say that his father had once got the better of Ben 
Caunt, the British champion, in an informal fight. John 
Lawrence learned the art of tailoring from his stepfather, 
and after marrying the daughter of a Nottingham lace-maker 
became company tailor at Brinsley colliery near Eastwood. 
0 
This village, in 1~86 mentioned in the Domesday Book 
as Eastwic, is about nine miles north of the city or 
Nottingham. Eastwood is in the Midland ¢oalfield which has 
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been exploited for centuries; its true growth as an indus-
trial town began in Victorian times, when between 1861 and 
1881 its population increased from 1,860 to 3,566. By 1891, 
six years after the birth of D. H. Lawrence, 4,363 people 
lived in the town. Most of them were miners and their fami-
lies, with shopkeepers moving in as the community spread out. 
Among them all, Lawrence found many types for his novels and 
stories. 
When he was a child, the company stopped supplying the 
miners with pit-clothes, but he could always remember his 
grandfather's shop at Brinsley with its great rolls of flan-
nel for the thick vests, "and the strange old sewing-machin~, 
like nothing else on earth, which sewed the massive pit-
trousers. 11 Lawrence's sister Ada recalls her grandfather 
in his eighties as "a big, shambling, generous-hearted man 
whose waistcoat front was always powdered with snuff. He 
was very deaf and didn't talk much, but he never forgot to 
ask, 'Would you like some apples, my duckies?'" His deafness 
protected him from the shrill complaints of his wife, who 
used the front room of their cottage as a shop. Her drapery 
business had once flourished, but it was declining in the 
days when the Lawrence children used to walk the mile across 
the fields from Eastwood to Old Brinsley on visits to their 
grandparents. 
Two of the children's aunts lived not far off. Sally, 
the haughty wife of the Sexton at New Brinsley Church, did 
not welcome the Lawrence children warmly when they stopped 
to see her. But her sister-in-law Emma was always glad to 
see her little nephews and nieces. Poor, generous, and 
eccentric, Emma was a local character or note. She was in-
different to neighbors' jibes as she went to market dressed 
in a man's old cloth cap and overlarge shoes, accompanied 
by her mule. Lawrence later put her into his play, The 
Widowing of Mrs. Holroyd. 
The name of John Lawrence's son--father of the poet--
is sometimes given as John Arthur, though on official docu-
ments it is Arthur John. In childhood he went for a time 
to one of the dame schools which were so common in the Vic-
torian period. D. H. Lawrence later said that his father 
had barely learned to write his name at Mrs. Eite 1s. "As 
ror his feelings, they had escaped her clutches entirely: 
as they escaped the clutches of his mother." He "racka-
pelted with his own gang. And to the end of his days his 
idea of life was to escape over the fringe of virtue and 
drink beer and perhaps poach an occasional rabbit." 
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Arthur Lawreace went to work in the pits in his child-
hood, ~ressed in the flannel singlet and moleskin trousers 
his father made. And although he remained a miner until he 
was an old man, he never became anything more than a butty--
foreman of a section of the coal-face, with three or four 
men under his direction--the industrial equivalent of a 
corporalship. 
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He was a grumbler who prevented his own advancement by 
continually wrangling with his immediate superiors. Outside 
the pit, he was popular with his fellow-workers. He had a 
. good voice and for some years sang in the choir at Brinaley 
church. His daughter Ada remembers him as a handsome, ruddy-
faced man with dark, flashing eyes and a beard; "he boasted 
that a razor had never touched his face." Her mother, who 
had never been near a mining town, "met him at a party at 
Nottingham, and was attracted by his graceful dancing, his 
musical voice, his gallant manner and his overflowing humor 
and good apirita. 11 
Arthur Lawrence is portrayed in his son's novel, Sons and 
. -
Lovers, as a brutalized drunkard. In later years Lawrence 
felt that he had not understood his father because he had, 
in childhood and youth, seen him through the prejudiced eyes 
of his mother. Leas than ten years after he completed Sons 
~Lovers, Lawrence expressed the wish that he could rewrite 
it in fairness to his father; Earl and Achaah Brewster report 
in their memoir of Lawrence that he told them one day in 
Ceylon how he and his brothers and sisters "had accepted 
the dictum of their mother that their rather was a dnunkard, 
therefore contemptible, but that as Lawrence had grown ol-
der he had come to see him in a different light; to see his 
unquenchable fire and relish for living." Frieda Lawrence 
has also said that her husband made statements ofthia kind, 
and his younger sister Ada has written that after she grew 
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up she realized that many of the family troubles could have 
been averted if the mother had been more tolerant. 
But tolerance was something she did not possess. Lydia 
Beardsall was a member of a proud Nottingham family that had 
lost its money in her grandfather's time; for a while in her 
youth she vas a schoolteacher. When she married the gay and 
vital collier, after having been jilted by a refined young 
man, she had little idea of what it was like to be a coal 
miner's wife. But she learned as soon as her husband took 
her to his native town of Brinsley. It is safe to assume 
that the disappointment of Gertrude Morel in Sons and Lovers 
is an accurate record of the disappointment of Lydia Law-
rence, as she bad described it to her son. 
The local mining operators--Barber, Walker, and Company 
--had with the recent growth of the town built squares of 
barracks-like dwellings for the colliers' families at the 
north end of Eastwood and in the valley below. This environ-
ment of illiteracy and ugly brick seen through a veil of 
soot was far different from 'lfhat Lydia had known in the Peas-
hill Rise district of Nottingham and during her years of 
school teaching at Sheerness. 
As an ancestral voice, her father must have made an im-
portant contribution to D. H. Lawrence's emotional make-up. 
For this grandfather was a prophetic, evangelistic man. 
His name George is one that appears several times in 
the records p f the Nottingham Beardsalls of the last century, 
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amid the Johns, Gharleses, and Albert Edwards (earlier in 
the century there was an Isaac Sampson), and Lydia's r irst 
child was named George Arthur Lawrence. But there seems to 
have been little connection between the Lawrences and the 
Beardsalls; D. H. Lawrence's rererences to his maternal 
grandrather are scant, and his sister Ada does not mention 
him in her ramily reminiscences. George H. Neville, one or 
the rriends of Lawrence's youth, says that Lydia's family 
opposed her marriage. She did occasionally visit her sis-
ter--indeed, it was at her house in Leicester in 1910 that 
the first signs or Lydia's fatal illness appeared--and Law-
rence in his little animal story "Rex" mentions his mother's 
"sporty" brother who occasionally came to Eastwood • . But Law-
rence's only important rererence to his grandfather, in his 
published writings, is in a letter of 1915 in which he 
speaks or a quarrel between George Beatdsall and another 
prominent Nottingham citizen. 
George Beardsall was by proression an engineer--he be-
came foreman at Sheerness dockyard, off the coast or Kent--
but by inclination he was an evangelist. He was known in 
Nottingham religious circles ror the stubbornness o:f his 
piety and the ferocity or his quarrels. In the altercation 
Lawrence rererred to in the 1915 letter, Beardsall 1s oppon-
ent was the chemist-shop magnate Jesse Boot, later Sir Jessie 
and eventually Lord Trent. "My mother's rather and this 
grand-duke of drugs quarrelled and had a long war as to 
----- --
which of them should govern a chapel in Sneinton~ in Not-
tingham. My grandfather won." 
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This chapel was probably the Wesleyan church in Snein-
ton~ since Boot was a Wesleyan. Some of the Beardsalls, 
however~ seem to have been members of the Church of England 
in that parish, for it was in the Established Church there 
that Lydia Beardsall married Arthur Lawrence on December 27, 
1875· 
George Beardsall seems also to have quarreled with an-
other famous native of that city, whose name resembles that 
of Boot: "General" William E. Booth. The founder of the 
Salvation Army was born a few yards from the Established 
Church at Sneinton, in which he was baptized in 1829. In 
the Observer of March 26, 1950, David Garnett says Lawrence 
had told him that his grandfather "was the earliest friend, 
fl. 
collaborator, and inspire~ of William Bo0th, and that he broke 
off with the 'General' over their joint plans for formation 
or what turned into the Salvation Army." 
The similarity of the names Boot and Booth might sug-
gest that there is some confusion in regard to George Beard-
sail's quarrels, Lawrence himself is on record as to the 
Boot episode, but that George Beardsall also wrangled with 
another famous local citizen of almost identical name might 
seem too coincidental to be actually true. But Frieda Law-
rence has attested~ in a letter of May 16~ 1950, that her -
husband had also spoken of his grandfather 1s quarrel with 
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Booth: "Grandfather Beardsall was a friend of General Booth 
and they separated--L told me Beardsall was a very pious man 
and would say after lunch: Now I will have an hour with 
'Paul, ' you know the apostle Paul. 11 
We have a fuller picture, now, of Lawrence's heritage, 
with this Pauline figure in the background. Lawrence in his 
essay "H:ymns in a Man's ~ife" told how the songs he sang in 
childhood in the Congregational chapel in Eastwood influ-
enced his life; but he was susceptible to such influence, 
having the mother and grandfather that he had. And Law-
rence1s great-grandfather, John Newton (1802-1886), was a 
famous hymn-writer. He should not be confused with an 
earlier hymn-writer of the same name, Cowper's collaborator. 
A Nottingham lace-maker whose daughter married George Beard-
sall, this John Newton wrote what remains today one of the 
most popular chapel hymns in England, "Sovereignty." And 
that Lawrence 1s father had in his day been a choir singer 
has already been mentioned. 
As we shall see, this father figures importantly in 
Lawrence's background too. For beyond the portrait of him 
in Sons and Lovers, which at the realistic level perhaps 
helped Lawrence exorcise the father-image, there seems to 
be a lingering influence of the father in the son 1s later 
worship of earth-men, and even in the value he places upon 
darkness in many of his poetic passages: this was probably 
a development of the image of mine-darkness which must have 
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always haunted him. 
These two men, the collier father and the hymn-writing 
and hymn-singing grandfathers, should be remembered as 
standing behind Lawrence ancestrally, as forever murmuring 
in his blood. The father in his bearded virility became, 
for the most part unconsciously perhaps, a kind of ideal to 
Lawrence, though except in conversation he would rarely have 
good words for his father as an individual: the deflected 
praise was symbolic, the worship ' of earth-bound peasant and 
simple Indian. The Beardsall grandfather and the Newton 
great-grandfather perhaps make their most important heredi-
tary contribution in the hymns of one of Lawrence's last 
novels, ~ Plumed Serpent, and in his last long essay, 
Apocalypse. 
But his mother was the strongest influence on D. H. 
Lawrence. As he shows in his most famous novel, she turns, 
after the disappointment of her marriage, to her sons as 
lovers. 
She had three sons altogether--George Arthur, William 
Ernest, and David Herbert--and two daughters, Emily and 
Lettice Ada. David Herbert, the next-to-youngest child, 
was born in the tenth year of his parents• marriage, on 
September 11, 1885, in a mean brick house on slanting Vic-
toria Street. 
Before the children came, Mrs. Lawrence had, like her 
querulous mother-in-law, used the front room of her house 
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as a shop where she sold lace caps, linen, and aprons·• She 
was thus able to add slightly to her husband's irregular and 
uncertain salary in those days before trams and busses took 
local shoppers conveniently into Nottingham. 
When Lawrence was about two years old, the family moved 
to The Breach, a hollow below the north end of the town, 
where blocks of houses had been erected by the mine owners 
for their workers. A battered corner of nature existed 
there: currant bushes and hawthorn hedges and a brook with 
a mill that still ground the local corn. Mrs. Lawrence, who 
associated but little with the other miners' wives, had an 
end house with a garden of its own, but she hated The Breach: 
the houses backed onto clamorous alleys full of ash heaps. 
After five years the family moved to Number 3 Walker Street, 
on · the hills above the miners• tenements, and the landscape 
of the Lawrence Country spread out below them: "Underwood in 
front, the hills of Derbyshire on the left, and the woods and 
hills of Annesley on the right • • • I lived in that house 
from 6 to 18, and I know that view better than any in the 
world." 
An ash tree that stood near the Walker Street house ap-
pears in Sons and Lovers: the children in the story, sleep-
less and frightened in their beds on nights when their father 
comes home drunk, hear the wind-blown tree crying out above 
the noise of their parents' quarrelling. This situational-
so occurs in one of Lawrence's early poems, "Discord in 
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Childhood," which ends: 
Within the house,two voices rose in anger, a slender lash 
Whistling delirious rage, and the dreadful sound 
Of a thick lash booming and bruising, while it drowned 
The other voice in a silence of blood, 'neath the noise 
of the ash. 
In a poem written toward the end of his life, Lawrence 
speaks of the parental oppositions in a sociological sense. 
The mother, in carrying her warfare to the father, was 
purity against bestiality, decency against drunkenness, 
education against ignorance, but above everything she was 
Victorian bourgeoise against industrial proletarian: the 
continuing battle was really class warfare, and in one of 
the irascible and not very poetic Pansies poems, "Red Her-
ring, " Lawrence says in part: 
My father was a working man 
and a collier was he, 
at six in the morning they turned him down 
and they turned him up ·for tea. 
My mother was a superior soul 
a superior soul was she, 
cut out to play a superior role 
in the god-damn bourgeoisie. 
We children were the in-betweens 
little non-descripts were we, 
indoors we called each other you 
outside it was tha and thee. 
But time has fled, our parents are dead 
we've risen in the world all three; 
but still we are in-betweens, we tread 
between the devil and the deep cold sea. 
The clear distinctions between the different branches 
of Lawrence's family were not actually so strong as he rather 
dramatically saw them. The father was the first member of 
the family to become a part of the working proletariat. 
His wife had little reason to look down on him socially, 
for the Lawrence and the Beardsalls had been related by 
marriage even before Arthur Lawrence had met Lydia Beard-
sall: his aunt Alice had married Lydia's uncle John (son 
of the hymn-writer), and it was at the house of these 
younger Newtons, in the Basford section of the city of 
Nottingham, that the parents of D. H. Lawrence met. Ar-
thur courted her for at least a year before they entered 
upon the marriage that Lawrence later wrote of as a series 
of bitter quarrels. 
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One of the issues the parents battled over was the chil-
drens' future. Mrs. Lawrence wanted to have her daughters 
marry above the working class, and she wanted to keep her 
sons out of the mines. She was at the last successful in 
having her wishes granted. 
When her son David Herbert was a child, she was particu-
larly hap~y over his school career, for although he was not 
so brilliant in his studies as his older brother Ernest, 
whose promising London business career was cut short by an 
early death, the younger boy was a good student. After sev-
eral years at the local Board School, D. H. Lawrence won a 
scholarship to the Nottingham High School. The fifteen 
pounds a year which the award provided could not cover the 
cost of daily transportation between Eastwood and Nottingham 
and of the lunches the boy had to eat in the city, but the 
mother's stubborn self-sacrificing made it possible for him 
to attend the high school and remain there for three years. 
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A friend who shared many of Lawrence's school experi-
ences at both Eastwood and Nottingham, and later at Ilkeston, 
has given a somewhat full picture of Lawrence's youth. Al-
though it appeared in the London Mercury as long ago as 
March 1931, George H. Neville's "The Early Days of D. H. 
Lawrence" has been neglected by the biographers. Neville 
says that Lawrence was coached by an Eastwood schoolmaster 
before taking the examination for the Nottingham High scholar-
ship. This schoolmaster was his former teacher at Beauvale 
Board School, w. w. 'Whitehead. The next year Neville "had 
the honor of following in the footsteps of Lawrence, and the 
1Beauvale Yell' celebrated the fact that Whitehead's candi-
date had again been successful." 
Neville says that he and Lawrence had to leave home at 
seven every morning, returning twelve hours later "withal-
ways a pile of lessons to do." Lawrence even then "had that 
little, troublesome, hacking cough that used to bring his 
left hand so sharply to his mouth--a cough and an action that 
he never lost." 
Dr. James Gow was at that time headmaster at Nottingham 
High. The school register, now consulted for the first time 
in relation to Lawrence, shows that he entered three days af-
ter his thirteenth birthday: 
14th September 1898. No. 733- David Herbert Lawrence. 
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Born 11 Sept. 1885. Name of father, Arthur Lawrence, 
3 Walker Street, Eastwood; Miner. Left July 1901. 
Scholarship awarded by the Nottingham County Council • 
• 
The school, which was in existence as long ago as 1289, 
is by Act of Parliament known as "the Nottingham High School 
of the Foundation of Dame Agnes Mellers." When Lawrence 
left he was in the Modern Sixth Form, which was the highest 
reached by those not taking Classics, Mathematics, or Science. 
The present headmaster, c. L. Reynolds, wrote in a letter to 
the author of this volume: 
He won a town prize in 1900 and two mathematical set 
prizes, in 1899 and 1900 respectively, but there is 
no evidence that he distinguished himself at school 
in any way. Nobody now living and connected with the 
school has any recollection of him but some years ago 
I enquired of a retired schoolmaster who had taught 
him. He described Lawrence as a quiet, shy boy, not 
prominent in any way and showing no sign of his future 
distinction or of the fires that burned within him. 
Lawrence withdrew in the summer of his sixteenth year, 
as the record shows; Mr. Reynolds says that this was the nor-
mal age at which boys left the school. Lawrence subsequently 
found a job at Haywood's, a firm of surgical goods manufac-
turers in Nottingham, where his salary was thirteen shillings 
a week. 
It was in the summer of 1901, shortly after leaving 
school, that Bawrence met Jessie Chambers, the girl he was 
to write of as Miriam in Sons and Lovers. Her father had 
rented The Haggs, a quaint gabled farm two miles north of 
Eastwood, and like Paul in the novel Lawrence often walked 
or cycled out to the farm. The family there was about the 
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size of his own, with a father and mother and several boys 
and girls, but temperamentally these were quite different 
people, not sundered like the Lawrences. At harvest time, 
when Jessie's father and brothers went to work in the fields 
at Greasley, a mile to the east of town, Lawrence went with 
them, happy in the comradeship and activity. Mr. Chambers 
told his wife, "Work goes like fun when Bert's there." 
But it was Jessie with whom Lawrence spent most of his 
time, reading romantic poetry and novels with her in a cor-
ner of the farm kitchen, and walking with her across the 
fields to Annesley, where Byron had courted Mary Chaworth, 
or through the surviving fragments of Sherwood Forest. It 
was a tortured, Congregational-young-British love affair, 
under intense fire from village ~ublicity and from Lawrence's 
mother. 
Jessie Chambers' account of this experience is found 
in the memoir she published in 1935, nine years before her 
death--D. H. Lawrence: A Personal Record, by E. T. This book 
is her version of the ~~Lovers story, and there are 
frequent resemblances of incident and detail between the two 
books. Yet there are many dissimilarities both of fact and 
of interpretation. Paul in the novel feels that Miriam is 
too possessive and clutching; the original of Miriam says 
she was never really able to get close to Lawrence because 
of his mother. In Sons ~Lovers, Paul seduces Miriam; in 
Jessie Chambers 1 memoir there is no hintt. of even the possi-
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bility of a seduction. She shows the young Lawrence as a 
puritan, afraid of sex, disturbed by the difference he felt 
to exist between physical and spiritual love. Jessie Cham-
bers implies that her attitude vas more sensible and natural, 
yet her own fundamental Puritanism keeps revealing itself in 
the narrative, as when she tells of being scolded by Lawrence 
because she was unable to read aloud a passage from Ibsen 
about "keeping mistresses." 
Other parts of her story are self-contradictory, yet 
her memoir is of pronounced biographical value, particularly 
because it mentions some of the books Lawrence read in his 
youth. The first novel he brought Jessie was Little Women, 
the kind of story he later abominated; but at the time he 
said they were Laurie and Jo. Together they read Longfellow, 
Scott, Dickens, Cooper, and Stevenson: after Lawrence went 
to college they read Carlyle and Schopenhauer and other 
philosophers, and finally Huxley and Haeckel, who had begun 
to shake the Congregationalism out of Lawrence. He taught 
Jessie to read French, and they went through Baudelaire and 
Hugo and Verlaine. Often in his walks through the fields, 
Lawrence carried with him a copy of The Golden Treasury, and 
he read Jessie the poems in this book. Perhaps the favorite 
author of their youth was George Eliot, who wrote of near-by 
Derbyshire; her influence is strong in The White Peacock. 
Lawrence learned to paint, and copied pictures from 
magazines and from the Studio series of British water-
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colorists. He apparently did not paint Midlands landscapes 
directly, though his copying of other men's work doubtless 
increased his perception and helped make his natural descrip-
tions more vital. 
Jessie encouraged his self-expression. She was a dreamy 
girl who thought of herself as a Walter Scott heroine; an-
other woman who loved Lawrence has suggested that the dark-
eyed and dark-haired Jessie was like a Murillo madonna. A 
year younger than Lawr.ence, Jessie worshipped him and praised 
hismanuscripts and paintings. He afterward said it was at 
her farm that he got his first incentive to write. 
He had resumed his education not long after meeting 
Jessie. He had become seriously ill with pneumonia during 
his first winter of work at Haywood's, and after his conval-
escence had been offered a chance to become a pupil-teacher 
at the British School on Albert Street in his home town. This 
was a form of apprenticeship in which uncertificated teachers 
received training by instructing classes; they were ~n turn 
instructed by older teachers, generally before classes began 
in the morning. Lawrence's headmaster at this school was 
George Holderness. Some of Lawrence's experiences a~ this 
time were given to Ursula in The Rainbow: like Ursula, he had 
to teach in a huge room where other classes were also held, 
and there was much battling between groups. Lawrence later 
referred to his "three years' savage teaching of collier 
lads." Actually, the experience lasted through four school 
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years, from the autumn of 1902 till the spring of 1906. 
In 1903, Lawrence with other Nottinghamshire students 
was transferred to the Ilkeston Pupil-Teacher Centre in the 
Wilmot Street Schoolroom, and for two years he commuted to 
this Derbyshire city. Jessie Chambers says that he was hap-
pier during this ~hase of the work than he was at Eastwood. 
She was then going to Ilkeston as a student teacher also, 
along with Ada Lawrence, George Neville, and other Eastwood 
young people, all of whom were collectively known as "the 
Pagans." 
In December 1904, Lawrence took the King's Scholarship 
Examination for uncertificated teachers and, according to a 
report from the Derbyshire Local Education Authority, "se-
cured a first-class in Division I, being bracketed top in 
the country." The report further states that in June 1905 
"he obtained the Matriculation Examination of London Univer-
sity, being coached by the Headmaster of the Centre, Mr. 
Thomas Beacroft." 
Lawrence later said that after he led the entire country 
in the King's Scholarship Examination, he was "considered 
clever." But he lacked the hundred pounds required in ad-
vance for matriculation at training college, and had to :con~ 
tinue teaching. By the time he was twenty-one, however, he 
was able to enroll in the Teachers• Training Department of 
Nottingham University College. (This institution, which did 
not become the University of Nottingham until 1948, was in 
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Lawrence 1 s time called Nottingham University College.) Dur-
ing his two years there, from September 1906 to June 1908, 
Lawrence took what was known in those days as the "normal 
course." This course, which qualified students for the 
Board of Education Teacher 1 s Certificate, comprised both 
academic study and practical teaching. 
Academically, Lawrence did not perform so brilliantly 
as might have been expected from one who had distinguished 
himself in scholarship examinations. His record was not, 
however, bad, though he received on1y one "A" grade--in 
Reading. His work in Teaching, Drawing, and Music was no 
higher than "B". 
In addition to this required work, Lawrence took two 
optional subjects. One of these was Botany, for which he had 
a pronounced aptitude; from earliest childhood he had been 
fascinated by the flowers that, growing in the fields out-
side Eastwood, had flaunted their bright colors against the 
drabness of the mining town--and flowers figure importantly 
through all of Lawrence's work. 
The other optional subject he took at Nottingham was 
French. He studied this under Professor Ernest Weekley, the 
etymologist. A few years after he left school, Lawrence and 
Professor Weekley were to become involved in a strange re-
lationship; at the time Lawrence was an undergraduate, the 
teacher encouraged the young man but remained personally and 
socially aloof. 
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Lawrence later wrote that college to him "had meant 
mere disillusionment, instead of the contact of living men." 
He was a year or two older than most of the other students, 
with several years• teaching experience behind him, and he 
resented being "treated like a school kid." He was particu.-
larly angered by the teachers• red-ink notations and correc-
tions on his class essays. One instructor objected to the 
appearance, in an essay, of the word stallion: "My boy, that's 
a word we don't use," this teacher explained to the future au-
thor of St. Mawr, that classic of stallionolotry. 
-- . 
It is considered traditional for artists to fail in their 
drawing lessons at school, for composers to be inept at their 
musical studies, and for poets to do poorly in literature. 
Lawrence was no exception while at college .for, quite within 
the supposed tradition, his contribution to the school maga-
zine was rejected. This was the poem "Study" (ending "I wish 
I was only a bust,/ All head 11 ), which appeared in Amores in 
1916 and, a dozen years after that, with few corrections, in 
the Collected Poems. 
Lawrence's bitterness about the college lasted through- . 
out his life. In one of the poems in the Pansies volume in 
1929, "Nottingham's New University--," he speaks of Nottingham 
as "that dismal town/where I went to school and college," 
and refers to the new buildings being put up by Sir Jesse Boot 
(Lord Trent): 
Little I thought, when I was a lad 
and turned my modest penny 
over on Boot's Cash Chemist's counter, 
that Jesse, by turning many 
millions of similar honest pence 
over, would make a ~ile 
that would rise at last and blossom out 
in grand and cakey style 
into a university 
where smart men would dispense 
doses of smart cash-chemistry 
in language of common-sense! 
After Lawrence escaped from what he felt were the re-
pressions and pedantries of the college, he spent some time 
trying to find an instructorship that would pay him suitably. 
Jessie Chambers says that he refused to work for the custo-
mary salary of ninety pounds, and that when the 1908 fall 
terms opened in September, he bad no job. His recommenda-
tion from t he Teachers' Training D~partment at Nottingham, 
while not specifically unfavorable, was full of reservation 
clauses and if's and however's. Here is a previously unpub-
lished document showing what Lawrence's supervisor wrote of 
his teaching practice: 
Well-read, scholarly and refined. Mr. Lawrence 
will make an excellent teacher if he gets into the right 
place. His work at present is uneven according to the 
ordinary standard owing to his lack of experience of 
the elementary schoolboy and his management. He would 
be quite unsuitable for a large class of boys in a 
rough district; he would not have sufficient persis-
tence and enthusiasm but would become disgusted. 
Mr. Lawrence's strong bias is towards the human-
istic subjects and at times boys' interest in such les-
sons is intense. Intelligence, however, is cultivated 
in lessons on all subjects by the treatment, especially 
the questions, the defect being a want of that persis-
tent driving home and recapitulaticn which are necessary 
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--like many intelligent teachers, Mr. ·Lawrence tends 
to teach the best pupils exclusively. Though very rlu-
ent, he sometimes has an obvious difriculty in finding 
words suitably simple. He is emphatically a teacher 
of upper classes. 
Mr. Lawrence is fastidious in taste, and while work-
ing splendidly at anything that interests him would per-
haps easily tire amid the tedium and discouragements of 
the average classroom. With an upper class in a good 
school or in a higher school he could do work quite un-
usually good, especially if allowed a very free hand. 
The thoroughness of that report, written by a man experi-
enced at watching and estimating young teachers in action, 
amounts almost to a character sketch. It is interesting to 
note that the collier's son was, at twenty-three, described 
as ''refined'' and "fastidious in taste." Lawrence's enthusi-
asm for "humanistic subjects" and his ability to arouse "in-
tense" interest in them are characteristic not only of the 
young man who read Meredith and Verlaine with Jessie Chambers 
in a farm kitchen, but also of the later Lawrence who, when 
not being negative and bitter, woh people over by his enthusi-
asm and charm. His inability to control a rough, large class 
is frequently reflected in his work, in Ursula's teaching ex-
periences in The Rainbow and in a number of the early poems 
in which discipline is the main theme. 
In October 1908 Lawrence accepted a job and began teach-
ing "an upper class in a good school": the Davidson Road 
School at Croydon, South London, which had opened just a year 
before. Lawrence said in his "Autobiographical Sketch" that 
his salary was one hundred pounds a year. 
The Davidson Road School, now the Davidson Secondary 
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Modern School, was one of the largest and most fully equipped 
buildings of its kind in the South London area. Lawrence 
wrote of it, "From the big new red school where I taught, we 
could look north and see the Crystal Palace: to me, who saw 
it for the first time, in lovely autumn weather, beautiful 
and softly blue on its hills to the north. And past the 
school, on an embankment, the trains rushed south to Brighton 
or to Kent. And round the school t he country was still only 
just being built over, and the elms of Surrey stood tall and 
noble. It was different from the Midlands." 
One of Lawrence's former students at Davidson, Frank w. 
Turner, has provided this book with an account or Lawrence 
as a teacher. Mr. Turner, who is now Night Editor of the 
Press Association, Ltd., of Fleet Street, regrets that he 
has "few hard facts" to present, yet with his journalist's 
memory and observation,: skill, he brings us a picture of the 
young Lawrence of forty years ago, as he appeared to his stu-
dents. Mr. Turner and his twin brother, the late Leonard 
James Turner, were at Davidson from 1907 to 1912; that is, 
during Lawrence's entire career as a teacher there. Mr. Tur-
ner liked his teacher, but disapproves of the later Lawrence: 
"I think he must have changed a lot from the young man we 
knew. I have read Lady Chatterley's Lover and other works 
of that kind and cannot see any justification for his utter 
frankness about sex; his elopement with Frieda was once des-
cribed by someone who knew him at Davidson Road as •stealing 
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the wife of a good friend,' and much of his later life does 
not give me cause for admiration." 
But~. Turner remembers the friendliness of the frail, 
L palid young man: "He then lived in a small villa in Addis-
~ 
combe, not far from the school, and once when he was recover-
ing from pneumonia, he invited my brother and me to visit him. 
At the end of our stay, he spoke to his sister in French, which 
we did not understand, and this led her to produce two six-
pences which she gave to us." 
Lawrence in those days "did not have a beard," Mr. Tur-
ner recalls, "only a small moustache, fair, like his hair. I 
recollect an impression of a weak chin and delicate sensitive 
hands. He always wore soft collars in those days when most 
men wore stiff ones." 
Mr. Turner particularly remembers the vividness of the 
sketches of flowers Lawrence drew for botany classes, and he 
recalls Lawwence's interest in art and poetry at the time: 
In a room below the roof, a continuous blackboard 
runs around the up:wer part of the room, and even now I 
can picture "D. H. ' standing some feet away, with an 
arm outstretched, to draw on the board. His demonstra-
tions of perspective, making lines stretch away to 
nothing, still live in my memory. He also taught us 
water-color painting. 
The visionary artist in him showed itself when the 
school produced Ali ·Baba and the Fortt Thieves in .the 
school hall. Leaning over-canvass ma erial covering a 
large part of the floor, he painted with a whitewash 
brush, from a bucket of color, a backcloth of an East-
ern bazaar, and another of palm trees in the desert. 
Recently I visited the classroom in which he most-
ly taught us, and my mind flashed back to the morning 
he placed on his table a blue-covered copy of the 
English Review containing his first published poem. 
I never see a London double-decker tramcar on West-
minster Embankment without thinking of his wonderful 
reference to them as "galleons of the night." 
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A dirferent Lawrence had begun to grow in this new 
environment: Lawrence the writer. Lawrence the teacher 
changed and improved, and Lawrence the man became more as-
sured, though many of his most agonizing problems remained 
with him. But his personal development and experiences will 
be discussed further on; it is time to look at his beginning 
literary career. 
• 
He was first published professionally in 1909, when the 
November issue of the English Review printed a group of his 
poems under the general title of "A Still Afternoon." Jessie 
Chambers had sent them to the editor, Ford Madox Hueffer 
(later Ford Madox Foi•d). As Lawrence said later, "The girl 
had launched me so easily, on my literary career, like a 
princess cutting a thread, launching a ship." 
It was also in 1909 that Lawrence completed The White 
Peacock "after four or five years' spasmodic effort." The 
novel was accepted by the first publishing firm to which it 
was submitted, William Heinemann, Ltd., which brought it out 
on January 20, 1911. The American firm of Duffield and Com-
pany, which manufactured the plates and then sent them to 
England, published the book in New York on the preceding day; 
some copies of the American edition are erroneously dated 
1910 because it was copyrighted in that year. 
The White Peacock attracted favorable attention in Lon-
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don literary circles and, for the most part, in the British 
press. The few unfriendly reviews and the antagonism of 
people in the Midlands disturbed Lawrence, who told an ad-
mirer that the book had brought him "very little but bitter-
ness." Some reviews in the United States were rather harsh, 
but not sufficiently so to justify Lawrence's sweeping state-
ment that "all .America" was hostile to him. This exaggeration 
indicates that his first brush with fame had left him a bit 
dizzy. He had been enthusiastically sponsored at the start 
by two prominent writers who were soon to drop him: Hueffer 
and Violet Hunt, both of whom had grown up in Pre-Raphaelite 
circles. Miss Hunt, who had carried the manuscript of The 
White Peacock to the publishers', later wrote almost as exag-
geratedly of the book as Lawrence had, for in a reminiscence 
some years afterwards she said that the novel "took the town." 
This statement is more subjective than accurate, but it re-
flects what many writers had felt at the time. Francis Brett 
Young, remembering in 1925 how The White Peacock had deligh-
ted him when it appeared, called it "the most astonishing 
first novel of the last half-century." 
The White Peacock is a first-person story, narrated by 
a sensitive and rather flaccid young man named Cyril Beard-
sall. Most of the action concerns his friend George Saxton, 
who comes from a farming family. George loves Cyril's sis-
ter Lettie. Afte~ flirting with George for years, Lettie 
marries a wealthy young man, Leslie Tempest. The disappointed 
George, after some successes as a horsetrader, as a man of 
property, and as a dabbler in politics, falls at last into 
a condition of physica.l and spiritual decay. 
Earlier drafts of The White Peacock, which Lawrence 
originally planned to call Nethermere after the lake in the 
story, were quite different from thefinal version. Jessie 
Chambers reports in her memoir that in the first draft of 
the story, George was a nob~e young farmer who married a 
socially unattainable Lettie after she had been seduced 'by 
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a young man of still higher social status. All this was 
thickly sentimentaliz ~~d, "though something in the atmosphere 
was alive." 
And it is Lawrenc:e 1s use of atmosphere that gives the 
final, published version of the book its strength. Fra,ncis 
Brett Young, in the eflsay previously referred to, said that 
The White Peacock inve~s ts the landscape of the Midlands "with 
a light that no other writer, living or dead, has ever cast 
upon it." Although he had never re-read the book, Young said 
that its setting remaj_ned as poignantly real to him as land-
scapes remembered from childhood, "and bloomed with the same 
magic." 
One of the finest passages in The White Peacock is that 
describing autumn in N'ottinghamshire and the development of 
the friendship between George and Cyril: 
I was born i n September, and love it best of all 
the months. There is no heat, no hurry, no thirst and 
weariness in corn harvest as there is in the hay. If 
the season is late, as is usual with us, then mid-
September sees the corn still standing in stook . 
The mornings come slowly. The earth is like a woman 
married and fading; she does not leap up with a 
laugh for the fil''St fresh kiss of dawn, but slowly, 
quietly, unexpectantly lies watching the waking of 
each new day. The blue mist, like memory in the 
eyes of a neglected wife, never goes from the wooded 
hill, and only at noon creeps from the near hedges. 
There is no bird to put a song in the throat of morn-
ing; only the crow's voice speaks during the day. 
Perhaps there is the regular breathing hush of the 
s~ythe--even the fretful jar of the mowing machine. 
But next day, in the morning, all is still again. 
The lying corn is: wet, and when you have bound it, 
and li.ft the heav'y sheaf to make the stock, the 
tresses of oats i~eathe round each other and droop 
mournfully. 
As I worked with my friend through the still 
mornings we talke,d endlessly. I would give him the 
gist of what I k~tew of chemistry, and botany, and 
psychology. Day after day I told him what the prof es-
sors had told me;. of life, of sex and its origins; of 
Schopenhauer and William James. We had been friends 
for years, and he~ was accustomed to my talk. But 
this autumn fruited the first crop of intimacy be-
tween us. I talked a great deal of poetry to him, 
and of rudimentai•y metaphysics. He was very good 
stuff. He had h8Lrdly a single dogma, save that of' 
pleasing himself.. Religion was nothing to him. So 
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he heard all I had to say with an open mind, and un-
derstood the drij~t of things very rapidly, and quickly 
made these ideas part of himself. 
We tramped down to dinner with only the clinging 
warmth of the sunshine for a coat. In this still, en-
folding weather a quiet companionship is very grate-
ful. Autumn creeps through everything. The little 
damsons i1m .the pudding taste of September, and are 
f'ragrant with memory. The voices of those at table 
are softer and more reminiscent than at haytime. 
Afternoon if! all warm and golden. Oat sheaves 
are lighter; they whisper to each other as they freely 
embrace. The long, stout stubble tinkles as the foot 
brushes over it; the scent of t he straw is sweet. 
When the poor, bleached sheaves are lifted out of the 
hedge, a spray of nodding wild raspberries is dis-
closed, with bela ted berries ready to drop; among 
the damp grass lush blackberries may be discovered. 
Then one notices that the last bell hangs f'rom the 
ragged spi re of fox-glove. The talk is of people, 
an odd book; of' one's hopes--and the future; of' Cana-
da, where work if! strenuous, but not lif'e; where t he 
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plains are wide, and one is not lapped in a soft val-
ley, like an apple that falls in a secluded orchard. 
The mist steals over the face of the warm afternoon. 
The tying-up is all finished, and it only remains to 
rear up the fallen buncles into shocks. The sun sinks 
into a golden glow in the west. The gold turns to red, 
the red darkens, like a fire burning low, the sun dis-
appears behind the bank of milky mist, purple like the 
pale bloom on blue plums, and we put on our coats and 
go home. 
Most of that is simple and fresh, and it is genial, the 
work of an author who loves the things he is writing about. 
The occasional patches of awkwardness are those of a young 
student of composition; the two similes in the first para-
graph, "The earth is like a woman married and fading" and 
"The blue mist, like memory in the eyes of a neglected wife," 
are too literary, but most of the passage has an assurance, 
an observational sharpness, and a sense of prose rhythm rarely 
found in the work of twenty-five-year-old novelists. 
But Lawrence could do more at this time than reflect the 
mood of landscapes; he could also create the effect of life 
in motion and could do this with vividness and precision, as 
in the night scene at the pond, another of the remarkable 
passages in The White Peacock: 
Suddenly, as we went by the pond-side, we were 
startled by the great, swishing black shadows that 
swept just above our heads. The swans were flying up 
for shelter, now that a cold wind had begun to fret 
Nethermere. They swung down onto the glassy mill-
pond, shaking the moonlight in flecks across the deep 
shadows; the night rang with the clacking of their 
wings on the water; the stillness and calm were bro-
ken; the moonlight was furrowed and scattered and 
broken. 
This presages the remarkable scene in Women in Love 
where Birkin throws stones into the moonlit pool. That 
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passage is quoted at length in the later discussion of Women 
in Love: a comparison of that passage with the foregoing para-
graph will show how Lawrence developed, within a few years, 
from a writer of promise into a writer of power. 
The conversations in The White Peacock are, however, less 
- . 
assured. Jessie Chambers reported in her memoir that Lawrence 
told her that all of what they and their friends said "would 
go ever so well in a book," and in this finst novel he in-
cluded too much of the small-town intellectuals' type of con-
versation, sti lted and pretentious, as when Cyril says to 
Emily, "You are like Burne-Jones' damsels. Troublesome sha-
dows are always crowding across your eyes, and you cherish 
them. You think the flesh of the apple is nothing. You care 
only for the eternal pips." 
Many of the characters in The White Peacock are as arti-
ficial as their speech. For some of them, Lawrence drew upon 
members of his own family, but instead of showing them amid 
the soot of the Nottinghamshire colliery town they really 
lived in, he put them into a country house suggested by a 
hunting lodge near the Chambers 1 farm. Lawrence moved Jes-
sie Chambers and her family, whom he also used for some of 
his characters, to an even more idyllic place than in actual 
life--a picturesque old mill near their farm. Everything is 
thus pushed out into the country: we have only rare and off-
stage glimpses of the mines that dirtied the edges of the 
towns. 
The most important difference between actual conditions 
and those in the book is in the status of the father of the 
Lawrence family. He and the mother in the story have separat-
ed, and the children do not even know him. He is once brought 
feebly onto the scene, as a derelict, and soon after this he 
dies in another town. Cyril goes over quietly to this town 
with his mother to have the father buried; the daughter, 
Lettie, is not even told of it until sometime later. It is 
significant that the name used for the Lawrences in The White 
Peacock is Beardsall, in actuality the family-name of Law-
renee's mother. 
That Lawrence could, however, face the reality of his 
family situation at the time is shown by the play he wrote 
during this period, The Collier's Friday Night, which was not 
published until after his death. This play is a first work-
ing of the Sons and Lovers theme, with sketches of characters 
--
and incidents that were to be used in that later novel. In 
the play and in Sons and Lovers, Lawrence wrote of people he 
knew in life, as he knew them in life; in The White Peacock 
Lawrence took people he knew in life and portrayed them as 
he did not know them--that is, as they did not exist. 
Few of them come out successfully as characters in this 
first novel. The most believable of them is one in whom the 
story is centered--George. Lettie in~ White Peacock is a 
faint and uncertain outline of A~nie, the sister of the 
leading character in Sons and Lovers. In the earlier novel 
Lettie represents a rather obvious attempt on the author's 
part to show a kittenish female; it is only rarely that she 
seems to be as much a living person as Annie does in a far 
less important role in ~and Lovers. 
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The mother in The White Peacock is idealized almost out 
of existence. Although at one level Mrs. Beardsall seems to 
be the same sad little woman of~ and Lovers, she lacks 
the other sides of Mrs. Morel's nature--the harshness, the 
firmness. She is spared the daily turmoil of the Lawrence-
Morel household. With her husband extracted, Mrs. Beardsall 
of The White Peacock has, in her country home with deckchairs 
on the lawn, a sense of contentment ~he poet's mother never 
knew in life. Her daughter Lettie is courted honorably by 
the son of a wealthy industrialist. Her son Cyril is also 
an idealized escape from fact; he is really too vapid to 
arouse admiration, yet he has a certain vitality as a narra-
tor: those natural descriptions that are the best part of the 
book are presented through his consciousness. 
Leslie Tempest is the first of Lawrence's portraits of 
wealthy young men who inherit industrial interests. Leslie 
is in social circumstance the immediate ancestor of Gerald 
Crich of Women in Love. He even lives in the same house, which 
is a place near Lawrence's native town called Lamb Close 
(High-close in The White Peacock, Shortlands in the later 
book). Both Leslie and Gerald try to be "enlightened" mine-
owners, as their counterpart Gerald Barlow does in the play 
Touch and Go: none of them quite succeeds. Gerald Crich, a 
full-drawn figure emerging from Lawrence's later experience, 
is a vital and credible character in a way the papier-mache 
Leslie is not. 
The thought of a young man born in country-squire cir-
cumstances weighed heavily on Lawrence's mind: toward the end 
of his life he was to present a last phase of Leslie as Clif-
ford Chatterley. In quite another way Lawrence was also, as 
John Middleton Murry first pointed out, haunted by the idea 
of gamekeepers and there is doubtless a connection between 
Annable of The White Peacock and Mellors of Lady Chatterley's 
Lover. As we have seen, Lawrence read the Victorian novels 
in his youth, and while Jessie Chambers does not mention 
Kingsley's Yeast as being among them, it is possible that 
Tregarva, the philosophical gamekeeper in that book, was an 
ideological ancestor of Annable and Mellors. 
Aside from all else that Annable and Mellors may stand 
for in the first and last novels of Lawrence, it must be re-
membered that the gamekeeper has a particular vocational 
function. It is true that Lawrence was, in one sense, ~yang 
to pontray modern idealizations of the noble savage, but the 
gamekeeper symbol also speaks one of Lawrence's deepest biases. 
From the first, Lawrence was against that part of civilization 
which destroyed natural things: the gamekeeper is a man 
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specially committed to protecting wild life. 
Annable is not involved in the main plot of The White 
Peacock; he serves as a commentator or chorus. He is antago-
nistic to the young couples who continually trespass on the 
preserves he is guarding, and he is barely respectful to 
Leslie, whose father employs him. But Annable and Cyril be-
come friends, and he tells the young man of his experiences 
as a student at Cambridge, as a clergyman, and as a husband. 
Now he is a man of field and forest, who usually speaks in 
dialect. And although Annable is only a background figure, 
he comes closest to George as the most believably alive 
character in The White Peacock. 
George's sister Emily fails to provide a basis of con-
flict with Cyril such as her double, Miriam, does in Sons 
and Lovers. Her relationship with Cyril is essentially in-
sipid, largely because of his lack of enthusiasm, but she 
seems so thinly human that it is difficult to blame him en-
tirely for not being greatly interested in her. Cyril and 
Emily battle each other with feeble epigrams. And when Emily, 
after several years of this and several years of Cyril's 
vaguely explained absence, announces to him during one of 
his visits home that she plans to marry someone else, all 
Cyril can do is turn to the husband-to-be and say, "Mr. 
Renshaw, you have out-manoeuvred me all unawares, quite in-
decently." Cyril's regret never finds deeper expression 
than this rhetoric: Emily is justified in taking his pro-
test as a joke. 
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Her brother George is the first of a gallery of Law-
rence's male characters whose virility is gradually under-
mined. Cyril for all his cleverness would perhaps enjoy 
being just what George is, the natural man, the farmer, the 
man whose mind--at the start, at least--has a wholesome sim-
plicity. Yet George is brought down. Gyril's sister Lettie 
upsets his way of life, leads him on, then drops him. It 
is his downfall, not only because he is susceptible to Lettie 
but also because he could have mastered her if he had had 
the courage. Yet the instrument of his degradation is 
Lettie. 
She is the peacock. Both Lettie and the first wife of 
Annable are identified with the central symbol of the book. 
The destructive woman is, to Annable, "all vanity and screech 
and defilement," and when he speaks of her as the peacock, 
Cyril adds the adjective white. Lawrence does not let this 
symbol remain a conversational abstraction, but several times 
introduces it concretely; its most important usage is in the 
episode where Cyril meets Annable in the graveyard by the 
abandoned church. A peacock from the adjoining woodland 
flaps heavily through the evening air and lights on a stone 
angel above a tomb. Annable drives the bird away, and it is 
then that he tells Cyril of his unhappy past, of his marriage 
to a destructive, will-driven woman with ideals of purity--
the kind of woman Lawrence portrayed unsympathetically 
throughout his work, perhaps in unconscious rejection of his 
mother's influence. 
One other important non-abstract use of the peacock 
symbol occurs later in the story, after Lettie has married 
Leslie, and George has married his cousin Meg: Lettie and 
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her mother and Cyril and Leslie are walking near Highclose 
when they meet George; it is New Year's Eve, and they invite 
him in for a drink. As they enter the house, Lettie seems 
in a mood of gloating over the two men who love her; she is 
wearing a silk cloak of peacock blue: "There she stood, with 
her white hand upon the peacock of her cloak, where it tum-
bled against her dull orange dress. She knew her own splen-
dour, and she drew up her throat laughing and brilliant with 
triumph." Outside, she had asked Leslie to tie her shoelace, 
and he had dutifully knelt to do so. Now she requests him 
to take off her shoes, and again he kneels to oblige. Cyril 
comments a bit later that Leslie has "lost his assertive self-
confidence." 
The perceptive but ineffectual Cyril has only one human 
relationship with any profundity in it, and that is the rela-
tionship with George; its high moment is reached in the chap-
ter called "A Poem of Friendship." George in this chapter 
points to a sycamore with the leading shoot broken off and 
says he will feel like that after Cyril has gone away, but 
it is Cyril who feels the deeper regret at the departure, 
and it is Cyril who, later in the story, has the nostalgic 
remembrances. The homoerotic suggestions in this relation-
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ship are _most strongly marked in the passage describing 
Oyril's pleasure in the towel-massage administered by George 
after the two friends have been swimming. How much of this 
is mere immaturity and how much is seriously sexual is dif-
ficult to judge: the possible significance of such themes 
in Lawrence's work is discussed later, in relation to Women 
in Love. 
The book, which with its groups of young couples in a 
rural setting drew much from George Eliot and other tradi-
tional novelists, goes to pieces structurally after the 
"Poem of Friendship" chapter. There is a. painful public 
meeting between George and Lettie, following which the char-
acters are moved about like checkers over the years. Until 
this point, about three-fifths of the way through, the story 
has been fairly consistent and even-paced in development, 
but now there are spasmodic jumps of two years, five years, 
one year, and so on. The main theme, the deterioration of 
George, is all that holds the book together, and this is 
often too fragmenta.rily presented. The other characters be-
come even vaguer; Cyril, for example, seems to go to France 
at times, but how ·or why is never made clear. Too much de-
tail in such matters might prove burdensome, but after the 
closeness of the circumstantial focus of the first sixty per-
cent of the book, the shuttllng cinema of the last parts is 
confusing. 
George goes through many changes after marrying Meg, 
who lives with her savage old grandmother at the Ram Inn. 
In both his failures and successes in business and politics, 
he is shown to be a better man than Leslie--whom he can even 
out-argue at the dinner table--a better man than Leslie, in 
everything except adaptation. The mediocre Leslie fits into 
exiating society. When George becomes a socialist of the bit-
ter kind, his socialism is partly a protest against Leslie's 
s~andard of living. But the bored Lettie by her meddling 
takes even George's socialism away from him, and the full 
power of the gamekeeper Annable's symbol is realized. Ann-
able is a stronger man, but his life is almost prophetic of 
George's, and their destinies are importantly connected by 
the peacock symbol which indicates the power of women over 
the two most vital men in the story. 
George drops socialism, makes money, and becomes unhappy. 
Cyril comes to see him for the last time in the concluding 
chapter,' "A Prospect Among the Marshes of Lethe." Meg has 
told him that George is "sick every morning and after almost 
every meal, 11 and Cyril has heard of a scene between George 
and one of the children, in which George seemed 11 demoniacal." 
After a bad attack of 'delirium tremens, George has been sent 
to stay at Emiiy's farm in the country, and Cyril bicycles 
out to see him. 
It is a far different September from the one described 
earlier in the book, when Cyril worked in the fields with 
George and told him about sex and Schopenhauer and William 
James. It is fifteen years since George's marriage to Meg. 
who has won--as Lawrence wrote in a mood foreshadowing his 
later books--"in the marital duel" Cyril finds George in 
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bed in the daytime, with a swollen and discolored face; when 
they go for a walk--slowly, because George is feeble on his 
legs--Cyril is horrified to learn that his old friend has be-
come a loud and vulgar monologuist, with lapses into stupid-
ity. They watch Emily's husband and his brother working in 
the fields the way George used to. George, seeing the men 
vigorous and quick in the softly beautiful autumn afternoon, 
aays he will soon be out of everybody's way. Afterward, at 
tea, George sits apart from them all, "like a condemned man." 
His deterioration is almost complete. 
George's great sin was to deny the life-flame. He did 
this rather obviously; future Lawrencean protagonists who are 
doomed to a grievous end will do it differently. But the 
lesson is there from the first. 
The book foreshadows much of Lawrence's later work: 
this is the principal reason it is studied here so closely 
and at sue~ length. He had not yet found his idiom, but in 
spite of its ineptitudes, The White Peacock has a compelling 
charm, particularly in its nature passages, a morning-light 
quality. 
• • • 
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The White Peacock and the first three stories published 
in Ford Madox Ford's English Review in 1910 and 1911 ("Goose 
Fair," "Odour of Chrysanthemums," "A Fragment of Stained Glass") 
mark the published beginning of Lawrence the prosewriter. But 
the real beginning of Lawrence's prose lies farther back; there 
was an anonymous prize-winning story in 1907, and some other 
examples have been presented in the memoir by his sister Ada, 
who preserved several fragments from an early diary. Here 
is the earliest, dated August 1906, just before Lawrence was 
twenty-one, more than four years before The White Peaco.ck 
was published: 
Walked to Theddlethorpe--the rushes, reeds and the 
blue butterfly, the countryside and charming farms and 
cottages. Fancy trekking thence from Hagg 1s! The 
trippers down to Marblethorpe in the haywaggon, and 
the sheep whose faces and legs gleam white as they trot 
south. Came at last to Theddlethorpe St. Helens, where 
the post office is kept by Hepsibah Lingard. 
This is hardly a fair prose specimen, since it is merely 
spontaneous jottings in a diary--Lawrence at his mature best 
preferably used the spontaneous method, and with success, but 
in this earlier time he needed to rewrite in order to bring 
out his best effects. Yet even this diary-fragment gives in-
dications of the Lawrence-to-be. Although the writing is a 
bit clogged, and generally poor in cadence, the eye of Lawrence 
is there, noting flora and fauna and significant details of 
landscape. In his later writing he would have arEanged the 
details more skillfully, and would not have used the banal 
phrase, "charming cottages." The second sentence is jarring--
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"Fancy trekking thence from Hagg's"--but this is also a hint 
of the Lawrence-to-come: in most of his later writing there 
are awkward or colloquial phrases that occasionally dis-
figure his work. The better side of the future Lawrence is 
suggested in "the sheep whose faces and legs gleam white as 
they trot south" --here is Lawrence's kinetic touch, here is 
a sentence with a moving image and the rhythm that goes with 
it. Another attempt to describe action in a later sentence 
of this diary fails under its own heaviness: "Horses rear 
and struggle, but are disunited"--the last word, a latinized 
abstraction, reduces the pictorial value of the first part of 
the statement. But a more kinetic sentence closes the diary-
fragments: "The wind fills the brown sails, and away she 
glides like a live thing, the sun burning on her red sails." 
There is some confusion here, and an unskillful repetition, 
but the statement has a pulsing movement: it suggests that 
the young man knows how poetic effects can be used in prose 
and ia trying his strength. 
The story "Goose Fair," Lawrence's first prose piece in 
the English Review, effectively suggests the restlessness of 
Nottingham in Fair time; and Lawrence's descriptive gifts 
come admirably into play for a picture of a burning factory. 
The story turns upon a misunderstanding of the heroine's and 
is therefore an index to her mind. She thinks her young man 
burned the factory for its insurance; when she discovers that 
she is wrong and that he has been away reveling, she cruelly 
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mentions that he is suspected: 
Lois drew hersel~ up. She had delivered her blow. 
She drew hersel~ up and ~or a moment enjoyed her com-
plete revenge. He was despicable, abject in his dis-
hevelled, dis~igured, unwashed condition. 
"Aye, well, they made a mistake ~or once," here-
plied, with a curl o~ the lip. 
Curiously enough, they walked side by side as i~ 
they belonged to each other. She was his conscience 
keeper. She was ~ar ~rom ~orgiving him, but she was 
still further ~rom letting him go. And he walked at 
her side like a boy who has to be punished be~ore he 
can be exonerated. He submitted. But there was a 
genuine bitter contempt in the curl o~ his lip. 
This is the end o~ the story, with the charred ruin o~ 
the ~actory smoking beyond them in the grey October morning. 
And here, in Lawrence's ~irst published ~iction, a theme 
that runs through much o~ his work is ~irst announced: the 
antagonism between men and women who do not separate but 
~ind the antagonism a bond. 
"Odour o~ Chrysanthemums" is a good mood-sketch and has 
some believable characterization. Ford Madox Ford has said 
it was the ~irst piece o~ Lawrence's writing to catch his 
editorial eye; he once wrote that he accepted the story at 
~irst glance, ~or he could tell immediately that the writer 
was one who knew what he was doing. "Odour o~ Chrysanthe-
mums" is Lawrence's ~irst story o~ miners' ~a.milies, and pre-
~igures his developments along this line: the ending, with 
the miner brought home dead and the women washing his corpse, 
strongly resembles Lawrence's later play, The Widowing o~ 
~ Holroyd. 
"A Fragment o~ Stained Glass" was originally submitted 
to a story competition in the Nottinghamshire Guardian at 
Christmas 1907, while Lawrence vas in college. Lawrence 
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took the contest seriously--the prize Has three pounds--and 
he had Jessie Chambers and another girl also send in stories 
that he wrote. The rules required entries to be submitted 
under assumed names; the stories had to deal with a joyful 
or amusing Christmas, or with a historic building. The one 
Jessie sent in under the name of Rosalind, entitled "A Pre-
lude," was the winner. In bestowing the prize, the Guardian 
said that "a simple theme vas handled with a freshness and 
simplicity altogether charming, 11 ·.and that rather aptly des-
cribes the story, which has recently been dug out of the 
Guardian rrles and printed as a book. It is not worth so 
much emphasis; Lawrence had once told his bibliographer, 
McDonald, of "a youthful story in the bad grey print of a 
provincial newspaper--under a ~ de plume." He added, 
"But, thank God, that has gone to glory in the absolute 
sense." The tale has some of the flavor of The White Peacock, 
and some of its characters are apparently first sketches of 
people who were to appear im the novel. The two stories 
that lost in the competition, however, appeared later in the 
English Review and in The Prussian Officer. One of these, 
as we shall see later, was rewritten as "The White Stocking": 
the other, as already mentioned, is 11A Fragment of Stained 
Glass. 11 
In its original version it was called 11Legend." It 
fulfilled one of the contest conditions in that it was about 
a historic building: its setting is Beauvale Abbey, outside 
Eastwood. The story represents one of Lawrence's few at-
tempts at fiction about the past. The Guardian referred to 
it as "a tale of the escape of a serf remarkable for its vi-
vid realism," but the story seems to have been somewhat too 
grim for the Christmas competition. Lawrence changed it con-
siderably, and expanded it, before it appeared in the English 
Review nearly four years later. .: "Fragment of Stained Glass" 
has in it a feeling of medieval barbarity that comes through 
strongly to the reader: the story of the maddened serf flee-
ing into the frozen dark woods with the miller's daughter is 
one that is projected with imaginative vigor into the deep 
past of the Lawrence country. 
These three stories are in Lawrence's first collection 
of tales, The Prussian Officer, published in 1914. The other 
nine stories in that volume, which appeared in magazines 
after these earliest three, will be discussed later. At ·this 
point the beginnings of Lawrence's poetry should be considered. 
His verse apparently antedates his first serious prose--
prose, that is, independent of required school essays. In 
the prefatory note to his Collected Poems in 1928, Lawrence 
spoke of writing his first verses when he was nineteen. "To 
Guelder-Roses" and "To Campions" might have been written by 
any young lady, Lawrence says. In a longer introduction to 
the Collected edition, which he did not use (it wa s published 
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in the post-humous Phoenix volume), he spoke of the poems he 
began writing a year or so later, which haunted him and made 
him feel guilty, as if the experience of creating them were 
abnormal: 
Then the haunting would get the better of me, and 
the ghost would suddenly appear, in the shape of a 
rather usually incoherent poem. Nearly always I shunned 
the apparition once it had appeared. From the first, 
I was a little afraid of my real poems--not my "compo-
sitions," but the poems that had the ghost in them. 
They seemed to me to come from somewhere, I didn't 
quite know where, out of a me whom I didn't know and 
didn't want to know, and say things I would much 
rather not have said: for choice. But there they 
were. I never read them again. Only I gave them to 
Miriam, and she loved them, or she seemed to •••• 
Save for Miriam, I perhaps should have destroyed them 
all. She encouraged my demon. But alas, it was me, 
not he, whom she loved. So for her too it was a cata-
strophe. My demon is not easily loved: whereas the 
ordinary me is. So poor Miriam was let down. Yet in 
a sense, she let down my demon, till he howled. 
Lawrence here, as in many of his statements, shows how 
much he had in common with the Romanticists, whose work was 
often haunted by the demonic--not only in the matter of in-
spiration bu~ also in regard to descriptions of love and to 
effects of horror. Wordsworth, for example, felt that he 
was under the spell of outside forces; in the Prelude, des-
cribing the high moment when he became "dedicated," on a 
summer dawn in his nineteenth year, he wrote: 
I made no vows, but vows 
Were made for me; bond unknown to me 
Was given, that I should be, else sinning greatly, 
A dedicated Spirit. 
The reader going through the body of Lawrence's poems, 
indeed of Lawrence's prose also, will observe repeatedly how 
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many other characteristics of the Romanticists Lawrence has. 
Rene Wellek has recently shown, in two articles in Com-
parative Literature entitled "The Concept of 'Romanticism' 
in Literary History," that the Romantic Movement was inter-
national in scope and character and not a complex of Roman-
ticisms, as Arthur 0. Lovejoy has asserted. Professor Wellek 
mentions three important criteria of Romanticism in general--
"imagination for the view of poetry, nature for the view of 
the world, and SJ1lllbol and myth for poetic style"--which also 
figure importantly throughout Lawrence 1 s work. La1o1rence did 
not have so large a conception of imagination as the Romanti-
cists, although in common with them he used the imagination 
as an important intuitional force; but he did not talk about 
the imagination in the way the Romanticists did. To them it 
was perhaps a nobler instrument than it was to Lawrence: with ' 
them it was a means of getting in touch with a higher reality; 
the fulfillment Lawrence came to seek in his "dark gods" was 
not a higher reality but rather another reality. Yet in the 
actual working out of ideas, Lawrence often came close to 
Romanticist imaginative usage: The Plumed Serpent, for ex-
ample, did. But, as the poems discussed in this chapter--
as well as the prose passages quoted throughout the book--
will show, Lawrence felt himself deep inside nature, so deep 
that he could speak contemptuously of the feeling for nature 
held by Rousseau and Chateaubriand as a kind of misdirected 
intellectualism (see the later chapter, V, "Some Conclusions"). 
The third cri teri.on Wellek speaks of, "symbol and myth 
for poetic style," is also applicable to Lawrence. His af-
finity with the symbolistes, who represent a recrudescence 
and a refinement of the Romantic Movement, is examined in 
the next chapter. As to mythology, Wellek does not refer 
to conventional mythology alone--there is a certain amount 
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of this in Lawrence, particularly in relation to Christian 
figures--but also to created mythology, like Blake's. Again 
The Plumed Serpent will serve as example; and Lawrence's re-
semblances to Blake are also discussed in "Some Conclusions." 
The important point to remember in the present survey of Law-
rence's early poetry is that it was, whether consciously or 
not, Romantic. And his novels were Romantic too, though 
they showed the marked influence--as the poems occasionally 
do--of nineteenth-century naturalism and twentieth-century 
realism. Lawrence, in brief, rises up as a belated Romanti-
cist, strained through the Industrial Revolution (or Revolu-
tions, plural), Darwinism, Victorianism, "the trimnph of sci-
ence," Zolaism, and other phenomena that came between him 
and the principal Romantics. 
Throughout the rest of this book, then, Lawrence will be 
regarded as a latter-day Romantic, although the matter will 
not be continually hammered into the reader's mind. To call 
Lawrence such is not to damn him as unoriginal, for even 
though he had no brilliant solutions to the social problems 
he came to write of, he was always artistically original. 
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But he had the Romantic temperament--anti-intellectualism, 
the fierce love of nature, the tendency to be "amorous of the 
far," the belief in individuality, the extreme sensibility, 
and the other characteristics--and this temperament he carried 
through twentieth-century experience. And the impact of that 
experience upon that temperament is first expressed most di-
rectly and most strongly in Lawrence's early verse. 
The poems of Lawrence's youth were printed in magazines 
and in his first two books of verse, Love Poems (1913) and 
Amores (1916); a few of them were put into New Poems (1918). 
Many of them are changed in the Collected Poems because 
"sometimes the hand of the commonplace youth had been laid 
on the mouth of the demon. · It is not for technique these 
poems are altered: it is to say the real say." Even more 
than the fictional material taken from life, the verse is 
the autobiogr·aphy of Lawrence's youth. 
The poetry he wrote at that time is concerned mainly with 
seven subjects; with one or two typical examples of each, 
these are: nature, as in ''The Wild Common 11 ; dialect verse, 
such as "Whether or Not" ("Dunna thee tell me it's his'n, 
mother • • • "~; schoolmastering, as in "Disciple" and "After-
noon in School"; mystic creation, as in "Corot" and "Michael 
Angelo"· love as in "Lightning" and "Kisses in the Train"· , ____, ' 
and the death of the mother, as in "Brooding Grief" and 
"Troth with the Dead." 
Lawrence placed "The Wild Common" first among his 
Collected Poems: 
The quick sparks on the gorse-bushes are leaping 
Little jets of sunlight texture imitating flame. 
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It is appropriate that the discussion of Lawrence's beginnings 
as a poet start with these two lines, not only because he put 
this poem ~frst when he arranged his work chronologically, 
but also because the quality that is so distinctly Lawrence's 
is already apparent in these opening lines. They have the up-
rush of feeling, the bright livingness, and the quick movement 
of his later verse, and they forecast its types of rhythm and 
imagery. 
Lawrence, who was always to remain somewhat awkward poet-
ically, from the point of view of conventional versification, 
defended his poetic style in a letter in 1913 to Edward Mars~ 
Private secretary to Winston Churchill, Marsh was publishing 
Lawrence's work in the Georgian Poetry anthologies. Lawrence, 
never awed by a mere editor, called Marsh a "bit of a police-
man in poetry" and told him: 
I think I read my poetry more by length than by 
stress--as a matter of movements in space than footsteps 
hitting the earth •••• It doesn't depend on the ear, 
particularly, but on the sensitive ' soul. And the ear 
gets a habit, and becomes master, when the ebbing and 
lifting motion should be master, and the ear the trans-
mitter. If your ear has got stiff and a bit mechanical, 
don't blame my poetry. That's why you like Golden Jour-
ney to Samarcand--it fits your habituated ear, and your 
feeling crouches subservient and a bit pathetic. "It 
satisfies my ear, 11 you say. Well, I don't write for 
your ear. This is the constant war, I reckon, between 
new expression and the habituated, mechanical trans-
mitters and receivers of the human constitution. 
Readers of lines such as those quoted from "The Wild Com-
mon" should keep this statement in mind. For in such lines 
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Lawrence was writing of the effect upon his consciousness of 
the unkempt fields with the irregular gorse-bushes touched into 
little flames by the sun; to express all this, he wanted some-
thing more than an instrument of known mathematical measurement 
such as ordinary iambic. He was not completely successful in 
those opening lines of "The Wild Common," for the verse trips 
too fast; the reader is left breathless. A caesura somewhere 
in either of the lines would have reduced the speed of the en-
jambment after leaping. Yet, aside from their headlong haste, 
the lines are effective in the quickened sense of life they 
give. And they point the way to Lawrence's subsequent success 
with the kenetic line; his best verse has a combination of ur-
gency and vividness that touches the reader's emotions directly. 
The following poem, "Coldness in~," is predominantly erot-
ic, yet it has as much scenery in it as most of the nature 
poems, and atmosphere is perhaps its most important element: 
And you remember, in the afternoon 
The sea and the sky went grey, as if there had sunk 
~ flocculent dust on the floor of the world: the festoon 
Of the sky sagged dusty as spider cloth, 
And coldness clogged the sea, till it ceased to croon. 
A dank, sickening scent came up from the grime 
Of weed that blackened the shore, so that I recoiled 
Feeling the raw cold dun me: and all the time 
You leapt about on the slippery rocks, and threw 
Me words that rang with a brassy, shallow chime. 
And all day long, that raw and ancient cold 
Deadened me through, till the grey downs dulle~ to sleep. 
T,hen I longed for you with your mantle of love to fold 
Me over, and drive from out of my body the deep 
Cold that had sunk to my soul, and there kep.t hold. 
But still to me all evening long you were cold, 
And I was numb with a bitter, deathly ache; 
Till old days drew me back into their fold, 
And dim hopes crowded me warm with companionship, 
And memories clustered me close, and sleep was cajoled. 
And I slept till dawn at the window blew in like dust, 
Like a linty, raw-cold dust disturbed from the floor 
Of the unswept sea; a grey pale light like must 
That settled upon my face and hands till it seemed 
To flourish there, as pale mould blooms on a crust. 
And I rose in fear, needing you fearfully. 
For I thought you were warm as a sudden jet of blood. 
I thought I could plunge in your living hotness, and be 
Clean of the cold and the must. With my hand on the latch 
I heard you in your sleep speak strangely to me. 
And I dared not enter, feeling suddenly dismayed. 
So I went and waEhed my deadened flesh in the sea 
And came back tingling clean, but worn and frayed 
With cold, like the shell of the moon; and strange it seems 
That my love can dawn in warmth again, unafraid. 
That poem has much in common with the verse that other 
young Georgian poets were writing. Compare, for example, 
Rupert Brooke's "A Memory," written at Waikiki in October 
1913 and beginning: 
Somewhile before the dawn I rose, and stept 
Softly along the dim way to your room. • • 
In Brooke's sonnet, the -poet does not turn away at the 
girl's door, but enters for a "poor moment's kindliness, and 
ease,/ And sleepy mother -comfort! 11 And the poem ends .~1 th the 
characteristic Brookean turn of mood from light contentment to 
light regret. It is smoother and neater than Lawrence's 
"Coldness in Love," which has a kind of ugly unhappiness per-
vading it; Brooke's music is more dextrous and, throughout 
the sonnet, more varied, yet it lacks the force of this poem 
of Lawrence's which is not really a first-rate poem. But 
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"Coldness in Love" has a rude str:ength beyond the reach of 
most of the other Georgians except perhaps W. H. Davies; but 
Davies, often awkward and often verging on doggerel, can 
rarely approximate the suggestive power of the nature pic-
tures in this poem. 
The greyness of the setting and of the recorder's mood 
is skillfully set in the first stanza of "Coldness in Love;' 
and repeated by suggestion and statement just often enough 
through the poem to retain its effectiveness without becoming 
wearisome; the repetitions build toward the startling image 
of the crust-mould on the lover who has awakened in the dawn 
"that blew in like dust." Occasionally -the mood is jarred 
by a conventionalized figure, such as "your mantle of love," 
but in the main the emotion is consisten~, and the events 
leading to the climax of the action develop organically out 
of that emotion. In the original version in Love Poems, the 
last line had read "That my love had dawned in rose again, 
like the love of a maid," but Lawrence changed that in the 
Collected edition--one of that volume's few improvements by 
alteration. 
The comparison of "Coldness in Love" with the work of 
some of Lawrence's fellow-contributors to the Georgian Verse 
collections was made tor the purpose of emphasizing Lawrence's 
individuality. He was not confinable to the Georgian mould, 
nor did he properly belong (as Glenn Hughes has shown in his 
study of the imagists) to that group he aligned himself with 
under Amy Lowell's banner--the poets whom their former leader, 
Ezra Pound, called the Amygists. 
It has been previously indicated that Lawrence had cer-
tain elements in common with the Georgian Verse poets. Since 
he lived when he did, most of his early verse came, iliike 
theirs, out of nineteenth-century British poetry. But the 
intensity of his chapel upbringing seems to have made him 
more susceptible to BiblicalBnguage than his contemporaries 
were. He adapted Biblical rhythms ''to his own uses, however, 
as he adapted the English landscape. To most of the Georgian 
poets, nature was important poetically, but it was something 
glimpsed beyond the edges of the tennis court; to Lawrence, 
nature was a patt of one's consciousness, virtually a part of 
one's body--indeed, it might be said of Lawrence that he was 
a part of all that he had touched. This tactual relationship 
with nature was intensified in him pecause the landscapes he 
knew in childhood and youth were an escape from the mining 
town and the surrounding collieries; and he expressed the ef-
fect of nature upon him in an individualistic manner, as the 
letter to Marsh indicates. No other Georgian landscapes as-
sault the reader's consciousness so forcibly as Lawrence's do. 
For these and other considerations, it is somewhat sur-
prising to find him in the Georgian Verse anthologies; he ap-
peared in four of the five that were issued, including the 
last of the volumes in 1922. He was not given to affiliations 
with groups or to support of platforms; and it is particularly 
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surprising to find him in Marsh's books, which generally ex-
cluded the more "daring" poets. 
His presence among the imagists is considerably less 
startling, although the imagists were a rival clique that was 
even more exclusive and pretentious. Ezra Pound did not in-
vite Lawrence to appear in ~ Imagistes in 1914, though Amy 
Lowell included him in the three anthologies of Some Imagist 
Poets in 1915, 1916, and 1917, after Pound and his faction 
had seceded from the coterie to become Vorticists. That was 
one contemporary group Lawrence did not join--and he never en-
listed himself in any other association of the kind. In de-
fense of Lawrence's independence, it may be pointed out that 
he became a Georgian Verse and Imagist Poets contriButor 
fairly early in his career as a poet, and that both these 
collections remained hospitable to his work at times when he 
found it difficult to be published at all. The pronounce-
ments of each group were not so ironclad that the individual-
istic Lawrence could not be reasonably included, and he cer-
tainly did not relinquish any of his independence, as the 
correspondence with Marsh (as well as the letters in Damon's 
biography of Amy Lowell) proves. Glenn Hughes in Imagism and 
the Imagists (19~) reports that Lawrence told him in May 1929 
that he had denied being an imagist when Amy Lowell first ap-
proached him while she was collecting material for the antho-
logies; she replied by quoting the opening lines of his 
"Wedding Morn": "The morning breaks like a pomegranate/ In a 
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shining crack of red." Hughes says Lawrence was not fooled 
by this--images can "be plucked from the work of any poet"--
but he gave Amy Lowell some poems anyway~ though he never 
took the "movement" seriously. He told Hughes "There never 
had been such a thing as imagism. It was all an illusion 
of Ezra Pound's~ he said~ and was nonsense." Hughes also 
reports that one of the imagists told him La-wrence was en-
listed because in 1914 he was regarded as a writer who would 
achieve great fame and consequently help the cause of the 
imagists. Some of them felt that Lawrence~ despite his dis-
claimer~ was influenced by imagism; Hughes~ who believes 
Lawrence's poetry was most strongly influenced by Whitman~ 
says it underwent "no radical change ••• as a result of 
his association with the imagists." 
This excursion into Lawrence's associations has been 
necessary in order to show how Lawrence differed from the 
other poets who were young when he was, and in order to place 
~ in relation to the literary movements of his time. As a 
poet he was to develop far beyond the range of the verse of 
Love Poems and Amores. This development will be discussed 
in its proper place: it will not be understood~ however~ with-
out a somewhat thorough examination of the tendencies and ac-
complishments of Lawrence's beginnings as a poet. R. P. Black-
mur .• in The Double Agent (1935), has applied a stringent 
aestheticism in his chapter on Lawrence's poetry; but however 
vital and true Blackmur's criticisms sometimes are, they are 
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disproportionate. He seems to blame Lawrence for not being 
Milton or Dante. But today's readers do not expect Law-
rence to be Milton or Dante. He had strength but perhaps 
not gianthood; most of his contemporaries did not even have 
strength. 
Lawrence's principal dialect poems, which will be con-
sidered next, were written in the earliest phase of his 
career. He wrote a few more later, in the Pansies period 
toward the end of his life, but these were not serious in 
the way that the four which appear in Love Poems were seri-
ous. The later dialect verse employed the vernacular for 
humorous purposes only, and usually with Lawrence himself 
as the speaker, as in "Up He Goes!--": 
No, there's nowt in the upper classes 
as far as I can find; 
a worse lot o' jujubey asses 
than the lot I left behind. 
This stanza, typical of the others in the poems and in 
other verses of that phase, is quite different from the four 
earlier examples of dialect poetry in Love Poems: "Violets, 11 
"Whether or Not," "A Collier's Wife," and "The Drained Cup." 
These four pieces are serious stories--often with humorous 
overtones--Midlands dialect. Three of them are fairly short: 
"Violets" tells of an unknown girl who comes quietly to the 
burial of a young man and, standing among women who loved 
him openly, drops a "pack" of violets into the grave; "A 
Collier's Wife" contains a situation familiar to readers of 
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Sons and Lovers and Lawrence's short stories of mining tovrns, 
--
in which a woman is notified that her husband has been in-
jured in the mine and is being taken to the hospital; "The 
Drained Cup" is ·j~the bitter monologue of a woman addressing a 
lover who is leaving her for a younger woman. 
These verses are a kind of Midlands equivalent of the 
Kailyard School of Scottish poets who had recently had great 
success with dialect poems of village life and cabbage pat-
ches. Ezra Pound once said that Lawrence's dialect poems 
were his best: Louis Untermeyer, in Modern British Poetry: 
A Critical Anthology (Fifth Revised Edition, 1942), says 
that none of Lawrence's writings, "none of his verse, is 
more surely projected than the dramatic lyrics in diale.ct." 
This statement, like Pound's, seems to overrate Lawrence's 
vernacular work, though the "more surely projected" phrase 
has a careful vagueness about it, since there is no guarantee 
that material less "surely projected" might not, through com-
pensating factors, be more successful totally than what was 
"more surely projected." Untermeyer is more specific and 
more accurate when he speaks of "Whether or Not" as "that 
remarkable sequence which a ruder Browning might have fa-
thered and which is a completely rounded tale, a poignantly 
condensed novel." In this long poem a young constable has 
been having an affair with his landlady; when she becomes 
pregnant, the girl who loves the policeman goes to the forty-
five-year-old widow and offers money for the care of the child; 
then she proceeds to steer the young man toward the altar. 
In the original version she offered to bring up the child 
if its mother would give it up; this offer is omitted from 
the story as it appears in the Collected Poems. The later 
version of "Whether or Not" has, however, an additional 
section, a conclusion in which the young man is allowed to 
demur; and he wants neither woman: 
I'll say godd-bye, Liz, toyer, 
Yer too much i 1 th' right for me. 
An' wi' 1er somehow it isn't right. 
So good-bye, an' let's let be. 
Lawrence made various other changes in these dialect 
poems for the Collected volume; occasionally he altered a 
word, as when he made railroad into reelroad--perhaps his 
years of being away from the dialect had made his ear keener 
for its finer shades, as he remembered them from youth. One 
of the stanzas he added to "Whether or Not"--the one before 
the last--is omitted from Untermeyer 1s anthology, without 
explanation, probably because it contains one of the "un-
printable" four-letter words of the later Lawrence. 
The poems about schoolmastering which Lawrence wrote 
in his youth are not remarkable. They describe the red-
brick school at Croydion, and the ~eacher's problem of main-
taining order in the classroom and of keeping the students 
and himself from getting bored. The pictorial quality of 
the poems is often effective, as in these lines from "The 
Best of School": 
The blinds are drawn because of the sun, 
And the boys and the room in a colorless gloom 
Of under-water float: bright ripples run 
Across the walls as the blinds are blown 
To let the sunlight in • • • 
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The poems of mystic creation, "Michael Angelo" and 
"Corot," M-ere considerably changed in the later versions: 
in each of them the name of God is dropped and "Life" or an 
unnamed creative force substituted. If Lawrence in 1928 
wanted to remake his earlier love poems into products of 
greater erotic intensity, he also wanted to make his early 
religious poems seem less orthodox. "Michael Angelo," for 
example, begins in this way in the original version in Love 
Poems: 
God shook thy roundness in His finger's cup, 
He sunk his hands in f~rmness down thy sides, 
And drew the circle of His grasp, 0 Man, 
Along thy limbs delighted, thine, His bride's. 
And so thou wert God-shapen: His finger 
Curved thy mouth for thee, and His strong shoulder 
Planted thee upright: art not proud to see 
In the curve of thine exquisite form the joy of the 
Moulder? 
When he rewrote these lines fifteen years after they 
were first published, Lawrence retained the archaic Language 
( 11 thine," 11art proud," etc.) but changed the thought: 
Who shook thy roundness in his finger's cup? 
Who sunk his hands in firmness down thy sides? 
And drew the circle of his grasp, 0 man, 
Along thy limbs delighted as a bride's? 
How wert thou so strange-shapen? W.hat warm finger 
Curved thy mouth for thee? and what strong shoulder 
Planted thee upright? Art proud to see 
In the curves of thy form the trace of the unknown moulder? 
The laststanza in the original version read~: 
God, lonely, put down his mouth in a kiss of creation, 
He kissed thee, 0 man, in a passion of love, and left 
The vivid life of His love in thy mouth and thy nostrils: 
Keep then this kiss from the adultress 1 theft. 
This was the work of a young man with a religious imagin-
ation; the stanza had a kind of crude effectiveness. It was 
afterward changed to this piece of banality: 
Whence cometh, wither goeth? still the same 
Old question without answer! Strange and fain 
Life comes to thee, on which thou hast no claim; 
Then leaves thee, and thou canst not but complain! 
There are similar, although not so utterly damaging, 
changes in "Corot," originally an impressionistic poem sug-
gesting both the style of that artist ("The trees rise tall 
and taller, lifted/On a subtle rush of cool grey flame") and 
"the luminous purpose of God." In the later version, Life 
is substituted for God. Most of the changes are of that kind. 
And many of the other alterations in the Collected Poems are 
harmful to the originals. Harriet Monroe, one of the first 
editors to publish Lawrence's verse, was appalled at the 
changes in the poems when she reviewed the eollected volume 
for Poetry: A Magazine of Verse, February 1930. She felt 
that Lawrence tended to ruin "the poignancy and spontaneity" 
of the earlier work; not all the revisions were "disastrous," 
though Miss Monroe considered none of them "an improvement. 11 
It is interesting to note that virtually all criticism of 
Lawrence's poetry since the Collected Poems has been based 
on the text of that volume rather than on that of the origi-
nal versions. 
Although Lawrence recharged some of the erotic poems, 
he fortunately did not meddle with too many of them or 
with most of the poems to his mother--the kinds of verse 
in the last two categories to be considered. 
Few of the love poems were so drastically rewritten 
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as "Virgin Youth, 11 in which Lawrence tells of the rise of 
passion in a young man's body; this lyric was expanded from 
twenty-three lines in Amores to sixty-two in the Collected 
edition. In the prefatory note to the later volume, Law-
rence said that "Virgin Youth" was so greatly changed be-
cause it had been "struggling to say something which it 
takes a man twenty years to be able to say." This is one 
of the poems improved by increase: the version in the Col-
lected Poems, which would be spoiled by partial quotation 
here, is far more vital than the original. 
Many of the early love poems, as previously explained, 
went unchanged into the Collected edition. Practically all 
this erotic verse is set against a natural background: Law-
rence at this time seems to have done most of his love-making 
outdoors. The scenery of these love poems is sometimes the 
country south of London and sometimes the Lincolnshire coast, 
buD principally it is the terrain immediately north of East-
wood, near the Chambers' farm. 
This is our own still valley, 
Our Eden, our home. 
The earliest love poems are to Jessie Chambers, pieces 
like 11 Cherry Robbers," which ends: 
Under the haystack a girl stands laughing at me, 
With cherries hung round her ears--
Offering me her scarlet fruit: I willsee 
If she has any tears. 
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This poem had few changes, chiefly punctuative; the same may 
be said for another item which also appeared first in Love 
Poems--"Dog Tired." In this lyric, the poet wishes at sun-
set that the girl would come out to him in the fields and 
take his head upon her knee: 
I should like to lie still 
As if I was dead--but feeling 
Her hand go stealing 
Over my face and my hair until 
mhis ache was shed. 
Some important changes were made, however, in the later 
poem, "Last Words to Miriam," which first appeared in .Amores. 
The changes were in the direction of frankness, and since 
this was Lawrence's last full statement about the relation-
ship, here is the text of "Last '\-lords to Miriam" as it ap-
pears in the Collected Poems: 
Yours is the sullen sorrow, 
The disgrace is also mine; 
Your love was intense and thorough 
Mine was the love of a growing flower 
For the sunshine. 
You had the power to explore me, 
Blossom me stalk by stalk; 
You woke my spirit, you bore me 
To consciousness, you gave me the dour 
Awareness--then I suffered a balk. 
Body to body I could not 
Love you, although I would. 
We kissed, we kissed though we shoul d not. 
You yielded, we threw the last cast, 
And it was no good. 
You only endured, and it broke 
My craftsman 1 s nerve. 
No flesh responded to my stroke; 
So I failed to give you the last 
Fine torture you did deserve. 
You are shapely, you are adorned 
But opaque and null in the flesh; 
Who, had I but pierced with the thorned 
Full anguish, perhaps had been cast 
In a lovely illumined mesh 
Like a painted window; the best 
Fire passed through your flesh, 
Undrossed it, and left it blest 
In clean new awareness. But now 
Who shall take -_you afresh? 
Now who will burn you free 
From your body's deadness and dross? 
Since the fire has failed in me, 
What man will stoop in your flesh to plough 
The shrieking cross? 
A mute, nearly beautiful thing 
Is your face, that fills me with shame 
As I see it hardening; 
I should have been cruel enough to bring 
You through the flame. 
It is interesting to compare the second and third stan-
zas of this version with those of the original: 
I was diligent to explore you, 
Blossom you stalk by stalk, 
Till my fire of creation bore you 
Shrivelling down in _the final dour 
Anguish--then I suffered a balk. 
I knew your pain, and it broke 
My fine, craftsman's nerve; 
Your body quailed at my stroke; 
And my courage failed to give you the last 
Fine torture you did deserve. 
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In the last stanza of the poem, the first three lines are 
the same in both versions, though the original had a comma 
rather than a semicolon at the end of the .third line. The 
last two lines of the poem in its first appearance were: 
Warping the perfect image of God, 
And darkening my eternal fame. 
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The conflict of mother and son over the girl is ex-
pressed in several of the poems; in "Monologue of a Mother" 
the woman feels that she has finally lost her son, and that 
there is nothing to do now but wait for death: 
Strange he is my son, whom I have waited like a lover, 
Strange to me like a captive in a foreign countr~ hauntng 
The confines and gazing out on the land where the wind 
is free; 
White and gaunt, with wistful eyes that hoven 
Always on the distance, as if his soul w~re chaunting 
The monotonous weird of departure away from me. 
Lawrence's mother became ill with cancer in the summer 
of 1910. In October, Lawrence wrote Sydney Paw'J.ing of 
\filliam Heinemann, Ltd., that he wished those who were 
printing The White Peacock would "make haste. Not that I 
care much myself. But I want my mother to see it while she 
keeps the live consciousness. She is really horribly ill." 
Lawrence was able to put a copy of The White Peacock in 
his mother's hand not long before she died: 
She looked at the outside, and then at the title-
page, and then at me, with darkening eyes. And though 
she loved me so much, I think she doubted whether it 
could be much of a book, since no-one more important 
than I had written it. Somewhere, in the helpless pri-
vacies of her being, she had wistful respect for me. 
But for me in the face of the world, not much. This 
David would never get a stone across at Goliath. And 
why try? Let Goliath alone!--Anyway she was beyond 
reading my first immortal work. It was put aside, and 
I never wanted to see it again. She never saw it 
again. 
Lawrence reports his father's reaction to the book: 
"And what dun they gi 1e thee for that, lad?" 
"Fifty pounds father." 
"Fifty pOund! t', He was dumfounded, and looked 
at me with shrewd eyes as I were a swindler. "Fifty 
pound! An' tha's niver done a hard day's work in 
thy life." 
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Mrs. Lawrence died~ate in 1910, in the brick house in 
Lynn Croft, Eastwood, where she and her husband had moved 
after the children had begun to leave home. Lawrence wrote 
some eighteen years later, that when his mother died, "the 
world began to dissolve around me, beautiful, iridescent, 
but passing away substanceless. Till I almost dissolved 
a"ltTay myself, and was very ill: when I was twenty-six." In 
the poem called "The End" he wrote: 
And oh, my love, as I rock for you to-night, 
And have not longer any hope 
To heal the suffering, or to make requite 
For all your life of asking and despair, 
I own that some of me is dead to-night. 
And in "The Virgin Mother" he said: 
Is the last word now uttered, 
Is the farewell said, 
Spare me the strength to leave you 
Now you are dead. 
I must go, but my soul lies helpless 
Beside your bed. 
These stanzas are typical of the poems Lawrence wrote 
during this period about the illness and death of his mother. 
He stayed on teaching at Croydon through most of the year 
following her death, until his own illness forced him to 
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retire. On November 7, 1911 he wrote Garnett, "This last 
fortnight I have felt really rotten--it is the dry heat of 
the pipes in school, and the strain--and a cold. I must 
leave school, really. 11 The records at Davidson have Lawrence 
absent from that day forth. 
He had pneumonia again. On December 17, he wrote Gar-
nett from his lodging at Croydon that the doctor told him 
he would become consumptive if he returned to school: "I 
shan't send in my notice, but shall ask for a long leave of 
absence. Then I can go back if I get broke. The head-master 
grieves loudly over my prolonged absence. He knows he would 
scarcely get another man to do for him as I have done." 
Lawrence stayed on, convalescing, at the Jones house on 
Addiscombe Road, Croydon; at the end of the year he had 
neuritis in his left leg. He spent a month at Bournemouth, 
from early January to early February. Ill and bored, he be-
gan writing his novel The Trespasser for the second time. 
Lawrence spent most of February in Eastwood, where he 
went out to parties, despite his lingering illness. On 
March 8, he wrote Garnett that he had been shocked to learn 
or the sudden death from pneumonia, of a Croydon colleague. 
The school records show that Lawrence officially left the 
service of the Croydon Education Committee on March 19, 1912. 
From that time forth he lived on his earnings, usually 
slight, as an author. 
The preceding year, 1911, which Lawrence afterward 
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called "the sick year," was the one in which he broke away 
from several women he had been involved with. It was the 
time of the end of his association with Jessie Chambers, al-
though he saw her again in 1912 and continued writing to 
her until 1913. Jessie had often had rivals for Lawrence's 
interest and affection during his years of study and teach-
ing; the most important of them appear in his writings, 
particularly Louie Burrows, a Midlands girl to whom he was 
engaged for a while, and Helen Corke, also a teacher in 
South London. Friends of Lawrence mention a Mrs. Davidson 
with whom he was quite friendly during the Croydon period, 
and Jessie Chambers in her memoir says that he was engaged 
for a while to an auburn-haired fellow-teacher whom she does 
not name. This was Agnes Holt, who left Croydon and married 
a schoolmaster on the Isle of Man. Helen Corke, in a con-
versation with the author in the summer of 1950, said she 
doubted that Lawrence was ever actually engaged to Agnes 
Holt. He could never form a permanent connection while his 
mother was alive, compelling him .by her will to stay in the 
orbit of her affections; and after her death he wanted to 
follow her, as the poems--as well as the end of Sons and 
Lovers--indicate. In that bitter year of 1911, Lawrence 
wrote Helen Corke that "the one beautiful and generous ad-
venture left seemed to be death." And, in the preface he 
wrote, but did not use, for the Collected Poems, Lawrence 
said "In that year, for me, everything collapsed, save the 
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mystery of death, and the haunting of death in life." 
It was about this time that Lawrence, skeptical of re-
ligion even while in college, gave up the Congregationalism 
of his childhood. Although he was for a while interested 
in Unitarianism, he soon broke away from all orthodox creeds. 
But he was to remain throughout his life an intensely re-
ligious man. He later became absorbed in ancient religious, 
Druid worship and Etruscan and Aztec theology, and although 
some readers have felt that his last work of fiction, The 
Escaped Cock, is sacrilegious, it is difficult to imagine 
a more intrinsically religious story. 
In 1911, when Lawrence's sister Ada was also becoming 
disillusioned with chapel religion, he wr6te her, on April 
11: 
I am sorry mo~e than I can tell to find you 
going through the torment of religious unbelief: 
it is hard to bear, especially now. However, it 
seems to me like this: Jehovah is the Jew's idea 
of God, not ours. Christ was infinitely good, but 
mortal as we. There still remains a God, but not a 
personal God: a vast, shimmering impulse which waves 
on towards some end, I don't know what--taking no re-
gard of the little individual, but taking regard for 
humanity •••• I would still go to chapel if it did 
me any good. I shall go myself, when I am married. 
Whatever name one gives Him in worship we all strive 
towards the same God, be we generous hearted: 
Christians, Buddhists, Mrs. Dax, me, we all stretch 
our hands in ~he same direction. What does it matter 
the name we cry? 
Lawrence wrote Ada again on the 26th of April, telling 
her that he did not really know what to say to her: "There 
is nothing to do with life but to let it run, and it's a 
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very bitter thing, but it's also wonderful." He wanted to 
protect Louie Burrows, to whom he was then engaged, from 
the realization of how tragic life could be. He was sorry 
that his father was "proving such a nuisance • Let him 
eat a bit of the bread of humility. It is astonishing how 
hard and bitter I feel towards him. " Louie, when somewhat 
older, would "be more understanding. Remember, she's seen 
nothing whatever of the horror of life, and we've been bred 
up in its presence: with father." 
Louie, who with Jessie Chambers and Helen Corke seemed 
to have become so intimate a part of Lawrenc's life, was to 
be cast off during that "sick year" as the other two were: 
Lawrence in that unused preface to the Collected Poems said 
that this was the time of "the collapse of Miriam, of Helen, 
and of the other woman, the woman of 'Kisses in the Train' 
and 'The Hands of the Betrothed. 111 The Miriam poems have 
already been discussed; since Lawrence lists the Helen poems 
before the "Betrothed" poems, they will be considered first 
here. 
Like the Miriam poems, those to Helen are full of des-
perate conflict. "Lilies in the Fire," which Lawrence iden-
tifies as one of the Helen poems, is typical of the others. 
The poet sees the woman as a "stack of lilies, all white and 
gold," and himself as a sunbeam (moonbeam in the later ver-
sion in the Collected Poems) that will warm their "pallor 
into radiance" and light up their cold wltl.ite beauty. He is 
ashamed that the woman does not want him, that she shrinks 
away from him despite her love: 
1Tis a degradation deep to me, that my best 
Soul's whitest lightning which should bring attest 
God stepping down to earth in one white stride, 
Means only to you a clogged, numb burden of flesh 
Heavy to bear, even heavy to uprear 
Again from earth, like lilies wilted and sere 
Flagged on the floor, that before ~tood up so fresh. 
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In the altered version, Lawrence replaced "stepping down to 
earth" with "stepping through our loins." 
11 The Appeal" was taken into the Collected volume with 
only slight punctuative changes; here is the original: 
You, Helen, who see the stars 
As mistletoe berries burning in a black tree, 
You surely, seeing I am a bowl of kisses, 
Should put your mouth to mine and drink of me. 
Helen, you let my kisses steam 
Wasteful into the night's black nostrils; drink 
Me up I pray; oh you who are Night 1 s Bacchante, 
How can you from my bowl of kisses shrink. 
In the same way that "Last Words to Miriam" is a valedic-
tion to the Miriam poems, 11Passing Visit to Helen" is the 
end of the Helen poems. Lawrence in the Collected edition 
indicated that "Passing Visit" marked the conclusion of the 
Helen series, for it was there that he gave it that name; 
in New Poems (1918), "Passing Visit to Helen" had the title 
of "Intime." 
The poem, another of those Lawrence altered slightly, 
begins with the narrator returning to Helen and finding "her 
just the same/At just the same old delicate game." She tells 
him to be his old self, incandescent, but not to come near 
her with his passion. 
You are lovelier than life itself, till 
Desire comes licking through the bars of your lips, 
And over my face the stray fire slips, 
Leaving a burn and an ugly smart 
That will have the oil of illusion ••• 
Most of the poem is her monologue; he listens, watches her 
"ward away the flame/Yet warm herself at the fire" as she 
intimates that he should be proud to be her fire-opal. 
It is well 
Since I am here for so short a spell 
Not to interrupt her?--Why should I 
Break in by making any reply! 
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The poems to "the other woman" Lawrence mentions in his 
intDoduction to the Collected volumes--"Kisses in the Train'' 
and "Hands of the Betrothed"--have in them less frustration 
than any of the other love lyrics. "Kisses in the Train," 
which came out in Love Poems, . is the account ("I saw the Mid-
lands/Revolve through her hair") of a passionate embrace in 
a speeding railway carriage. In "Hands of the Betrothed" 
there is some frustration because the girl is holding off 
her lover, yet she is not doing so out of terror or frigidity; 
she wants him physically, passionately, but 
she's the same 
Betrothed young lady who loves me, and takes care 
Of her womanly virtue and of my good name. 
The poem ended this way in Amores; in its later appearance, 
Lawrence for womanly substituted maidenly. 
Jessie Chambers' memoir places "Snap-Dragon," originally 
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in .Amores, with"Kisses in the Train" and "Hands of the Be-
trothed" and indicates that they are to be identified with 
Louie Burrows. 11 Snap-Dragon" is the first of Lawrence 1 s 
lyrics to make extensive use of flowers as erotic symbols; 
a number of his later poems, particularly in Birds, Beasts 
and Flowers, also deal with the phallic aspects of flowers. 
The setting of "Snap-Dragon" is the girls's garden; 
there, "The mellow sunlight stood as in a cup/Between the 
old grey walls. 11 The atmosphere of this poem--which first 
appeared in the English Review in 1912--is one of confusion, 
rapid movement, and shifting symbols: this is one of Law-
rence's most "modern" poems, and it has: much in common with 
symboliste verse. (Lawrence's relation to the symboliste 
school is examined in the discussion of Women in Love.) 
At the beginning of "Snap-Dragon," the poet does not 
dare to look into the girl 1s face 
Lest her bright eyes like sparrows should fly in 
My windows of discovery, and shrill "Sin!" 
He follows her, watching the rhythmic swaying of her white 
dress and seeing how the grass sinks "under the royal burden 
of her," to which he would gladly offer his breast, to be 
trodden upon. She crouches down to take a snap-dragon, 
telling him she likes to see the flower put out its tongue 
at her; and as she closes "its crimson throat," the poet 1 s 
throat swells and nearly strangles him; as the girl pulls at 
the flower, the man feels blood float over his eyes, blinding 
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him, and he says that in the dark he discovers "Things I 
was out to find." Her hands, 11 stretched over/The windows 
of my mind," are his Grail. Then the girl comes "down from 
above•• to empty his heart of love, and he holds his heart 
up "To the cuckoo that hung like .a dove/And she settled 
soft." The poet feels that he and the morning world are 
npressed cup-shape to take" this violent bird: 
This bird, this rich, 
Sumptuous central grain: 
This mutable witch, 
This one refrain, 
This laUgh in the fight, 
This field of delight 
She spoke, and I closed my eyes 
To shut hallucinations out. 
I echoed with surprise 
Hearing my lips shout 
The answer they did devise. 
A bro~n bird hovers over the poet's heart, and on the grass 
a bee pulls apart the clover's flesh and burrows into its 
heart. The bird that has come down on the poet's heart is 
like the rover cuckoo, settling in 
With her wings and her feathers to drown 
The ne~t in a heat of love. 
The girl, laughing, turns her flushed face to the poet and 
asks if he can also make the flower yawn: 
--I put my hand to the dint 
In the flower's throat, and the flower gaped wide with woe. 
She watched, she went of a sudden intensely still, 
She watched my hand, to see what it would fulfil. 
I pressed the wretched, throttled flower between 
My fingers, till its head lay back, its fangs 
Poised at her. Like a weapon my hand was white and keen, 
And I held the choked flower-serpent in its pangs 
Of mordant anguish, till she ceased to laugh, 
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Until her pride's flag, smitten, cleaved down to the staff. 
She hid her face, she murmured between her lips 
The low word "Don't!"--I let the flower fall, 
But held my hand afloat towards the slips 
Of blossom she fingered, and my fingers all 
Put forth to her: she did not move, nor I, 
For my hand like a snake watched hers, that could not fly. 
Then I laughed in the dark of my heart, I did exult 
Like a sudden chuckling of music. I bade her eyes 
Meet mine, I opened her helpless eyes to consult 
Their fear, their shame, their joy that underlies 
Defeat in such a battle. In the dark of her eyes 
My heart was fierce to make her laughter rise .• 
Till her dark deeps shook with convulsive thrills, 
and the dark 
Of her spirit wavered like water thrilled with light; 
And my heart leaped up in longing to plunge its stark 
Fervour within the pool of her twilight, 
Within her spacious soul, to find delight. 
And I do not care, though the large hands of revenge 
Shall get my throat at last, shall get it soon, 
If the joy that they are lifted to avenge 
Have risen red on my night as a harvest moon, 
Which even death can only put out for me; 
And death, I know, is better than not-to-be. 
The mingling of symbols and realistic descriptions, as 
well as the violent changes of mood and the shifts of rhythm, 
foreshadow the method used in some of the poems in Look! We 
Have Come Through!--the principal verse product of Lawrence's 
next phase. 11 Snap-Dragon11 is, however, somewhat more ob-
scure than most of the Look! poems. Technically 11 Snap-
Dragon" is perhaps less important in the study of the devel-
opment of Lawrence's poetry than it is in the study of the 
development of his prose, particularly in the novels of his 
second period, The Rainbow and Women in Love. In those books 
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the emotional states of the characters are suggested rather 
than described--suggested by shuttling images and mixing 
rhythms, in a manner evolved from the "Snap-Dragon" method. 
The quality of technical experimentation in this poem 
makes it stand out from the other early verse as a more 
"daring11 item, though it does not necessarily stand above 
the rest in the matter of quality. None of the early love 
poems markedly does that: consequently it is difficult to 
say which of them, or which group of them, would be 11most 
representative" for an anthology--and this is why Lawrence 
usually suffers in such collections. Like most of Lawrence 1 s 
verse, the love poems should be read in their entirety. 
Many of the characteristics of Lawrence 1s youthful er-
otic poems are also found in his second novel, The Tres-
passer, which came out in 1912. It often uses the same 
kind of symbolism that is to be found in the love poems and, 
like them, almost invariably sets its love scenes against a 
natural background. And the book is full of such episodes; 
it is, next to Lady Chatterley's Lover, the most thoroughly 
erotic of all Lawrence 1s novels. 
Begun in 1910 and rewritten for the last time in late 
1911 and early 1912, The Trespasser grew out of Lawrence's 
Croydon experiences during those years. The main part of 
the book was based upon another person's autobiographical 
narrative--a manuscript by Helen Corke--but LaWrence put a 
good deal of himself into the adaptation. 
A knowledge of what Lawrence was like at the time, 
and of what he was living through, will contribu~toward 
the fuller understanding of The Trespasser as well as of 
the love poems written in this period. 
The previous discussions of Lawrence's experiences in 
the Midlands have shown that these years were for him a 
time of emotional crisis, and that his difficulties were 
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not exclusively erotic. His dissatisfaction with college, 
for example, was chiefly social and ideological. His schol-
astic record indicates that he did only reasonably well at 
Nottingham, but at Croydon he was highly successful as a 
teacher. The training college's suggestion that Lawrence 
"could do work quite unusually good, especially if allowed 
a very free hand" with upper classes in a superior school, 
was borne out. When Lawrence left Croydon, the headmaster 
· wrote that Lawrence had been a member of the Davidson School 
staff for two years, during which time he was responsi~le for 
the instruction of three upper "Standards." He also super-
vised the art training and "to a great extent influenced 
the science training of the whole school"--the latter a-
chievement being a remarkable one indeed, for in another ten 
years Lawrence had become one of the age's fiercest enemies 
of science. But he seems, during his Croydon period, to 
have been not only a likeable teacher but also a well-
adjusted one. The headmaster stated, in a report and 
testimonial: 
His methods are wholly modern, and have the 
great merit that they are particularly adapted to ob-
tain results in face of the limitations imposed by 
the elementary school curriculum. Mr. Lawrence is 
thoroughly in sympathy with his pupils, and possesses 
their entire regard, respect and confidence. Disci-
pline on the highest plane naturall y follows, and I 
am convinced that his genial manners and his well 
conceived methods of obtaining ready obedience in 
his class, could be extended with the greatest suc-
cess to any school placed under his direction. I am 
sure that any Education Authority could place the 
greatest confidence in Mr. Lawrence, and that any 
duties undertaken by him would be fully, faithfully 
and zealously attempted. 
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This report is so different from the principal sections 
of the one from Nottingham College that it indicates a great 
change in Lawrence, at least in the matter of adjustment 
to outward conditions. Getting away from the Midlands 
doubtless helped him a great deal: in South London he was 
no longer teaching provincial boys and colliers' sons. He 
had access to the cultural life of London, and as a contri~ 
butor to the English Review and, subsequently, as the author 
of a much-discussed first novel, he had an entree into lit-
erary circles. When Hueffer and Violet Hunt dropped him, 
he was picked up by another outstanding discoverer and de-
veloper of literary talent, Edward Garnett, the champion of 
Conrad, Doughty, and Hudson. 
The young man gained in confidence; Edward Garnett la-
ter spoke of Lawrence as having, in 1911, "loveableness, 
cheekiness, intensity and pride. 11 This makes him appear 
somewhat more forceful than his self-portrait as Cecil 
Byrne in The Trespasser and the variants of Cecil Byrne in 
the short stories v~itten about the Croydon situation, which 
will be examined later. The young man recurring in these 
stories is of course Cyril Beardsall of The White Peacock, 
with Cyril's vagueness and indecision. But La1~ence him-
self was getting beyond being a young man of this kind. 
One of the elements in his growing poise and assurance 
was his ability to hold the interest of groups when he spoke. 
This is an important point in Lawrence's development, for 
it leads toward his later assumption of the role of prophet. 
As Lawrence conceived this role, it was not entirely depen-
dent upon the written word; the spoken vrord was also impor-
tant, as The Plumed Serpent shows, with Don Roman's speeches 
to the people, and his Quetzlcoatl chants. 
During La1~ence 1 s Croydon period he occasionally ad-
dressed groups; he was apparently one of the leading fig-
ures of a discussion society. One of his early addresses 
which has been preserved, "Art and the Individual," was, ac-
cording to his sister Ada, "probably delivered in Croydon," 
though Jessie Chambers and William E. Hopkin both say it was 
read at Eastwood--perhaps Lawrence delivered it at both 
places. In this paper, the young intellectual begins by 
saying, "These Thursday night meetings are for discussing 
social problems with a view to advancing a more perfect so-
cial state and to our fitting ourselves to be perfect citi-
zens--communists--what not." He then proceeds to discuss 
"Herbart 1s classification of interests, adding one that he 
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overlooked." La"'-rrence speaks of aesthetics at some length, 
and in a commonplace manner: "If we bend our minds, not so 
much to things beautiful, as to the beautiful aspect of 
things, then we gain this refinement of temper which can 
feel a beautif"Lll thing. We are too gross--a crude emotion 
carries us a-vray--we cannot feel the beauty of things. It 
is so in Socialism as in everything. You must train your -
self to appreciate beauty or Art--refine yourself, or become 
refined, as Hume puts it. And what is refinement, It is 
really delicate sympathy ••• 11 These sentences do not sound 
like the later Lavrrence, either stylistically or idealogical-
ly, and in themselves 'they give no suggestion of an original 
mind or a potentially important wr1.ter. The material, how-
ever, was not intended for publication and is hardly more 
than a series of notes for a talk; it is full of questions 
("Why is this Art?") and suggestions ("Let us take a book 
of socialistic essays for full discussion one evening, some-
one presiding"). The paper must have been presented fairly 
early in Lav~ence's residence at Croydon, Tov he seems to 
have become disillusioned with the discussion group there at 
least as early as August 1910, since on the 24th of that 
month he wrote to William E. Hopkin, in Eastwood: "I seem 
to have lost touch altogether with the old 'progressive' 
clique: in Croydon the So.cialists are so stupid, and the 
Fabians so flat." 
Another of Lawrence 1s papers also apparently read at 
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Croydon is one on Rachel Annand Taylor. This is entirely 
literary, in no way sociological, and it is so unlike the 
later Lawrence that it indicates the extent of the change 
that took place in him within the space of only a few years. 
The Croydon paper on Mrs. Taylor begins by describing her 
as "not ripe yet to be gathered as fruit for lectures and 
papers"; barely thirty, she lives in Chelsea, knows Profes.-
sor Gilbert Murray at Oxford, and has been abandoned by her 
husband; she 11 says strange, ironic things of many literary 
people in a plaintive, peculiar fashion." Lawrence admits 
that her work "is raw green fruit to offer you, to be re-
ceived with suspicion, to be tasted charily and spat out 
without much revolving and tasting." Lawrence says that 
the fresh, green work of an unknown "must be sun-dried by 
time and sunshine of favorable criticism, like muscatels 
and prunes"i · then the eternal flavors of the poetry will 
come out, "unobscured and unpolluted by the temporal." 
But, whatever the ultimate quality of the verse, Mrs. Taylor 
looks like a poet, with her Rossettian appearance, her 
"slim, svelte, big beautiful bushes of reddish hair," her 
"scarlet, small, shut mouth," and her "long, white, languor-
ous hands of the correct, subtle radiance." La'Wl:'ence speaks 
enthusiastically of Mrs. Taylor's fin de siecle poetry, say-
ing that her sonnets "stand apart in an age of 'open road' 
and Empire thumping verse." Lawrence, who was later to be 
greatly influenced by Whitman's "open road" style, praises 
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Mrs. Taylor, in this 1909 lecture for her orthodoxy in the 
matter of rhythms and mi ters: "She allows herself none of 
the modern looseness." The previously quoted letter from 
Lawrence to Edward Mars , , attacking orthodoxy and defending 
"modern looseness, 11 was written only four years later. 
Lawrence describes a conversation with Mrs. Taylor, who 
apparently!Z.opened her " r carlet, small, shut mouth" to deliver 
to him an 1pigram about love: 
"There is not~ing more tormenting," I said to her, 
11 than to be loved vermuch." 
"Yes, one thi g more tormenting, 11 . she replied. 
"And what's !1 at'?" I asked her. 
"To love," ·s said, very quietly. 
This amusingly cr de exchange sounds like the conversa-
tions of the young int llectuals in The White Peacock and 
The Trespasser, and it once again shows us the literary-minded 
Cecil-Cyril young man f those books and of the early stories. 
He is also the Derek H ilton of Helen Corke 1s novel, 
Neutral Ground (1933), and the D. of her reconstructed con-
versations in Lawrence ~the Apocalypse (1933), in which 
D. and H. (not split s lves of Lawrence, but David and 
Helen) wander across t ' e southern edges of Greater London 
discussing the meaning of the Book of Revelation. 
Although Helen Co ke 1 s Neutral Ground was not published 
until 1933, most of 
the book contained an 
The autobiog 
(Book III, Sectio 
at intervals duri 
which Lawrence ba 
was ~ritten in 1918. When published, 
uthor's Note which said in part: 
aphical section of this story 
1) is a revision of papers, written 
g 1910, 1911, 1912, upon some of 
ed his novel ~Trespasser. 
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Neutral Ground is t J e life story of one Ellis Brooke, 
of her childhood and he/ period of education and her love 
affair with her music ttacher, Angus Raine; she calls him 
Dominie or, when in a S · ecifically Wagnerian mood, Siegmund; 
the story ends after hi suicide. In both this book and 
The Trespasser, the outl ines of the "Siegmund" story are 
the same: the middle-ag d music teacher, who has an embit-
tered wife and several lamoring children, takes a holiday 
on the Isle of Wight with his girl pupil and, after several 
days of passionate but ot satisfactory love-making, returns 
to the London suburbs ·o kill himself. 
Neutral Ground is full of novelese extravagances: 
"guide his soul to the shelter of a Hbuse Beautiful"; 
"antic shadows on her oft, green dress"; "Dear, you may be 
a saint, or heaven kno1 s what strange being spiritually, but 
physically you're a woman, of course"; "Her tone cut through 
the fumes of his passit n"; "The jangling voices of the 
Little Things reach me"--these are a few random examples; 
similar passages may b found on almost every page. Law-
rence, who occasional! . took over whole sections of the 
Corke manuscript with change, was infected by this 
type of writing, e consequence ts that The Trespasser 
is the poorest of his It is not altogether bad, and 
it is much ly put together than Neutral Ground--
not good Lawrence. T e White Peacock had its crudenesses, 
but that book was at le st simply written: the prose or 
The Trespasser is often thick and gummy. 
Lawrence was never enthusiastic about The Trespasser. 
In October 1910, he e Sydney Pawling of William Heine-
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mann, Ltd., that he was "not in the least anxious to publish 
that book. 11 He was king of the first draft, rrthe rapid 
work of three months," hich he was willing to let "lie for 
a few years." He wrote with greater warmth of the book 
that was to become Sons and Lovers--"my third novel, Paul 
Morel, which is plotted out very interestingly (to me), 
and about one-eighth of which is written, Paul Morel will be 
a novel--not ose poem, or a decorated idyll run-
ning to seed in realis • 11 Lawrence at least recognized the 
weaknesses of The Tres sser. 
Hueffer disliked e book; Lawrence quotes him as cal-
ling it "a rotten work genius. It has no construction or 
form--it is all execra ly bad art, being all variations on a 
theme. Also it is ero ic--not that I, personally, mind that, 
but an erotic work mus be good art, which this is not. 11 
Hueffer years later, i Portraits From Life (1936), recalled 
that the earlier versi n of The Trespasser which he saw was 
"much--oh, but much!-- phallic than is the book as it 
stands and much more m in the inverted-puritanic sense." 
Hueffer, the accuracy f whose reminiscences has been seri-
ously challenged, says that after he told Lawrence that The 
Trespasser 11 had the ma ing of a thoroughly bad hybrid book," 
he never saw Lawrence a ain, "to talk to." Hueffer believed 
that he had hurt Lawren e deeply; he further believed that 
he could teach Lawrence nothing in the way of form, for "his 
sort of long book," and that "the rest of his gift was out-
side my reach. And ••• he is quite good enough as he is--
rich and coloured and s artling like a medieval manuscript." 
Edward Garnett's "r scue" of Lawrence--after Hueffer, 
in Lawrence's account, "left me to paddle my own canoe" and 
"I very nearly wrecked it and did for myself"--has already 
been mentioned. 
Duckworth, Ltd., 
mann had offered 
Garne lt, an editor for the house of Gerald 
accep~ed The Trespasser after William Heine-
to pu llish it although he felt it was too 
erotic--causing Lawren e to withdraw it. Lawrence revised 
the book completely in January 1912, while convalescing from 
the 
out 
illness that made l im give up teaching. 
Garnett suggested /a few changes in the book, which came 
in May; Mitchell K nnerly published it in New York, from 
imported sheets. nee had originally called the story 
The Saga of Siegmund; arious other titles--The Livanters, 
A Game of Forfeits, The Forfeit, 
and The Man ~ the Dr Woman--had been suggested, and 
apparently the book wa named The Trespasser by mistake, for 
Duckworth himself een against it; the proof-readers 
evidently did not know that A Game of Forfeits had been de-
cided upon as the name of the book, and let it go into print 
as The Trespasser. 
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The style of this novel has been mentioned. Despite 
Lawrence's assurance to Garnett that he would "wage war on" 
his adjectives on the proofsheets, the book is hectically 
overwritten. Many of the faults of The White Peacock recur, 
particularly in the unreal conversations, which are again like 
that nothing-is-so-tormenting-as-love conversation, previously 
quoted, with Rachel Annand Taylor. This bit between Cecil 
Byrne and Helena will serve as an example: 
But I am not a bare tree. All my dead leaves, 
they hang to me--and go through a kind of danse 
macabre--" 
"But you bud underneath--like a beech," he said 
quickly. 
"Really, my friend," she said coldly, "I am--too 
tired to bud." 
"No," he pleaded, "no!" 
The natural descriptions are occasionally as literary-
false as some of those in the earlier book, but most of them 
have a turgid and feverish quality not found in The White 
Peacock. Sometimes Lawrence's effects are almost a parody 
of his later accomplishments, yet now and then in The Tres-
passer there are snatches of prose that indicate a good fu-
ture development: 
The lights of the little farmhouse below had van-
ished, the yellow specks of ships were gone. Only 
the pier-light, far ~way, shone in the sea like the 
broken piece of a star. Overhead was a silver-grey-
ness of stars; below was the velvet blackness of the 
night and the sea. 
The family scenes are, as always in Lawrence, effective: 
Siegmund's homecoming, with the wife and children bitter 
against him, is an excellent piece of realistic writing. 
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The passages in which Siegmund lapses into a silent despair 
are skillfully done, but the episode in which he kills him-
self is marred by a literary touch--Siegmund's mind twice 
quotes (actually misquotes) Shakespeare. 
There is no flaw, however, in the presentation of Sieg-
mund's motive for the suicide. He feels the social burden 
of his escapade with Helena, and after his return home he 
realizes the difficulty of his position. He cannot keep run-
ning away from his wife and children, and he is not strong 
enough to leave them for good. His gross suicide is his 
choice of a way out. And although he is a negative character 
he has a positive value in Lawrence's development in that he 
helps to demonstrate to Lawrence the way his future characters 
would not take. Here was a man who let himself be hounded to 
death by society's traditions--this is how the later Lawrence 
would look at Siegmund. And what good did those traditions 
ever do Siegmund1 They merely made him wretched. Yet he was 
willingly their victim, emphatically so at the last. While 
Lawrence was not trying to point ~ moral, the working out of 
the Siegmund problem must inevitably have led to certain corol-
laries "'vhich hereafter were to influence both his life and his 
work. 
Helena is the first of the series of intellectualized, 
will-driven women Lawrence was to write of so bitterly. She 
is a "dreaming woman" of the kind whose passion only "exhausts 
itself at the mouth." She rejects the animal in Siegmund, 
will accept only kisses from him, and these seem to fulfill 
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her. Her type is later most completely delineated in Her-
mione Roddice in Women in Love, though Miriam in Sons and 
Lovers has some of her characteristics. Another version of 
Helena appears in a short story Lawrence wrote at this time, 
"The Witch ala Mode"· this was not published until after his ___ , 
death, in the volume called A Modern Lover. 
Lawrence in The Trespasser continued to employ symbol-
ism in the usual literary-poetic way, and not after the fa-
shion of the French symboliste movement, which used the term 
in a specialized sense; Lawrence's symbols were not Baude-
laire's synaesthetic cQrrespondances: rather, they are more 
conventional and explicit identifications to reinforce theme 
and meaning. The symbolism in The Trespasser is more diffused 
and less clearly understandable than that in The White Peacock. 
Moonlight figures through most of The Trespasser, but more 
as a leitmotif drawing certain emotions together than as a 
coherently worked out symbol. There is a different kind of 
symbolism in the sunburn on Helena's arms, which is at one 
level a shrewd psychological presentation: her arms vrere in-
flamed during the time she was YTith Siegmund on the island, 
and the burn lingers through the winter and into the follow-
ing summer. 
There a.re various other thematic developments--Sieg-
mund's violin, parts of the Wagnerian mythology and, in an 
almost accidental sense, the Isle of Wight itself--but there 
is no effective cent ral symbol such as Lawrence used in The 
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White Peacock and was to use in The Rainbow, a symbol that 
illuminates and deepens the understanding of the central 
action of the story. 
• 
Shortly before The Trespasser was published, Lawrence 
met the voman who was to become his wife. She was married 
to another man and was the mother of three small children, 
but she and Lawrence immediately took up their life together, 
leaving England. Lawrence began to free himself from the 
bondage of his past: his breaking with that past is signal-
ized by the completion of Sons and Lovers and by the early 
poems in the Look! We Have Come Through! volume. 
The woman with whom Lawrence united himself was the wife 
of one of his former professors at Nottingham, Ernest Weekley. 
After Lawrence had left Croydon, he asked Professor Weekley 
to enquire about educational conditions abroad, for a rela-
tive on his mother's side had suggested a lectureship at a 
German university. Professor Weekley invited the young 
novelist-poet to lunch at his fine home in the Victoria 
Crescent section of Nottingham. And there Lawrence met 
Frieda for the first time. 
She was the daughter of Baron Friedrich von Richthofen, 
who as a young officer j.n the Franco-Prussian War received a 
wound in his right hand that left it badly crippled; he sub-
sequently became a higher official in the civil service. 
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Frieda had married Professor Weekley when she was under 
twenty, and in that year of 1912 she was thirty-one and her 
husband was forty-seven. She says in her memoir of Lawrence 
that her married life in that provincial town was not an un-
happy one, but that she was unawakened. Catherine Carswell 
says in The Savage Pilgrimage that Frieda "lived in a placid 
dream, which was variegated at times by love-affairs that 
were equally unreal." 
But what Lawrence felt for Frieda was not unreal. Upon 
leaving the Weekleys 1 home after his first meeting with Frieda, 
he walked the eight miles across the fields to Eastwood. The 
next time he saw Frieda, he annoyed her by telling her that 
she was unaware of her husband. She became aware of Lawrence, 
she says, when she saw him playing with her children by a 
brook, making paper boats for them and floating daisies on 
the water. As he bent over, Frieda felt a tenderness for 
him, and she knew that she loved him. "After that, things 
happened quickly." 
She wanted him to spend the night with her when her hus-
band went away on a trip, but Lawrence refused; he loved her 
and wanted her to leave her husband. Frieda was tormented 
by the fear of losing her children if she did,- so. But on 
the third of May, she and Lawrence crossed the channel and 
went to Metz, where her family lived. Frieda went to visit 
with her parents and did not tell them about Lawrence, though 
she presented him to her two sisters, who liked him. 
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Lawrence and Frieda, who had few places where they could 
meet, spent much of their time walking around the fortifi-
cations of Metz. When Lawrence was arrested on suspicion 
of being a British officer, Frieda had to tell her father 
about him, and through her father's influence Lawrence was 
released. The two men met only once, when Frieda brought 
her lover home to tea; 11 They looked at each other fiercely--
my father, the pure aristocrat, Lawrence, the miner's .son. 
My father, hostile, offered a cigarette to Lawrence. That 
night I dreamt that they had a fight, and that Lawrence de-
feated my father." And in Lawrence's unconscious, Frieda was 
doubtless blotting out the image of his mother, as no other 
woman had ever done. 
Lawrence left Metz for Trier, and after several days 
there he went on to the Rhineland. On the way, he had to 
change trains at Hennef, and he wrote a letter to Frieda as 
he sat "like a sad swain beside a nice, twittering little 
river, waiting for the twilight to drop, and my last train 
to come •••• Now for the first time during today, my de-
tachment leaves me, and I know I only love you. The rest is 
nothing at all. And the promise of life with you is all 
richness. Now I know." This letter closely resembles the 
poem "B~i Henner" which Lawrence also wrote on the spot,; 
there is the same "little river twittering in the twilight," 
and "All the troubles and anxieties and pain" are "Gone 
under the twilight." 
And at last I know my love for you is here, 
I can see it all, it is whole like the twilight, 
It is large, so large, I could not see it before 
Because of the little lights and flickers and interruptions, 
Troubles, anxieties and pains. 
"Bei Hennef 11 first appeared in Love Poems, but in the Col-
lected edition was put into the Look! We Have Come Through,.f 
sequence. The last line of the last stanza takes a new turn 
of thought not suggested by anything in the letter: 
You are the call and I am the answer, 
You are the wish, and I the fulfilment, 
You are the night, and I the day. 
What else--it is perfect enough, 
It is perfectly complete, 
You and I, 
What more--? 
Strange, how we s.uffer in spite of this! 
Staying with relatives at Waldbrol in the Rhineland, Law-
renee was wretched without Frieda, to whom he wrote almost 
daily. His letters, urging her to be patient, reflected at 
the ,•:-: same time his own impatience. He and Frieda must have a 
period of waiting, of vigil: yet they must hasten her divorce. 
Lawrence even wrote Professor Weekley, who in the intimacy 
of the situation had become 11 Ernest 11 ; and Edward Garnett 
was sent frequent bulletins. Lawrence also wrote Mrs. Wil-
liam Hopkin about the matter, and informed Jessie Chambers 
and Helen Corke, as well as another former colleague at Croy-
don, A. D. McLeod. It is in one of the letters to McLeod 
that Lawrence first gives an indication that he is no longer 
interested in a university lectureship: 11If I have to beg 
my bread I '11 never teach again. 11 A few months later he told 
McLeod, "I still dream I must teach--and that's the worst 
dream I ever have. How I loathed and raged with hate a -
gainst it, and never knew." 
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While at Waldbrol, Lawrence casually mentioned to Frieda 
that his cousin Hannah, recently married to an uninteresting 
man, was becoming "quite fond" of her young visitor, though 
it was all "perfectly honorable"; but he wrote somewhat dif-
ferently to Edward Garnett, saying that Hannah was sorry she 
was married: 11 She 1s getting in love with me. Why is it 
women will fall in love with me?" Frieda began writing from 
Metz about another man; Lawrence told her she reminded him 
of the Maupassant story about the hungry peasant and the wet 
nurse with breasts painfully overfull of milk, who met in a 
railway compartment and "relieved each other and went their 
several ways." Where, Lawrence wondered, would Frieda's ad-
mirer "get his next feed? 11 
He had assured Frieda that he was not flirting and would 
not be unless he got tipsy. He told Garnett he had no eye 
for the girls, and wanted only to have Frieda meet him in 
Munich. He wrote to her that she must not worry if she had 
become pregnant by him: there should be no interference, for 
he wanted to have children by her, wanted to marry her. "I 
think, when one loves, one's very sex passion becomes calm, 
a steady sort of force, instead of a storm. Passion, that 
nearly drives one mad, is far away from real love. I am 
realizing things that I never thought to realize. 11 
It was the beginning of the second phase of Lawrence's 
1~iting career--and it was also the end of his first phase. 
New stirrings are evident in the Look! poems he began '~iting 
when he met Frieda; they will be discussed in connection with 
the next phase, to which most of them belong. The ending of 
the first period is marked by the final writing of Sons and 
Lovers. Lawrence had taken up again the manuscript of Paul 
Morel and was working on it "while eating h±.S. heart outn at 
Waldbrol. He went on rewriting the book after he and Frieda 
had met again; he sent the manuscript to London and, after 
receiving it back with Garnett's comments and suggestions, 
completed the book before the year was out. He could do so 
now because the part of his life with which Sons and Lovers 
is concerned was over at last. 
While Lawrence was in Waldbrol, Frieda had considered 
returning to her husband and children, but instead of going 
to England she went to Munich and stayed with her married 
sister, Dr. Else Jaffe. Lawrence met Frieda at Munich on 
the 24th of May, and after a night there they went for a 
week to Beuerberg in the Bavarian Tyrol, where they wandered 
through masses of Alpine flow·ers. They were frequently in 
conflict but they were happy, too: the beauty, the struggle, 
and the ecstasy of the experience are recorded in Look! He 
Have Come Through! and in Lawrence's letters to Edward 
Garnett: "The children are miserable., missing her so much. 
She lies on the floor in misery--and then is fearfully 
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angry with me because I won't say "Stay for my sal<:e. ' 11 
And: "I do love her. If she left me, I do not think I 
should be alive six months hence. 11 And: "The lovely brooks 
we havepaddled in, the lovely things we have done!" 
Professor Alfred Weber of Heidelberg lent Lawrence and 
Frieda his flat at Icking, about fourteen miles south of 
Munich, where they stayed until their departure for Italy 
on the fifth of August. The flat was above a store, and it 
had a balcony with a view of grainfields and the cold green 
Isar River. The conflict between the lovers lessened, ~aw­
rence wrote busiiliy, and visitors provided distractions: 
Edward Garnett's young son David, on a holiday from college, 
was a pleasant guest; Frieda's mother, en route to Svri tzer-
land, descended upon the lovers for an hour and demanded to 
know why Lawrence expected a baroness to clean his boots and 
empty his slops, "the wife of a clever professor, living 
with him like a barmaid, and he not even able to keep her 
in shoes"--but Lawrence mollified his future mother-in-law, 
with whom he was to have a cordial relationship as long as 
she lived. Lawrence was pleased with reviews of The Tres-
passer which were sent from England, and he was amused at 
the Nottinghamshire Guardian's heading of its review, 11A 
Reprehensible Jaunt." Lawrence told Garnett that love made 
him feel "barbaric," and that Frieda wanted "to clear out 
of Europe, and get to somewhere uncivilized." It is inter-
esting to note that this idea, later so important to Lawrence, 
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vas originally Frieda's. 
When Lawrence and Frieda left Icking, they walked south 
over the Alps, by way of Mayrhofen, Sterzing, Bozen, and 
Trient, arriving at Riva in the first week of September. 
Riva, at the top of Lago di Garda, was then in Austrian 
territory; they had taken the train there after Frieda broke 
down at Trient because the cheap hotel with its "doubtful 
sheets" and dirty toilets upset her, and Lawrence had found 
her weeping on a bench in the Piazza Dante. Frieda was 
weary of walking around with a rucksack, dressed like a 
tramp; she was happy again when she caught up with her trunk 
at Riva, and she and Lawrence could live at a respectable 
pensione. Then their lives were further brightened when 
fifty pounds arrived from Duckworth. They left Riva in the 
middle of September and moved halfway down the lake to Gar-
guano, in Italian territory, where they took the first floor 
of the Villa Igea, the first of their several Italian villas, 
where they stayed until their return to Germany and England 
in April 1913. The last draft of Sons and Lovers vas written 
there at Gargnano, amid the vineyards and olive woods and 
lemon groves by the purple lake of Catullus. But there is 
no touch of the South in that emphatically northern novel. 
Lawrence had at first, it will be remembered, called the 
story Paul Morel after its central character. He had men-
tioned the book to Sydney Pawling of Heinemann, Ltd., as 
early as October 1910, when he said it was one-eighth 
finished, and in 1911 (in a letter i n the Huxley edition 
with no date except that of the year) he told Helen Corke 
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he had begun it again. His further revision in Germany has 
already been mentioned; Lawrence spoke of it as a revision; 
and on May 23, the day before he left Waldbrol, he wrote his 
sister Ada, "I did it again and have the whole here--finished 
all but ten pages." This version is the one Lawrence men-
tioned to Garnett in a letter of June 2nd as "the colliery 
novel 11 he was sending to William Heinemann. That publisher 
rejected it as 11 one of the dirtiest books he had ever read," 
causing Lawrence to remark some years later, "I should not 
have thought the deceased gentleman's reading had been so 
circumspectly narrow." Lawrence felt that the real reason 
for Heinemann's rejection of the novel was that he was 
piqued because Lawrence had let Duckworth publish The Tres-
---
passer. He also sent the rejected Paul Morel manuscript to 
Duckworth; on July 25, from Icking, Lawrence thanked Edward 
Garnett for his notes and suggestions, and promised ''to 
slave like a Turk at the novel," beginning the next day. 
Garnett, in commenting on the book, was acting in his offi-
cial capacity as a Duckworth editor. On August 4, Lawrence 
told Garnett it would take him three months "to write Paul 
Morel over again." He occasionally referred to the book in 
subsequent letters to various correspondents and on Novem-
ber 14 notified Garnett that he had mailed the completed 
manuscript to him the day before. The precis of the book 
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given in the November 14 letter to Garnett provides an 
important starting point for a discussion of Sons and Lovers, 
for it is ~ summary from the author's point of view, present-
ing not only the main outline of the story but also the au-
thor's intentions: 
A woman of character and refinement goes into the 
lower class, and has no satisfaction in her own life. 
She has had a passion for her husband, so the children 
are born of passion, and have heaps of vitality. But 
as her sons grow up, she selects them as lovers--first 
the eldest, then the second. These sons are urged into 
life by their reciprocal love of their mother--urged on 
and on. But when they come to manhood, they can't love, 
because their mother is the strongest power in their 
lives, and holds them. • •• As soon as the young men 
come into contact with women there is a split. William 
gives his sex to a fribble, and his mother holds his 
soul. But the split kills him, because he doesn't know 
where he is. The next son gets a woman who fights for 
his soul--fights his mother. The son loves the mother--
all the sons hate and are jealous of the father. The 
battle goes on between the mother and the girl, with 
the son as object. The mother gradually proves the 
stronger, because of the tie of blood. The son decides 
to leave his soul in his mother's hands, and, like his 
elder brother, go for passion. Then the split begins 
to tell again. But, almost unconsciously, the mother 
realizes what is the matter and begins to die. The 
son casts off his mistress, attends to his mother dying. 
He is left in the end naked of everything, with the 
drift towards death. 
This precis is a valuable one because it is so thorough-
ly the author's own explanation of his intentions. The prin-
cipal thematic point "that emerges is what Freud was first to 
call the Oedipus complex. Lawrence had not gone deeply in-
to the official aspects of this--he said at the time that 
he had never read Freud though he knew about him--but his 
intuition and knowledge led him independently to many of 
the conclusions at which psychoanalysts were then arriving 
in the Viennese clinics. 
Lawrence came to see the Oedipus complex not just as 
his own story but as the dilemma of his generation, a wide-
spread condition that had reached fever-peak in the last 
years of the long Victorian matriarchy. Lawrence wrote in 
an unpublished foreword that vas meant only for Garnett's 
eyes, "The old son-lover was Oedipus. The name of the new 
one is legion." He told Garnett in a letter that this was 
the tragedy of thousands of young Englishmen, perhaps even 
of Garnett's son. 
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Some of the autobiographical features of Sons and 
Lovers have already been mentioned; Lawrence said toward 
the end of his life that the first half of the book was all 
autoeiography. Jessie Chambers reports that the early ver-
sion of the manuscript which he sent her seemed strained; 
the situations were unreal and the writing "tired." She 
told Lawrence she thought that "what had really happened 
was much more poignant and interesting than the situations 
he had invented," and she suggested that he rewrite the 
whole story, keeping closer to the pattern of actuality. 
Apparently the early Paul Morel manuscript was, like 
The White Peacock, a wishful fictionizing of unpleasant 
truth. Lawrence Clark Powell in The Manuscripts of D. H. 
Lawrence says that, in what is probably the earliest sur-
viving holograph of Paul Morel, "the father accidentally 
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kills Paul's brqther, is jailed and dies upon his release." 
Once again, as in his first novel, Lawrence was conveniently 
getting the father out of the way. 
Jessie Chambers helped Lawrence write parts of the sec-
ond draft of Paul Morel, in late 1911 and early 1912, before 
he went to Germany. Frieda Lawrence makes a someiofhat simi-
lar claim for herself in relation to the final draft which 
Lai~ence wrote between July and November 1912 in Germany, 
Austria, and Italy; she says she "lived and suffered that 
boolc, and wrote bits of it" to help present the mother's 
poin t of view in certain situations. Jessie Chambers' con-
tributions were chiefly remembrances of events she had taken 
part in, though she also made numerous emendations to Law-
rence's text; several extant manuscripts containing evi-
dences of her assistance are examined in detail, and for 
the first time, in Appendix D of the present volume. Since 
the material appearing there deals with human character as 
well as with textual problems, it may be of interest not 
only to scholars but also to other types of readers. 
Sons and Lovers in its final form is both a testimony 
to Jessie Chambers and an effort on Lawrence's part to get 
her out of his. system. She says that she felt "bevTildered 
and dismayed" at the final version of the story: she thought 
Lawrence had not handled the central problem with int egrity, 
and the sympathetic portrait of the mother irritated her. 
Lawrence's "bondage was glorified and made absolute," and 
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Miriam was not, Jessie felt, treated justly. Lawrence had 
"completely left out the years of devotion to the develop-
ment of his genius •••• What else but the devotion to a 
common end had held us together against his mother's re-
peated assaults." And Jessie felt that he had not faith-
fully represented 11 the nature and quality of our desperate 
search f'or a right relationship." She apparently did not 
realize that, although Lav~ence was drawing some of his 
facts from life, he was after all writing a novel. 
And Lawrence was consciously writing a novel in the 
tradition: Sons and Lovers is the most normally construc-
ted of his better novels. When he completed the last ver-
sion of the manuscript, he :wrote Garnett, "I tell you it has 
got form--form: haven't I made it patiently, out of sweat 
as well as blood<i) 11 Sons and Lovers contained much that was 
new, and it was the first significant work of one of the 
twentieth century's most important authors. And it was 
something else: the last novel of the nineteenth century. 
The autobiographical novel is essentially a twentieth-
century product, although there had been autobiographical 
novels in the past, and in books such as David Copperfield 
a good deal of personal experience was incorporated into 
various parts of the imaginary narrative. In the early 
twentieth century, autobiographical novels were often a 
direct projection of experience: in A Portrait of' the 
--
Artist ~ a Young Man, for example, the experience is 
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skillfully selected and poetically expressed. Sons and 
Lovers, almost the exact contemporary of Joyce's first novel, 
is less carefully constructed--despite Lawrence's assurances 
to Garnett--but its very crudeness and the intensive passion 
of its theme gives it at least an equal strength. 
Parts of Sons and Lovers have an impressive objectivity 
that does not clash with the prevalent subjectivity. The 
opening section, for instance, the chapter called "The Early 
Married Life of the Morels, 11 provides an effectively realis-
tic base for the rest of the novel. Although the author's 
sympathies are with the mother rather than the father, the 
bias is not extreme: Lawrence had enough understanding of 
humanity and, although not overtly, of social conditions, not 
to let his sympathies pervert the story. Lawrence's feelings 
of guilt, years later, about his fictional treatment of his 
father have been mentioned: they were perhaps more intense 
than they needed to be, for the father is not made out too 
great a monster in Sons and Lovers; actually, the portrait 
is a humaniz~d one, for even through his antagonism in youth, 
Lawrence felt some sympathy with his father, and this sym-
pathy is evident in the characterization of Morel. 
Sometimes in the evenings, the Morel of the story would 
cobble the boots or mend his :Pit-bottle or the kettle, and 
those were happy times for the children, who were recruited 
to help. "He was a good .jforkman, dextrous, and one who, when 
he was in a good humor, always sang. He had whole periods, 
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months, almost years, of f r iction and nasty temper . Then 
sometimes he was jolly again," and he and the children 
worked happily together at household tasks. He would tell 
them about the horse, Taffy, in the pit--"Morel had a warm 
way of telling a story. He made one feel Taffy's cunning," 
--or about the mice that ran up his arm in the mine, or got 
into his p9cket. Morel was also presented in his comic as-
pects, as when he saw the photograph of his eldest son:1:s 
fiancee, a picture that had shocked Mrs. Morel because the 
girl's shoulders were naked: 
Morel found the photograph standing on the 
chiffonier in the parlor. He came out with it be-
tween his thick thumb and finger. 
"Who dost reckon this is?" he asked his wife. 
"It's the girl our William is going with," 
replied Mrs. Morel. 
"H'm! 1Er 1 s a bright spark, from th 1 look on 1 er, 
an' one as wunna do him owermuch good neighter. Who 
is she?" 
"Her name is Louisa Lily Denys Western." 
"An' come again to-morrer! 11 exclaimed the miner. 
"An' is 'er an actress?" 
Later, when Lily has come to Bestwood for a visit, Mrs. Morel 
tries to force a book on her and William says contemptuously 
that Lily has never read a book. Morel breaks in: 111 Er 1 s 
like me •••• 'Er canna see what there is i 1 books, ter sit 
borin 1 your nose in 'em for, nor more can I." In scenes 
and speeches like these, Morel is viewed with humor--but the 
humor is not cruel. And toward the end of the book, when 
his Wife is sinking into her fatal illness, Morel is shown 
as forlorn, "helpless, and as if nobody owned him •••• He 
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put up his eyebrows for misery, and clenched his fists on 
his knees, feeling so awkward in the presence of a big 
trouble." Such passages, contrasting with those in 1-1hich 
Morel is revealed as a brute and a drunkard, help round out 
the portrait of the man, a rich and living portrait. 
There is much tenderness in Sons and Lovers, expressed 
without sentimentalism or self-pity. Sentimentalism is lack-
ing because even in his defeats Paul Morel tries to come to 
terms with life and does not expect too much of the situation 
in· -which he finds himself; self-pity is missing because Paul 
never laments over his fate and never asks why he, of all 
mortals, must suffer so much. The tenderness, which is es-
sentially a recognition of the value of a human personality 
for its own sake, provides continual relief for the reader 
from the passionate intensity of the main plot: the lives of 
the characters are presented with a fullness that includes 
many of the little incidental emotional experiences that en-
rich human existence. The episode, for example, in which 
Paul and his mother go to Nottingham together is a fine pre-
sentation of what these two feel for one another and for life 
in general, for in this sequence they are seen in relief 
atainst a strange setting. This passage in the chapter 
"Paul Launches Into Life" was not put into the book merely 
to deepen atmosphere or even to increase the range of charac-
terization: it is an organic part of the story, for it deals 
with Paul's beginning to work at Jordan's. Since Paul stays 
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there for a number of years, in contrast with Lawrence's 
own brief employment in a similar place, and~ince many of 
his important experiences come out of his work at Jordan's, 
such as his meeting with Clara and Baxter Dawes, the sec-
tions concerned with his time at the artificial-limb factory 
are important to the development of the story. Lawrence's 
handling of the trip to Nottingham by Paul and his mother, 
on that day when he "launches into life," is one example 
among many of the skillful way in which he blends characters 
an~ episodes into the main plot in this novel. He does not 
merely state that Paul and his mother went to Nottingham, 
but shows them in their mingled anxiety and gaiety as they 
undertake this little journey which is at once a business 
trip and an excursion. Paul, at the ticket office at Best-
wood, watched his mother, and "as he saiv her hands i n their 
old black kid gloves getting the silver out of the worn purse, 
his heart contracted with pain of love for her. 11 But a few 
moments later on the train, "he suffered because she imuld 
talk aloud in the presence of the other travellers. 11 In 
Nottingham, seeing ~he barges in the canal, they compared 
the place to Venice_, and "they enjoyed the shops immensely," 
remarking how a needlework blouse they saw would "just suit 
our Annie.u After the harsh interview with Mr. Jordan, who 
finally engaged Paul, the mother and son wandered through 
Nottingham again, two poor people in a provincial city whose 
prices were beyond their range. This kind of scene has been 
presented in literature before and since, but few authors 
have succeeded in giving it so much emotional force. 
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Lawrence never expresses directly the underlying meaning · 
of the sequence; it is more than the descript~on of a boy's 
going to work for the first time--it is in part the realiza-
tion of his mother's dreams for him, and in part the failure 
of them. It is a realization of her dreams because she has 
at least helped the boy escape from the mines. It is a 
failure because the alternative is merely another phase of 
bourgeois industrialism: a growing boy must commute sixteen 
miles by rail each day and arrive at the city as early as a 
quarter to eight, for which he will receive eight shillings 
a week. Yet the mother feels they must celebrate; they will 
eat at a restaurant. Paul had only once or twice before 
been to an eating-house, and then only for buns and tea; 
Bestwood people regarded anythi ng beyond this, such as a 
cooked dinner, as an extravagance. Paul felt guilty, and 
they ordered the cheapest dish, kidney pies and potatoes. 
The mother insisted that Paul have a currant tart, though 
he begged her not to order it; but because he liked sweets, 
she was firm--he must have the currant tart. The waitress 
took her time in coming for the order; she was flirting with 
some men customers: "Mrs. Morel was angry. But she was too 
poor, and her orders were too meagre, so that she had not 
· the courage to insist on her rights just then. :They waited 
and waited." Afterward, Mrs. Morel wanted to buy Paul a 
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paintbrush, "but this indulgence he refused, 11 and then they 
saw some black grapes which made Mrs. Morel's mouth water, 
but she knew she would "have to wait a bit 11 for such luxu-
ries. Later she embarrassed Paul when, in the presence of 
an elegant young lady in a florist shop, she rejoiced over 
the display of flowers. Paul had nevertheless "spent a per-
fect afternoon with his mother. They arrived home in the 
mellow evening, happy, and glowing, and tired." 
This episode has been discussed at length for reasons al-
ready explained--it is both an important part of the story 
and a revelation of character--and for the purpose of show-
ing, as poncretely as possible, the human force of Sons and 
Lovers. The boy and his mother are the Victorian poor, 
whose pleasures are few and simple; in adjustment to their 
lot, they have preserved some of the natural joy of the poor, 
and although the occasion of their trip to Nottingham is in 
part a miserable one, they turn it into a kind of holiday. 
They are always reminded of their poverty, but they find a 
gaiety in their own relationship; and the continual remind-
ers of their poverty serve to enhance the values of that re-
lationship. And it is this relationship that comprises the 
central part of the story; Sons and Lovers was the first and 
has remained the most forceful of stories of what Freud called 
the Oedipus complex. 
Freud had begun promulgating his theories .along these 
lines only a few years before Lawrence finished Sons and 
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Lovers. By 1912 many of the British intellectuals were 
reading Freud; as previously explained, Lawrence is not sup-
posed to have read him until somewhat later; Frederick J. 
Hoffmann in Freudianism and the Literary Mind (1945) quotes 
a letter ·from Frieda Lawrence in 1942, in which she says she 
cannot recall whether or not Lawrence had read Freud or knew 
of him before 1912, but she was "a great admirer" of Freud, 
and she and Lawrence "had long argwnents" about Freud. 
Professor Hoffmann believes that these discussions may have 
caused Lawrence to increase "the emphasis in the novel upon 
the mother-son relationship, to the neglect of other matters • 
• But the relationship was there long before Lawrence's 
final revision": he did not allow psychological or clinical 
commentary to lower the novel's li t erar y excellence, and 
''it is doubtful, therefore, that the revision of Sons and 
Lovers was more than superficially affected by Lawrence's 
introduction to psychoanalysis." Murry says in his Reminis-
cences, "It had been discovered that in Sons and Lovers Law-
rence had independently arrived at the main conclusions of 
the psycho-analysts, and the English followers of Freud came 
to see him." 
Murry and others who have tried to see all of Lawrence's 
achievement entirely within the limitations of the Oedipus 
complex have failed to consider the vitalizing influence of 
Frieda and the liberating effect of the very writing of Sons 
and Lovers. Goethe, who used literature as a kind of confes-
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sional to free himself from entangling experiences, once 
wrote that like a snake, he sloughed his skin and started 
afresh, and another time he said, "People go on shooting at 
me when I am already miles out of range." The purgative 
value of such procedures lies in the intensity of the emo-
tional experience of the writing itself: if the emotion is 
recollected in tranquility, the product is likely to be mere-
ly a celebration and perpetuation of the past; on the other 
hand, if the experience is relived painfully, its harmful 
effects may often be discharged from the system, in a kind 
of self-administered psychoanalysis. Frieda s~ys that when 
Lawrence wrote of the mother's death, he became ill with 
grief, and that he told her that if his mother had lived he 
could not have loved Frieda, for his mother would not have 
let him go. But Frieda believes he got over this attachment, 
although she admits that its fierceness and intensity had 
harmed the growing boy. But: "I think a man is born twice: 
first his mother bears him, then he has to be reborn from 
the woman he loves." In Lawrence's case, the death of the 
past and the rebirth into the present and the future were a 
simultaneous process culminating in the production of Sons 
and Lovers. 
The relationship between Paul and his mother in the book 
is extremely complicated one, and Lawrence shows the mother's 
firmness and harshness as well as her gentleness. Jessie 
Chambers' resentment at Lawrence's belief in the rightness 
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of his mother has been mentioned: Jessie was irritated be-
cause 11 in Sons and Lovers Lawrence handed his mother the 
laurels of victory." When he was working on the book, Law-
rence had continued writing to Jessie from the Continent 
and had kept sending her parts of the manuscript and later 
the proofs, mentioning Frieda and even suggesting that J·es-
sie come abroad to visit them. The situation became too 
much for Jessie, who returned Lawrence's why-not-visit-us? 
letter without comment and never heard from him again. 
Frieda Lawrence, in a letter to the author on May 27, 
1950, sums up her memories of Lawrence's comments on his 
relationship with Jessie Chambers: "L. talked to me by the 
hour about Jessie Chambers. He owed her a lot, considering 
L.'s home, but the human relation between them did not work, 
she was a bluestock~&g and he had more warmth for her than 
she for him--she sort of wanted to run him too much in that 
humble bullying way--she would have wanted him to be a nice, 
tame english little poet!" 
Jessie's statement to the effect that Sons and Lovers 
coulci ·~ not get beyond the deadlock between the mother and the 
girl is given apparent corroboration by the early play, A 
Collier's Friday Night, which presents the same situation--
which presents the same situation--and the same deadlock . 
Sons and Lovers in its final version, however, has a range 
beyond the deadlock: Paul's love affair with Clara Dawes. 
And the deadlock itself is broken by the mother 's death, 
though Paul has already been neutralized as far as Miriam 
is concerned. 
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Jessie Chambers says that Clara is a composite of three 
women, and that she was created as a compensation for the 
author's "mood of failure and defeat." Such personally mo-
tivated criticism is largely f u tile: Clara's blonde Juno-
esque beauty brings an element into the story that is needed, 
for this ripe woman is an effective foil for both the ageing 
mother and the dreaming farm girl. Mark -Schorer, in are-
cent essay-- "Technique as Discovery"--reprinted in William 
van O'Connor's Forms of Modern Fiction (1948), fails to take 
Clara into account in a severe critique of Sons and Lovers. 
Professor Scherer says that the conflict between the mother 
and Miriam is weakened because Miriam wants to possess Paul 
spiritually rather than physically. The point this cri tic 
misses is that because the relationship with Clara is pri-
marily and almost exclusively physical, there is plenty of 
dramatic contrast; and the fact that both the mother and 
Miriam want to possess Paul spiritually subtilizes and en-
riches the entire situation. Professor Schorer evidently 
wanted the story to have a kindergarten simplicity. But as 
the novel stands, it is as complex and rich as it is deep 
and passionate. Professor Scherer speaks approvingly of 
Jessie Chambers' memoir, indicating the source of his con-
fusion. To know the background of a story, the geography 
and the psychological circumstances that went into it, is 
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one matter--information of this kind increases the reader's 
range of understanding--but to take aesthetic imperatives 
from such background material is quite another. Once again 
it must be stated thatJ whatever the background facts of 
Sons and Lovers are--and they are interesting factsJ often 
relevant to the understanding of the story--Lawrence was 
writing a novel. 
In taking his material from life, as a novelist must do, 
Lawrence probably modeled Clara after three womenJ as Jessie 
Chambers says. Certainly Clara has some of the physical 
characteristics and some of the forthright personality of 
the woman who had so recently entered his life and was with 
him when he completed the book--Frieda. Clara was also pos-
sibly suggested by Lawrence's lone-time fiaanceeJ Louis Bur-
rows, but the woman friend of Lawrence's who most nearly fits 
the specifications of Clara Dawes is Alice DaxJ of whom Law-
rence wrote in a letter of 1915, "I like her, and shall always 
feel her an integral part of my life; but that is in the 
past, and the future is separate." Like Clara, Mrs. Dax was 
interested in advanced movements such as socialism and woman 
suffrage. Close friends of Lawrence have said that "it was 
understood that she was the Clara Dawes": Lawrence knew her 
well, but his friends believe that they were not lovers. 
But, no matter what the relationship wasJ and no matter which 
woman he used compositely for the portrait of Clara, the im-
portant thing is the characterization as part of the novel; 
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and, for reasons previously mentioned, Clara brings impor-
tant elements into the story. The success of the character 
in fulfilling this function is made possible by the force 
with which Lawrence presents Clara. 
The sections of the book dealing with the mother's ill-
ness and death are also forceful; they gain in power because 
they are not sentimentalized: they are not taken up in wild 
lamentation but are restrained in their descriptions, giving 
the death and the ensuing grief an added intensity because of 
restraint. Many of the incidents of this part of the novel 
find parallel expression in some of the Amores poems, in such 
lines as "My love looks like a little girl to-night,/But she 
is old," and "Since I lost you, I am silence-haunted," and 
in this stanza: 
I was watching the woman that bore me 
Stretched in the brindled darkness 
Of the sick-room, rigid with will 
To die: and the quick leaf tore me 
Back to this rainy svrill 
Of leaves and lamps and traffic mingled before me. 
The expression in the poetry is more extravagant: the sugges-
tion of controlled extravagance in the prose increases the 
effect of force in .the narrative. The death is described in 
all its horrible details; when Paul and his sister can no 
longer bear the mother's suffering, they give her an overdose 
of morphia pills, putting them into a cup of milk the mother 
will drink from: "Then they both laughed together like two 
conspiring children. On top of all their horror flickered 
this little sanity." 
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This chapter in which the mother dies is called "The Re-
lease": and it is Paul's release not only from his mother 
but also from Clara, whom he gives back to her husband. Paul 
had been attracted to Clara almost exclusively at the physi-
cal level: she lacked Miriam's spiritual quality. Paul had 
not yet found the woman who would t r uly "release" him, the 
woman who would do for him what Frieda--who attracted Law-
rence both physically and spiritually--was doing for Lawrence 
at the very moment of writing Sons and Lovers. And in "The 
Release," Paul returns Clara to her husband, a man for whom 
he feels a strange sympathy and compassion. Baxter Dawes, 
although far less sensitive than Paul, is a kind of 11 double'1 
of Paul: a man ruined by a woman and caught in the mesh of the 
social system, he has become a wastrel. But Paul, . who is not 
to go in the direction Dawes has taken, helps regenerate 
Dawes, although the other man has hated Paul and once even 
thrashed him badly. Dawes, existing at a lower level than 
Paul, can yet be saved by Clara, originally the cause of his 
trouble. Paul, knowing Clara will not ultimately fulfill 
him any more than Miriam could, reunites the Daweses and 
walks out of their lives. He is then "left ••• naked of 
everything, with the drift toward death." 
In the last chapter, 11Derelict, 11 Paul meets Miriam once 
again. She wants to renew the old relationship, but will not 
give him sex without marriage; and he rejects her again. The 
culmination of Lawrence's prose writing up to this time is 
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the concluding passage of Sons and Lovers, in which Paul 
Morel walks miserably through the night after his final part-
ing from Miriam. It is a prose that surges and sings, and 
it has in it all the immensity of a great Midlands night. 
And at the end Paul does not go out to the oblivion that 
beckons him but turns back to life: the last word in the 
book, "quickly"--in the sentence in which Paul turns away 
from darkness and walks "towards the faintly humming, glowing 
town, quickly"--is not intended to signify rapidly but is 
rather used in Lawrence's ~favorite way to mean livingly. 
The last word in Sons and Lovers is an adverb attesting not 
only the hero's desire to live but also his deep ability to 
do so. But this was implicit from the first, for through 
all the book's trials and sorrows, Paul's consciousness has 
remained "quick": 
He shook hands and left her at the door of her 
cousin's house. When he turned away he felt the last 
hold for him had gone. The town, as he sat upon the 
car, stretched away over the bay of railway, a level 
fume of lights. Beyond the town the country, little 
smouldering spots for more towns--the sea--the night--
on and on! And he had no place in it! Whatever spot 
he stood on, there he stood alone. From his breast, 
from his mouth, sprang the endless space, and it was 
there behind him, everywhere. The people hurrying 
along the streets offered no obstruction to the void 
in which he found himself. They were small shadows 
whose footsteps and voices could be heard, but in each 
of them the same night, the s~e silence. He got off 
the car. In the country all was dead still. Little 
stars shone high up; little stars spread far away in 
the floodwaters, a firmament below. Everywhere the 
vastness and terror of the immense night which is 
roused and stirred for a. brief while by the day, but 
which returns, and will remain at last eternal, hold-
ing everything in its silence and its living gloom. 
There was no Time, only Space. Who could say his 
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mother had lived and did not live? She had been in 
one place, and was in another, that was all. And 
his soul could not leave her, wherever she was. Now 
she was gone abroad into the night, and he was with 
her still. They were together. But yet there was 
his body, his chest, that leaned against the stile, 
his hands on the wooden bar. They seemed something. 
Where was he?--one tiny upright speck of flesh, less 
than an ear of wheat lost in the field. He could 
not bear it. On every side the immense dark silence 
seemed pressing him, so tiny a spark, into extinc-
tion, and yet, almost nothing, he could not be ex-
tinct. Night, in which everything was lost, went 
reaching out, beyond stars and sun. Stars and sun, 
a few bright grains, went spinning round for terror, 
and holding each other in embrace, there in a dark-
ness that outpassed them all, and left them tiny and 
daunted. So much, and himself, infinitesimal at the 
core a nothin~ness, and yet not nothing. 
"Mother! he whimpered--nmother,.!" 
She was the only thing that held him up, himself, 
amid all this. And she was gone, intermingled her-
self. He wanted her to touch him, have him along-
side with her. 
But no, he would not give in. Turning sharply, 
he walked towards the city's gold phosphorescence. 
His fists were shut, his mouth set fast. He would 
not take that direction, to the darkness, to follow 
her. He walked towards the faintly humming, glowing 
town, quickly. 
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PART TWO 
Lawrence in his correspondence during the 
months preceding the publication of Sons and Lovers said 
that he might have to go back to teaching if the book failed. 
When it appeared in May 1913, its initial sale was not great, 
but Sons and Lovers definitely established Lawrence as an 
author to be watched, and for a while he felt more secure. 
From this point forward, to the time of his last ill-
ness in the spring of 19]0, the man belonged so completely 
to his writings that the writings must take precedence over 
all else in considerations of Lawrence. His life and works 
are more closely related, overtly at least, than those of 
most writers, because he was more directly autobiographical 
than most of them. But the works themselves remain the cen-
tral thing: Lawrence's "life" is found most truly in them. 
He was so prolific, through all the vicissitudes of travel 
and poverty and ill health, that he has left hardly a moment 
of his existence unr~corded. But his most essential record 
is his thought-adventures, and those will henceforward be 
our chief concern. 
The principal facts of Lawrence's life will, however, 
continue to be noted. This volume has presented the fullest 
picture to date of Lawrence's formative years; the later 
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phases of his life have already been thoroughly recorded 
elsewhere, either in Lawrence's letters and his other writ-
ings, or in the reminiscences of on-the-spot biographers who 
had begun to realize the importance of jotting down his 
deeds and utterances. Parts of these reminiscences appear, 
when pertinent, in the present text, and Appendix A ("Books 
About Lawrence") contains excerpts from others. The body of 
the book occasionally draws upon such little-known memoirs 
as Ivy Litvinov's of Lawrence and Frieda on one of their 
earlier sojourns in Italy, and Carleton Beals' description 
of them in Mexico City, but in the main the biographical sec-
tions of the present volume are not a mosaic of anecdotes or 
a novelization purporting to interpret Lawrence "from within." 
This book presents the significant facts of his life, and 
does so as fully as necessary for the understanding of his 
work. 
In Lawrence's fourth and fifth novels, The Rainbow and 
Women in Love--originally intended to be a single book--he 
began writing in a new way. The change had been prefigured 
in his poetry, in the verse composed while he was working on 
the final version of Sons and Lovers: poems later included 
in the volume entitled Look! We Have Come Through! 
The Look! poems first make frequent use of the image 
that, as both image and symbol, was to become increasingly 
important in Lawrence's work: darkness. It is the darkness 
of the mines: what Lawrence's mother had fought so bitterly 
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to save him from haunted him all hi s life. Although he ran 
off to the hot, bright places of t he world, the Mediterran-
ean fringe and Mexico, his spirit r eturned at times to the 
cold, damp Nottinghamshire mines where his former school-
fellows were laboring in the broken darkness. 
The main theme of the Look! series, however, is a love-
conflict of another kind than Lawrence had known in his ex-
periences with his mother and with Jessie Chambers. The vol-
ume, originally entitled Man and Woman, is prefaced by an 
Argument which explains that the man and the woman in the 
story go to a strange country, "she perforce leaving her 
children behind. The conflict of love and hate goes on be-
tween the man and the woman, and between these two and the 
world around them, till it reaches some sort of conclusion, 
they transcend into some condition of blessedness." Lawrence 
later omitted the last clause from his Collected Poems. 
Look! We Have Come Through! was first published in 
December 1917, though many of the poems were written five 
years before. Eroticism blooms luxuriantly in them. Lawrence 
was already formulating the central philosophy of his life, 
which he expressed in a letter of January 1913: "My great re-
ligion is a belief in the blood, the flesh, as being wiser 
than the intellect. We can go wrong in our minds. But what 
our blood feels and believes and says, is always true.'! 
Most of the Look! poems are dramatizations of the 
struggle between the two lovers, set against the magnificent 
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background of the places Lawrence and Frieda passed through 
on their southward walking tour in 1912, from Bavaria, 
through the Tyrol, to northern Italy. "First MorninP' 11 0' 
which contains this passage, is thematically and scenically 
typical: 
In the darkness 
with the pale dawn seething at the window 
through the black frame 
I could not be free, 
not free myself from the past, those others--
and our love was a confusion, 
there was a horror, 
you recoiled away from me. 
Here we have the mine-like darkness oppressing the con-
sciousness: even the dawn at the window suggests the pale 
light in a mine, while the "seething" suggests the effect of 
the sputtering of a mine-lamp. But later in the poem, in 
the full outdoor light of the high morning of the mountains, 
the poet finds safety among the risen flowers; the man and 
the woman can bind together the flowers and the distant 
mountains, and infuse them with new life and meaning. But 
in the poem directly following ("And Oh--That The Man I Am 
May Cease To Be--"), there is a perverse crying out for the 
darkness: not the shafted, half-lit mine-darkness, but the 
utter darkness of obliteration. It is only natural that 
when Lawrence's consciousness yearns for destruction he 
should see it in terms of his most destructive symbol: 
I wish that whatever props up the walls of light 
would fall, and darkness would come hurling heavily down, 
and it would be thick black dark for ever. 
Not sleep, which is grey with dreams, 
nor death, which quivers with birth, 
but heavy, sealing darkness, silence, all immovable. 
. . . . . . . . . . 
I wish it would be completely dark everywhere, 
inside me, and out, heavily dark 
utterly. 
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It is noteworthy that Lawrence, in willing this destruc-
tion upon himself, frequently employs images that suggest 
disaster in a mine: 
the darkness falling, the darkness rising, with 
muffled sound obliterating everything. 
And this leads to the final "heavy, sealing darkness." 
The poem called "In The Dark" has the woman telling the 
man that he peoples the sunshine "with shadows." "Mutila-
tion" represents the poet as feeling that if he is cut off 
from the woman he will be a cripple. If she leaves him--
and Lawrence in his letters to Edward Garnett in 1912 told 
how Frieda was torn between the idea of staying with him and 
the idea of returning to her children--if she leaves him, 
his convulsions will break open the sky. But the lovers be-
come reconciled, the poems take on a happy tone. A number 
of them picture summer roses and have rose-names. And so the 
poems go on, through all the lovers' counterpoising affec-
tions and antagonisms. The darkness motif persists, as when 
the man is left alone for a few days: 
I wonder where 
Ends this darkness that annihilates me. 
The effect of landscape upon persons continually mani-
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fests itself. There are a number of passages like the one 
written at Glasshutte, where the poet feels his own smallness 
before the immensity of the mountains: 
I hold myself up, and feel a big wind blowing 
Me like a gadfly into the dusk, without my knowing 
Whither or why or even how I am going. 
Altogether, the Look! poems portray one of the fullest 
and richest love experiences of our time~ the alternations or 
conflict and harmony in a man and woman entangled in the prob-
lems of our complex world~ all of this expressed with compel-
ling intensity and poetic force. 
Both the geographical and the social aspects of Italy and 
Germany enhanced the change that was taking place in Lawrence 
at this time. It was while he and Frieda were going over 
the Alps that he wrote his sketch "Christs in the Tirol~" a 
shockingly vivid account of the Martertafeln in the Bavarian 
and Austrian mountains--the great wooden crucifixes at the 
wayside shrines. The Christs in the north were heavy peasant 
types; the farther south Lawrence got the less effective he 
found them--some were merely quaint, some foppish. The most 
gripping of all was in a chapel in a valley near St. Jakob. 
The Christ there was a huge~ powerful man: 
And the look of the face, of which the body has 
been killed, is beyond all expectation horrible. The 
eyes look at one, yet have no seeing in them, they 
seem to see only their own blood. For they are blood 
shot till the whites are scarlet~ the iris is purpled. 
These red~ bloody eyes with their strained pupils, 
glancing awfully at all who enter the shrine~ looking 
as if to see through the blood of the late brutal 
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death, are terrible. The naked, strong body has 
known death, and sits in utter dejection, finished, 
hulked, a weight of shame. And what remains of life 
is in the face, whose expression is sinister and grue-
some, like that of an unrelenting criminal violated 
by torture. The criminal look of misery and hate on 
the fixed, violated face and on the bloodshot eyes is 
almost impossible. He is conquered, beaten, broken, 
his body is a mass of torture, an unthinkable shame. 
Yet his will remains obstinate and ugly,integral with 
utter hatred. · 
This quotation is from one of the three extant versions 
of "Cbrists in the Tirol," the one which appeared in Lawrence's 
first travel book, Twilight in Italy. This book, an account 
of his first a.cquaintance with the Italian peasants who were 
in time to become one of his philosophic mainstays, was writ-
ten i n 1912, but did not appear until 1916. Besides its strik-
ing natural descriptions and its enjoyable sketches of Ameri-
canized Italians returned home and of provincial actors play-
ing Hamlet and Ghosts, Twilight in Italy contains valuable 
comments on the general way of life in the southern countries. 
The sketches of Gargnano--which in 1950 is little changed from 
the Gargnano Lawrence knew in 1912-13--are particularly sharp 
and moving. Some of this material was altered by Lawrence 
before he published it in book form four years later, but 
the basic substance was not changed greatly. Lawrence also 
subsequently made a fictional use of the Tyrolian crucifixes, 
at the end of Women in Love, where they provide a forceful 
symbol. 
Militarized pre-war Germany, where Lawrence was once 
seized by the authorities and accused of being a British 
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officer on a spying assignment, gave him the suggestion for 
one of his finest short stories, "The Prussian Officer." 
This was written during a brief second visit to Germany, 
when he and Frieda ivere returning to England from Italy. 
Lawrence called the stor>y "Honour and Arms," and it struck 
a prophetic note vThen it appeared in the English RevievT for 
August 1914; when Garnett, later that year, changed the name 
to "The Pruss ian Officer 11 and used that for the title of Laiv-
rence1s first volume of short stories, Lawrence indignantly 
asked his agent, "What Prussian Officer?" 
The officer in the story is an incarnation of something 
the entire world vras becoming aware of at the time the tale 
was published. The basic situation in ''The Pruss ian Officer 11 
is not unlike that of Ernest HemingvTay 1 s story, "A Simple 
Question, 11 which also concerns the relations of a captain 
and his orderly, but the outcome is far different. In "A 
Simple Question," the conflict between the Italian officer 
and the orderly who attracts him is skillfully subtilized; 
in his story, !aivrence vrith equal skill shows a more violent 
conflict leading to an outburst of homosexual-sadistic frenzy. 
Lawrence wrote another story about the German army at 
this time, "The Thorn in the Flesh," originally called 11Vin 
Ordinaire." It sympathetically tells of the dilemma of a 
young soldier with a weakness, fear of height, which makes 
him a misfit in the German military organization. Some time 
earlier Lawrence had vrri tten a poem, sent in a letter to 
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Edward Garnett and later printed in the Letters--"The Young 
Soldier With The Bloody Spurs"--which portrayed the cold 
cruelty of another German trooper in his relations with a 
servant girl. Lawrence's attitude to militarism, particu-
larly of the German brand, was firmly set some time before 
the war began. 
Many of Lawrence's stories of this period appear in 
The Prussian Officer: those early short pieces "Goose Fair," 
"Odour of Chrysanthemt..uns," and "A Fragment of Stained Glass," 
as well as some longer stories such as "The Daughters of 
the Vicar," which tells of the romance of a young miner and 
the girl who nursed his mother through her last illness. 
The miner is shy, and the girl has to do most of the wooing; 
and since her clergyman father is humiliated because his 
daughter is to marry a collier, the young couple plan to 
amigrate to Canada. The story has good atmospheric touches 
and believable characters. Virtually all the stories in 
The Prussian Officer are at this same level of excellent 
workmanship: that Lawrence afterward wrote more deeply and 
richly tends to diminish the values of this earlier work. 
Most of the Prussian Officer stories had appeared in 
magazines before the book came out at the end of 1914; in 
the main they represent Lawrence's earlier phase rather 
than his post-Sons and Lovers period, but their themes point 
to later developments in his work. 
Several of these pieces--"Odour of Chrysanthemums," 
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"The Prussian Officer, 11 11 The Thorn in the Flesh," 11A Frag-
ment of Stained Glass," "Goose Fair," and "The Daughters of 
the Vicar"--have already been discussed. The title story is 
the most significant because it is "darker" than the others, 
and more passionate. This story and 11 The Thorn in the Flesh," 
with their German-army setting, are the most effectively writ-
ten tales in the ~ollection, exhibiting the growing mastery 
of rhythm and of color usage that is also noticeable in the 
prose of Sons and Lovers. The other stories resemble The 
White Peacock stylistically: the writing is simple and compe-
tent, but it lacks the distinction of Lawrence's later idiom. 
Of the six Prussian Officer stories not previously dis-
cussed, two are concerned with White Peacock and Sons and 
Lovers material: "Second Best" and "The Shades of Spring." 
Both of them deal with a Midlands girl who has been dropped 
by the young man she loves. In each story he is a cultivated, 
educated young man, and in each of them the girl takes a some-
what cruder successor. One story is reflected almost entire-
ly from the girl's point of view, the other from that of the 
young man who has discarded her. 
The young man does not even appear as a character in 
"Second Best"; he is merely mentioned by the girl, Frances, 
and her sister. Frances, who is twenty-three, suffers "a 
good deal"; she tells her sister that Jimmy, whom she has 
loved for fi.ve years ("having had in return his half-mea-
sures11), has received his Doctor of Chemistry degree and has 
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become engaged to another girl. This recapitulates Jessie 
Chambers' experience with Lawrence, and it is not difficult 
to imagine Jimmy as a kind of Cyril Beardsall-Paul Morel 
young man eluding his Miriam. Frances's "second best " a , 
young man named Tom who is beginning to attract her as the 
story ends, is likeable enough, one of the vigorous, natural 
types Lawrence often admired in his fiction. Tom can speak 
in a cultivated way if he wishes, but like Mellors in the 
much later Lady Chatterley's Lover, or like Lawrence himself 
when he sniffed social snobbery in the air, Tom occasionally 
talks "broad"--that is, in Midland dialect. 
The sisters in the story scold him for this. But though 
Tom is not quite a gentleman, Frances will ultimately accept 
him: his careful progress toward mastery over her is finely 
dramatized. One of the most interesting features of the 
story is its animal symbolism, which is effectively but un-
obtrusively woven into the main pattern. · The moles, which 
are agricultural pests, suggest the relationship of Jimmy 
and Frances: she has no urge to kill them, and is shocked 
when her younger sister murders one that bites her while she 
is playing with it. Later, when Tom tells Frances that it 
is "necessary" to kill moles because of the damage they do, 
she seeks one out and kills it and brings it to him, and 
this is the beginning of their relationship. 
"The Shades of Spring" was written at Croydon. In this 
story, John Syson returns to Willey Water Farm (it is Willey 
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Farm in Sons and Lovers) to see the girl he used to be in 
love with, Hilda Millership. On his way through the woods, 
Syson is stopped by a young man with a gun: this is Hilda's 
new lover, Arthur Pilbeam, and quite appropriately he is a 
gamekeeper. Because Syson is married, Pilbeam reproaches him 
~or continuing to send Hilda letters and books and poems--
as Lawrence used to send such things to Jessie Chambers after 
he had gone away with Frieda Weekley-Richthofen. Syson in 
the story feels no resentment or jealousy of the gamekeeper--
Lawrence's young men seem to admire rather than dislike 
their rivals, as Paul in Sons and Lovers feels strangely 
drawn to Baxter Dawes, who has thrashed him for having a 
love-affair with his wife. When Syson meets Hilda again, 
however, he is a bit disturbed--in a scene which re-creates 
the family life at the Sons and Lovers farm--at her indepen-
dence, her freedom from him. Later, as they walk through 
the woods, she tells him that here, in the gamekeeper's 
setting, she gave herself to him on the night Syson was 
married. The heroine of "The Shades of Spring"--which when 
it first appeared in a magazine in 1913 was called 11A Soiled 
Rosen--indirectly reproaches Syson for not having seduced her. 
This forerunner of Connie Chatterley even takes Syson to her 
lover's hut, hung with skins of rabbits and calves and stoats, 
where they are soon joined by the sulking gamekeeper. After 
Syson leaves them, he hears them at the edge of the wood dis-
cussing their possible marriage; when a bee stings the 
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keeper 1 s arm, Hilda sucks the wound, then kisses Pilbeam 
with her blood-smeared mouth, and Syson walks away from 
this symbolic Lawrencean scene, in which blood is emphati-
cally conquering intellect. 
11 The Christening" is a quite different kind of story, 
representing Lawrence 1 s other range: besides these tales 
of love and passion, in which the emotions of the characters 
are intensified by the natural setting, La1vrence could also 
produce stories of character, in which a group of Trollope-
like or Dickens-like men and women act out a little comedy 
of situation. "The Christening" is one of these, dealing 
with the comic-pathetic baptism of an illegitimate child in 
a lower-class Midlands household. A somewhat different ver-
sion of this story comprised one of the episodes in an early 
draft of The \fhite Peacock. The grandfather who dominates 
the family in the short story is a yoeman patriarch of a 
particularly interesting kind, earthy, tyrannical, vital. 
He finds a satisfaction in his mm -..my of life, though he 
is cut off from his children because he has crushed t hem. 
One of the remaining three Prussian Officer tales to 
be considered, "The White Stocking," is_, like "A Fragment 
of Stained Glass," a later shaping of a story Lavrrence sub-
mitted to the Nottingham newspaper competition before he 
was a published author. "The White Stocking" has also a 
similarity to the other tvro Prussian Officer stories not 
previously discussed, "A Sick Collier" and "The Shadow in 
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the Rose Garden," in that they are all concerned with young 
marriage. 
"The White Stocking" is a comedy about a flirtatious 
and attractive little wife whose husband discovers after two 
years of married life that she is still receiving presents 
from her former employer. The setting is the city of Notting-
ham, and the three principal characters are neatly sketched: 
the petit-bourgeois husband of twenty-eight, the overweening 
older man_, and the well-meaning but careless girl. The hus-
band in this case is unreservedly jealous; he feels no subtle 
sympathy for the other man. Lawrence shows in this, even 
more than in most of his early stories, a f ine understanding 
of the tight-drawn problems of marriage; and among these ten-
sions there is also a believable atmosphere of married inti-
macy. 
"A Sick Collier" is another comedy, with somewhat more 
serious suggestions. The scene is Lawrence's home town, and 
the principal characters are a young collier and his wife. 
After they are married a year, he is injured in a pit acci-
dent, brought home in an ambulance, and confined to bed. The 
pain from the accident--a torn bladder--continually drives 
Willy Horsepool out of his mind, and in his frenzies he tries 
to kill .his wife: "The peen--I ha'e such a lot o' peen--I 
want to kill 'er!" The story is little more than a statement 
of situation; a neighbor girl stops Willy in one of his mur-
derous frenzies, and the wife hopes that news of his actions 
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will not get about lest his injury-compensation pay be 
stopped. Lawrence has given the slightly absurd little 
dilemma an acid underlining by showing the unconscious ten-
dencies of an apparently happy husband. 
"The Shadow in the Rose Garden" is in all respects a 
more serious tale. The original (unpublished) version, 
called "The Vicar's Garden," probably written when Lawrence 
was in college, tells of a honeymooning couple who admire a 
clergyman's garden and learn that he keeps his insane son 
there, a former soldier. The young couple are shocked, and 
"The honeymoon will not, I fear, be spent by that bonny 
northern bay." The later version of "The Shadow in the Rose 
Garden, n as published in The Prussian Officer, uses the same 
idea but in a subtler, deeper, and more dramatic way. The 
bride has lived in this seaside town before, but begs her 
husband not to1mention this ;to the people he meets, since 
she does not wish to be recognized. On a walk by herself 
she visits the vicar's rose garden and there sees a ghost 
from the past: the vicar's son, whom she had been told was 
killed in the Boer War. He is mad and does not know her, 
though when she asks him whether or not he does, he tells 
his keeper that she is an old friend. The woman returns to 
her husband in such noticeable distress that he demands to 
know what has happened and learns the whole story, or at 
least her version of it. He asks whether she and the former 
officer had gone "the whole hogger," and upon learning that 
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they had, is hurt and angry. But there is a suggestion that 
the trouble between this husband and wife may in time be 
mended: 11 The thing must work itself out. They were both 
shocked so much, they were impersonal, and no longer hated 
each other. 11 Lawrence could occasionally write an effective 
story without a fully resolved ending--as later in "The Fox 11 
--and this is one of the times the method worked satisfac-
torily. The story is brought to a pitch, the characters 
recognize certain things in one another, and the author in-
dicates that the solution lies in the difficult ,_·future. It 
is a Russian method, mainly Chekhovian, and Lawrence did not 
always use it so effectively as he did in "The Shadow in . the 
Rose Garden." His friend Katherine Mansfield, not only one 
of the most expert of short-story writers but also an acute 
critic of the genre, said in a letter that this was one of 
Lawrence's "weakest" stories, but went on to state that it 
stood out above the work of other authors in a contemporary 
collection: "It is so utterly different from all the rest 
that one reads it with joy. When he mentions gooseberries 
these are real, red, ripe gooseberries that the gardener is 
rolling on a tray. When he bites into an apple it is a sharp, 
sweet, fresh apple from the tree. Why has one this longing 
that people shall be rooted in life? 11 
The use of the synopsis method in discussing stories 
here and in other parts of this book requires a word of ex-
planation. The value of synopsis to the interpretive cri ti·c 
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is great: the method enables him to indicate by example the 
interrelational discoveries he has made about the works of 
an author. Synopses used in this way are not mere summaries 
of stories but interpretations of them through selected inci-
dents. The critic observes those elements of stories which 
will illustrate his thesis about an author or which will sug-
gest connections with other phases of the author's work, and 
the critic will shape such elements into his synopses. These 
are not a substitute for the text itself but a form of com-
mentary upon it and an assembling of points for argument and 
elucidation. Nothing can take the place or equal the experi-
ence of reading importantly creative material: all interpre-
tation, all criticism, can only lead up to that. 
These early stories of Lawrence have been focused upon 
so intently because their features indicate values and poten-
tialities which will be developed in Lawrence's later work: 
these will be of importance in the total estimate of his 
achievement. And now that the stories in The Prussian Offi-
cer have been considered, it will be necessary to look at 
some similar material of that period, stories written at 
about the same time as those in that book but, with a few 
exceptions, unpublished until after Lawrence's death. Most 
of these are found in the volumes Love Among the ~ystacks 
and A Modern Lover. 
For the most part these stories are not of the same 
quality as the majority of those in The Prussian Officer, 
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though two or three of them seem as good as many in that col-
lection, and one of them--the story entitled "Lave .Among the 
Haystacks"--ranks with any of them below "The Prussian Offi-
cer" itself. 
"Love .Among the Haystacks" has a Midlands setting, the 
same farm-field that is used in Sons and Lovers, the one 
leased by Miriam's father. The story was written before the 
last version of Sons and Lovers: it may be the "Haystacks" 
manuscript Lawrence mentioned in letters to Edward Garnett 
in January and April 1912, though Garnett's son David wrote--
in the introductory "Reminiscence" to the Love Among the Hay-
stacks volume when it was brought out in 1930--that he had 
seen this story "when it was written," on the Continent, in 
the summer of 1912; David Garnett may of course have seen a 
later version. 
"Love Among the Haystacks" is a lively story of young 
love, with some excellent landscape backgrounds. Stylisti-
cally it is on a par with Sons and Lovers and with "The Prus-
sian Officer," which was composed some months after the com-
pletion of that novel. Lawrence's descriptive gift is in 
evidence throughout the "Haystacks" tale, which among other 
excellent passages contains this one: 
Far away was the faint blue heap of Nattingham. 
Between, the country lay under a haze of heat, with 
here and there a flag of colliery smoke waving. But 
near at hand, at the foot of the hill, across the 
deep-hedged high road, was only the silence of the 
old church and the castle farm, among their trees. 
This passage has faults, particularly the two inver-
1~- 0 
two lost human beings; Lydia decides to leave her husband 
and marry Geoffrey. Meanwhile, in the night of rain, Mau-
rice and his Paula are high in the haystack, under its cloth 
covering. They have a small quarrel, originating in a mis-
take, which is settled at the end of the story. The two 
women are, like the brothers, sharply individualized: the 
little vTanderer had begun to take on a hard and haggard 
look, but under the touch of Geoffrey's love she b.egins to 
bloom into attractive feminity. This is one of the first 
Lawrence stories in which the magic influence of simple touch 
is of great importance in establishing a relationship between 
two human beings, a relationship that will have a regenera-
tive force, as in the later "touch" stori·es of the England, 
My England collection. And if Lydia, the fierce little va-
grant who begins to soften under tenderness, is a brightly 
living character, the same may be emphatically said about 
the governess Paula, with her almost cyclothymic alternations 
between gaiety and melancholy, and her pervasive forceful-
ness. 
Three other pieces vTri tten at that time are also in-
cluded in the Love Among the Haystacks volume: "A Chapel 
Among the Mountains," "A Hay Hut Among the Mountains," and 
11 0nce. 11 The first two are slight travel sketches of Law-
rence.' s walking tour with Frieda through the Tyrolean Alps; 
"Once'.' is a rather naturalistic story of little merit, based 
chiefly on the reminiscence, by a Frieda-like German woman, 
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of a brief love affair with a young German officer. 
It is understandable that editors rejected these last 
three items despite the influential Edward Garnett's efforts 
to place them. But it is difficult to see why "Love Among 
the Haystacks" was refused unless editors were made timid 
by the possibilities of complaints on moral grounds. 
The other posthumous collection of Lawrence's early tales, 
A Modern Lover, brought out in 1934, was decidedly inferior 
to The Prussian Officer, and it is once again understandable 
that editors did not accept all six of the short stories in 
the volume. Two of the weakest of them were published, how-
ever, in two issues of the Saturday Westminster Gazette, in 
September 1913, when Lawrence was becoming widely and favor-. 
ably known as the author of Sons and Lovers. These stories 
appear in A Modern Lover as "Her Turn" and "Strike Pay." 
The manuscrip~ · of one of these had Lawrence's Eastwood ad-
dress on it, which would indicate that these two stories 
were probably written before Lawrence went to the Continent 
with Frieda and wrote Sons and Lovers; the stylistic evi-
dence also places them in the earlier period, before Law-
rence had developed his true writing strength. "Her Turn" 
is little more than an anecdote, though the characters, even 
within the imposed confines, are alive as Lav~ence's people 
usually are: when Mrs. Radford's husband is on limited strike 
pay, he refuses to give her a share for the weekly household 
money although he has used some of his union stipend to drink 
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at a tavern; he changes his tune when Mrs. Radford takes 
what is left of her household savings and buys lineoleum, 
a new mattress, some dishes, and other long-needed items. 
"Strike Pay11 is also anecdotal: Ephraim Wharmby, a young 
collier, goes revelling with his union allowance and comes 
home to an unhappy wife and a sarcastic mother-in-law. 
"The Old Adam" is a sketch of the Jones family whom 
Lawrence lodged with during his Croydon schoolmastership. 
Lawrence draws Mrs. Jones sympathetically and gives a 
brief, amusing picture of the little girl--who is also the 
subject of his earlier poem "Baby Running Barefoot"--but 
he presents the ex-football player Mr. Jones in a harsher 
light. Lawrence himself is Edward Severn, another Cyril 
Beardsall-like young man, who at twenty-seven is "quite 
chaste"; "when in repose, he had the diffident, ironic bear-
ing so remarkable in the educated youth of today, the very 
reverse of that traditional aggressiveness of youth"--but 
when he gets into a fight with the Mr. Thomas of the story, 
he nearly strangles him. After that, the formerly friendly 
Mrs. Thomas is C.OOl to Severn, who had not known that he 
could be so "uncivilized," but Mr. Thomas looks upon him 
with a kind of friendly respect. There is a servant girl 
in the background who is leaving because she is too "inso-
lent" for the Thomases, and there is a current of intra-
family antagonism that is a constant in Lawrence's fiction. 
But the story is essentially thin, interesting today only 
as an autobiographical picture of the young Lawrence and 
as an example of his apprentice writing. 
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The same may be said of "The Witch~ la Mode," in which 
the same rather ineffectual young man appears, this time with 
a name less like that of the hero of a Victorian novel: the 
name Bernard Coutts has a distinct Midlands flavor, and in-
deed that surname is to be found in other stories by Law-
rence, including Lady Chatterley's Lover. The setting is in 
the suburbs of South London, and the girl in the story, Wini-
fred Varley, is another version of Helena of The Trespasser. 
But the story, despite its somewhat exciting climax when 
Coutts, symbolically and accidentally, nearly sets the girl's 
house on fire, is--like many of these others--merely interest-
ing as a manifestation of the early Lawrence. "New Eve and 
Old Adam 11 is likewise a tale with little intrinsic value to 
later readers: the Lawrencean young man with the Frieda-
like wife becoming a little weary of him in a London flat, 
figures in an anecdote of the consequences of a mistake in 
identity. The story's .principal interest for later readers 
lies in its depiction of the rising and falling antagonisms 
and reconciliations of the married couple. While these do 
not have much _outward similarity to the series of marriages 
described in The Rainbow, they point in the direction of the 
author's development. 
The remaining shorter piece in this collection is the 
title story, "A Modern Lover." This is in some way similar 
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to "The Shades of Spring" in The Prussian €lfficer: the 
Cyril Beardsall young man is this time called Cyril Mersham 
(mere sham?) and Miriam is Muriel. On his return to the 
Midlands he finds her involved with a young mine-elec t ri-
cian, but the ending is different from that of "The Shades 
of Spring." Cyril triumphs this time; the girl clings to 
him and does not vTish to let him go. No matter which of 
these tales is ~r.uer to the Lawrence-Jessie Chambers rela-
tionship, "The Shades of Spring" is the better story in 
writing quality and in tense dramatization. 
Another of the Prussian Officer stories ("Odour of 
Chrysanthemums") bears a resemblance, previously mentioned, 
to Lawrence's most effective play, The Widowing of Mrs. 
Holroyd. The story apparently came first; the play adds 
erotic interest in the person of a young electrician named 
Blackmore, in love with the collier's wife. One incident 
is given almost identical treatment in both play and story: 
the washing of the dead collier by his mother and his wife. 
Catherine Carswell, who saw the English productions of Mrs. 
Holroyd in 1920 and in 1926, found that this corpse-washing 
scene co~d not be convincingly presented on the stage, 
though she felt that otherwise Mrs. Holroyd was almost as 
good as "the Irish plays." Like Henry James and other novel-
ists capable of effective "dramatic" scenes in fiction, Law-
rence felt that he had gifts as a playwright, but he lacked 
the dramatist's sense of focus and proportion. 
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Lawrence said in one of his letters that Mrs. Holroyd 
was his aunt, and the original version of the play was a 
product of the first phase of his writing career. The play 
as published, however, was extensively rewritten on the 
proofsheets sent by an American publisher, Mitchell Kenner-
ley, during Lawrence's second visit to Italy in 1913-14; 
Kennerley then sent Lawrence a bad check, never redeemed, 
for American rights to Sons and Lovers. Lawrence had writ-
ten three other plays before Mrs. Holroyd: Married Men and 
The Merry-Go-Round, both set in Lawrence's native Midlands, 
and The Fight For Barbara, a story of Lawrence's first so-
journ in Italy. 
Married Men, staged in England in the summer of 1936 and 
published in a special supplement to the Virginia Quarterly 
Review, Autumn 1940, is a light comedy about the flirtations 
of a young doctor who tries to conceal the fact of his mar-
riage from the girls he flirts with; like all Lawrence's 
works it has a certain amount of animation, and the people 
are fresh and lively, but the play is crudely put together. 
The Merry-Go-Round, published in the Virginia Quarterly 
Review, Winter 1941, also has the Lawrencean verve, but 
structurally it is crowded and disorganized. The characters 
live in a mining community and there are some good bits of 
dialect, as when a miner's old wife is telling of the pas-
sion a local girl has for her son: "'E 1d only ter stick 's 
1ead out 1o the door, an 1er 1d run like a pig as 'ears the 
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bucket"; but the situations often strain too hard after 
comic effects, as when the Polish nobleman who is the local 
vicar goes with his wife to beat lovers out of the lane at 
night--comic enough this far--and starts a free-for-all in 
the darkness, in which most of the characters stiffly and 
incredibly take part. The Polish vicar, it is amusing to 
note, was an actual person in Eastwood whom Lawrence dis-
liked--the Reverend Rodolph von Hube. 
The Fight For Barbara, as yet unpublished, is about a 
young man who runs off to Italy with a married woman; her 
aristocratic parents and even the abandoned husband descend 
upon the couple. Except for the last-mentioned feature, the 
play reproduces the Lawrence-Frieda situation after their 
elopement and uses for its setting the house they lived in 
at Lago di Garda during their first residence in Italy. The 
Fight For Barbara is dramatically more effective than the 
two plays mentioned above, but it does not go far toward 
establishing Lawrence as an authentic dramatist. 
The Rainbow grew out of the fictional material Lawrence 
began working at when he finished Sons and Lovers. A good 
part of The Sisters, as it was then called, was written at 
Fiascherino on the Gulf of Spezia in 1913-14. Later, the 
first part of this material--so far as chronological develop-
ment of plot is concerned--was rechristened The Wedding Ring. 
Still later this first part became The Rainbow, which had a 
note at the conclusion of its final typed manuscript, 11 End 
of Volume I." The recasting of the rest of the original 
version of The Sisters became, in 1916, Women in Love. 
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After Lawrence completed ~and Lovers at Lago di Garda 
late in 1912, he and Frieda planned to return to England for 
a short visit in relation to her forthcoming divorce from 
Professor Weekley. When they left Italy in April they went 
back for a while to the region south of Munich, where they 
stayed in the little house belonging to Frieda's brother-in-
law, Professor Jaffe, in a pinewood at Irschenhausen. Law-
rence was working on The Sisters and on The Insurrection of 
Miss Houghton, the novel he was to complete after the war 
and call The Lost Girl. 
It was at this time that the Lawrence-Jessie Chambers 
relationship was finally broken off; as previously mentioned, 
she returned without comment Lawrence's letter with its 
strange suggestion that she join him and Frieda at Irschen-
hausen. Jessie's later memoir of Lawrence ends at this point, 
but a 1933 letter of hers to Helen Corke refers to her "see-
ing11 him again at the time he died. This letter, published 
in 1950 in the British literary magazine, Arena, indicates 
once again Jessie's essential antagonism to Lawrence; she 
admires him when he deals artistically "with the immediate 
and the concrete," but as a thinker he is "superficial, un-
convincing, and quite soon boring" to her. "I returned his 
last letter in 1913, and since then no word ever passed be-
tween us, and I never heard news of him; his name was never 
------ --- -~-
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mentioned to me. 11 
When Lawrence and Frieda arrived in England in June, 
they stayed for a while at the Garnetts' country home in 
Kent, later going to London and then to Kingsgate, on the 
Kentish coast, before leaving England in August. In London 
they met John Middleton Murry and Katherine Mansfield, edi-
tors of Rhythm, a "little magazine" Lawrence had contributed 
to. He had previously spoken of Rhythm as "a daft paper, 
but the folk seem rather nice." In July he and Frieda went 
to see for themselves when they called on the editors at 
their combination flat and office in Chancery Lane. 11 Law-
rence was slim and boyish," Murry recalls; "he wore a large 
straw hat that suited him well. Mrs. Lawrence, a big Panama 
over her flaxen hair. Straw hats, and sunshine, and gaiety." 
Such Has the beginning of the intense friendship between 
Lawrence and Murry that was not destined to remain a matter 
of straw hats, and sunshine, and gaiety. 
Middleton Murry, who had not long since broken away from 
Oxford and come to London to earn a sparse living as a crit~ 
ic, was four years younger than Lawrence in 1913 and had not 
yet published a book. He was at thms time trying to form 
himself out of doubts and anguishes that were of a different 
kind from Lawrence's. He was an urban--really a suburban--
product, lower middle class, with a systematized Classical 
education. On a trip to Paris he had fallerr in love with a 
prostitute, but had abruptly deserted her. His friendship 
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with the sculptor Gaudier-Brzeska had come to a violent end 
when Gaudier overheard him and Katherine Mansfield making 
fun of Gaudier's girl, Sophie. Like Lawrence and Frieda, 
Murry and Katherine were not yet married; Murry has con-
fessed that when Katherine, one evening by her fireside, 
first proposed that they become lovers, he lay on the floor 
waving his legs in the air and saying, 11 I feel it would 
spoil everything." But he later gave in. Their love affair 
was always--despite the fact that there were no abandoned 
children to stand as a reproach between them--shot through 
with more difficulties and uncertainties than the ·relation-
ship of Lawrence and Frieda. 
At the time she met Lawrence, Katherine Mansfield had 
been little published, and she was almost cDmpletely un-
recognized. She and Lawrence felt for one another a kind 
of sympathy mixed with antagonism. She never became pro-
nouncedly enthusiastic over his writings, as her reviews, 
letters,and journal-entries show. Lawrence in turn felt 
that she was only a minor talent, and after her death he 
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chided Murry for lack of perspective in referring to her as 
great. Frieda, however, had liked Katherine whole-heartedly 
from the first, and felt that the nervous, big-eyed girl was 
11 a perfect friend" and 11 like a younger sister. 11 Frieda was 
de+ighted, at the time of their first meeting, when they 
were all going to Soho for lunch, to see Murry 
making faces at one another in the bus, like children. 
"I think that theirs was the only spontaneous and jolly 
friendship that we had." 
Frieda had met her children on the street, on their 
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way to school, and ''they had danced around her happily and 
asked when she was coming back home. She suffered because 
she could not take them with her, and she says that when she 
"tried to meet them another morning they had evidently been 
told that they must not speak to me and only little white 
faces looked at me as if I were an evil ghost." Lawrence 
was enraged and powerless, but Katherine Mansfield helped 
Frieda by going to visit the children and taking them letters 
from their mother. 
When Lawrence and Frieda left for Kingsgate, Murry and 
Katherine promised to come down and see them. After they 
had failed to appear, Murry admitted that it was because 
they lacked the money for railway fare, and Lawrence scolded 
the younger man for not borrowing from him. Later Murry and 
Katherine did come down and the two couples had a gay time; 
Murry says they all bathed naked together, but Frieda says 
this is not true. Not long afterward, when Lawrence and 
Frieda had returned to Italy and Murry again did not visit 
them after promising to do so, Lawrence again scolded him, 
this time for refusing to draw upon Katherine Mansfield's 
allowance from her family. 
At Kingsgate, Lawrence and Frieda had discovered that 
Edward Marsh was near by. He had called on them and brought 
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them to meet Herbert and Cynthia Asquith, who became good 
friends of Lawrence and Frieda and remained so for a number 
of years. The beautiful Lady Cynthia reminded Frieda of 1 
Botticelli 1s Venus, and Lawrence greatly admired her too. 
And he had a faculty similar to that of his German contem-
porary, Rilke, for arousing the sympathy of high-born women. 
And Frieda herself was, it will be recalled, a baroness. 
Frieda made little progress that summer in relation to 
her divorce. She and Lawrence again set out for Italy, once 
more stopping at Irschenhausen , where on August 11 Lawrence 
wrote in a letter that Frieda was "getting better of her 
trouble about the children, for the time being , at least." 
In the middle of September Frieda went to visit her 
parents at Baden-Baden while Lawrence walked or sailed on 
steamers across Switzerland. By the end of the month he and 
Frieda had found the house where they would spend the winter; 
it was at Fiascherino, near the tovm of Lerici on the Gulf of 
Spezia. Their villino was 11 a four-roomed pink cottage among 
vine gardens, just over the water and under the olive woods . 
• • • You run out of the gate into the sea, which washes 
among the rocks at the mouth of the bay. u· Shelley had 
drowned in this ~orner of the Mediterranean: Frieda aays 
that when Lawrence went out through the surf in his flat-
bottomed boat, she "was on the shore watching him like a hen 
who had hatched a duckling and yelled in rage: 'If you can't 
be a real poet, you '11 drown like one anyhovr. 1 " 
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While Lawrence vras WOl"king on his Rainbow material, 
visitors began appearing at this out-of-the-way place, and 
the local British residents began inviting Lawrence and 
Frieda to their homes. Frieda insisted on telling some of 
the local colony that they were not really husband and wife; 
one woman who was a devout Catholic said they were living in 
sin. Edward Marsh appeared from England; the Georgian poets 
w. w. Gibson and Lascelles Abercrombie came too, and the ima-
gist poet T. Sturge Moore dropped in for a visit. 
The guest who stayed longest was Ivy Low, later . the vrife 
of Conunissar Maxim Litvinov. Her memoir, "A Visit to D. H. 
Lawrence," in the October 19~-6 Harper_'~ Bazaar, tells of the 
several weeks she spent with Lawrence and Frieda after writ-
ing from England to tell him how greatly she enjoyed his work . 
Upon reading Sons ~Lovers, she and Viola Meynell had es-
tablished a "party line 11 and presented an ultimatum to all 
who would be their friends; "Good people believed that D. H. 
Lavll'ence was a genius; everyone else -vralked in darkness." 
Ivy Low at twenty-five had written two books, but she 
was no match for Lawl"·ence, who hunted out her defects, one 
by one, finding "quite a few that nobody else had ever dis-
covered. 11 She ·"returned to England stunned and shaken, 11 
doubting that she would ever write again, yet feeling that 
it would perhaps be best if she did not. A male friend she 
went rowing with told her that, since her ~isit to Lawrence, 
the only expression of feeling she could possibly appreciate 
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"would be a blow on the head with the oar." 
By May 1914 Lawrence had completed what was to be the 
next-to-last draft of The Rainbow, at this time still called 
The Wedding Ring. Edward Garnett continually found fault 
with the book as he received sections of it. The correspon-
dence between him and Lawrence at the time is one between an 
older man trying to keep his protege in line with tradition, 
and a younger man aware of going headlong in a new direction. 
At the end of December he had told Garnett that the book was 
"very different from Sons and Lovers: written in another lan-
guage almost. 11 A month later, while admitting that some of 
Garnett's criticisms were pertinent, Lawrence explained, ''It 
is my transition stage--but I must wrj.te to live, and it 
must produce its flowers, and if they be frail and shadowy 
they will be all right if they are true to their hour. It is 
not so easy for one to be married. In marriage one must be-
come something else. And I am changing, one way or another." 
But he destroyed his manuscript, and in the middle of Febru-
ary told another friend in England that he was beginning the 
novel again, 11 for about the seventh time. • . • • It was full 
of beautiful things, but it missed--I knew that it just 
missed being itself. So here I am, I must sit down and write 
it out again. 11 In April he wrote Garnett that he "tvas sure of 
the new version, and shortly afterward he told Murry in re-
lation to the novel, that he hoped he would have a few friends 
to believe in him "a bit". And then in June he wrote to 
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Garnett: 
I don't think the psychology is wrong: it is 
only that I have a different attitude to my character s, 
and that necessitates a different attitude in you, 
which you are not prepared to give. As for its being 
my cleverness which would pull the thing through--
that sounds odd to me, for I don't think I am so very 
clever, in that way. I think the book is a bit futur-
istic--quite unconsciously so. But when I read Marj_-
netti--"the profound intuitions of life added one to 
the other, word by word, according to their illogical 
conception, will give us the general lines of an in-
tuitive physi~logy of matter"--I see something of 
what I am after. I translate him clumsily, and his 
Italian is obfuscated--and I don't care about physio-
logy of matter--but somehow--that which is psychic--
non-human, in humanity, is more interesting to me than 
the old-fashioned human element--which causes one to 
conceive a character in a certain moral scheme and 
make him consistent ••• You mustn't look in my 
novel for the old stable ego of the character. There 
is another ego, according to whose action the indi-
vidual is unrecognizable, and passes through, as it 
were, allotropic states which it needs a deeper sense 
than any we've been used to exercise, to discover are 
states of the same single radically-unchanged element • 
• • • You must not say my novel is shaky--it is not 
perfect, because I am not expert in what I want to do. 
But it is the real thing, say what you like. And I 
shall get my reception, if not now, then before long . 
Lawrence wrote this just before he and Frieda left Italy. 
They could now return to England to marry, for.in London on 
May 28, in the Probate, Divorce, and Admiralty Division of 
the High Court of Justice, with Mr. Justice Bargrave Deane 
presiding, the nisi decree was made absolute in the divorce 
case of "Weekley v. Weekley and Lawrence. 11 
Le,wrence walked north through Switzerland while Frieda 
went to visit her parents in Baden-Baden. It was the last 
time Frieda was to see her father; on the eve of the European 
war, the sick old baron kept muttering, "I don't understand 
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the world any more." 
Lawrence and Frieda were in London by the end of June, 
staying at the Kensington home of their friend the Irish 
barrister Gordon Campbell (later Lord Glenavy). ~ith Camp-
bell and Murry as witnesses, Lawrence and Frieda were married 
on July 13 in the Register Office of the District of Kensing-
ton. 
The Lawrences planned to visit western Ireland and later 
return to Italy, but a few weeks after their marriage the 
coming of war interdicted their movements. Confined to Eng-
land, they took a cottage at Chesham in Buckinghamshire, 
near the windmill where the novelist Gilbert Cannan and his 
wife Mary lived; and the Murrys were in a cottage only two 
miles across the fields . Catherine Jackson, the Scottish 
journalist who was soon to marry the Scottish barrister 
Donald Carswell, was one of the Larences' new friends who 
came to visit them at Chesham. The translator s. s. Koteli-
ansky was another; he had been one of several men on a West-
morland walking tour with Lawrence at the time the war began. 
One of Koteliansky's songscontained the word Rananim, 
and Lawrence took that word to name the Utopia he had be-
gun to dream of: he told all his friends that they must 
leave the -wars and other corruptions of civilization and 
find an island they could call Rananim. Katherine Mansfield 
once punctured Lawrence 1 s enthusiasm by providing a ma'ss of 
information about actual islands; he became bitterly silent 
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at this flippancy. For another ten years he tried to find 
a Rananim and to found an iqeal colony; he gave up only after 
the disillusionment of New Mexico, long afterward. 
Lawrence's seriousness on the subject of Rananim in the 
early days of World War I is evident in a letter to W. E. 
Hopkin in January 1915: 
I want to gather together about twenty souls and 
sail away from this world of war and squalor and found 
a little colony where there shall be no money but a 
sort of communism as far as necessities of life go, 
and some real decency. It is to be a colony built 
up on the real decency which is in each member of 
the community. A community which is established up-
on the assumption of goodness in the members, instead 
of the assumption of badness. 
What do you think of it1 We keep brooding on the 
idea--l and some friends. 
Lawrence's horror of the war, of humanity lacerating it-
self, is perhaps most forcibly expressed in a letter he wrote 
to Lady Cynthia Asquith early in 1915. He tells her that 
when the war broke out, he had been on his walking tour "in 
Westmorland, rather happy, with water-lilies twisted round 
my hat," but that "since I came back, things have not exis-
ted for me. I have spoken to no one, I have touched no one, 
I have seen no one. All the while, I swear, my soul lay in 
the tomb--not dead, but with a flat stone over it, a cor pse, 
become corpse-cold • . And nobody existed, because I did not 
exist myself. Yet I was not dead--only passed over--tres-
passed--and all the time I knew I should have to rise again." 
It was during an illness in the autumn of 1914, a few 
months before he left Buckinghamshire, that Lawrence grew 
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the beard which for the remaining fifteen years of his l ife 
was his red badge of identity. He wrote Catherine Carswell, 
"I think I look hideous, but it is so warm and complete, and 
such a clothing to one's nakedness, that I like and shall 
keep it." Murry, used to the young man with the ginger 
moustache, noted in his journal that the beard "lends him 
an age which makes it hard to connect with the D. H. L. who 
appeared at Chancery Lane a year ago las t sununer. 11 But Law-
rence was now not the same young D. H. L. who had appeared 
at Chancery Lane, and the prophet-like beard was an outward 
sign of the inner change. 
While at Chesham, Lawrence worked on a study of Thomas 
Hardy and began rewriting The Rainbow. In January 1915, 
Viola Meynell invited him and Frieda to live in Sussex: "It 
is the Meynell's place. You know Alice Meynell, the Catholic 
poetess, rescuer of Franci-s Thompson. The father took a big 
old farmhouse at Greatham, then proceeded to give each of 
his children a cottage. Now Viola lends us hers." 
Lawrence completed The Rainbow at Greatham in the spring, 
and Viola Meynell typed it. At Greatham and on trips to 
London, Lawrence saw many old and new literary friends. 
There was even a visit to Bertrand Russell at Cambridge; he 
and Lawrence, both opposed to war, planned to give a series 
of joint lectures in London, but the project fell through 
when they quarrelled over philosophic issues. E. M. Forster 
came to Greatham for a visit, to be appropriately scolde~ 
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for his ways 3 and the Lal~ences visited Garsington 3 the 
Oxfordshire country home of the famous hostess 3 Lady Otto-
line Morrell. Frieda says in her memoir that in those days 
she wondered whether she should not "leave Lawrence to ~Lady 
Ottoline's) influence; what might they not do together for 
England? I am powerless 3 and a Hun 3 and a nobody." 
The war continued to make Lawrence unhappy3 and he could 
upon occasion become furious at individuals. He preferred 
to go bankrupt at this time rather than pay Frieda's divorce 
costs. "I wouldn.•·t pay if I were a millionaire 3 " he wrote 
Russell at the end of April 3 referring to the solicitors as 
"bugs 3 beasts 3 leeches." 
But in spite of his famous bitterness 3 Lawrence was ca~­
able of great gaiety and loveableness. This is an important 
point for those who read about him to remember 3 for most of 
his biographers have played up his outbursts of rage--indeed, 
most of the incidents reported of Lawrence are of this nature. 
Such incidents have a concreteness of a kind not found in ab-
stract discussions of the "better side" of Lawrence 3 and con-
sequently they give an unbalanced picture of the man. Since 
many examples ef Lawrence's irascibility must necessarily ap-
pear in the pages of the present book, a few of the state-
ments as to the other side of his nature will be quoted at 
this point. 
Catherine Carswell, always prone to see the best in Law-
rence, wrote an account of him in Time and Tide of March 14 3 
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1930 that foretells the friendly tone of her subsequent 
biography, The Savage Pilgrimage. Like that book, the Time 
and Tide article (actually a letter of complaint against 
the Lawrencean obituaries) perhaps protests too much in 
Lawrence's favor, but it is evidence that must be presented. 
Mrs. Carswell, who had known him for sixteen years "as friend, 
hostess and guest in varying circumstances, often of the most 
trying kind," felt that the obituaries which made Lawrence 
out as morose and frustrated were in themselves disgraceful. 
He was no more morose than an open flower, no more tortured 
or hysterical than a humming bird: 11 Gay, skillful, clever at 
everything, furious when he felt like it, but never grieved 
or upset, intensely amusing ••• he was at once the most 
harmonious and the most vital person I ever saw, 11 Mrs. Cars-
well pointed to his achievements in the face of poverty, 
hostility, and ill health: 11 He painted and made things and 
sang and rode," writing an amazing number of books "of which 
even the worst pages dance with a life that could be mistak-
en for no other man's." He lacked vices, had most of the 
human virtues, and was the husband of one wife: "Scrupulously 
honest, this estimable citizen yet managed to keep free from 
the shackles of civilization and the cant of literary cliques." 
Richard Aldington, whose Portrait of a Genius But ••• 
is a friendly picture of Lawrence that does not blink at men-
tioning his faults, assembled several other friendly wit-
nesses when he wrote the Spectator (issue of April 28, 1950) 
to protest against Hesketh Pearson's review of that book. 
Aldington said, in part: 
It was an .American who said of Lawrence: "He 
is the gentlest, kindest person in all human rela-
tions that anyone could be on this earth." It was 
a Dane who said: "He is so reasonable and so over-
whelmingly good that there is no end to it." Luck-
ily it was an Englishman, but he happens to be the 
most intelligent of his generation, who recognized 
in Lawrence a man "superior in kind, not degree" 
to all his contemporaries. 
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According to the accounts of observers, Lawrence seemed 
to be particularly irascible at two periods of his life: dur-
ing World ~ar I, and during the years he spent in the New 
World. But it is important to know that he was not always 
smashing crockery and bickering with people: too many of 
those who knew him have testified to the gaiety and generosity 
that he so often manifested. 
The Lawrences left Greatham at the beginning of August 
1915 and settled at Number 1 Byron Villas, in the Hampstead 
section of London. They were living there when The Rainbow 
was published on September 30, 1915 and when it was sup-
pressed in the first week of November, after Robert Lynd, 
James Douglas, and Clement Shorter had attacked it in the 
newspapers as indecent. The book was condemned in a police 
court, and the Daily Express reported: "Obscene Novel to be 
Destroyed--Worse Than Zola. 11 Lawrence on November 6 wrote 
his agent J. B. Pinker, "I had heard yesterday about the 
magistrates and The Rainbow. I am not very much moved: am 
beyond that by now. I only curse them all, body and soul, 
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root, branch, and leaf, to eternal damnation." Nine years 
later he wrote, 11Methuen published that book, and he almost 
wept before the magistrate, when he was summoned for bring-
ing out a piece of indecent literature. He said he did not 
know the dirty thing he had been handling, he had not read 
the work, his reader had misadvised him--and Peccavi! 
Peccavil wept the now be-knighted gentleman." 
A few of Lawrence's fellow-authors stood by him--among 
them John Drinkwater, Arnold Bennett, and May Sinclair, the 
last t1m in print, though rather belatedly. Catherine Cars-
well, who had reviewed books for the Glasgow Herald for ten 
years, was debarred from further writing for that paper be-
cause she had praised The Rainbow in its columns. Her hus-
band Donald Carswell wanted to defend the book in court, 
and Philip Morrell, Lady Ottoline 1s husband, asked a question 
in Parliament about the suppression. But no effective action 
was ever undertaken, even though the Authors' Society bad 
become interested in the matter. 
Lawrence had letters from Sir Oliver Lodge and others 
and told Pinker that he hoped "we might make a good row,n 
but aside trom his letters to personal friends he seems to 
have done nothing himself. He was of course seriously ham-
pered by a lack of funds; he was so poor a t about this time 
that the Morrells, Edward Marsh, and other friends (the Mor-
rells even persuaded George Bernard Shaw to make a small con-
tribution) made up a small fund to help the Lawrences go to 
America. But although they were granted passports through 
the help of Lady Cynthia Asquith, and although they spoke 
of definite ships and sailing dates all through the last 
part of 1915, they did not leave the country at that time, 
and when at last they tried to do so, in February 1917, the 
Government would not indorse the passports. 
A study of Lawrence's correspondence and of his activi-
ties in the period following the suppression of The Rainbow 
suggests that he was bewildered at this time--more bewil-
dered, actually, than angry. But he always defended his 
book sharply. Immediately after the suppression, he wrote 
Edward Marsh: 11 You ra.ther jeered at The Rainbow, but not-
withstanding, it is a big book, and one of the important 
novels in the language. I tell you, who know. 11 And in 
December he wrote his agent: 11 Tell Arnold Bennett that all 
rules of construction hold good only for novels which are 
copies of other novels. A book which is not a copy of other 
books has its own construction, and what he calls faults, he 
being an old imitator, I call characteristics." Lawrence--
who nine years later was to write at his New Mexican ranch 
that "there is no more indecency or impropriety in The Rain-
bow than there is in this autumn morning 11 --knew that novel 
had the quality he used to speak of later as "the quick of 
a new thing." His previously quoted letters to Edward Gar-
nett, written while he was working on the last draft of the 
book, indicate what he felt about it. 
The Rainbow begins as a novel of the soil. The open-
ing passages provide a general account of the Brangwen fam-
ily, of their Marsh Farm, and of the surrounding country . 
The Brangwens "were fresh, blond, slow-speaking people" who 
lived on rich land but were never rich in money "because 
there were always children, and the patrimony was divided 
every time." They were a hard-working race not because of 
economic necessity but because of their vitality: 
They felt the rush of the sap in spring, they knew 
the wave which cannot halt, but every year throws for-
ward the seed to begetting, and, falling back, leaves 
the young-born on the earth. They knew the inter-
course between heaven and earth, sunshine drawn into 
the breast and bowels, the rain sucked up in the day-
time, nakedness that comes under the wind in autumn, 
s·howing the birds 1 nests no longer worth hiding. 
Their life and interrelations were such; feel ing the 
pulse and body of the soil, that opened to their fur-
row for the grain, and became smooth and supple after 
their ploughing, and clung to their feet with a 
weight that pulled like desire, lying hard and un-
responsive when the crops were to be shorn away. The 
young corn waved and was silken, and the lustre slid 
along the limbs of the men who saw it. They took 
the udder of the cows, the cows yielded milk and 
pulse of the blood of the teats of the cows beat in-
to the pulse of the hands of the men. They mounted 
their horses, and held life between the grip of their 
knees, they harnessed their horses at the wagon, and, 
with hand on the bridle rings, drew the heaving of 
the horses after their will. 
The principal figure that emerges out of the generations 
in the first part of the book is Tom Brangwen, clumsiest of 
a set of brothers who fell heirs to the farm when the clever-, 
er ones moved to the cities and became bourgeois. There is 
something unawakened in Tom until he sees a Polish woman, 
widow of a revolutionary patriot,. who has come to the village 
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with her little girl. The child is blonde, as the Brangwens 
are, and her head is like a dandelion, but the mother is dark, 
preserving a darkness within herself: 11 She was like one walk-
ing in the Underworld, where the shades throng intelligibly 
but have no connection with one." 
This is the first time Lawrencean darkness has, in one 
of his novels,been centered in a person: this Polish alliance 
will bring into the family of British farmers a darkness that 
will channel out to all the future Brangwens. But although 
Lydia (also the name of Lawrence's own mother) is to have two 
sons it is not through her but her daughter Anna (nee Lensky) 
and in turn through Anna's daughter Ursula, that the family 
and the story will be carried on. Anna, who always has a 
strong bond with her foster father Tom, grows up to fall in 
love with Tom's nephew Will, son :of one of the brothers who 
has left the farm. Will is a Ruskinized young man who loves 
church architecture. And it is in his love scenes with Anna 
(who is the more aggressive partner) that we get the first 
important sign of the changed Lm-rrence. 
After Sons and Lovers the way was open for Lawrence to 
become one of the most popular of English novelists, perhaps 
a kind of successor to Meredith, with the wide public that 
likes well-written novels which are not too disturbing. Law-
rence had a supreme gift for evoking his native landscape and 
he had the Dickens-like knack of touching a character to life 
with a few deft strokes: the humorous way the father is some-
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times presented in Sons and Lovers is an excellent example 
of this, and many of the characters in the short stories pre-
viously discussed give additional evidence . If La\'lrence had 
exploited his talents along these lines, fame, comfort, and 
riches would have come to him. But this was not La\n~enc e 1 s 
way . He felt the challenge instead to go in another direc-
tion, to explore the phases of human consciousness which the 
novel as a medium ~~d not previously exploited . Lawrence's 
previously quoted letters to Edward Garnett from Italy during 
the first half of 1914 indicate his awareness of the change 
in himself . 
Now a.ll this was in the Zeitgeist: Freud had recently 
pried open the Pandora ' s box of' the unconscious, and while 
Lawrence asserted that he largely rejected Freud, he could 
not escape the ambient influence of the Viennese doctor. 
Other novelists had been working in consciousness-technique 
experiments, those writers who were Henry James's spiritual 
descendants--Proust, Joyce and Dorothy Richardson. But Law-
rence was working in another direction as he was writing The 
Rainbow in Italy and in Sussex, and his experiments in con-
sciousness were of an altogether different kind from those 
of the other writers, who were for' the most part investigat-
ing the mental aspects of consciousness. Lawrence was ex-
ploring almost entirely the emotional properties of conscious-
ness. Consider the passage in The Rainbow which describes 
Will and Anna harvesting the wheat sheaves in the moonl1ght; 
how different it is f r om the previously quoted par agr aph 
about the earlier Brangwens and their earth-feelings: 
Into the rhythm of his work there came a pulse 
and a steadied purpose . He stooped, he lifted the 
weight, he heaved it to¥Tard her, setting it as i n 
her, under the moonlit space. And he went back for 
more. Ever with increasing closeness he lifted the 
sheaves and swung striding to the centre of them, 
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ever he drove her more nearly to the meeting, ever he 
did his share, and drew towards her, overtaking her. 
There was only the moving to and fro in the moonlight , 
engrossed, the swinging in the silence, that was 
marked only by the splash of sheaves, and silence, 
and a splash of sheaves. And ever the splash of his 
sheaves broke swifter, beating up to hers, and ever 
the splash of her sheaves recurred monotonously, un -
changingly, and ever the splash of his sheaves beat 
nearer . 
Here the physical action takes on a rhythm that becomes 
part of the consciousness of the participants, as well as 
of the "in-feeling" or empathic reader . But how different 
again a later scene of a somewhat similar kind is--this 
occurs a generation after, and one of those taking part is 
Ursula Brangwen, the grown daughter of Will and Anna. Af -
ter one of Ursula's uncles is married at Marsh Farm, ther e 
is dancing out-of-doors in the moon-bright farmyard . Ursu-
la's lover is yet another Polish relative, her cousin Anton 
Skrebensky, and once again it is the woman who is the aggres-
sive partner, Ursula more fiercely so than her mother: 
They went towards the stackyard . There he saw, 
with something like terror, the great new stacks of 
corn glistening and gleaming transfigured, silvery 
and present under the night -blue sky, throwing dark, 
substantial shadows, but themselves majestic and 
dimly present. She, like glimmeri.ng gossamer, seemed 
to burn among them, as they rose like cold fires to 
the silvery-bluish air . All was intangible, a burn-
ing of cold, glimmering, whitish-steely fires. He 
was afraid of the great moon-conflagration of the 
cornstacks rj_sing above him. His heart grew smal-
ler, it began to fuse like a bead. He knew he 
would die. 
It is not immediate physical death that Skrebensky 
"knows" he will undergo in the presence of this ecstasy: 
what he feels as a menace is the destruction of his person-
ality, of his maleness, and how right he is in feeling this 
dread will be shown by his later experiences with Ursula . 
At the time of this episode Ursula is only seventeen; 
her lover soon leaves England to fight against the Boers, 
and it is some six years before he returns. Ursula has an 
unsatisfactory time, first at training school, then as a 
teacher in uncongenial surroundings, and finally as a stu-
dent at Nottingham University, which she feels to be a dead-
ening place . She has no further sexual relations with men, 
but for a while at the training school she has a lesbian 
attach~ent to one of her teachers. This does not prove to 
be fulfilling . Skrebensky comes back while she is at the 
university; he is a lieutenant on leave, scheduled to go out 
to India in a few months . Ursula, upon seeing him again, 
feels a compelling physical passion for him . They go away 
together severa.l times and there are rhapsodic love-scenes. 
But Ursula will not marry him : once when she tells him this 
as they drive through London in a cab, he collapses into hy-
steria and cannot stop weeping . After one more attempt at 
passion she leaves him; he has not fulfilled her . 
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The reason for their failure to remain lovers is not 
made clear i n so many declarative sentences, but the key 
is in the book and in some of the concepts expressed in the 
essay, "The Crown." The chief point to be remembered is 
that i n i t s later s t ages The Rainbow breaks away from t he 
main line of the traditional novel and assimilates many of 
the properties of poetry. That is to say, many of t.he sta te-
menta in the book are made emotionally, musically, rather 
than in terms of straight narr·ative or dramatized logic. 
This is similar to the method of the French symbolistes, 
which will be discussed later. 
Two erotic passages in particular brought about the 
suppr ession of The Rainbow; one of them occurred in the ac-
count of a love scene between Ursula and Winifred Inger, ·and 
the other in that of a love scene between Ursula and Anton 
Skrebensky. The lesbian passage was modified in later edi-
tiona. Readers have become used to lesbian stories, but 
even now The Rainbow stands out from other books containi ng 
such material, because in that novel love between women is 
not merel y suggested but passionately described. As f or t he 
trouble-making Ursula-Skrebensky passage, it reads as follows 
on page 303 of the current Modern Library edition: 
• She yielded to him, and he pressed himself 
upon her in extremity, his soul groaning over and over. 
She took him in the kiss, hard her kiss seized 
upon him, hard and fierce and burning corrosive as 
the moonlight. • • • 
On page 300 of the 1915 Methuen edition, the passage 
reads: 
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• . • She yielded to him, and he pressed himself 
upon her in extremity, his soul ~roaning over and 
over: "Let me come--let me come .l"f' 
She took him in the kiss, hard her kiss seized 
upon him, hard and fierce and burning corrosive as 
the moonlight. • • • 
Today. this passage could probably be restored without diffi-
culty in the United States; it now appears in the current 
British (Penguin) edition. 
The penultimate chapter, "The Bitterness of Ecstasy,'' 
is a series of prose poems representing Ursula's exalta-
tiona and dejections: many of the crucial factors determin-
ing her behavior are not conveyed by ordinary novelistic 
notation but by the presentation of a mood-state, a reaction 
to physical surroundings, a magnificently described depres-
sion or ecstasy which has a value other than itself--it is 
an important psychological motivation. This is even more 
pronounced in the final chapter, which bears the same name 
as that of the book; here Ursula is left alone after casting 
off Skrebensky, and the way her life will take is presaged 
by symbols coming out of nature : these embody a special 
meaning for her. 
~he failure of Ursula's relationship with Skrebensky 
is due to his inadequacy in the ultra-sexual necessity Ursu-
la is seeking . It should be noted that the fault is partly 
hers: she is not quite ~ure what it is she wants, and it is 
not until after the Skrebensky experience that she will know. 
She has been nettled by his constant nagging about marriage, 
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though rrom time to time she weakens and even considers 
going out to India as his wife. But she is always seeking 
something more than he can give, something more than the 
ordinary concept of love, which has "so much personal grati-
fication"--or so she explains it to a women friend who 
"could feel that Ursula was already hankering after some-
thing else, something that this man did not give her." 
The fault, it must be explained again, is not altogether 
Skrebensky 1s: he satisfied her time after time in their 
physical relations. At the last it is in the "beyondness 
or sex" that he fails--where Birkin in Women in Love will 
---
not rail with Ursala later. Skrebensky becomes identified 
in Ursula's mind with the civilized, empire-spreading, mech-
anized way of life that seems so null to her. And while she 
says none or these things, lets none of them enter her con-
sciousness during the final torturing love-frenzy on yet 
another moon-charged night, the clues have been given, the 
values she has been seeking without exact knowledge of what 
they are, have become dominant in her unconscious and the 
reasons for Skrebensky 1s pitiful collapse become implicit. 
This, the last of the intense love scenes of the book, is 
set on the Lincolnshire coast. The next morning, when the 
lovers part in a muffled half-dead way, Ursula cannot put 
into words the explanation Skrebensky wants, and she does 
not place all the blame upon him. 
Later Ursula discovers she is with child, and writes 
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Skrebensky in India; she feels she must submit, and she 
writes with humbleness. But Skrebensky, escaping from Ursu-
la's tormenting ecstasy, has married his colonel's daughter. 
Ursula, not knowing this, has meanwhile felt again a revul-
sion at the idea .of entering Skrebensky's world, and one 
rain-streaked day in a woodland she has a vision of being 
pursued by enormous horses. There is no implication until 
the conclusion of the scene that Ursula might be in a fever: 
she has simply gone for a walk in the afternoon and those 
terrible, destructive beasts out of Freudian mythology loom 
in her path. The writing in the early part of the chapter 
has been realistic in Lawrence's poetic way, and Ursula's 
walk through the rainy countryside has been presented nor-
mally enough. Then abruptly these huge beasts are in the 
woodland and we are in the midst of a nightmare-world. Ur-
sula's horror and her frantic efforts to escape while the 
horses circle around her and cut off retreat in every direc-
tion she takes--these are invested with Lawrence's powers 
of description, psychological dramatization, and compulsion 
of atmosphere. 
Nothing in recent literature matches it in kind--nothing 
this side of Dostoyevsky, whom Lawrence sometimes resembles 
in intensity, though on the ideological side he was often 
scornful of his great predecessor. But it is only by in-
dicating Dostoyevsky and by pointing out the Freudian deriva-
tion that Ursula's vision of the horses can be definitively 
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explained. The horses come up out of the page so huge and 
fierce, they are so aware--Ursula saves herself only by climb-
ing an oak and dropping on the other side of a thick hedge 
that holds back the horses. 
Was it a vision after all? These people live in such 
a tense, anxiety-charged atmosphere that it is not always 
easy to distinguish the hallucinated from the actual. But 
whatever did happen, Ursula becomes unconscious after her 
escape. She has two weeks of illness and delirium, and 
through it all she feels bound to Skrebensky by nothing but 
the expected child. She sees her situation through one of 
Lawrence's most consistent ,metaphors, the one of the kernel 
freeing itself: 
And again, in her feverish brain, came the vivid 
reality of acorns in February lying on the floor of a 
wood with their shells burst and discarded and the 
kernel issued naked to put itself forth. She was 
the naked, clear kernel thrusting forth the clear 
powerful shoat, and the world was a bygone winter, 
discarded, her mother and father and Anton, and col-
lege and all her friends, all cast off like a year 
that has gone by, whilst the kernel was free and 
naked and striving to take new root, to create a 
new knowledge of Eternity in the flux of Time. And 
the kernel was the only reality; the rest was cast 
off into oblivion. 
Later, she is glad when she l earns that she will have no 
child; and when Skrebensky 1 s cablegram arrives ( ni am married"), 
she knows that the man she must have wfll come out of the 
Infinite, "out of Eternity to which she herself belonged." 
So as she recovers she expects a new creation. The houses 
in the little mi ning conununities are a deathly horror to her . 
- - -
1 
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But one day she sees a rainbow, and understands its promise: 
11 She saw in the rainbow the earth's new architecture, the 
old, brittle corruption of houses and factories swept away, 
the world built up in a living fabric of Truth, fitting to 
the over-arching heaven." 
This is the end of the book, the rainbow's message to 
Ursula that tells her she will escape the mean little world 
she identified with Skrebensky: and the moment of her vision 
is the moment of her release. 
The passages it has been necessary to quote from The 
Rainbow illustrate not only how Lawrence's ideas and outlook 
but also how his style of writing had changed. The book is 
palpably the work of a visionary, of a man at the edge of 
mysticism. The Old Testament pulse-beat in the style is in 
keeping with the Book-of-Genesis episodes in the story. The 
patriarchal world of the earlier Brangwens is destroyed by 
flood when the elder Tom Brangwen drowns: like Noah he has 
been drunk and has exposed himself before his family (his 
tipsy speech at Anna's wedding), but unlike Noah he is not 
saved. After the flood , and his death, there is a new be-
ginning: the rest of the story is Ursula's. And it is she 
who has, though long after the flood, the vision of the 
rainbow . 
In order to exalt this family of British yeomen, bring 
them within the range of his own heightened sensitivity, Law-
rence introduced a foreign strain: the later phases of the 
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Brangwen dynasty are centered in three women of Polish 
blood . Lydia is half-Polish, half-German, and her daughter 
Anna had a Polish father; Anna's daughter Ursula is only 
half-English, and her erotic transports are shared by her 
Polish cousin Skrebensky . Lawrence had used Polish characters 
before--the ardent governess in the story "Love .Among the 
Haystacks" and the fussy vicar in the play The Merry-Go-
Round--but never so importantly and so functionally as in 
The Rainbow. These passionate Slavs with their "dark" 
souls are the proper denizens of his new-created world, 
celebrants of the condition that gives its name to one of 
the chapters of the boolq the bitterness of ecstasy. 
Lawrence 1 s essay "The Crown'' was apparently written in 
the summer of 1915, after he had left Greatham and was living 
in the Hampstead section of London. This essay does not seem 
to be the "philosophy" Lawrence continually referred to in 
his letters to Lady Ottoline Morrell and Bertrand Russell 
in the spring and early summer of 1915; Lawrence's projected 
"philosophy" book, The Signal--parts of which he sent in 
manuscript to these correspondents--was apparently never 
finished. Some of the ideas contained in it , however, may 
have been repeated in "The Crown . " 
In 1924 Lawrence said that this essay "was written in 
1915, when the war was already twelve months old, and had 
gone pretty deep . " If his memory is accurate, this would 
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place the composition of "The Crown" in August 1915. It 
was at the beginning of that 1nonth that the La.wrences had 
moved to Hampstead. Murry in two of his books says that 
Lawrence wrote "The Crown" for the Signature, a. little maga-
zine to which he and Murry and Katherine Mansfield were the 
sole contributors . After two issues in October and one in 
November, the publication went out of business. Lawrence 
did not take the venture so seriously as Murry did; at the 
time, Lawrence's letters about it to his friends were not 
violently enthusiastic, and nine years later he wrote of the 
Signature as "a little escapade"--a. statement which Murry has 
challenged. Lawrence at least took his own essay seriously, 
and in 1924 he included it, with some changes in the volume 
Reflections on the Death of a. Porcupine. 
"The Crown" tells a good deal of what was in Lawrence's 
mind at the time of The Rainbow, and it is the first impor-
tantly definite statement he made about one of the things 
darkness symbolized for him--in this instance the flesh, the 
senses, in their everlasting war with the spirit . Dark and 
light were the lion and the unicorn fighting ·f or the crown, 
and the crown was a symbol of the .·consumma. ted true self; 
Lawrence also used the iris, or rainbow, to emblemize this. 
The true self will be created, realized, only after the 
individual has fulfilled the possibilities of both the war-
ring extremes in his nature, the suffering that comes from 
the dark side, the joy that comes from the light : 
And when a man has reached his ultimate of 
enjoyment and his ultimate of suffering, both, then 
he knows the two enternities, then he is made abso-
lute, like the iris, created out of the two. Then 
he is immortal. It is not a question of time. It 
is a question of being. It is not a question of 
submission, submitting to the divine grace; it is 
a question of submitting to the divine grace, in 
suffering and self-obliteration, and it is a ques-
tion of conquering by divine grace, as the tiger 
leaps on the trembling deer, in utter satisfaction 
of the Self, in complete fulfillment of desire. 
The fulfillment is dual. And having known the du-
al fulfillment, then within the fulfilled soul is 
established the divine relation, the Holy Spirit 
dwells there, the soul has achieved immortality, 
it has attained to absolute being. 
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Like The Rainbow, Women in Love developed--as previously 
explained--out of the fictional material Lawrence began work-
ing on in 1913, originally called The Sisters. Women in Love 
---
was not published until 1920, when Thomas Seltzer in New 
York and Martin Seeker in London brought out limited edi -
tiona . These were followed by their trade editions .in 1921 
(London) and 1922 (New York); Seltzer defeated a move to 
have the latter suppressed by the authorities. In England, 
the composer Philip Heseltine ("Peter Warlock") collected 
damages from Seeker because the character Halliday in the 
book resembled him; and Lawrence changed the color of Halli-
day's hair in later editions . 
Lawrence referred to Women in Love as "something of a 
sequel to The Rainbow"; it has several of the same characters 
and Ursula is the central figure in each book, yet they do 
not seem in all ways to be the same people: much had happened 
to Lawrence between the publication of The Rainbow and the 
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finishing of the last draft of Women in Love. He was a man 
who had undergone anguishing changes. The war, the suppres-
sion of The Rainbow in November 1915, and his quarrels with 
various friends had made Lawrence more cynical, bitter, and 
lonely, and more contemptuous of public opinion. When he 
went over Women in Love for the last t~e, in Cornwall in 
1916, he added in fictionized form many of the recent events 
of his life, as well as portraits of several people he had 
but lately come to know. 
The Lawrences had moved to Cornwall in the last week of 
1915, after five months at Hampstead. When they first came 
to Cornwall they stayed at J. D. Beresford 's house at Pad-
stow. Early in March they took a cottage at Zennor , near 
St. Ives, for five pounds a year: "The place is rather splendid. 
It is just under the moors, on the edge of the few rough 
stony fields that go to the sea. It is quite alone, as a 
little colony . " Lawrence hoped that Murry and Katherine 
Mansfield would take an adjoining cottage that had a tower 
room : "I call it already Katherine's house, Katherine's tower." 
Lawrence wrote Murry that he wanted "no more quarrels and 
quibbles. Let it be agreed for ever. I am a Blutbruder: a 
Blutbruderschaft between us all. Tell K. not to be so 
queasy . " 
Lawrence also wrote to Bertrand Russell suggesting that 
he too visit Cornwall : "so let us have a good t~e to our-
selves while the old world tumbles over itself. It is no 
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good bothering . Nothing is born by taking thought. That 
which is born comes of itself. Al l we can do is to refrain 
from frustrating the new world which is being born in us." 
This statement is from the last extant Lawrence letter to 
Russell, who apparently did no t answer. Lawrence, after 
intermittently scolding Russell for almost a year, began 
this letter in a tone of appeasement: "Are you still cross 
with me for being a schoolmaster and for not respecting the 
rights of man? Don't be, it isn't worth it." But Russell, 
at forty-three a noted philosopher and distinguished mathe-
matician, was weary of being coached by this pQet just turned 
thirty who flaunted the claims of instinct and intuition in 
the face of an apostle of intellect and reason. (The full 
story of this relationship, together with Lawrence's bitter 
and ·r evealing letters and a Russell manuscript with Law-
rence's excited marginal and interlinear comments, appears 
in D. H. Lawrence's Letters to Bertrand Russell, edited by 
Harry T • . Moore. ) 
Russell did not go to Cornwall at this time, but Murry 
and Katherine Mansfield did so although they were reluctant 
to leave Bandol, on the French Riviera, where they were hav-
ing a happy time. They arrived at Zennor on a grey day of 
April in 1916. Fr om the f-irst they disliked the place and 
its gulls that cried forlornly overhead. 
Lawrence and ~1urry almost at once began quarrelling. 
Murry has in several books since that time meditated publicly 
1'""{9 
as to what exactly might have been the cause of their trouble. 
He found Lawrence, he says , in a condition of spiritual 
blackness, trying to sink into !!mindlessness 11 and demanding 
some kind of blood-brotherhood ceremonial , one that was appar-
ently athletic rather than sexual (Mur1,y refers to the wrest-
ling scene in Women in Love) . Murry says that he and Kather-
ine heard Lawrence crying out to Frieda one night , "Jack is 
trying to kill . ·me , 11 and that Lawrence called Murry "an ob-
scene bug sucking his life away . " Murry and Katherine removed 
to Mylor, on the south coast, and for a long time the relation-
ship of the two couples was cool . 
Like Law1•ence , Murry was occasionally called up by the 
conscription authorities; Lawrence was unable to obtain edu-
cations,l work for national service, bu t Murry--who in the 
Signature had written of the war that "this monstrous thing 
does not exist 11 --went into the War Office on a kind of public -
relations assignment from which he ultimately emerged with an 
Order of the British Empire . 
As Murry has pointed out, Lawrence wrote a penetrating 
S:.ocl:oun t of his own experiences at the time., in the "Night-
mare" chapter of Kangaroo : thi s chap ter is dis.cussed in the 
subsequent analysis of that novel written in 1922 . "The 
Nightmare" is a picture of Cornwall during the war; the 
charac ter representing Lawrence tries to forget , amid an 
atmosphere heavy with the spirit of ancient Druidic blood-
sacrifices, that the civilized world is tearing itself apart . 
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11 The Nightmare," as will be seen later, also describes Law-
rence's exper1.ences with conscription boards and the police. 
Lawrence's bitterness during the war years was in-
creased ~y his poverty; he was still in disgrace because of 
The Rainbow; publishers were but slightly interested in his 
work, and he persistently refused to write the kind of 
trash that would have made him a popular author. He contin-
ued to plan Utopias in other lands--in Florida, in South 
America--but lack of a passport prevented any of these pro-
jects from getting beyond the talking stage . 
Lawrence's relations with the Cornish people were un-
happy. Even the farmer with whom he had a close friendship, 
a mystic man of the soil named William Henry Hocking, was 
somewhat influenced by the general feeling against Lawrence. 
Most of the Cornish people distrusted the bearded intellec-
tual who had a German wife ; these outsiders were suspected 
of signalling submarines and of otherwise giving aid to the 
enemy. The Lawrences did not allay suspicion when in their 
cottage at night they exuberantly sang Hebridean songs 
which the eavesdropping local Celts thought were German. 
Finally, on October 12, 1917, the police searched the cot-
tage and delivered orders expelling the Lawrences from Corn-
wall. 
Furious and humiliated, they went to London; Hilda Doo-
little, the American poet H~ D., whose husband Richard Ald-
ington was a British officer on the Y.liestern Front, lent them 
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her flat at 44 Mecklenburgh Square. They lived there until 
January 1918--occasionally pestered by agents of the Crim-
inal Investigation Department--when they moved to Hermitage, 
near Newbury, Berkshire. There they rented Chapel Farm Cot-
tage from Dollie Radford, member of a minor literary family. 
When the Radfords needed the house some months later, Law-
rence and Frieda moved to the Midlands. Lawrence's sister 
Ada rented a cottage for him for a year--Mountain Cottage 
at Middleton-by-Wirksworth, Derbyshire--and he and Frieda 
took it over at the beginning of May. "It is in the darkish 
Midlands, on the rim of a steep deep valley, looking over 
darkish, folded hills--exactly the navel of England, and 
feels ~xa.c tly that." 
After a year at Mountain Cottage, the Lavrrences re-
turned to Hermitage, where they remained until autumn. Law-
rence was so poor at this time that he could not afford to 
buy fuel for the cottage; he had to burn wood chips he 
picked up after trees had been cut down for use in the war 
industries. 
Th~ long-awaited passports finally came through in that 
autumn of 1919. In October Frieda went to Baden-Baden to 
visit her mother. Lawrence wanted to avoid seeing Germany 
so soon after the war; he went to Florence, via Paris, in 
early November, and Frieda joined him on December 3. 
When the ship Lawrence sailed on was leaving England, 
he looked back and saw the land 11 lil{e a long, ash-grey coffin 
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slowly submerging"--this was the image he gave to the de-
parture of Alvina in The Lost ~' which he wrote during the 
next year; and in Kangaroo two years after that, his auto-
biographical character, Somers, saw the receding island as 
"a grey, dreary-grey coffin sinking in the sea behind, with 
her dead grey cliffs and the white , worn-out cloth of snow 
above . " 
This account of biographical events pertaining to Law-
rence in war-time and in the year after the Armistice has 
taken the discussion beyond the composition of Women in Love. 
That novel was completed by December 1916, nearly a year be-
fore the Lawrences were driven out of Cornwall, but they had 
been under suspicion for some time before the novel was fin-
ished . Lawrence's quarrel with Russell lay in the background, 
as well as the unhappy visit of Murry and Katherine Mansfield, 
the suppression of The Rainbow, and Lawrence's despair over 
the war. 
The shifting and seething mass of these background ele-
ments must certainly have affected Women in Love--they cer-
tainly did not decrease its intensity. The ecstatic writing 
found in parts of The Rainbow, particularly toward the end, 
continues in Women in Love. The writing is, if anything, a 
little less crude and more assured : the passion carries it-
self better . 
The vision that had enabled Lawrence to create the superb 
landscapes of Sons and Lovers and of stories such as "The 
Prussian Officer 11 and "Love Among the Haystacks" now had at-
tained a kind of Van Gogh febrility that made them waver and 
vibrate like the wind-touched or haze-filmed or sun-shaken 
landscapes of actual life, that beat upon the retina of the 
beholder. Lawrence had undoubtedly been stimulated by the 
natural settings in Hardy's books; in a study of Hardy writ-
ten in the autumn of 1914, though not published until after 
his death, Lawrence spoke of the power of Hardy's "great 
background, vital and vivid, whichmatters more than the 
people who move upon it. Against the background of dark, 
( 
passionate Egdon, of the leafy, sappy passion and sentiment · 
of the woodlands, of the unfathomed stars, is drawn the les-
ser scheme of lives:' Hardy's Egdon is a magnificent pro-
jection, but to the reader of today it has an artificial 
quality: "And so the obscurity in the air and the obscurity 
in the .land closed together in a black fraternization towards 
which each advanced half-way." That is 11monumental " but it , 
seems "dated" to those who have read Stein and Hemingway and 
Faulkner and, above all, La'Wl,ence. 
Lawrence's landscapes are more careless, more jagged, 
with here and there a hasty impressionist dab or a reckless 
scratchline, but they lj_ve. Stylistically, Hardy is more 
latinized than Lawrence; Hardy weighs his material down with 
words like obscurity and fraternization. And, in this sample 
that is quite tYPical, the formal towards which seems a minor 
fault in comparison with the cacophony of towards which each. 
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The purpose of introducing Hardy here is not to reduce 
him in stature by quoting one of his sentences that looks 
weak beside carefully chosen Lawrencean passages: the inten-
tion is to show that Hardy already belongs to the past; pre-
cisely what his ultimate place will be, it is not possible 
no'tv to determine, but whatever his merits--and they are con-
siderable--he is not of our world, as Lawrence. so vi tally is. 
Lawrence was aware that he had a "style," though he 
rarely discussed the technical side of literary matters. One 
of the few statements he ever made on this subject was in a 
special preface he wrote in September 1919 for Women in Love, 
---
which after three years of neglect was about to appear in 
America: "Fault is often found with the continual, slightly 
modified repetition. The only answer is that it is natural 
to the author; and that every natural crisis in emotion or 
passion or understanding comes from this pulsing, frictional 
to-and-fro which works up to culmination. 11 
This explains much about the chanting quality of Law-
rence :!s prose that contributes so much to its effectiveness: 
the blending of syllables, the "slightly modified repeti-
tion," and the resultant musical capture of the emotions. 
Oneother technical aspect of Lawrence's writing will 
be discussed briefly before 'Homen in Love is dealt with in 
with in some detail: Lawrence's use of the technique of 
symbolisme in both The Rainbow and Women in Love. 
First it must be stated that this adaptation must have 
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been coincidental rather than deliberate , for Lawrence 
seems to have had little or no acquaintance with the school 
,; 
of Mallarme and its doctrines, though in his youth he knew 
in the original the poetry of Baudelaire, from whom those 
doctrines were in part taken, as well as the poetry of Ver-
laine , whom the s~1bolistes eventually adopted; and in The 
Trespasser Lawrence revealed a familiarity with the methods 
of that other symboliste idol, Richard Wagner. In one of 
his early letters (1914) Lawrence made a reference to 
"Maeterlinck and the Symbolistes, who are intellectual." 
Lawrence of course always used symbols, but these were 
in the general literary tradition: the symbolism of the 
title in The White Peacock, in which the bird is identified 
with certain types of women, or the symbolism of Lawrence's 
later short novel, "St. Mawr," in which the fierce and vital 
horse is identified with the savage maleness that civiliza-
tion wants to crush. These are examples of a kind of sym-
bolism poets have always used. The French symbolisme of the 
late nineteenth and of the early tw·entieth century was some-
what different . 
It has already been explained that Lawrence's early work 
has nothing in common with this movement--indeed Lawrence 
does not in any period belong even remotely to any movement, 
and he has little resemblance .~o any other author--yet a 
similarity of method between his work and some of that of 
the symbolistes may be discerned in The Rainbow and Women in 
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Love. It is found chiefly in these two books and in parts 
of Look! We have Come Through!: it makes them unique among 
all his works, and gives them a quality which even the f ines t 
of his later books do not possess . 
Symbolisme is the primary modern literary movement, and 
while its off1.cial clique was the group around Mallarme that 
enunciated esoteric doctrines, the idea is pervasive in mod -
ern literature . From its beginnings in Gerard de Nerval and 
Baudelaire , symbolisme spread out to i nclude Verlaine and 
Rimbaud, who s e works the movement eventually appropriated, 
and t hen the conscious "members" such as Mallarme, Maeter-
linck, Valery, Proust , and Paul Claudel . Later cri t ics such 
as Edmund Wilson and C. M. Bowra have seen the movement as 
also encompassing Yeats, Gertrude Stein , Alexander Blok , 
Rilke, T. S . Eliot , Stefan George, James Joyce, and others . 
Lawrence's connection with symbolisme was an unoffic1.al a nd 
perhaps as unconscious as that of several of these authors, 
but in the two novels under discuss 1.on he sometimes used 
methods similar t o those enunciated by the movement ' s leaders . 
Symbol1.sme, a doctrine taken in part from Baudelaire ' s 
Corr esponda nces sonnet, is a post-Romanticist revolt agai nst 
materialism and naturalism in wh1. ch the vision of t he poet 
discerns , through "universal analogy," the most deeply hid -
den secrets of nature. The symbols the poet uses in this 
process are his own mystical or metaphysical response ·to life; 
the symbols are private rather than public--they are not 
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usually comprehendible at once or without a special study 
of the poet, and some of them remain inscrutable. They are 
never simple , as when a flag represents a country or white 
stands for purity, and they are not even like the more com-
plicated but understandable symbols of writers like Dante. 
The SYmbols of the poets belonging to this movement suggest 
or intimate rather than reveal . They often have the elusive 
quality of music, and they often have that blending of the 
senses, technics.lly known as synaesthesia, which Baudelaire 1 s 
famous sonnet suggests. The method is an intuitional one, 
representing an institutional way of knowing : The poet seeks 
to express his inner experience in new and exact metaphors 
and symbols, and when one of these is a dominant element in 
a work of art is trulry s;ymboliste. 
Now Lawrence in The Rainbow, in some of the early Look ! 
We Have Come Through ! poems, and in Women in Love often writes 
in this way . He does not always do so, however, in his later 
work, where he continues to employ symbols in the usual liter -
ary manner, but in this second period of his writing, he does 
so in the three books mentioned . The excerpts already quo-
ted indicate this--the mine-darkness passages from the Look! 
poems, the stackyards scene and Ursula's encounter with the 
horses in The Rainbow, as well as most of the later meetings 
of Ursula and Skrebensky, in which, as previously pointed 
out, the changes in Ursula are indicated by suggestion rather 
than by explicit statement . There are further examples in 
Women in Love, notably the episode in which Birkin is 
stoning the image of the moon in the pond, and Ursula i s 
secretly watching him from the adjoining woodland : 
He stood staring at the water. Then he stooped 
and picked up a stone, which he threw sharply at the 
pond. Ursula was aware of the bright moon leaping 
and swaying, all distorted, in her eyes. It seemed 
to shoot out arms of fir e like a cuttle-fish, like 
a luminous polyp, palpitating strongly before her. 
And his shadow on the border of the pond , was 
watching for a few moments, then he stooped and 
groped on the ground. Then again there was a burst 
of brilliant light, the moon had exploded on the 
water , and was flying asunder in flakes of white 
and dangerous fire . Rapidly, like white birds, the 
fires all broken rose across the pond, fleeing in 
clamorous confusion, battling with the flock of 
dark waves that were forcing their way in . The fur-
thest waves of light, fleeing out, seemed to be clam-
ouring against the shore for escape, the waves of 
darkness came in heavily, running under towards the 
centre. But at the centre, the heart of all, was 
still a vivid, incandesc ent quivering of a white 
moon not quite destroyed, a white body of fire writh-
ing and striving and not even now broken open, not 
yet violated . It seemed to be drawing itself to-
gether with stra.nge, vilent pangs, in blind effort . 
It was getting stronger , it was re -asserting itself, 
the invoilable moon. And the rays were hastening in 
in thin lines of light, to return to the strengthened 
moon, that shook upon the water in triumphant re-
asstunption . 
Birkin stood and watched, motionless , till the 
pond was almost calm, the moon was almost serene . 
Then, satisfied of so much, he looked for more stones. 
She felt his inyisible tenacity. And in a moment 
again, the broken lights scattered in explosion over 
her face, dazzling her; and then , almost immediately, 
came the second shot. The moon leapt up white and 
burst through the air . Darts of bright light shot 
asunder, darkness swept over the centre. There was 
no moon, only a battlefield of broken lights and sha-
dows, da r k and heavy, struck again and again across 
the place where the heart of the moon had been, oblit-
erating it altogether . The white fragments pulsed up 
and down, and could not find where to go, apart and 
brilliant on the water like the petals of a rose that 
a wind has blown far and wide. 
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Yet again, they were flickering their way to 
the centre, finding the path blindly, enviously. 
And again, all was still, as Birkin and Ursula 
watched . The waters were loud on the shore. He 
saw the moon regathering itself insidiously, saw 
the heart of the rose intertwining vigorously and 
bl indly, calling back the scattered fragments , win-
ning home the fragments, in a pulse and in eff or t 
of return. 
And he was not satisfied. Like a madness, he 
must go on. He got large stones, and threw them, one 
after the other, at the white-burning centre of the 
moon, till there was nothing but a rocking of hollow 
noise, and a pond surged up, no moon any more, only 
a few broken flakes tangled and glittering broad-
cast in the darkness , without aim or meaning, a 
darkened confusion, like a black and white kaleido-
scope tossed at random. The hollow night was rock -
i ng and crashing with noise, and from the sluice 
came sharp, regular flashes of sound. Flakes of 
light appeared here and there, glittering tormen -
ted among the shadows, far off, in strange places; 
among the dripping shadow of the willow on the 
island. Birkin stood and listened and was satis-
fied. 
Ursula was dazed, her mind was all gone. She 
felt she had fallen to the ground and was spilled 
out, like water on the earth . Motionless and spent 
she remained in t he gloom. Though even now she was 
aware, unseeing, that in the darkness was a little 
tumult of ebbing flakes of light , a cluster dancing 
secretly in a round, twining and coming steadily to-
gether. They were gathering a heart again, t hey were 
coming once more into being. Gradually the frag.ments 
caught together re-united, heaving, rocking, dancing, 
falling back as in panic, but working t heir way home 
again persistently, making semblance of fleeing away 
when they had advanced, but always flickering near er , 
a little closer to the mark , the cluster gr o'\fing mys -
. teriously larger and brighter, as glea..m after gleam 
fel l in ,.,i th the whole, until a ragged rose , a dis-
torted , frayed moon was shaking upon the water again, 
re-asserted , renewed , trying to r ecover from its con-
vulsion , to get over the disfigurement and the agita -
tion, to be whol e and composed, at peace. 
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Birkin lingered vaguely by the water. Ursula 
was afraid that he would stone the moon again. She 
slipped from her seat and went down to him, saying: 
"You won't throw stones at it any more , will you?" 
"Hmf long have you been there?" 
"All the time. You won't t :t1row any more stones, 
will you? 11 
gone 
hate 
"I wanted to see if I could make it be quite 
off the pond," he said. 
"Yes, it was horrible, really. Why should you 
the moon? It hasn't done you any harm, has it?" 
"Was it hate?" he said. 
Passages of this kind provide the most characteristic 
developments of the latter half of The Rainbow and of most 
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of Women in Love. John Middleton Murry, whose interpretations 
of the literary and technical phases of various authors are 
often as correct as his readings of the philosophical and 
psychological are erroneous, suggests that in this episode 
"Birkin is destroying Aphrodite, the divinity under whose 
cold light Ursula annihilated the core of intrinsic male in 
Lawrence's last incarnation as Skrebensky." The first part of 
this provides a reasonable interpretation; in the second part 
the identification of Lawrence with Skrebensky, and the fur-
ther speculative Murryisms in. the continuation of this pas-
sage from Son of Woman, merely indicate how little Murry 
really understands Lawrence. Skrebensky was palpably the 
anti-Lawrence figure in The Rainbow; Birkin, who may in part 
be reasonably identified with certain aspects of Lawrence, 
is able to satisfy Ursula as Skrebensky had been unable to 
do except at the sexual level. Birkin, as we shall see later, 
gratifies not only Ursula's sexual nature but also her desire 
to get beyond the materialistic and beyond the husk, the 
rind, of modern life. 
Again and again in The Rainbow and Women in Love, theme 
matches language. For all their exciting travelogue pas-
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sages, and occasional supreme dramatizations of conflict be-
tween people, The Lost Girl and Aaron's Rod and Kangaroo and 
The Boy in the Bush never quite achieve the integrated effec-
ti~eness of The Rainbow and Women in Love. The style of 
those later novels becomes at times more skillful, flexible, 
and vari-colored, and improves in narrative consistency. But 
the total effect is lacking because the stories are not in 
themselves so powerful as those two novels Lawrence wrote 
after the catharsis of Sons and Lovers, and under the influ-
ence of the reality of his.'marriage, the lHtterness of the 
war, and his ultimate realization that the chasm between him-
self and all the people of England. Twice again he was to 
challenge the achievements of his second period: in The Plumed 
Serpent, where the language is richer than the thesis is con-
vincing, and in Lady Chatterley's Lover, where the colors of 
the style are beginning to fade and the rhythms to slacken. 
In that book, even a vital theme--somewhat hampered by obvious 
and ineffective symbolism--cannot lift the story to the level 
of The Rainbow and Women in Love. 
The setting of the latter novel is mostly Nottingham-
shire, occasionallY London, and at last ~he Tyrol. Beldover, 
the tOinl to which the Brangwens had :~oved toward the end of 
The Rainbow, is modeled after the town of Quorn, in Leicester-
shire, where Louie Burrows lived; some of her personality is 
doubtless reflected in the portraits of the Brangwen girls. 
The principal woman character besides Ursula Brangwen is her 
sister Gudrun, who had been a quite unimportant figure in 
~he previous novel. The parents appear but slightly; they 
are the older generation, reactionary now. The two men who 
count most are Gerald Crich, the heir to vast mining proper-
ties, and Rupert Birkin, who is an inspector of schools. 
The action takes place about three years after that of 
The Rainbow; as previously explained, Ursula--the most impor-
tant link between the two books--is a somewhat different per-
son than in the earlier story. Lawrence put several of his 
recent friends into the novel; Lady Ottoline Morrell is cari-
catured as the dominating Hermione Roddice, and Russell makes 
a brief but unmist~kable appearance as Sir Joshua Malleson, 
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"a learned, dry baronet of fifty, who was always making 
witticisms and laughing at them heartily, in a harsh horse-
laugh." The stiff-bodied "elderly sociologist, 11 whose 11 mental 
fibre was so tough as to be insentient," comes in for various 
jibes. Some of his statements are points taken from Russell's 
philosophy, which are of course effectively refuted by the 
Lawrencean figure, Rupert Birking. 
Philip Heseltine, who had been an ardent disciple of 
Lawrence's, also appears in Women in Love; his legal action 
against the publisher of the book has already been referred 
to. Heseltine tried to persuade his friend Frederick Delius 
to let the Lawrences, Heseltine, :and other friends use Delius' 
orange grove in Florida for the Rananim colony; but Delius 
indicated that his Florida property was not suitable for 
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residential purposes. Heseltine in his enthusiasm for Law-
rence initiated a publishing venture--The Rainbow Books and 
Music--which came to nothing; he had intended to issue compo-
sitions by Delius, Bax, Goossens and others, and to republish 
The Rainbow and possibly Lawrence's 11 philosophical work, 11 
Goats and Monkeys. But Lawrence and Heseltine quarrelled; 
Cecil Gray reports that some years later, Heseltine consumed 
the last manuscript copy of Goats and Monkeys "leaf by leaf, 
in the discharge of a lowly but .none the less highly appro-
priate function." This was after Heseltine had discovered 
himself as the decadent Soho Bohemian, Halliday, in Lawrence's 
novel. Another -young friend of the period, Dikran Kouzoumdjian 
--later 11 Michael Arlen"--also found himself lampooned, in a 
small role, in the book. Koteliansky, who did not mind, had 
the same experience. 
Murry and Katherine Mansfield were assigned the most im-
portant roles, though with more outward disguise than the 
others had been given. Murry indeed failed to recognize him-
self, and in his autobiography he says he was astonished when 
Frieda Lawrence one day informed him that he was Gerald Orich. 
11Anyhow, that was a rough way of putting it; I was not Gerald 
Orich, but it probably is true that Lawrence found the germ 
of Gerald in me, as he found the germ of Gudrun in Katherine." 
Because these characters were "our counterparts in the pre-
mental realm of which we had no cognizance and in which Law-
rence's imagination liked to dwell," Murry thinks it scarcely 
a matter for wonder that he and Katherine did not recognize 
themselves. 
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The dark-complexioned Middleton Murry is actually quite 
different from the efficient young coal baron, Gerlad Crich, 
with his blond Viking 11 glisten," his adventures in the Boer 
War, his industrial experiences, and his explorations along 
the Amazon. Yet, Murry points out, some of the episodes be-
tween Rupert Birkin and Gerald Crich were "teken from conversa-
tions between Lawrence and. me, 11 and "a few of the incidents 
of Gudrun's life were taken without any sea-change from 
·Katherine's." He refers particularly to Gudrun's snatching 
away of Kirkin's letter which Halliday is reading to a jeerlng 
group at the Eompadour. This incident actually took place at 
the Cafe Royal, where a group of former friends of Lawrence 
were mocking at a copy of his Amores. Katherine Mansfield 
walked over to their table, asked to see the volume, and 
sta.lked out of the cafe with it. 
Actually, the outward aspects of Gerald were borrowed 
from the .heir of the Barber and Walker coal mines, Thomas 
Philip Barber. A noted figure in :the County, he became a 
Major in the First World War, retiring from active service 
after three fingers of his left hand '\vere blown off. He re-
tained ovmership of the mines until the Atlee government took 
them over. Like Gerald Crich, he had installed modern machin-
ery in the collieries; like him, he had accidentally killed 
his brother in childhood; :and 1 ike Gerald .'he had fought in 
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the Boer War. The drowning of Gerald's sister in Women in 
Love is also taken from life. Thomas Philip Barber was about 
ten years older than Lawrence~ who often saw him~ though he 
did not meet him socially; Major Barber's appearance~ even 
to the detail of the steely blue eyes , is accurately carried 
over into the book. The combination of this verisimilitude 
and Murry's "dark'' relationship with Lawrence-Birkin gives 
Gerald a particular depth and richness. If Murry~ inciden-
tally, did not recognize himself as Gerald~ neither did Major 
T. P. Barber, despite the more obvious points of resemblance 
in his case. It is said in Eastwood that M&jor Barber, owner 
of The Haggs and many other Lawrence-country landmarks, never 
designed to read such a book as Women in Love, though a 
cousin who is a solicitor noticed the resemblances between 
Major Barber and Gerald. 
The roman a clef aspect of Women in Love, so apparent in 
the foregoing paragraphs, does not hamper it as an imaginative 
story. The book is in part a society novel, and Lawrence drew 
upon lthe actual mate-rials of society~ though he did not do 
this so extensively as Aldous Huxley, ten years afterward~ in 
Point Counter Point. That novel has many more recognizable 
portraits than Women in Love, among them a highly favorable 
picture of Lawrence himself. But Women in Love is a book of 
greater range, of more aspects , than such a book as Point 
Counter Point. The social satire is merely an incidental 
feature. Lawrencean passion ;runs through the center of Women 
in Love. 
---
Birkin is the book's hero. He discovers "the way of' 
f'reedom, 11 which is "the paradisal entry into pure, single 
being, the individual soul taking precedence over love and 
desire f'or union, stronger than any pangs of' emotion, a lovely 
state of' f'ree, proud singleness • 11 This state accepts "the 
obligation of the permanent connection with others, and with 
the other, submits to the yoke and leash of love, but never 
f'orf'eits its own proud individual singleness, even while it 
loves and yields." 
When Birkin comes to this conclusion, after much suf'fer-
ing, he is ready f'or his first proposal of' marriage to Ursula. 
I 
Birkin has escaped f'rom the clutches of' Hermione, who is 
wealthy and domineering. As the discussion of Helena of' The 
Trespasser pointed out, Hermione is the supreme embodiment 
of' Lawrence's loathing of' the overintellectualized modern 
woman who seeks to dominate others by her will. Birkin shakes 
himself' free of her af'ter she tries to smash his skull with a 
ball of' lapis-lazuli. 
Gerald has an af'f'air with a corrupt little model Birkin 
introduces him to in the Bohemian set in Soho, but he soon 
turns to Gudrun. There is also a relationship of' a mystical-
physical kind between the two men, intensified in the wrest-
ling sequence which leaves them dazed and feeling as if they 
have performed some kind of' Blutbruderschaf't sacrament. 
The relations between Birkin and Ursula in Women in Love 
---
are a continuation of some of' the themes of' The Rainbow, 
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though the Ursula of this story is an Ursula who seems 
either to be without the benefit of the ebullient experience 
she underwent in the previous novel, or left in a weakened 
condition because of it. This time it is Birkin who is quest-
ing for the deeper, darker, ultra-sexual relationship. He 
has been through what he calls "the flux of corruption," he 
has known the ''white" world of the spirit that is now running 
to dissolution--the world of Hermione and of the Soho-Blooms-
bury Bohemians. He is seeking the farthest limits of the 
other direction now, to get beyond the sensual experience it-
self. Ursula releases the power of ''otherness" in him: 
After a lapse of stillness, after the rivers of 
strange dark fluid richness had passed over her, 
flooding, carrying away her mind and flooding down her 
spine and down her knees, past her feet, a strange 
flood, sweeping away everything and leaving her an 
essential new being, she was left quite free, she was 
free in complete ease, her complete self. So she rose, 
stilly and blithe, smiling at him. He stood before 
her, glimmering, so awfully real, that her heart al-
most stopped beating. He stood there in his strange, 
whole body, that had its marvellous fountains, like 
the bodies of the sons of God who were in the beginning. 
There were strange fountains of his body, more mysteri-
ous and potent than any she had imagined or known, more 
satisfying, ah, finally, mystically-physically satisfy-
ing. She had thought there was no deeper source than 
the phallic source. And now, behold, from the smitten 
rock of the man's body, from the strange marvellous 
flanks and thighs, deeper, further in mystery than tke 
phallic source, came the floods of ineffable darkness 
and ineffable richness. 
Once again we have material presented poetically rather 
than logically: it fs to be understood more through the emotions 
--which are themselves the subject-matter--than through the 
intellect: again Lawrence makes use of symbolisme. But there 
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are phases of Birkin 1 s love which he can explain with a cer-
tain amount of clarity, as when he talls Ursula, at the be-
ginning of their attachment, of a "final me which is stark 
and impersonal and beyond responsibility. So there is a 
final you. And it is there I would want to meet you--not 
in the emotional, loving plane--but there beyond, where 
there is no speech and no terms of agreement .... What I 
want is a conjunction with you--not meeting and mingling;--
you are quite right:--but an equilibrium, a pure balance of 
two single beings: --as the stars balance each other.'' A bit 
later she accuses him of saying he wants a satellite, but he 
denies that he has said this: ''I did not say, nor imply, a 
satellite. I meant two single equal stars balanced in con-
june tion-- 11 
This stems from the essay "The Crown''; Lawrence had 
groped after it narratively in The Rainbow, and it leads in-
to the future essays, Psychoanalysis and the Unconscious and 
Fantasia of the Unconscious. The idea is also stated in 
"Manifesto," the longest and one of the last of the Look! 
poems, whose cycle Lawrence was completing. His theory of 
"polarity" was coming into being. But this must be studied 
later, in its proper place, in the discussion of the two 
books on the unconscious, written in Lawrence's next period. 
The relationship of Birkin and Ursula, who marry, is 
successful because they realize a "balanced conjunction." 
But Gerald and Gudrun do not: Gudrun tries to make Gerald 
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her instrument. She eventually drives him to his death, 
which is described in the next-to-last chapter, "Snowed Up." 
The two couples have gone to the Austrian Tyrol, and the 
last scenes are acted out against a dazzling background of 
mountains and snow, which Lawrence's prose brings up livingly 
from the page. 
The story here seems to have something of a mythological 
framework: when the little sculptor who comes between Gerald 
and Gudrun is introduced, his name Loerke catches the imagin-
ation at once--this gnomish creature with full, mouselike 
eyes seems to have much in common with Loki, the Evil One of 
Scandanavian mythology. We remember that Gudrun is the name 
of Siegfried's wife in the Eddie version of the Siegfried 
story, and that the name Gerald is the old Teutonic word for 
spear-bearer, warrior. Just what Lawrence may have had in 
mind is not altogether clear; he was certainly not following 
the Volsung-Nibelung myth as closely as, during these same 
years, James Joyce was patiently working out his Homeric 
parallel in Ulysses. But in a sense the conclusions of both 
men have a similarity: Joyce has Leoppld Bloom, by reassert-
ing his will, annihilate his wife's lovers in the mind of his 
wife; this is the modern way, in contrast with Odysseus • 
\ 
massacre of his rivals in the banquet hall, and it tells much 
about the change in humanity which has taken place in the time 
that has passed between the days of the winedark sea of Homer 
and those of the snotgreen sea of Joyce. 
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Lawrence does not have his Siegfried killed by a boar-
spear; he dies a "psychological" death when his will-to-live 
is broken. In the old story it is Loki who brings up from 
the Underworld the gnomes' ring which shall cause the death 
of Sigurd (Siegfried). We cannot follow too far whatever Law-
rence may have had in mind, but it is not impossible that he 
was using rather loosely the symbolism Shaw found implicit in 
Wagner's musical version of the myth, the symbolism of modern 
capital and industry. Certainly there is much about capital 
and industry in Women in Love, and it binds together the two 
characters--Gerald, the entrepreneur, and Loerke, the artist 
who makes his work subserve industrial needs. But whatever 
effects Lawrence did or did not strive after, the mythological 
parallel faintly apparent in the last phases of the story 
helps to produce an unusual suggestion of Heldstod, hero's 
death, that has an almost symphonic force. 
Gerald's death occurs at the end of the book. He over-
takes Gudrun and Loerke in the snow, at twilight, and knocks 
the little sculptor off his feet. Then Gudrun brings down 
her clenched hand on the face and breast of Gerald in a ter-
rible blow, repeating one she had given him earlier in the 
story, and ''A great astonishment burst upon him, as if the 
air had broken. Wide , wide , his soul opened in wonder, feel-
ing the pain." In a laughing ecstasy he starts to strangle 
her, but finally his disgust and contempt are so great that 
he abruptly leaves her and the dazed Loerke. Gerald goes up 
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the high, snow-crusted mountain in the Gotterdammerung moon-
light, and his death when it comes is a death from within out-
ward; he is broken inwardly before the physical accident hap-
pens. Lawrence had learned, since the days of The Trespasser, 
how to kill off a leading character. 
As Gerald, ''not really conscious," drives himself omvard 
along the snow-ridges, he dimly sees "a half-buried crucifix, 
a little Christ under a little sloping hood, at the top of a 
pole." He sheers away, in terror now; he is going to be mur-
dered: "Lord Jesus, was it then bound to be--Lord Jesus! He 
could feel the blow descending, he knew he was murdered •... 
But he wandered ~unconsciously, till be slipped and fell down, 
and as he fell something broke in his soul, and immediately 
he went to sleep." 
It is not of course the orthodox Christ that bas "mur-
dered" Gerald, but Christ as the symbol of values opposed to 
Gerald's materialism. Lawrence has prepared the reader for 
Gerald's death, in a ~assage earlier in the book. It is in 
the chapter "Moony," after Birkin has hurled his stones into 
the bright pond; it is the next day that he thinks over the 
different ways of life and finally decides to ask Ursula to 
marry him in "the way of freedom." While brooding on the 
"awful African process" of ancient, "dark" sensuality, Birkin 
thinks of the different "way" of the white races who, "having 
the arctic north behind them, the vast abstraction of ice and 
snow, would fulfill a mystery of ice-destructive knowledge, 
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snow-abstract annihilation. 11 Birkin thinks of Gerald as 
"one of these strange white wonderful demons from the north, 1 
Ilulf:illed in the destructive frost-mystery. And was he fated 
to pass away in this knowledge, this one process of frost-
knowledge, death by perfect cold? ~as he a messenger, an 
omen of the universal dissolution into whiteness and snow?" 
After Gerald's death, Birkin helps Gudrun with the au-
thorities. Gerald's frozen body horrifies him, and he remem-
bers Hamlet's lines about "Imperial (sic) Caesar, dead and 
turned to clay .•.• 11 He says to Ursula, "He should have 
loved me. I offered him." Ursula says that for Birkin to 
want a fulfilling friendship with a man, as well as her love, 
is "an obstancy, a theory, a perversity," and that the idea 
is "false, impossible." Birkin answers, 11I don't believe 
that. 11 
Some of Lawrence's critics have cried out that this is 
homo-sexual. Such a charge is not particularly shocking, in 
the age of Proust and Mann and of a host of lesser writers 
who have dealt with such themes, but it has a special signi-
ficance in Lawrence's case because he was a prophetic writer. 
He was more than a recorder; he was creating a world of values. 
And certainly Lawrence was intensely t'nterested in the 
idea of male comradeship, from the exaltation of it in some 
of the George-and-Cyril scenes in The White Peacock through 
the leadership novels of his third period. The concept was 
given its fullest treatment in Women in Love. 
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Two years after Lawrence's death, Murry's Son of Woman 
seemed to many readers an accusation of homosexuality, as 
well as of impotence~ against Lawrence himself. But five 
years after Son of Woman, Murry in his autobiographical 
Between Two Worlds said of Lawrence and another dead friend, 
the sculptor Gaudier-Brzeska, that he wished to "make it per-
fectly clear that I am not at all attributing to them what 
is generally understood by the word homosexuality." Law-
rence's cruelest biographer, Hugh Kingsmill, discounts any 
charge of sexual perversion against Lawrence, though Richard 
Aldington in his latest book on Lawrence says "he had a 
streak of homosexuality in him"--whatever that means. Cath-
erine Carswell says in The Savage Pilgrimage that Lawrence 
told her he felt sexual perversion was "the sin against the 
Holy Ghost, the hopeless sin." In a letter of February 1915 
he told Russell he felt that the man who committed sodomy 
was a man chained t o a rock. 
The question remains--What, with all due obeisance to 
imaginative literature, did the Gerald-Birkin relationship · 
mean? It is a question which will perhaps never be answered 
satisfactorily. It is possible that the Blutbruderschaft of 
Lawrence's ideal was not homosexual in the limited, obvious 
sense. Mrs. Carswell said Lawrence ''cherished the deep long-
ing to see revived a communion between man and man which 
should not lack its physical symbols. He even held that our 
modern denial of this communion in all but idea was largely 
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the cause of our modern perversions. To recover true potency, 
and before there could be health and happiness bet"'feen man 
and woman, he believed that there must be a renewal of the 
sacredness between man and man." 
The question remains. And perhaps the best place to seek 
the answer is in Lawrence's own writings, particularly in Wo-
men in Love. The wrestling scene in the chapter ''Gladiatorial,'' 
in which Birkin, who had studied jiu-jitsu, astonishes the 
apparently stronger Gerald, . is a scene both athletic and mys-
tic, but it does not seem sexual. It is possible that Law-
rence,- who believed so ardently in the "electric" sense of 
touch, was in writing such scenes merely indulging a form 
of compensation: he was perhaps giving his own frailness an 
identification with strength. This is suggested only as a 
possibility--based, however, on the observation that none of 
these scenes suggests any form of sexual gratification. 
Compensatory action of the kind suggested here is of 
course an indication of weakness; it does not normally be-
speak full maturity and complete emotional adjustment. But 
conditions of this kind are fairly common in the disordered 
world of the twentieth century: Lawrence in this was again 
being a modern of the moderns. 
The condition was, however, one he was to grow out of, 
for after the three leadership novels, Aaron's Rod, Kangaroo, 
and The Plumed Serpent, he turned at last to the completer 
personal fulfillments suggested by Lady Chatterley's Lover 
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and The Escaped Cock. 
But what of the readers who are antagonized by such 
themes as the Rupert Birkin-G,erald Crich relationship? These 
readers can, for one thing, find much in Women in Love that 
is enjoyable in the usual way of novels. Beyond the circle 
of intense, delicate-nerved characters in the foreground, 
there is a whole normal world of villagers, innkeepers, min-
ers. The comic scene with the young couple Birkin and Ursula 
meet and buy a chair for in the marketplace is another testi-
money to Lawrence's ability to present living people and 
incidents in the traditional way. The social satire of the 
"Pompadour" (Cafe Royal) crowd is nimbly done, and there are 
vivid chapters such as "Water Party,'' with its dramatic epi-
sode of a drowning amid the gaiety of a night party on Willey 
Water. And Women in Love has other rewards for the reader 
who expects a true novel: the book's correlatives with the 
novel-form go deeper than mere chapter-divisions or the manner 
in which the dialogue is handled. For life pours richly 
through it. Such scenes as Birkin 1 s stoning of the moon's 
reflection in the water are of the kind that become an impor-
tant part of one's reading experience. To those who are cap-
able of appreciating such effects, the poetry the book is 
fleshed in is also a significant experience. Certainly the 
friendship-glorification passages represent a weakness--of 
immaturity or of physical frailty seeking compensation--but 
the reader may overlook or "forgive" these sections as he may 
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do with parts of Lawrence's mysticism which are non-
sensical, such as the professed belief in the great "lost 
wisdom'' of sunken continents. There is also much connnon 
sense in Lawrence, and surely some of his aberrations, even 
of prophecy, may be 11 forgiven 11 for the sake of the magnifi-
cent writing. 
Those who find it difficult to respond philosophically 
to all or several of the points Lawrence was trying to make 
philosophically might think of the boo~ in relation to T. s. 
Eliot's statement in reference to Dante, to the effect that 
"it must be possible to have full literary or poetic appre-
ciation without sharing the beliefs of the poet." 
PART TiffiEE 
A new Lawrence emerged in the wander-years 
after the war, the prolific writer of the 1920-1925 period 
in which his most important productions were the three 
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novels concerned with leadership themes. Like many another 
man who had seen the Victorian dream shattered, Lawrence 
wanted a social order of guaranteed security. In the spirit 
of the times this was a search for brotherhood, and it also 
became a quest for a father: stepping out of the ruins of 
the old matriarchal moulds, Lawrence as he groped toward 
symbols of assurance was personalizing the issues that on 
the one hand were driving masses of people toward socialism 
and communism, and on the other, toward racism. During this 
1920-1925 period Lawrence projected himself into the most im-
portant contemporary experiences when he wrote the leadership 
novels; prophet-like, he was far ahead of the majority of 
mankind in understanding what the trends of those years were, 
and in charting them. Finally he dropped the leadership 
themes, and abandoned his own attempts to be a leader, even 
of a little colony of faithful life-seekers. That phase of 
his activity and of his writing career was ended. But while 
it lasted he produced some of his most brilliant work, and 
though it seems always to have a core of darkness, its sur-
face flares with rich tropical colors as Lawrence travels 
back and forth across the warm belts of the earth. 
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He left England after the war, and returned only a few 
times, for brief visits. He became a wanderer, deracinated, 
always looking futilely for a place where he could establish 
a new way of life, and always searching for ~eople who would 
share it with him. The first of the three novels which 
dramatized his quest was Aaron's Rod (published 1922), a 
semi-autobiographical story with English and Italian back-
grounds; this was followed by Kangaroo (1923), a prophetic 
Australian novel with a~olitical theme, and by The Plumed 
Serpent (1926), a Mexican story with both political and 
religious idealizations. These novels are conplemented by 
several others and by some long stories, by Lawrence's books 
on the unconscious, by his travel sketches, and by the poems 
collected in Birds, Beasts and Flowers (1923)• 
Since Lawrence travelled so much during this period of 
his writing, a brief sketch of his movements from 1919 to 1925 
might be helpful to the reader at this point. Some of these 
movements Will be referred to in detail later; the present 
account is inserted as a helpful resume. 
In November 1919 Lawrence went to Italy while Frieda 
visited her mother at Baden-Baden. Frieda soon rejoined him 
in Florence, and after a brief trip to the Abruzzi, they 
went to the island of Capri before the new year. In March 
1920 they took a villa at Taormina, ·in Sicily, which remained 
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their home for more than a year while they travelled 
around the Mediterranean and in Germany. In June and July 
they were in Austria, returning to Taormina in September. 
The Lawrences went to Ceylon the following March, where 
they stayed for about six weeks with their friends the Brew-
sters. They travelled to Australia in May, finally settling 
in a bungalow at Thirroul, on the coast below Sydney. In 
August they sailed for America. by way of Tahiti . After land-
ing at Sa.n Francisco early in September they went to Taos, 
New Mexico, where they maintained a base for the next three 
years. They went to Old Mexico in the spring of 1923, ac-
companied by the American poet Witter Bynner. After a short 
stay in Mexico City, Lawrence and Frieda lived for nearly 
two months in the province of Jalisco. In July they returned 
to the United States and took a ship from New Orleans to New 
York. They lived for a while in New Jersey, and in August 
Frieda went to Europe alone. Lawrence turned westward again, 
this time going to Los Angel~s, and later journeying down 
the west coast of Mexico. In November he sailed for England 
from Vera Cruz. 
At the end of January 1924, Lawrence and Frieda went 
from London to Baden-Baden. In March they returned to New 
York, accompanied by the painter Dorothy Brett. They all 
went to New Mexico, the Lawrences to the ranch which had been 
given them in the Sangre de Cristo mountains. In October 
they returned to Mexico, going to Oaxaca. Lawrence was 
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severely ill there and in February 1925 moved to Mexico 
City. The doctor found him to be t uberculous. By April 
Lawrence had returned to his ranch, where he rested and 
took sunbaths. In September he and Frieda sailed for Eng-
land; he was leaving America for what proved to be the last 
time. 
As explained, this brief sketch may provide the reader 
with a reference chart for the pages to follow, since in 
them Lawrence's work will generally be discussed in terms 
of publication dates, though occasionally, for reasons that 
will be self-evident in the text, his writings will necessari-
ly be described in relation to time of composition. It is, 
for example, necessary at this point to swing back and look 
over some of the material Lawrence was writing toward the 
end of the war. 
One of his projects after his expulsion from Cornwall 
was a history book which he completed early in 1919 while 
living above the huge Derbyshire ravine, the Via Gellia, near 
Middleton-by-Wirksworth. Movements 1£ European History is a 
vivid textbook in which past events are envisioned not in 
terms of outstanding personalities, but as parts of "great, 
surging movements which rose in the heart·s of men in Europe, 
sweeping human beings together into one great concerted ac-
tion, or sweeping them far apart for ever on the tides of 
opposition." The book, which begins with the last days . of 
Rome and ends with the unification of Germany, was published 
by Oxford Press in 1921; originally the authorship was as-
cribed to "Lawrence H. Davison, 11 but in the later (1925) 
edition D. H. Lawrence was given full credit for the work. 
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Lawrence was not a true historian, a scholar investigating and 
interpreting source material; he was not even a trained his-
toriographer, experienced in selecting and proportioning data; 
but his narrative skill, his reading of Gibbon and other his-
torians and of Frazer and other anthropologists, and his 
ability to present facts imaginatively and dramatically to 
school children, contribute toward making the book an excit-
ing popularization. It has -occasioned some bitter cr1.ticism 
because its last paragraph speaks of Europe's need for a 
great leader: 
But we must never forget that mankind lives by 
a twofold motive: the motive of peace and increase, 
and the motive of contest and martial triumph. As 
soon as the appetite for martial adventure and triumph 
in conflict is satisfied, the appetite for peace and 
increase manifests itself, and vice vers~. It· seems 
a law of life. Therefore a great united Europe of 
productive working-people all materially equal, will 
never be able to continue and remain :rirm unless it 
unites also round one great chosen figure, some hero 
who can lead a great war, as well as administer a 
wide peace. It all depends on the will of the people. 
But the will of the people must concentrate in one 
figure, who is also supreme over the will of the 
people. He must be chosen, but at the same time res-
ponsible to God alone. There is a problem of which 
a stormy future will have to evolve. the solution. 
Throughout Movements in European History, Lawrence mani-
fests an interest in the hero, in leadership. From the ad-
miration of Augustus in the first chapter (he "had some of 
the beauty and nbble gentle gentleness of Christ") to the 
descriptions of Bismark in the last (as remarkably great" 
and ''a powerful figure"), the emphasis is on history 1 s 
strong men. Lawrence particularly vivifies Attila: 
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He was a squat, broad-backed man with a large 
head and a flat face. But his little eyes sparkled 
with tremendous passions, his body had great nervous 
energy. A haughty little creature,! he had a .pranc-
ing way of walking, and he rolled his eyes fiercely, 
filling the onlookers with terror, enjoying the terror 
he inspired. 
A comparison with Gibbon's description of Attila will 
show that Lawrence borrowed from the great historian: 
His features, according to the observation of 
a Gothic historian, bore the stamp of his natural 
origin; and the portrait of Attila exhibits the 
genuine deformity of a ·modern Calmuk; a large head, 
a Bwarthy complexion, small, deep-seated eyes, a 
flat nose, a few hairs in , the place of a beard, 
broad shoulders, and a short square body, of nervous 
strength, though of a disproportioned form. The 
haughty step and demeanor of the king of the Huns 
expre'ssed the consciousness of his superiority above 
the rest of mankind; and h~ had a custom of fiercely 
rolling his eyes, as if he wished to enjoy the terror 
which he inspired. 
This sample suggests the extent of Lawrence's raid on 
Gibbon. It is interesting to see how Lawrence reworked the 
original, making it simpler and more dramatic for the sake of 
his school-children readers. The essential difference be-
tween the passages is ~.that between fine prose of the late 
eighteenth century and fine prose of the early twentieth. 
This particular passage left a seed in Lawrence's conscious-
ness that sprouted some ten years later, in the Pansies 
volume, in the poem: 
I would call Attila, on his little horse 
A man of peace •.• 
because "he helped ibo smash a lot of old Roman lies." 
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And after all, lying and base hypocrisy and treachery 
are much more hellishly peaceless than a little 
straightforward bloodshed 
which may occasionally be a preliminary to the peace 
that passes understanding. 
Another prose piece Lawrence wrote after completing Women 
in Love--the series of essays calJed "The Reality of Peace" 
--also contains the germ of a later poem. In the second of 
the essays he writes: 
If there is a serpent of secret and shameful 
desire in my soul, let me not beat it out of my con-
sciousness with sticks. Let me bring it to the fire 
to see what it is. For a ·serpent is a thing created. 
It has its own raison d 1etre. In its own being it 
has beauty and reality. Even my horror is a tribute 
to its reality. · And I must admit the genuineness of 
my horror, accept it, and not exclude it from my under-
stanaing •••• Come then, brindled abhorrent one, you 
have your own being and your own righteousness, yes, 
and your own desirable beauty •••. But keep to your 
own ways and your own being. Come in just proportion, 
. there in the grass peneath the bushes where the birds 
are .•.• But since it is spring with me, the snake 
must wreathe his way secretly along the paths that be-
long to him, and when I see ,him asleep in the sunshine 
I shall admire him in his place. 
This passage belongs to the spring of 1917. In Sicily 
several years after, Lawrence wrote one of the most remark- · 
able of all his poems, "Snake," which appears in the Birds, 
Beasts and Flowers collection. In this poem, Lawrence tells 
of a hot afternoon when "with Etna smoking,u he went in his 
pajamas down to the water~trough and there saw a snake: 
He reached down from a fissure in the earth-wall in 
the gloom 
And trailed his yellow-brown slackness soft-bellied 
down, over the edge of the stone trough 
And rested his throat upon the stone bottom, 
And where the water had dripped from the tap, in a 
small clearness, 
He sipped with his straight mouth, 
Softly drank with his straight gums, into his slack 
long body, 
Silently. 
The poet confesses he likes the snake, yet his human edu-
cation tells him the snake must be killed. Another voice 
within him tells him he is a coward for not killing the snake. 
The man and the serpent look at one another. Then the snake 
starts back "into that horrid black hole," the man is overcome 
by a revulsion, and he throws a log at the reptile, which 
quickly disappears: 
And immediately I regretted it. 
I thought how paltry, how vulgar, what a mean act! 
I despised myself, and the voices of my accursed 
human education. 
And I thought of the albatross, 
And I wished he would come back, my snake. 
For he seemed to me again like a king, 
Like a king in exile, uncrowned in the underworld, 
Now due to be crowned again. 
And so I missed my chance with one of the lords 
Of life. 
And I have something to expiate: 
A pettiness. 
It is possible that when Lawrence wrote this poem he did 
not consciously remember the prophetic and symbolic prose pas-
sage he had written some three years before. The prose is 
prophetic because it outlines figuratively an episode that 
was to occur later, and it is symbolic because in its very 
figurativeness it t~lls us what the episode meant to Lawrence. 
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The poem "Snake" is readily enough understandable in human 
terms--the uninitiated reader can easily gra·sp Lawrence's 
feeling for the majesty of this representative of the animal 
world--but there is also a meaning beyond the apparent, a 
deeper Lawrencean meaning, and the prose excerpt from ''The 
Reality of Peace" gives a clue to that meaning. 
The snake is the horror of "the other way of life," the 
way of dissolution--and "The Reality of Peace" is a study of 
this way of dissolution and of the ways to bring it into bal-
ance with the creative way. Unfortunately, the last three of 
the seven sections of this essay series are apparently lost; 
the first four have been preserved (and published in the 
posthumous Phoenix volume) because they appeared in four 
issues of the English Review in the summer of 1917. These 
parts that have been saved are important for a complete un-
derstanding of Lawrence, f~r they .contain later developments 
of some of the points in "The Crown," the later development 
is also a subtilization of the ideas, an enrichment of their 
possibilities. Lawrence incidentally, differs from most Ro-
mantic writers in that he has this almost Platonic type of 
dualism; he comes closest to being away from this in the pas-
sages where his characters have a Romantic feeling of oneness 
with landscape. 
In writing a series of essays in the middle of a way and 
calling them "The Reality of Peace," Lawrence was not speak-
ing of the possible end of hostilities between the warring 
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powers: while he was certainly affected by the war, he was 
not writing directly of its issues but of a timeless peace, 
the peace of the soul. And he found that this peace was es-
sentially the drifting of the soul toward the unknown. The 
will cannot itself take us in this direction; it can merely 
act as rudder or helmsman once the "flow" has begun--the flow 
to which will and understanding must submit. This condition 
is not a yielding to death, even with the Red Indian's courage 
or with Sappho 1s in her leap into the sea or Empedocles 1 in 
his leap into the volcano. These are "easy, 11 for death will 
come anyhow: "But a living man must leap away from himself 
into the much more awful fires of creation. 11 And in the 
struggle between death and creation, man must realize that 
he is not only a creature 11 of light and virtue" but that he 
is also "alive in corruption and death." The opposition of' 
these forces produces the condition of' dualism that is the 
... 
· subject of "The Reality of Peace!' Again we find dualism in 
Lawrence, and a struggle f'or the reconciliation of opposites, 
a struggle for balance. In the books on the un·conscious he 
later used the word polarity to express this. 
Where in "The Crown" Lawrence had used darkness in a 
rather literary way, and as a fairly simple denotation of 
the flesh and the senses, in ''The Reality of Peace" he f'aces 
the "dark'' side of lif'e with a deeper realization of evil, 
of' the meaning of dissolution. The snake symbol already 
quoted is but one of many: "that side" of life is "a slow 
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stream of corruption" in our own bowels, it is a ma~sh, it 
is a hell of putrescence. But it must not be denied; it 
must be brought into a balanced relationship with its opposite. 
Although the essay series as we have it is incomplete, 
the missing three sections could hardly have added more to 
what Lawrence was trying to say. Toward the end of the fourth 
essay, two paragraphs in particular resolve the various propo-
sitions: 
When the darkness of which I am an involved seed, 
and the light which is involved in me as a seed, when 
these two draw from the infinite sources towards me, 
when they meet and embrace in a perfect kiss and a 
perfect contest of me, when they foam and mount in 
their ever-intensifying communion in me until they 
achieve a resultant absolution of oneness, a rose of 
being blossoming on the bush of my mortality, then I 
have peace. 
It is not of love that we are fulfilled, but of 
love in such intimate equipose with hate that the 
transcendence takes place ••• - . There is a new heaven 
and new earth, the heaven and earth of the per·fec t 
rose. 
Lawrence said in relation to the books on the unconscious 
as we shall see, that with him ideas were experienced first 
in imaginative creation--in. his novels--and written of phil-
osophically later. This process operated in ''The Reality of 
Peace, 11 for many of the pa.ssages about dissolution .and corrup-
tion are a development of the experience of Rupert Birkin in 
Women in Love. 
The discussion of that book mentioned that Birkin had 
decided to marry Ursula after realizing that "the way of 
Freedom" was "the paradisal entry into pure, single being"--
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he had come to these conclusions arter brooding over one or 
Halliday's Arrican statuettes or 11a woman, with hair dressed 
high, like a melon-shaped dome. • She had thousands or 
years of purely sensual, purely unspiritual knowl~dge behind 
her." Thousands or years ago these Africans must have under-
gone the experience that was imminent in him: "the goodness, 
the holiness, the de.sire ror creation and productive happiness 
must have lapsed, lea:ving the single impulse for knowledge in 
one sort, mindless progressive knowledge through the senses, 
mystic knowledge in disintegration and dissolution, knowledge 
such as the beetles ~ve, which live purely within the world 
or corruption and cold dissolution.'' But the "awful Arrican 
process'' would be fulfilled differently by the white races, 
in a kind of "snow-abstract annihilation" or the kind to be 
represented by the death or Gerald in that novel. Birkin 
turned away from such possibilities, and to 11 the paradisal 
way" of union with Ursula. But the other way, that of the 
dark old dissolution that Birkin speculated about, is ex-
plored far more thoroughly in "The .Reality or Peace. 11 
This essay, then, is on the one hand an important con-
nee tion between The Rainbow and "The Crown" and vlomen in Love 
---
and, on the other hand, the two books dealing with the un-
conscious. Arter Women in Love Lawrence was revrorking some 
of the ideas he had previously developed, and he was setting 
in motion the processes which would evolve his concept of 
leadership, along with its associated theme of polarity. As 
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we have seen, leadership is the principal concern of Law-
rence's third period, which began to assume a definite iden- 1 
tity after he went to Italy in 1919. 
But before we can get Lawrence out of England at that 
time, we must look at a few more of his writings that come 
between the completion of Women ih Love and the beginning 
of the new bloom in the Mediterranean region. 
There is, for example, the play Touch and Go which Law-
rence wrote while living at Hermitage, Berkshire, in 1919. 
This drama of a colliers' strike in the Midlands was pub-
lished in 1920, in the Plays of a People's Theatre series 
edited by Douglas Goldring. Touch and Go is at times more 
forcefully dramatic 1-.than any of' Lawrence 1s other plays ex-
cept The Widowing of Mrs. Holroyd, yet its two themes--the 
mine executive's love affairs and his relation to his work-
ers--are neither integrated nor effectively counterpoised. 
Lawrence might have done better if he had confined himself 
to the theme of the strike, or if he had invented a new set 
of characters to represent the mine owners and their friends 
instead of using several of the people from 'Women in Love 
with some of the problems from the novel, irrelevant here, 
still clinging to them. Lawrence does present several new 
characters, among them his Eastwood socialist friend William 
E. Hopkin (to whom he sent a copy of the play inscribed, 
''Here you are, Willie!"), who is Willie Houghton; but most 
of the principal people are from the novel. Gerald Barlow 
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is Gerald Crich again, though he lacks Crich's mastery over 
' 
the colliers; Oliver Turton is a pale shadow of Birkin, and 
Anabel Wrath is Gudrun Brangwen, the art teacher (as in the 
novel) of Gerald's little sister, again named Winifred. The 
house is Lilley Close instead of Lamb Close. In the play, 
Gerald and Anabel have already been through their Women in 
Love experience; she tells Turton, "It was terrible, Oliver. 
You don't ~ realize how awful passion can be, when it 
never resolves, when it never becomes anything else. It is 
hate, really ..•• I left him for reason's sake, for sanity's 
sake. We should have killed one another." This is a gloss 
on the last section of Women in Love, but it does little for 
Touch and Go except provide part of the reason for Gerald's 
attitude toward the colliers; Turton tells Anabel she has 
"dehumanized" Gerald. But the Norwegian lover she left 
Gerald for has died, and she has come back to Gerald; and 
though she is a witness to some of the events leading up to 
his final struggle with the men, she is not dramatically neces-
sary to the play. She is, for example, rather ineffectually 
present in the last scene, when Gerald is mauled by the strik-
ers. The play itself, like some of Lawrence's short stories, 
lacks a definite ending: it closes with Gerald shaking him-
self free of the men and saying that, like them, he ·wants a 
new way of life, but that he will not be bullied. He does 
not indicate what he means by a new way of life. 
Lawrence, who also wanted a new way of life, had taken 
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a step toward realizing it when he left England in the 
autumn of 1919. The two books on the unconscious, written 
after he had settled in the Mediterranean region, mark the 
actual beginning of the third phase of his writing career. 
Psychoanalysis and ~ Unconscious was first published in 
America; in May 1921 his new publisher, Thomas Seltzer, 
brought it out in New York; London publication by Martin 
Seeker followed in July 1923. Fantasia of the Unconscious 
--
was issued by Seltzer in October 1922, with Seeker's edition 
following by eleven months. 
But before these books can be discussed, another work 
of Lawrence's which is related to them must be mentioned: 
his series of essays, "Education of the People," first pub-
lished posthumously in Phoenix. These essays were apparently 
begun late in 1918, when Lawrence was living in the Derby-
shire cottage and writing Movements in European History, also 
an educational book. As we have seen, Lawrence was poor at 
this time because of his difficulties in getting published; 
he did not wish to return to teaching, but in September 1918 
he asked Lady Cynthia Asquith whether she could help him get 
a job in the Ministry of Education; he had been trained in 
education and wanted a position where he would not be ashamed: 
"not where I shall be kicked about like an old can: I've had 
enough of that." He was weary of being "pawed" by the ''mili-
tary canaille," who in his last medical examination had marked 
him down for sedentary work: "I don't care much what I do--
so long as it is nothing degrading. I would like to do 
education." 
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The first version of "Education of the People" was per-
haps in part an attempt by Lawrence to establish himself as 
something of an authority on the subject. Toward the end of 
1918 he told Katherine Mansfield that he had been asked to 
write for the educational supplement of the Times, by 
"Freeman"--George Sydney Freeman--and in January 1919 he 
wrote Catherine Carswell that Freeman had returned the essays 
with the suggestion that they be made into a book. The pub-
lisher Stanley Unwin saw the manuscript and suggested that 
Lawrence expand the material to about twice its length. Ap-
parently, however, Lawrence did not begin revision until 
1920, when an entry in a surviving diary indicates that he 
"began Education of the People" on June 15. La.wrence evi-
dently rewrote the essays Freeman had seen--apparently four--
and at this time added the remaining eight that comprise the 
total text as it appears in Phoenix. 
''Education of the People" is, then, an even more defin-
ite connection than ''The Reality of Peace" was, between Law-
rence's second and third periods. In the first part of the 
"Education" essays, Lawrence suggests a scheme that has much 
in common with Plato's ideas of state education in theRe-
public. Like Plato, Lawrence believes that those unfit for 
further education be dropped at appropriate stages along the 
way. He admits that this will produce different classes of 
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society, and as Lawrence envisions them they do not seem 
greatly different from Plato's class divisions of workers, 
warriors, and elders: 
The basis is the great class of workers. From 
this class will rise also the masters of industry, and, 
probably, the leading soldiers. Second comes the 
clerkly caste, which will include elementary teachers 
and minor professionals, and which will produce local 
government bodies. Thirdly we have the class of the 
higher professions, legal, medical, scholastic: and 
this class will produce the chief legislators. Final-
ly, there is the small class of the supreme judges: 
not merely legal judges, but judges of the destiny 
of the nation. 
If this seems almost pure Platonism, adapted of course 
to modern society, we must remember that Lawrence disliked 
Plato; in his essay "The Novel," which appeared in Reflec-
tions on the Death of ~Porcupine, in 1925, Lawrence wrote 
that someone should have kicked Plato "in the wind, and set 
the whole school in an uproar"; which would have put Plato 
"into a much truer relation to the universe." Lawrence felt 
that 11 if, in the midst of the Timaeus, Plato had only paused 
to say: 'And now, my dear Cleon--(or whoever it was)--I have 
a belly-ache, and must retreat to the privy: this too is part 
of the Eternal Idea of man, ' then we need never have fallen 
so low as Freud." 
In the later parts of "Education of the People," Law-
rence is definitely in ·his third period, using the idiom and 
ideas of the books on the unconscious. He speaks of "affec-
tive centres," of polarity, of the necessity of training a 
man to arise "in his own dark pride and singleness, his own 
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singleness, his own sensual magnificence in single being." 
Again the struggle for reconciliation of the opposite sides 
of man 1 s nature is described. Since human consciousness is 
dual, Lawrence asks, "why try to make a mushy oneness of it?'' 
The two_modes of activity, "the mental consciousness and the 
affective or physical consciousness," can never be "one save 
in their incomprehensible duality." Since their rapport "is 
always a polarity of contradistinction," they should be left 
separate: "what connexion is necessary will be effected spon-
taneously." Education should begin, Lawrence says, as a non-
mental function, and that aspect of it should be kept up 
through all training. 
The educational note of the essays is carried over into 
the two books on the unconscious, though why the earlier 
series of essays went unpublished is not known at this time. 
The two later books seem to be a rewriting and expansion of 
the "Education" series. Those two volumes, however, seem 
closer than the "Education'' essays to Lawrence's imaginative 
writing experience. As he says in the Foreword to Fantasia 
of the Unconscious: 
This pseudo-philosophy of mine--"pollyanalytics, 11 
as one of my respected critics might say--is deduced 
from the novels and poems, not the reverse. The 
novels and poems come unwatched out of one's pen. 
And then the absolute need which one has for some 
sort of satisfactory mental attitude towards oneself 
and things in general makes one try to abstract some 
definite conclusions from one's experiences as a 
writer and a man. The novels and poems are pure 
passionate experience. These "pollyanalytics" are 
inferences made afterward, from the experience. 
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Lawrence in these "psychoanalysis" books rejects 
Freud in the main but uses Freud's term the unconscious be-
cause the word soul has fallen into such disrepute. In the 
first of these tvTO volumes Lawrence says: "On the first 
field of human consciousness--the first plane of the un-
conscious--we locate four great spontaneous centres, two 
below the diaphragm, two above. These four centres control 
the four great organs. Functional and psychic at once, this 
is their first polar duality." But there is a further polar-
ity: "The horizontal divis-ion of the diaphragm divides man 
forever into his individual duality, the duality of the up-
per and lower man, the two great bodies of upper and l01ver 
consciousness and function." There is eight-f§ld ,j:>olarity 
when a satisfactory total relationship exists between tvTo 
individuals. 
· Later, the Fantasia defines the four centers as the so-
lar and cardiac plexuses, the lumbar and thoracic ganglions. 
The sol·ar plexus is to Lawrence "the greatest and most im-
portant centre of our dynamic consciousness"; it is 11 the 
greatest nerve-centre situated behind the stomach. From this 
centre we are first dynamically conscious." Lawrence builds 
upon: .this speculation a whole philospphy of education and 
sexual and societal relationship, of dreams, and of man's 
relation to the plants and to the universe itself. The book 
is meant to be a guide for the instruction of humanity, a 
manual for the rearing of cluldren. It also attempts to give 
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general clues to successful living, and suggests how a man 
may find polarization in a woman and how he must associate 
with other men in a purposeful activity which, Lawrence re-
peatedly states, is non-sexual. 
Fantasia is a complicated book, whose contents can only 
be thinly outlined here. Again, as in such essays as nThe 
Reality of Peace," the to tal effect depends so much upon 
music and repetition that neither excerpts nor summaries 
can do full justice to the theme. 
Lawrence was an expert botanist and at one time had been 
a successful teacher of science, but here he asserts that he 
is an amateur rather than a scientist, and in his Foreword 
helaunches an almost Carlylean attack on science. He pays 
one of his first tributesto earlier civilizations, and gives 
a hint of what he is striving to resurrect: "I honestly 
think that the great pagan world of which Egypt and Greece 
were the last living terms, the great pagan era which pre-
ceded our own era, once had a vast and perhaps perfect science 
of its own, a science in terms of life. In our own era this 
science crumbled into magic and charlatanry. But even wis-
dom c.rwnbles." Lawrence said he believed that the science 
of this great epoch of the past, when "men wandered back 
and forth from Atlantis to the Polynesian continent as easily 
as men now sail from Europe to .America," was esoteric but 
universal, expounded by a large priesthood just as mathema-
tics and physics are taught in the same terms all over the 
world today. But 11 the melting of the glaciers and the 
world flood" broke up this ancient order: 
The refugees from the drowned continents fled 
to the higher places of America, Europe, Asia, and 
the Pacific Isles. And some degenerated naturally 
into cave men, neolithic and paleolithic creatures, 
and some retained the marvelous innate beauty of 
life-perfection, as the South Sea Islanders, and 
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some wandered savage in Africa, and some, like Druids 
or Etruscans or Chaldeans or Amer-indians or Chinese, 
refused to forget, but taught the old wisdom, only 
in its half-forgotten, symbolic forms. More or less 
forgotten, as knowledge: remembered as ritual, gestures, 
and myth-story. 
Lawrence believed that he was "only trying to stammer 
out the first terms of a forgotten knowledge. But " he ex-
' 
plained, "I have no desire to revive the dead kings, or dead 
sages. It is not for me to arrange fossils, and decipher 
hieroglyphic phrases. I couldn't do it if I wanted to. But 
then I can do something else. The soul must take the hint 
from the relics our scientists have so marvelously gathered 
out of the forgotten past, and from the hint develop a new 
living utterance. The spark is from dead wisdom, but the 
fire is life." 
Lawrence admits that he has taken suggestions from "all 
kinds of scholarly books, from the Yoga and Plato and St. 
John the Evangel and the early Greek philosophers like Herak-
leitos down to Fraser and his Golden Bough, and even Freud 
and Frobenius." He says that he remembers only hints, and 
proceeds by intuition. And the reader is told that he is 
free to put aside this "whole wordy mass of revolting non-
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sense, without a qualm." 
Professor William York Tindall, in D. H. Lawrence and 
- --
=S~u~sa~n~ H __ i_s Cow, does some scholarly sleuthing to trace Law-
renee's sources as exactly as possible, revealing Lawrence's 
debt to the Upanishads through Mme. Blavatsky and theosophy 
in general, and--more particularly--to a Blavatsky disciple 
named James M. Pryse. A one-time resident of Dublin, Pryse 
for a time lived in the same household as William Butler 
Yeats and A.E., and instructed A.E. in magic and initiation 
rites. 
T. S. Eliot, I. A. Richards and Louis MacNeice hav·e com-
pared Lawrence to Yeats; Eliot and Richards view these poets 
as men who, feeling lost because society has in our time no 
basic religious and moral standards, have had to seek out a 
past that had such standards. Both men, too, looked to na-
ture for inspiration; as MacNeice points out, Lawrence's ap-
proach was more immediate and physical than that of the Irish 
poet, whose nature-images beside Lawrence's are merely heral-
dic. Each of these writers was seeking a body of beliefs, 
a scheme to base his poetry upon, and this scheme did not have 
to be literally "true." It is not strange that these men, 
finding Christian doctrine inadequate for them in their time, 
should both have been influenced by Eastern philosophies. 
Perhaps Lawrence did not deeply believe in the "lost 
magic'' nonsense he writes of in the Fantasia; Yeats admitted 
that he was not sure how firmly he believed in his own "magic 
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wheel 11 in A Vision. One thing is certain about Lawrence's 
books on the unconscious: he did not fight for them at the 
time they were issued, and his later references to them in 
his published correspondence, including the letters to his 
mystical friends the Brewsters, are perfunctory. In these 
two volumes, particularly in the Fantasia, Lawrence made a 
number of doctrinal statements that became part of his con-
tinuing philosophy, yet a good many of the thoughts expressed 
in the book he never repeated. The anatomical speculations 
are so patently the work of an amateur that their principal 
value to us now is symbolic: they are merely signs or emb-
lems of many things Lawrence was trying to express. They 
are unsuccessful not only because they are amateurish but 
also because they are too rigid to fit into Lawrence's es-
sentially Heraclitean philosophy. Middleton Murry, that 
prime denigrator and misinterpreter of Lawrence, believes 
that "Fantasia of the Unconscious is his greatest book; and, 
absolutely, it is a great book •••. I cannot doubt that 
it will be a fountain of life for many years to come, and 
to generations yet unborn. 11 This combination of cliche and 
oversimplified statement is typical of the later Murry, the 
man who neglected his talents as a literary critic to in-
dulge in a confused evangelism: and it is particularly sig-
nificant that he does not put at the top of Lawrence's 
achievement one of his creative masterpieces, but rather a 
book whose value is merely secondary. The Fantasia, like 
its predecessor, helps to explain some of the things that 
were in Lawrence's mind, and that is its only use today. 
It has been necessary to examine Lawrence's general 
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thought-scheme in order that the stories and poems under dis-
cussion could be more readily interpreted. The prophet in 
Lawrence was rising so strongly that from this point forward 
most of his work--even the simplest poems and tales--is di-
rected by his beliefs; hereafter there is very little of the 
"pure lyric." Some of the last of it is found in the little 
volumes of poetry that appeared in 1918 and 1919, New Poems 
and Bay. 
A few of the "new" poems had come out in magazines as 
long before as 1910, and were merely extra verses that had 
not been printed in the two previous volumes. Others, like 
"Seven Seals" and "Two Wives," were undoubtedly the product 
of later experience. They reveal a later mood, , but no great 
technical change. Many of these poems reflect Lawrence's 
first London years--pictures of the Embankment, Parliament 
Hill, Piccadilly. But none of them is so effective as the 
blackout mood depicted in one of the Bay poems, "Town in 
1917." To quote two stanzas: 
London 
Original, wolf-wrapped 
In pelts of wolves, all her luminous 
Garments gone. 
London, with hair 
Like a forest darkness, like a marsh 
Of rushes, ere the Romans 
Broke in her lair. 
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Most of Bay is war poems--soldiers in troop trains, 
imagined battle experiences, and similar themes: Lawrence 
was vicariously living through things that his health did 
not permit nor his inclination approve of. But the air, 
even in stony, druidical Cornwall, or in other country 
places where he lived, in Berkshire, Sussex, and Derbyshire, 
was full of war. 
Lawrence's arrival in Florence in November 1919, and 
some connected subsequent events in Sicily and Malta, ac-
count for that strange document which he felt was his best 
sustained piece of prose, his Introduction to Memo~ of the 
Foreign Legion, by M. M. This Introduction tells of Law-
rence's experiences with a little down-at-heel theatrical 
manager, Maurice Magnus, whose book appeared posthumously 
after Lawrence made strenuous efforts on its behalf. The 
whole affair has been another cause of bitterness against 
Lawrence: Norman Douglas, who appears in the Introduction 
with no more disguise than his initials, wrote a pamphlet 
against Lawrence in 1924, accusing him of falsification and 
of obtaining unlawful profits from the Magnus book. Now it 
is true that Lawrence often put people he knew into books 
and did so in a cruel way, but Norman Douglas should be the 
last man on earth to reproach another author for doing this. 
Douglas was infuriated at the portrait of himself as Argyle, 
in Aaron's Rod, which he found to be, like the portrait of 
Maurice Magnus, inaccurate; but Richard Aldington says Argyle 
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is a "vivid" and "realistic" portrait of' Douglas. As to 
the charge that Lawrence profited illegally from the publi-
cation of' the Magnus Memoirs, his best defense is a letter 
written to him by Douglas several years before his anti-
Lawrence pamphlet. Lawrence had this letter published in 
the New Statesman after Douglas's attack had been reprinted 
in a book of essays in 1926; the letter said in part (the 
italics are Douglas 1 s) : 11 By all means do what you like with 
the MS. As to M. himself, I may do some ki~d of memoir of 
him later on--independent of foreign legions~ Put me into 
your introduction,if you like •••• Pocket all the cash 
yourself. n 
A further bit of information about Douglas's anti-Law-
rence pamphlet is proviqed in Richard Aldington's auto-
biography, Life For Life's Sake. Aldington, a good friend 
and admirer of both Lawrence and Douglas, takes Lawrence's 
side in the dispute, and says, "It is no credit to Norman 
that he acc epted a gift of a hundred pounds to write the pam-
phlet, from a rich woman who had a grudge against Lawrence. 11 
Magnus's Memoirs are inferior literature, valuable prin-
cipally f'or their sociological picture of barracks life in 
North Africa; but Lawrence's long Introduction is a superb 
narrative. It opens on a rainy night in Florence, expands 
descriptively and thematically in the passages about the great 
old monastery at Monte Ca.ssino, and reaches a sordid climax 
on dusty, pone-dry Malta. Aside from their intrinsic value, 
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the sections about Monte Cassino are particularly important 
in that they preserve the lost beauty of this bomb-smashed 
place in a way that even the surviving photographs cannot do. 
The settings of the narrative, essentially four southern 
backgrounds, provide a proper framework for the central fig-
ure, the '\fri tl:iing and fugitive little Magnus. We see him 
first in Florence, of which we are given only a back-alley 
perspective--Magnus knew the short cuts in virtually every 
European city--with occasional interiors of a musty pensione; 
he is next shown living rather impressively at Monte Cassino, 
but leaving hastily when the police approach; then he is 
glimpsed as an unwelcome visitor at the Lawrence's villa 
at Taormina in Sicily, begging for money; and he is finally 
seen at Malta, inflated with hope and enterprise, with the 
inevitable police closing in and suicide the last exit. The 
portrait of the futile little man--''he stuck his front out 
tubbily, like a bird, and his legs seemed to perch behind 
him, as a bird's do"--is unforgettable; and if the character-
ization throughout is cruel, it is also sympathetic. 
Douglas and other friends of Magnus have insisted that 
he was merely impractical; to Lawrence, Magnus was a superior 
kind of parasite. In many ways Magnus's career resembles 
that of "Baron Corvo," whose novel Hadrian the Seventh Law-
rence admired, but Magnus as a man was cringing, while Corvo 
was arrogant. But for all of Magnus's cringing, he was proud 
and would not lower his standards before the world: on 
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Lawrence's borrowed money he lived at the best hotels rather 
than even the next-to-best, and Lawrence both respected and 
despised him for this. He kept refusing to lend more money, 
and then kept supplying more, at Magnus's pathetic insist-
ence. And throughout the Introduction, Lawrence has this 
ambivalent attitude to the pomaded mendicant: while admir-
ing the spirit that refuses to surrender, Lawrence neverthe-
less sees Magnus as vulgar, belonging to the shoddy world 
of the actor-manager. Magnus was, among other things, an 
Oedipus son who had been unable to break the bond with his 
dead mother. He showed her picture to Lawrence, without ex-
plaining who she was, and "his almost sanctimonious expecta-
tion'' made Lawrence bluntly state that he thought the photo-
graph cheap. Magnus, hurt, told Lawrence who it was; Law-
rence was startled, for she ''looked so unlike anybody' s 
mother, much less M-- 1 s 11 ; and Lawrence then "realized that 
she was his great stunt." The true identity of Magnus, how-
ever, Lawrence saves until the next-to-last page of his In-
troduction, where he jolts the reader with a "surprise end-
ing"; Maurice Magnus was of royal blood, for his mother was 
an illegitimate daughter of a German Kaiser. 
But no matter how Lawrence might waver, in regard to 
Magnus, between sympathy and distaste, his pen never falters 
in the sketch. Even Douglas, calling Lawrence unfair or 
mocking at his bourgeois standards in relation to money and 
respectability, has to express admiration for the writing; 
he particularly praises the description of Magnus in the 
early morning: 
He was like a little pontiff in a blue kimono-
shaped dressing-gown with a broad border of reddish 
purple: the blue was a soft mid-blue, the material a 
dull silk. So he minced about, in demi-toilette. 
His room was very clean and neat, and slightly per-
fumed with essences. On his dressing-table stood 
many cutglass bottles and silver-topped bottles with 
essences and pomades and powders, and heaven knows 
what. A very elegant little prayer book lay by his 
bed--a life of St. Benedict. For M-- was a Roman 
Catholic convert. All he had was expensive and fin-
icking: thick leather silver-studded suit-cases 
standing near the wall, trouser-stretcher all nice, 
hair-brushes and clothes-brush with old ivory backs. 
I wondered over him and his niceties and little pom-
posities. He was a new bird to me. 
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The Introduction to Magnus's Memoirs deserves to be read 
in full. It went to 84 pages in the British edition and 80 
in the American; it may be read for itself, without the Magnus 
Memoirs, yet it has been included so far in only one anthol-
ogy--Woollcott's Second Reader. 
Although not published until 1924, the Introduction to 
Memoirs of the Foreign Legion was written in Sicily early in 
1922. A year before, the Lawrences had visited Sardinia on 
a ten-day trip memorialized in another of Lawrence's out-
standing prose achievements, Sea and Sardinia, first pub-
lished in 1921, in New York, with striking illustrations by 
Jan Juta. This is a direct record of experience, from the 
cold, pre-dawn awakening and bustling of Lawrence and his 
wife in their house in Sicily on the morning of their depart-
ure, through the concrete details of their journey to the 
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island of Sardinia and of the trip back to Italy. The 
pitch of description is sustained from page to page: Aetna~ 
"low~ white~ witch-like under heaven~ slowly rolling her 
orange smoke and giving sometimes a breath of rose-red flame"; 
Cagliari from the sea, "a naked town rising steep~ steep~ 
golden-looking . like a town in a monkish, illuminated 
missal"; oxen in the Sardinian hills who "lift their noses 
to heaven, with a strange~ beseeching, snake-like movement, 
and taking tiny little steps with their frail feet"; the 
bright-costumed peasants, the smoky little country inns--
the book, written through Lawrence's gay or fussy moods but 
always under the control of a penetrating vision~ deserves 
a whole reading, like a good poem. And, like a good poem 
it may be continually read and re-read without wearing thin. 
Here is part of the description of · .the departure from the 
house in Taormina: 
Under the lid of the half-cloudy night sky, far 
away at the rim of the Ionian sea, the first light~ 
like metal fusing. So swallow the cup of tea and the 
bit of toast. Hastily wash up, so that we can find 
the house decent when we come back. Shut the door-
windows of the upper terrace and go down. Lock the 
door: the upper half of the house made fast. 
The sky and sea are parting like an oyster shell, 
with a low-red gape. Looking across from the veranda 
at it, one shivers. Not that it is cold. The morning 
is not at all cold. But the ominousness of it: that 
long red slit between a dark sky and a dark Ionian 
sea~ terrible old bivalve which has held life between 
its lips so long. And here, at this house~ we are 
ledged so awfully above the dawn, naked to it ••.• 
Very dark under the great carob tree as we go 
down the steps. Dark still the garden. Scent of mim-
osa~ and then of jasmine. The lovely mimosa tree 
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invisible. Dark the stony path. The goat whinnies 
out of her shed. The broken Roman tomb which lolls 
right over the garden track does not fall on me as I 
slip under its massive tilt. Ah, dark garden, dark 
garden, with your olives and your wine, your medlars 
and mulberries and many almond trees, your steep ter-
races ledged high up above the sea, I am leaving you, 
slinking out. Out between the rosemary hedges, out 
of the tall gate, on to the cruel steep stony road. 
So under the dark, big eucalyptus trees, over the 
stream, and up towards the village. There, I have 
got so far. 
It is full dawn--dawn--not morning, the sun will 
not have risen. The village is nearly all dark in the 
red light, and asleep still. No one at the fountain 
by the Capucin gate: too dark still. One man leading 
a horse round the corner of the Palazzo Corvaia. One 
or two dark men along the Corso. And so over the brow, 
down the steep cobble-stone street between the houses, 
and out to the naked hill front. This is the dawn-
coast of Sicily. Nay, the dawn-coast of Europe. Steep, 
like a vast cliff, dawn-forward. A red dawn, with 
mingled curdling dark clouds, and some gold .•.. 
The best way to indicate the power of Lawrence's writing 
is to provide a generous sample of it; the passage just 
quoted is typical of Lawrence's post-Women in Love style. 
It is writing of the ~provisational type; a master at the 
board playing brilliantly if a little carelessly, but more 
wonderfully than a calculative performer. Ana1s Nin provides 
one of the finest explanations of Lawrence's power in her 
D. H. Lawrence: An Unprofessional Study: 
Lawrence's language makes a physical impression 
because he projected his physical response into the 
thing he observed •.•. His sensorial penetration is 
complete. That is why his abstract thought is always 
deep reaching: it is really concrete, it passes through 
the channels of the senses •••• Lawrence attempted 
some very difficult things with writing. For him it 
was an instrument of unlimited possibilities; he would 
give it the bulginess of sculpture, the feeling of 
heavy material fullness: thus the loins of the men and 
women, the hips and buttocks. He would give it the 
nuances of paint: thus his effort to convey shades 
of color with words that had never been used for color. 
He would give it the rhythm of movement, of dancing: 
thus his wayward, formless, floating, word-shattering 
descriptions. He would give it sound, musicality, ca-
dence: thus }Nords someti mes used less for their sense 
than their sound. It was a daring thing to do. Some-
times he failed. But it was certainly the crevice in 
the wall, and opened a new world to us. 
Lawrence's first novel after W.omen in Love was The Lost 
Girl, apparently a later version of an uncompleted novel he 
referred to in a 1913 letter from Germany as The Insurrection 
of Miss Houghton, which he said he was putting aside fora 
while after page 200. He mentioned it in a letter to the pub-
lisher Seeker from Capri in January 1920; it had lain in Bav-
aria since 1914, was two-thirds finished, and would probably 
be called A Mixed Marriage. The Lost Girl was finished in 
Sicily in May 1920; it was published in that same year and 
awarded the James Tait Black Prize given by Edinburgh Univer-
sity. 
This story of a Midlands girl who, to escape boredom, 
first becomes a nurse and afterward marries an Italian 
strolling player, had little in it that would shock its 
readers; Lawrence felt it was "quite amusing: and quite 
moral." The first part of the story, which deals with James 
Houghton's finery shop in a Midlands mining town, is some-
what in the Arnold Bennett manner, but the Italian experience 
t oward the end is pure--though not too profound--Lawrence. 
It is interesting to observe how the Abruzz i landscape 
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affected the British heroine Alvina, for this is a reflec-
tion of the way it touched Lawrence; he had found life 
there too primitive and cold, and escaped to Capri. He was 
beginning, in The Lost Girl and Sea and Sardinia, to give 
expression to the potentialities he felt in the Italian 
peasants; at the end of his life he was to think of the 
peasants almost worshipfully, but at this time he had not 
yet begun to approach that extreme. The ppysical discomfort 
of their surroundings stood in the way of rapport with these 
peasants: these discomforts are plagently complained of in 
The Lost Girl and Sea and Sardinia, though in the novel Al-
vina stays with her Italian husband Ciccio. This is the 
first enunciation of a recurrent Lawrencean theme, the Anglo-
Saxon woman's becoming a "dark" man's mate. The plays about 
Red Indians put on by Ciccio 1 s provincial theatrical troupe 
seem somewhat of a lampoon of Lmo1rence 1 s future "dark-race 11 
theories. The prissy theatrical manager, Mr. May, is anoth-
er (an earlier) portrait of Maurice Magnus. The cinema ven-
ture at Lumley is a fictional account of a similar one at 
Langley Mill, adjoining Eastwood; its owner, James Houghton, 
was actually George Cullen, a well-known Eastwood merchant 
whom Lawrence drew upon for the character. His daughter 
Florence was the "lost girl," though Lawrence's sister Ada 
says the Alvina of the book was chiefly imaginary. 
Two days after he finished The Lost Girl, Lawrence 
began a new novel, ~w. Noon. He seems never to have gone 
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beyond the first part, which he completed and sent to his 
agents some months later, in February 1921. Lawrence wanted 
Mr. Noon werialized; perhaps the agents• failure to sell it 
to a magazine on that basis discouraged him from going on 
with the story. Only the first part was found after Law-
rence's death; it was published with the six short stories, 
previously; discussed, from Lawrence's earliest period that 
were collected in the 1934 volume, A Modern Lover. 
Mr. Noon was, as far as it went, an amusing comedy of 
the Midlands. Lawrence returned to the mood of the first 
part of ~ Lost Girl, even taking the same town for his set-
ting--Woodhouse, which was of course his native Eastwood. 
And the heroine of The Lost Girl, Alvina Eoughton, appears 
as a background character. Gilbert Noon, the flirtatious 
science instructor, is based not so much upon Lawrence him-
self as upon the Don Juanish friend Lawrence had written 
Edward Garnett about in March 1912, who made quite a career 
out of flirting. This friend, "our George Henry," had in-
deed a Noonish flavor. - Lawrence ends the first part of his 
novel with Gilbert Noon forced out of his teaching position, 
in somewhat the same way that Lawrence's friend had been; 
there is a possibility of Noon's going to Germany for his 
doctorate, and there he doubtless would have fluttered the 
pigtailed frauleins in some provincial university town. 
But as we have it, the story never gets out of the British 
Midlands. The atmosphere is again that of Lawrence's pre-
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war plays, Married Men and Merry-Go-Round, with flirtatious 
young men (Noon and the doctor in Married Men have much in 
common), spooning couples, and irate elders attacking in the 
darkness. But here the comedy grows out of character rather 
than contrivance; the situations are more credible, psycho-
logically, than those in the plays. Because Lawrence was 
not limited by the dramatic form in Mr. Noon, he wrote more 
freely, and the result is that this fragment of some one 
hundred and .thirty pages is one of his best pieces of 
comedic writing • 
Lawrence again used a Midlands setting for the first 
sections of his next novel, Aaron's Rod, which like . ~he Lost 
Girl swings to Italy for its final scenes. This first of 
the three leadership novels was completed while the Law-
ranees were at Baden-Baden in the spring of 1921. Aaron's 
Rod was apparently begun in 1918, then abandoned, and finally 
taken up again after Lawrence had gone to the Mediterranean. 
The story, which begins soon after the war, crosses 
social borders as early as the third chapter, when a rather 
degenerate group of young upper-class intellectuals meet 
Aaron Sisson, a miner's checkweighman who is running away 
from his wife and children on Christmas Eve. Some sketches 
of Aaron's family life are provided: it is very much like 
that of Siegmund in The Trespasser, though Aaron has no 
young pupil to elope with. But, like Siegmund, Aaron is a 
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musician, a flautist. And it is at Covent Garden Opera 
that the group of young intellectuals around Jim Bricknell, 
whom they really loathe, see onee more the stranger they 
had met on Christmas Eve: Aaron, again like Siegmund, is 
in the Covent Garden orchestra. The Bricknell set immedi-
ately adopts Aaron, and he is introduced to Rawdon Lilly, 
a self-portrait of Lawrence, who is to become a dominant 
figure in Aaron's destiny. 
Before Lilly and Aaron become intimate friends, Lilly 
goes through a relationship with Jim Bricknell which Jim 
forces upon him. Uninvited, Jim visits Lilly and his Nor-
wegian wife Tanny in their Hampshire cottage; he says Lilly 
is the one man in England who can "save'' him, he wheezes 
about the wonder of Christ, and he ravenously devours bread 
to fill the hollowness he feels inside. Before Lilly can 
get rid of him (Tanny irritatingly encourages Jim) there 
is a comic scene in which Lilly's goading drives Jim to 
punch him in the stomach, and Lilly has to sit silently 
trying to hide the fact that his wind has been knocked out. 
''It isn't that I .:don't like the man," Jim explains after 
\ 
the blow. "But I knew if he went on I should have to do 
it.'' Jim is the degeneration of the young-heir-to-mining-
interests type; he lives in what is essentially the same 
house Gerald Crich lived in, and he is what the Gerald or 
Leslie Tempest type has become in the post-war world. 
When Tanny goes to Norway to visit her parents--as 
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Frieda preceded Lawrence to the Continent after the war--
Lilly takes a room above Covent Garden market. One day he 
sees Aaron collapse on :the street below, a victim of influ-
enza. He seems also the victim of a soul-sickness he has 
caught from one of the women in the Bricknell set. 
Lilly rubs him with oil--"as mothers do their babies 
whose bowels won't work," he explains to the sullen Aaron. 
The touch brings Aaron back to life, and after his recovery 
he attaches himself to Lilly. But one day Lilly arouses 
Aaron's anger by coolly announcing that he has just booked 
passage for Malta. The two men have been strongly in accord, 
especially in their condemnation of the existing state of 
marriage, which permits women to use their men as instruments 
to "get them under" with children and keep them under. But 
·Lilly has a dimly felt mistrust of Aaron. There is not a 
little of the Lawrence-Murry relationship here: the similar-
ity goes deeper than Lawrence's nursing of Murry during a 
spell of grippe in Sussex in 1915. 
The fundamental antagonism between Lilly and Aaron comes 
out in a quarrel which Aaron in his irritation begins after 
the men have been visited by an officer who was nerve-wrecked 
in ~the war. Lilly comments that he himself had known the 
war was false, from the point of view of both sides. When 
Aaron defends the use of poison gas, Lilly tells him he will 
have to leave in the morning, and Aaron says nEverybody's 
got to agree with you--that 1 s your price. 11 After a period 
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of silence Lilly tells him, "I'm not going to have friends 
on the face of things. No, and I don't have friends who don't 
fundamentally agree with me. A friend means one who is at 
one with me in matters of life and death. And if you're at 
one with all the rest, then you're :their friend, not mine." 
Lilly feels, as Lawrence did about Murry, that Aaron is 
not at one with him in matters of life and death. Lilly, 
like Lawrence, expects a great deal. As a creator, he needs 
Aaron's response, and he seeks a living relationship, not 
complete mastery over another human being. Like Zarathustra, 
who cries out at the end of the Prologue to Thus Spake Zara-
thustra, that he wants not dead but living companions, Lilly 
knows that a creator cannot be a necrophile. The other per-
son, the other spirit, must be considered. How generously 
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Lawrence was willing at this time ·to consider the other spirit 
is problematical; in any event, in fiction he could wish ev-
ents into a kind of inevitability: and after Lilly has left 
for the Mediterranean, Aaron feels that the _other man has made 
a "calln upon his soul. He goes back to the Midlands for a 
secret, Enoch-Arden view of his family, which he has provided 
for financially, and then he follows Lilly down to Italy. 
The descriptions of the English country and of London 
are in Lawrence's best vein, and the accounts of the Italian 
scenery are on a par With Sea and Sardinia; Aaron's progress 
southward is a heightened travelogue, one or Lawrence's finest. 
Though Aaron is at one level a not-too-articulate proletarian, 
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he is also partly Lawrence; many of Lawrence's actual ex-
periences, such as being robbed on the street in Florence, 
have qeen given to him. The visits Lawrence as a minor lit-
erary celebrity made en route to Florence, and his reactions 
to his hosts, are also given to Aaron. 
Aaron distinctly represents still another important as-
pect of Lawrence, the Nottinghamshire-miner-heritage side. 
But Lawrence was not altogether successful in creating double 
characters; he falls far short of Dostoyevsky's ability to do 
this. There is one awkward spot when Lawrence has to explain 
to the reader that AaFQn did not have all his fine thoughts 
in so many word-concepts, as given in the text. All Lawrence's 
subsequent fiction except his last important creative work, 
The Escaped Cock, has such awkward moments, digressions, col-
lapses of theme and structure: The Rainbow and Women in Love 
had an integration, perhaps because of their essential symbo-
liste quality, not found in the later novels. But this lack 
does not invalidate the later books, which have intrinsic 
values that put them beyond most writings of this centliry. 
Aaron's Rod ends after Aaro n has had a love-experience 
with an American woman married to a Florentine marchese: this 
affair does not fulfill Aaron, and whan his flute is broken 
by a bomb explosion in a cafe, he feels mhat his life-symbol 
is shattered. Lilly, whom he has finally overtaken, gives 
Aaron a long talk about the exhaustion of the love-urge: 
And yet we try to force it to continue working. 
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So we get inevitable anarchy and murder. It's no 
good. We've got to accept the power motive, accept 
it in deep responsibility, do you understand me? 
It is a great · life motive. It was that great dark 
power-urge which kept Egypt so intensely living for 
many centuries. It is a vast dark source of life 
and strength in us now, waiting either to issue into 
true action, or to burst into cataclysm. Power--the 
power-urge. The will-to-power--but not in Nietzsche's 
sense. Not intellectual power. Not mental power. 
Not conscious yill-power. Not even wisdom. But dark, 
living, fructifying power. 
Lilly says that both men and women ·must "yield to the 
deep power-soul in the individual man," and that if Aaron 
does not yei~d he will die. When Aaron asks whom he shall 
submit to, Lilly--his face "dark !and remote-seeming ..• 
like a Byzantine eikon at the . moment"--says, "Your soul will 
tell you." 
During the time that he was in Sicily--March 1920 to 
February 1922, with about six months' _sporadic wanderings--
Lawrence wrote some of the finest Birds, Beasts and Flowers 
poems. His poetry was now of a different texture, freer and 
more -volatile, full of rhythms that were more conversational 
than before, yet without sacrifice of good lines and living 
images. The influence of Whitman is evident, from the per-
sonal opening of the first poem, "Pomegranate"--
You tell me I am wrong. 
Who are you, who is anybody to tell me I am wrong? 
I am not wrong. 
--to the last item in the collection, "The American Eagle," 
written soon after Lawrence's arrival in America in 1923: 
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And the bub-eagle that Liberty had hatched was growing 
a startling big bird 
On the roof of the world; • • . 
thDugh the voice is always Lawrence's and, above all, the 
animals are Lawrence's animals. Some of them are found in 
the section "The Evangelistic Beasts," and are entitled 
"st. Matthew," "st. Mark," "St. Luke," ''St. John"--symbolic 
beasts envisioned out of Lawrence's private mythology, vi-
tally put down on the page. ( "Thudl Thud! Thudl- / And the 
roar of black bull's blood in the mighty passages of his 
chest. . . • ") 
Lawrence's quiclc eye was respon:;dble for a clever des-
c.ription of bats ("Swallows with spools of dark thread sew-
ing the shadows together"), and there are humorous poems to 
mosquitoes, kangaroos, fish, he-goats, she-goats and other 
animals. The "Tortoise" poems and "Snake" show how reptiles 
fascinated Lawrence. 
Lawrence's gifts served him ably also in h!s verses 
about tropical flowers, fruits and trees. It is significant 
that he took the name of this volume from a line in one of 
those Protestant hymns which had so deeply stirred him in 
childhood. 
In pieces like "Cypresses," he is successful (as he is 
in ''Snake") in effectively blending the doctrinal with the 
poetic: 
Tuscan cypresses 
What is it? 
Folded in like a dark thought 
For which the language is lost, 
Tuscan cypresses, 
Is there a great secret? 
Are our words no good? 
The undeliverable secret, 
Dead with a dead race and a dead speech, and yet 
Darkly monumental in you, 
Etruscan cypresses. 
Ah, ho'\-T I admire your fidelity, 
Dark cypresses. 
Is it the secret of the long-nosed Etruscans? 
The long-nosed, sensitive-footed, subtly-smiling 
Etruscans 
Who made so little noise outside the cypress groves? 
Among the sinuous, flame-tall cypresses 
That swayed their length of darkness all around 
Etruscan-dusky, wavering men of old Etruria: 
Naked except for fanciful long shoes, 
Going with insidious, half-smiling quietness 
And some of Africa's imperturbable sang-froid 
About a forgotten business. 
What business, then? 
Nay, tongues are dead, and words are hollow as hollow 
seed -pods, 
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Having shed their sound and finished all their echoing 
Etruscan syllables, 
That had the telling. 
Yet more I see you darkly concentrate 
Tuscan cyPresses, 
On one old thought: 
On one old slim imperishable thought, while you remain 
Etruscan cypresses; 
Dusky, slim marrow-thought of slender, flickering men 
of Etruria, 
Whom Rome called vicious. 
They say the fit survive; 
But I invoke the spirits of the lost. 
Those that have not survived, the darkly lost, 
To bring their meaning back into life again, 
Which they have taken away 
And wrapt inviolable in soft cypress trees, 
Etruscan cypresses. 
Evil, what is evil? 
There is only one evil, to deny life 
As Rome denied Etrt~ia 
And mechanical America Montezuma still. 
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Another book of Lawrence's short stories, England, Mx 
England, was published in 1922. The title story had come 
out in a magazine during the war; its setting is Greatham, 
in Sussex, where the Law·rences, as we have seen, had lived 
for a time in 1915. The central character in the story is 
modeled after E. v. Lucas's younger brother Percy, who had 
marrl§d Madeline, one of the daughters of Wilfred and Alice 
Meynell. Egbert in the story is .a good-natured, insouciant 
young man who does nothing; and although he is the father of 
children he feels no responsibility and is content to live 
off the bounty of his father-in-law. Much of the love Egbert's 
wife has felt for him is crushed out after one of the little 
girls is badly injur~d by a scythe he has carelessly left 
lying about. When the war comes, Egbert dreamily enlists; 
he is soon killed. The story is not without cruelty in its 
portraiture, though much of the life at "Crockham'' is sym-
pathetically presented, and there are not unfriendly pictures 
of the younger children. Lawrence's ending was purely ima-
ginery; he had no idea that it would prove prophetic. In a 
letter, Lawrence subsequently explained what he had intended: 
"It seems to me, man must find a new expression, give a new 
value to life, or his vTOmen will reject him, and he must die • 11 
Lawrence had been shocked to hear that, not long after 
---------------. ------
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"England, My England" appeared in the October 1915 issue 
of the English Review, Percy Lucas died in France. Law-
rence wrote Catherine Carswell that he wished the story had 
gone to the bottom of the sea before it had been printed. 
Yet he felt that the hero of his story had been a spiritual 
coward: "But who i;lln 1 t?" He added, "If it was a true story, 
it shouldn't really damage," and in a postscript he said, 
"No, I don't wish I had never written that story. It should 
do good, at the .long run." And, when Lawrence's American 
publisher, Thomas Seltzer, suggested that the story lend its 
name to the 1922 collection of shorter pieces, Lawrence agreed. 
Several of the other stories ta~e wartime England for 
their settings. "Wintry Peacock," in wh:t.ch a familiar Law-
rencean symbol is used once again, takes place in the hills 
of Derbyshire--above the road known as the Via Gellia--where 
Lawrence had gone to live after his expulsion from Cornwall. 
The ex-soldier on one of the neighboring farms, sent home 
after being wounded, hates the peacock that is fondled and 
held captive by his wife, a sly, pretty young woman who 
tries to read · the letters he receives from his Belgian sweet-
heart. We have seen that in Lawrence's earlier tales there 
is almost always conflict between lovers, whether or not they 
are marrj.ed; in Lawrence 1 s later fie tion, these conflicts 
have been intensified by the war. 
One of the England, Mz England stories, "Tickets, Please," 
is about the wartime girl conductors on a Midlands tram-line, 
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and the Don Juanish inspector, John Thomas Raynor, who 
because of his reputation and the folk-etymology signifi-
cance of his first two names, is known as Coddy. The girls 
he has been · flirting with gang up on him one night and beat 
him savagely and tear his clothes. The girl who instigates 
the outburst of group sadism is the fiercest of the lot; she 
is attracted to John Thomas, yet she realizes she will prob-
ably never have him on a serious and permanent basis. 
''Monkey Nuts" is a little comedy of the months · after the 
war, before demobilization. A shy soldi~r named Joe, work-
ing at a West Country railway station with Albert, his cor-
poral, attracts a pretty "land _girl" who futilely makes love 
to himf Joe sullenly tries to avoid her; the gayer Albert 
several times offers himself as a subst'i tute and is rebuffed. 
Joe finally rejects the girl's advances in a humiliating, 
public scene, and both men feel jeeringly triumphant. They 
seem to have fougntthis male-against-female war more whole-
heartedly than the war against the Germans: Joe, when the 
girl is finally defeated, feels "more relieved even than he 
had felt when he heard the firing cease, after the news had 
come that the armistice was signed." 
"Samson and Delilah" is a story of reunion rather than 
separation, but it too is characterized by a savage conflict. 
After more than fifteen years in America~ Will Nankervi~ 
comes back to Cornwall one night in wartime and reveals him~ 
self to his deserted wife, who keeps a tavern. When he 
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refuses to leave, she and some soldiers quartered at the 
inn tie up Nankervis and _leave him out in the road. After 
he at last works himself free, he returns to the inn and 
finds--the true Lawrencean touch--that the door is unlocked. 
His wife, sitting by the fire, is not surprised to see him. 
When she gets through scolding him, he tells her that he 
admires her spirit and that he has come back from America 
with a thousand ,pounds. She does not resist him when he 
touches her between the breasts. 
Two of the stories not concerned with the war have Mid-
lands settings and have strong beginnings and middle sec-
tions, and interesting characters, but are not satisfactor:-:-
ily resolved: "The Primrose Path" and "Fanny and Annie.'' 
In ''The Primrose Path," a young man meets his ne 1er-do-well 
uncle, recently returned from Australia; se~arated from his 
wife, he has a young woman and her mother living with him.: 
This story, which may be rewritten from an earlier draft, 
seems to be an autobiographical reminiscence: the rather 
vague young man is typical of Lawrence's early period, and 
the uncle seems to be the same one who appears in the ~uta­
biographical sketch, "Rex, 11 first printed in the Dial in 
February 1921 and included in the posthumous Phoenix volume. 
In "Rex" the uncle is the beloved, spoiled young brother of 
the boy's mother; he has become "sporting," and he reads the 
poetry of Browning. These features occur in somewhat the 
same way in the opening passages of "The Primrose Path," 
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where the young man tells his uncle that his mother died 
at Christmas time, as Lawrence's mother had in 1910. Per-
haps it is the autobiographical element that makes the out-
come of the story so flimsy, after the effective scene with 
the uncle's ' dying wife and the meeting with the publican 
who is keeping her, a man named George who seems in many ways 
to be George Saxton of The White Peacock. The story ends 
with fufue young man going home with his uncle to meet the 
youthful mistress and her complying mother. The uncle is 
surly to the girl, and the young man is shocked. 
"That girl will leave him," he said to himself. 
"She'll hate him like poison. And serve him right. 
Then she'll go off with somebody else." 
And she did. 
This is the end of the story, and it is too abrupt and 
too anecdotal to be appropriate after the elaborate earlier 
development. The same criticism might be made, more mildly, 
of "Fanny and Annie," which begins so vividly with the girl 
looking out of the railway-carriage window as her train ar-
rives at an industrial town: 
Flame-lurid his face as he turned among the 
throng of flame-lit and dark faces upon the platform. 
In the light of the furnace she caught sight of his 
drifting countenance, like a piece of floating fire. 
And the nostalgia, the doom of home-coming, went 
through her veins like a drug. His eternal face, 
flame-lit now! The pulse and darkness of red fire 
from the furnace towers in the sky, lighting the 
desultory, industrial crowd on the wayside station, 
lit him and went out. 
The emotional force of this beginning, with its fiery 
colors, suggests that there will be an explosion of power 
later in the story, and there is. The girl, who is thirty, 
has been jilted by the cousin she loved, who has died, and 
she has returned home to marry her first sweetheart, a 
foundry worker, whom she does not really love. On the fol-
lowing Sunday he takes her to church, and just after he fin-
ishes his solo in the choir, a stout red-faced woman in a 
black bonnet stands up and begins to shout denunciations of 
him because her daughter is with child by him. After the 
dramatic shock of this scene, the rest of the story is anti-
climax. !il:"S.nny wonders if ... she dare go to the evening seryice 
·with her fiance, and as she listens to his family discussing 
the shrewishness of the woman who had raved in church, Fanny 
makes up her mind not to go with him. But when she decides 
to stay with his mother that night, she indicates that she 
will remain beside him no matter what trouble lies ahead. 
T.he three other stories in the book have a common theme: 
the power of touch. Thi~ was played upon lightly at the end 
of "Samson and Delilah"; in "The Blind Man, 11 ''You Touched Me, 11 
and "The Horse Dealer's Daughter," touch--physical, touch--
is the most ~portant~lement in the story. 
Lawrence got the idea for "The Blind Man" while visiting 
Catherine Carswell and her husband at the vicarage where they 
were temporarily living, in the Forest of Dean, in 1918; he 
uses the vicarage as the scene of the story, calling it "the 
Grange." Gathering Carswell served as the model for the 
portrait of Isabel, though she says it does not resemble her: 
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"There was nothing superficially like me in her, and nothing 
that could not be easily refuted. Yet somewhere· the truth 
smote me, just as I doubt not that the truth smote Katherine 
Mansfield when she read about Gudrun in Women in Love, or 
Ottoline Morrell when she read abo'ut Hermione, or Dorothy 
Brett when she read The Princess." 
Isabel's husband has been blinded in the war, and his 
forehead has been terribly scarred; it is at his suggestion 
that she invites her Scottish friend, Bertie Reid, for a 
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visit. He is a barrister and a literary man, and although 
he is Isabel's oldest and dearest friend, he is terrified of 
women, of the possibility of ~hysical relations with them. 
Isabel is extremely fond of him, yet she has a deep contempt 
for him, and this ambivalent attitude is cleverly depicted. 
It is ironic that Bertie, so afraid of physical contact, 
suffers it in this story at the hands of the blind man, which 
tenderly rove across his face and body. Then, with Bertie 
nearly fainting, Maurice takes Bertie's hand and puts it 
into his forehead scar and his "disfigured eye sockets"; 
and Maurice seeks out Isabel to tell her excitedly of this 
great new friendship. Isabel watches Bertie, who in his sick 
terror wants only to escape. The power of touch is here shown 
working in a negative, reverse direction: the Bertie Reids 
of life, the neuters, are unfit for touch. Besides this mes-
sage, "The Blind Man" has an additional importance in that 
it points to the kind of stories Lawrence was to write years 
later, toward the end of his last period. "The Blind Man" 
has a light-comedy satiric tone, or the suggestion of one, 
not found in Lawrence's subsequent writings (except for "Two 
Blue Birds" in The Woman Who Rode Away) until the stories of 
the last two or three years of his life that were posthumous.., 
ly collected in The Lovely Lady. 
Touch in its positive aspect is the motivation of "You 
Touched Me, .. in which a demobilized young man returns to the 
household where he had been reared as a foundling, and is 
touched in his sleep by one of the women there, who in a 
daze of night-wandering believes she has come to the bedroom 
of her sick father. Hadrian is aroused, and thereafter pur-
sues Matilda, who is some ten years older than he; he is eager 
to marry her. Hadrian gets the help of her dying father, who 
threatens to disinherit Matilda if she does not agree to the 
marriage. When Ma:tilda protests to Hadrian, he says "You 
touched me''--and although Hadrian has not read Freud, he 
knows (Matilda and her sister think him 11 sly11 ) instinctively 
how our unconscious acts reveal our deep, unrecognized inten-
tions. Matilda agrees to marry him. This theme was used for 
dramatic purposes in Tennessee Williams' play, You Touched Me, 
which had a brief spell on Broadway in 1945, in a production 
featuring Edmund Gwenn and Montgomery Clift. Extreme liber-
ties were taken with Lawrence's text--the father was changed 
into a drunken, retired sea captain, a counterfeit of Bernard 
Shaw's Captain Shotover, and Hadrian was made into a too-
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woman 1 s marrying him. In "The Fox,'' matters are complicated 
by a woman-friend, but the young man destroys her by cutting 
down a tree in such a way that it takes a sudden curve and 
kills her. 
This young man is fox-faced, and he is identified. with 
the fox that has been killing the fowls on the farm that in 
the setting of the story, which Lawrence possibly began while 
living at Hermitage, Berkshire in 1918. He seems to have com-
pleted it soon after in Derbyshire; he finished the lengthened 
version of it in Sicily in November 1921. 
"The Fox," one of Kathering Mansfield's favorites among 
Lawrence's writings, is notable for the clash of wills that 
occurs among the three actors: before the young man arrives, 
the two girls have a tightly emotional relationship that can 
be broken only when the more manlike and willful of them is 
murdered. The ending is one of the finest points of the 
story, because it is not "set": the girl is not resentful . 
over the killing of her friend, but she holds herself back 
from the young man. She will in time submit to his dominance, 
she knows that, but as the story ends she is still trying to 
fight for her independence. 
"The Captain's Doll" was written at Taormina late in 
1921; in speaking of it in a letter Lawrence told Earl Brew-
ster that if he did not have his stories to amuse himself 
with he would die of spleen. "The Captain's Doll" begins 
in occupied Germany, after the war, and ends in the Tyrol, 
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where the Scottish captain tells the war-impoverished German 
countess who has made a clever figurine after him, 11If a 
woman loves you, she'll make a doll out of you •••• I feel 
I've been insulted for forty years: by love, and the women 
who've loved me. I won't be loved. And I won't love.--I!ll 
be honored and I '11 be obeyed: or nothing." She agrees to 
submit to his will, in a concluding sqene that has too much 
contrivance in it. ~his is unfortunate, for the tensions in 
the early part of the story, and the suicide or possibly ac-
cidental death of the captain's ageing wife, are deftly 
handled; and the descriptions of Germany and of the Alps 
represent Lawrence at his finest as a painter of the . sur-
face of things. 
"The Ladybird 11 was written just after 11The Captain's 
Doll"; when the book containing these stories came out in 
1923, Lawrence told Murry in a letter: "I think in the long 
run perhaps 'The Ladybird' has more the quick of a new thing 
than the other two stories." And the theme, of "The Ladybird 11 
is more essentially Lawrencean than even the story of the 
Scottish captain's attempt to assert his domination over the 
German countess. The mystic little Czech who is a war pris-
oner in England makes an Englishwoman fall in love with him; 
the little captive has a "beyondness" that her Cambridge-
voiced husband lacks. Count Dionys tells Daphne that the 
sunlight we see is only the inside-out of darkness, and that 
her own beauty is but the whited sepulchre of her real, dark, 
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inner beauty. The ladybird in the title is :the symbol of 
the Count 1 s family, a Marienkafer or Mary-beetle, '1descen-
dant of the Egyptian scarabeus, which is a very mysterious 
emblem." Professor Tindall says in D. H. Lawrence and Susan 
His Cow, "Clearly the Count is a member of some central Euro-
pean lodge of the Theosophical Society." 
Lawrence's growing interest in Oriental mysticism took 
a practical turn at about this time: early in 1922 he and 
Frieda spent some six weeks on Ceylon with Earl and Achsah 
Brewster, who were being instructed in Buddhism. Lawrence 
left little record of his stay there; his published letters 
deal but briefly with the experience; he found the place too 
hot and energy-bleeding. But the Brewsters give a good ac-
count of Lawrence's visit in their Reminiscences, one of the 
fairest and most selfiess of the Lawrence-memoir voll.llnes·, a 
book containing some of the most rewarding material about 
Lawrence. Earl Brewster says Lawrence while in Ceylon be-
came so weary of the seated Buddha that in later years he 
would exclaim "Oh, I wish he would stand up!" 
One of the few products of Lawrence's Ceylonese visit 
is the 11Elephant 11 poem in Birds, Beasts and Flowers, written 
at the time of the journey to India made by the future King 
Edward VIII-Duke of Windsor, then Prince of Wales. There 
is something prophetic in the way Lawrence mulls over the 
Prince's motto, Ich Dien (I serve), and in the entire picture 
of the 
Pale, dispirited Prince, with his chin in his hands, 
his nerves tired out, 
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Watching and hardly seeing the trunk-curl approach and 
clumsy, knee-lifting salaam 
Of the hugest, oldest of beats, in the night and the 
fire-flare below. 
He is the white men's r oyalty, pale and dejected frag-
ment up aloft. 
And down below huge homage of shadowy beasts, bare-
foot and trunk-lipped in the night. 
• • • • . an alien, diffident boy whose motto is 
Ich dien. 
I serve! I serve! in all the weary irony of his mien--
- - 'Tis I who serve! 
Drudge to the public.-------
Lawrence wrote a quite different poem about elephants, 
some years later, which appeared in the Pansies volume under 
the title "The Elephant is Slow to Mate. " 
After Ceylon, Lawrence went to Australia, to try a ''new" 
continent. He and Frieda stayed there from May till August 
of 1922. The result of this visit was two books which repre-
sent the two ways he looked at Australia: The Boy in the 
Bush (published 1924), which is a rewriting of another per-
son's story, is about the ·:surface of Australia .and is are-
construction of that country's adventurous past; Kangaroo 
(published 1923) is a projection of Lawrence's own philoso-
phy and of some of his European experiences into a contem-
porary Australian setting. 
The Boy in the Bush was written ·1ater, in 1923, while 
Lawrence was travelling in Mexico; it is a partial recasting 
and complete rewriting of The House of Ellis, a manuscript 
by a woman Lawrence met in Australia, M. L. Skinner. Lawrence 
revised the book with generous personal touches: some of 
the horseback and rough-riding scenes were apparently out 
of his own later New Mexican experience, and he gave the 
hero three women as lovers instead of the one he found in 
the original version. Lawrence on November 1, 1923 wrote 
Miss Skinner from Mexico: 
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I have been busy over your novel, as I travelled. 
The only thing was to write it all out again, follow-
ing your MS. almost exactly, but giving a unity, a 
rhythm, and a little more psychic development than 
you had done. I have come now to Book IV. The end 
will have to be different, a good deal different. 
The Boy in the Bush is a story which has never been 
properly appreciated, a zestful adventure narrative that in 
the right hands would make an excellent film. It concerns 
Jack Grant, who has been a bad boy in England and has been 
packed off to live with some Australian cousins. The Ellis 
household out in the bush and the assortment of people there 
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provide some lively and amusing pages, and the hatred lev-
elled against Jack by a neighboring cousin, Red Esau, adds 
a touch of frontier ferocity that reaches a . violent climax 
when at last the two enemies come to death-grips. 
Jack has courage and luck: he prospects for gold and is 
successful. But he meets opposition when he tries to seduce 
his dark, quiet cousin Mary, who he thought had a strong, 
unspoken love for him; he reasons angrily with himself that 
if he had begged her, said he needed her tormentingly, she 
would have submitted, but that to take him as he was would 
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have been too much for her. All the while he had been true, 
in his fashion, to his tawny-eyed cousin Monica, and at the 
end he has a governor's daughter riding out after him to of-
fer herself to him. But the deepest response he feels i s 
from the little red-haired daughter of Esau, whom he is 
bringing up after killing her father in a fight: she alone 
accepts Jack absolutely. 
Jack at the last has a splendid Lawrencean vision w'hen 
he dreams of taking his wife and a few friends and getting 
a huge piece of land in the north and living like Abraham, 
a lord of the earth. But Jack realizes, as Lawrence finally 
had to, that it is all impossible: "A little '\vorld of my own! 
As if I could make it with the people that are on ·earth to-
day! No, no, I can do nothing but stand alone. And then, 
when I die, I shall not drop like carrion on the earth's 
earth. I shall be a lord of death', and S'\vay the destinies 
of life to come. 11 
Dorothy Brett reports, in Lawrence and Brett: A Friend-
shi£, that Lawrence .wanted to have Jack die at the end, but 
that Frieda made him keep Jack alive: "Let him become ordin-
ary ••.• Always this superiority and death." 
Kangaroo was written about a year earlier than The Boy 
in the Bush, chiefly in the bungalow "Wyewurk," on the coast 
below Dydney, that figures so importantly in t he story. 
Kangaroo, the second of Lawrence's leadership novels, is a 
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momentous statement of the predicament of civilized man in 
the twentieth century. The protagonist, Richard Lovat 
Somers, is a continuation of Lilly of Aaron's Rod, but is 
even more like Lawrence than Lilly was. A quiet, sensitive, 
bearded writer whose books are not widely read, Somers has 
come to Australia after his disillusionment with Europe. 
The opening of Kangaroo is casual enough on the surface, 
but there are undercurrents of conflict. The young mechanic 
sprawling on the grass of the park in Sydney is just a bit 
too interested in the peculiar-looking strangers whom he im-
mediately classifies as 11Bolshies. 11 Somers is not unaware 
of this interest, and even causes the mechanic a moment of 
discomfort when he catches him nudging his companion to look 
at "the queer blokes." Later Somers finds that the young man 
is his neighbor in the cottage he has taken in another part 
of town. Somers, sickened with humanity, wants isolation; 
there is a wryly humorous passage when his wife Harriet makes 
frlends with the Callcotts over the hedge: "Somers, in the 
little passage inside his house, heard all this with inward 
curses. 1 That 1 s done it!' he groaned to himself. He'd got 1 
neighbors no1v." 
The couples became frlendly. Jack Callco t t, in his 
direct, colonial way, tries to make a "pal" of Somers, but 
succeeds only in frightening and embarrassing the Englishman. 
He tells Somers of an organization called the Diggers; later, 
after Somers has moved down the coast, Jack brings him to 
Sydney to meet Ben Cooley, the Jewish attorney known as 
Kangaroo, who is leader of the Diggers. Some readers of 
Lawrence have felt that Kangaroo is patterned after S. s. 
Koteliansky, a Russian friend vThom Lawrence once descrj_bed 
as being "a bit Jehovahish, '1 but Frieda has said the portrait 
more nearly resembles Dr. Paul Eder, with whom the Lawrences 
planned to go to South America during the First World War. 
Kangaroo in the story makes an appeal to Somers that is far 
deeper . than the appeal . Jack has made. He vrants Somers, whose 
books he has read for years, to come into the movement: the 
Diggers are a half-secret military organization under the 
leadership of five "masters," of whom Kangaroo is NliDlber One. 
The description of the Diggers reveals how thoroughly Law-
rence understood the possibilities of fascism, though he 
could have seen only a little of fascism in Italy after the 
war; actually he had spent most of his time in Sicily and had 
left the region altogether and gone out to India some six 
months before the March on Rome. The Diggers are in any 
event more like Nazis than Italian fascists, which makes 
their appearance in this novel. prophetic indeed: in the year 
Kangaroo was written, Hitler was only beginning to muster 
Storm Troopers for his then small and obscure National 
Socialist Party. Lawrence vTas in the spir;t t of the time, 
or somewhat ahead of it, as vThen he had given the first fic-
tional treatment of the newly charted Oedipus Complex in 
Sons and Lovers, and had experimented with techniques for 
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reproducing consciousness-effects in The Rainbow and Women 
in Love. 
Kangaroo has many lovable human qualities, yet he repre-
sents an inhuman will. He is magnetic, as leaders generally 
are, inspiring personal devotion in masses of men. Kangaroo 
tempts Somers with love; he wants "generous, passionate men" 
to be all working together "in the one fire of love." But 
' Somers is mistrustful: "I know your love, Kangaroo. Working 
everything from the spirit, from the head. You work the 
lower self as an instrument of the spirit. Now it is time 
for the spirit to leave us again." So he· evades Kangaroo. 
He also evades the temptations of a rival leader, the social-
ist Willie Struthers, who wants Somers to edit "a sincere, 
constructive socialist paper, not a grievance-air.er, but a 
paper that calls to the constructive spirit of men •••• 
Now Mr. Somers, you're the son of a working-man. You were 
born of the People. You haven't turned your back on them, 
have you, now that you're a well-known gentleman?" This 
appeal l S hard to dodge. To get away from Struthers is a 
relief, "like escaping from one of the medical-examination 
rooms in the war." Now Somers can discern the outlines of 
the choices that lie before him. He says to hi mself, "Why 
can't mankind save itself. It can if it wants to. I'm a 
fool. I want neither love nor power. I like the world. 
And I like to be alone in it, by myself." 
Lawrence says a good deal about marriage in Kangaroo, 
and his own marriage is drawn upon for fictional presenta-
tion throughout the book. His relationship to Frieda has 
not been discussed at length in the present volume since 
the passages dealing with the earlier phases of their asso-
ciation. It has not been dwelt upon because it was stabiliz-
ing into a condition that, with a few minor variations, was 
permanent from about the middle of the war--and the end of 
the Look! We Have Come Through! poems--to Lawrence's death. 
The relationship had one serious break, when Frieda returned 
alone to Europe from America in 1923, but this separation 
did not last long. The picture of the Lawrence's marriage 
as given in Kangaroo is the fullest and truest Lawrence ever 
painted of it. The marriage of Lilly and Tanny in the pre-
ceding novel, Aaron's Rod, is a preliminary sketch; the 
only time the story focuses on it am any length is in the 
Jim Bricknell episode, previously described, in which Tanny 
tends to side with Jim. In Kangaroo, Somers and Harriet are 
wandering across the world as Lawrence and Frieda wandered, 
and they arrive in Sydney with two Gladstone bags and a 
small hatbox. The moment they enter the bungalow they have 
rented, Harriet before she has even taken her hat off re-
moves "four pictures from the wall, and the red plush table-
cloth from the table," and then she takes out of one of the 
bags "an Indian sarong of purplish shot color, to try how 
it would look across the table." The book contains many 
incidental accounts of the everyday aspects of marriage, the 
gaiety and companionship, as in the chapter "Bits" when 
Somers and Harri.et take a trip to a little coastal town 
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and Somers gets soaked by a wave when he pursues his wind-
blown hat into the sea; Harriet laughs at this then, and 
again when they are home and Somers is rather ruefully seat-
ed on a barrel by their grate-fire. The book also contains 
some of the quarrels and misunderstandings inevitable in 
marriage, as when Somers begins to conspire politically 
with Jack Callcott and will not let Harriet in on their 
secrets; she calls Somers' reticence "A bit of little boy's 
silly showing off," but she is hurt: 
Then at evening he found her sitting on her 
bed with tears in her eyes and her hands in her lap~ 
At once his heart became very troubled: because after 
all she was all he had in the world, and he couldn't 
bear her to be really disappoi.n ted or wounded. He 
wanted to ask her what was the matter, and to try to 
comfort her. But he knew it would be false. He knew 
that her greatest grief was when he turned away from 
their personal human life of intimacy to this imper-
sonal business of male activity for which he was al-
ways craving. So he felt miserable, but went away 
without saying anything. -
The later chapter, "At Sea in Marriage," deals with 
modern marriage in general and Somers' marriage in particular: 
and of course this is Lawrence's own. He repeats some of 
the principles he had enunciated in regard to marriage in 
Fantasia of the Unconscious, here presented in terms of an 
elaborate metaphor in which marriage is seen as a ship over 
whose control two people contend, each wanting to steer in 
a different direction. In Fantasia, Lawrence has mentioned 
the differences between male and female activity; in 11At 
Sea in Marriage" he still acknowledges the differences but 
admits that the male must strive for mastership. Somers 
had nothing but Harriet, "and that was why, presumably, he 
wanted to establish this ascendancy over her, assume this 
arrogance .•.• And she could not stand these world-saviours" 
like Jack Callcott and Kangaroo, whom her man would go 
prancing off with, expecting her to be there to soothe him 
when he came home disillusioned. Somers needed, Lawrence 
incilicates, to connnunicate with his own "dark god 11 before 
Harriet or anyone would admit his true mastery; this is re-
peated, as will be seen, throughout Kangaroo. 
Lawrence eventually--as will also be seen, in discus-
sions of books written after The Plum'ied Serpent--abandoned 
his "dark-gods" ideas, but he never abandoned his marriage. 
Middleton Murry, usually hypercritical of all Lawrence's 
personal relationships, wrote quite favorably of his mar-
riage in an essay in 193~; he said that while Lawrence's 
marriage was not "ideal'' it was "very genuine" and "signifi-
cant." This "Marriage" essay of Murry's, which appeared in 
the second, third, and fourth numbers (January to March 1934) 
of his privately printed magazine, the Wanderer, is :perhaps 
Murry's most significant statement about Lawrence. 
Mabel Luhan in Lorenzo in Taos tells a story about the 
the Lawrences that is in itself an important commentary on 
their marriage relationship. Mrs. Luhan~"s book is jammed 
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with such anecdotes, and their cumulative effect upon most 
readers is to arouse distaste and even doubt; . but this par-
ticular episode is so illuminating, and so typical of ac-
counts by others who knew the Lawrences, that it will serve 
as a significant illustration here. Mrs. Luhan says that 
at times Frieda would let a cigarette droop out of the corner 
of her mouth, something Lawrence hated to see her do, and 
make a vulgar criticism of him. 
11 Take that dirty cigarette out of your mouth! 
And stop sticking out that fat belly of yours!" he 
yelled once, shaking his finger in her face. 
"You'd better stop that talk or I'll tell about 
your things," she taunted. All of us there were 
appalled. This was the end. They had certainly 
come to the end of hate this time. Frieda gathered 
her sewing into a bag and nodded good-night to us. 
He, his head sunk, avoided our eyes. He was ashamed. 
"Well!" someone exclaimed. 
"But look," I whispered in amazement. They had 
gone round the corner of the house and were passing 
the long, low window in the moonlight. They were 
close--close together--arm, in arm--in a silent world 
of their own. 
Flrieda Lawrence says in her memoir that "It was a long 
fight for Lawrence and me to get at some truth between us; 
it was a hard life with him, but a wonderful one •••• 
Whatever happened on the surface of everyday life, there 
blossomed the certainty of the unalterable bond between us, 
and of the everpresent vronder of all the world around us." 
In Kangaroo, this marriage is counterpointed against 
the male activity of. the Diggers and against . various other 
phases of modern society. In a lengthy flashback, the mar-
riage is seen in operation during the upheavals and disloca-
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tions of war. This flashback occurs after one of the inter-
views with Kangaroo from which Somers flees in a tangible 
terror that makes him think of the terror he felt during the 
war. Somers goes to a hotel to be alone; the long chapter 
called "The Nightmare" recapitul.ates his wartime experiences 
in England, particularly the period when he was living on 
the Cornish coast and was under suspicion. Norman Douglas 
has said that in this chapter Lawrence committed "an artistic 
outrage" by "infecting Australian surroundings with this exo-
tic taint." Perhaps Norman Douglas would also object to 
Aeneas' visit to the Afterworld, or to Ivan Karamazoff's 
story of the Grand Inquisitor. The point is that uThe Night-
mare'' has a great deal to do with the central theme of the 
book Kangaroo. Somers' experiences during the war are com-
pletely those of Lawrence: being hounded out of Cornwall, 
having to report regularly to the police, being summoned to 
medical examinations for possible conscription--Lawrence had 
lived through all this, and in Kangaroo he wrote of it in a 
vivid and bitter poetry full of a nostalgia for the Cornish 
coast, a nostalgia greater even than Lawrence's hatred for 
the furtive, spying Cornishmen. 
Although "The Nightmare" was written by a man who had 
not been exposed to the battlefields, it is one of the 
severest indictments of the First World War: it is a sharp 
analysis of the mass-bullying that went on during those years, 
that disgusted Lawrence-Somers with his own country forever. 
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The recounting of that wartime ordeal is vital to the novel 
Kangaroo, for it explains the attitude and deepens the char-
acterization of the protagonist. Twice the draft-men had 
called Lawrence-Somers while he was in Cornwall, and twice 
the doctors had rejected him. After his expulsion from Corn-
wall he was summoned yet again, this time in his own Midlands 
region. 
The doctors handled him harshly: "Somers knew his ap-
pearance had been anticipated and they wanted to count him 
out." If by this time he had something resembling a persecu-
tion complex, these doctors did nothing to assuage it. He 
began to loathe his native Midlands. His own people seemed 
even- worse than the Cornish--"These horrible machine people, 
these iron and coal people. They wanted to set their foot 
absolutely on life, grind it down and be master ••.• they 
had looked into his anus, they had put their hand between his 
legs. T~athletic young fellow, he didn't seem to think he 
ought to mind at all. He looked on his body as a sort of 
piece of furniture, or a machine, to be handled and put to 
various uses. Somers laughed, and thanked God for his own 
thin, underweight body. He hoped the athletic fellow would 
enjoy the uses they put him to." 
Lawrence-Somers tried to get out of England, but the au-
thorities would not grant a passport to "one of the most in-
tensely English little men England ever produced, with a 
passion for his country, even if it were often a passion of 
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hatred. But no, they persisted he was a foreigner. Pah!" 
Toward the end of the novel, Kangaroo is badly wounded 
in a street-fight in Sydney between his Diggers and the so-
cialists. At the hospital Kangaroo tells Somers it is he and 
not the wound that is killing him. And Somers was killing him, 
just as Lawrence was in his own consciousness killing the im-
pression of what Kangaroo stood for. Lawrence and Richard 
Lovat Somers had to be free men. 
"It is the collaftse of the love-ideal," said 
Richard to himself. 'I suppose it means chaos and 
arnachy: in the name of love and equality. The only 
thing one can stick to is one's own isolate ~eing, 
and the God in whom it is rooted. And the only thing 
to look to is the God who fulfills one from the dark. 
And the only thing to wait for is for men to find 
their aloneness and their God in the darkness. Then 
one can meet as worshippers, in a sacred contact in 
the dark." 
This is not, as some would have it, Nazi mysticism, 
which would be tribal: the "dark God" bears a superficial 
resemblance to some of the early Nazi symbols, but only super-
ficial reasoning would attempt to link them. Lawrence's 
"God" comes out of the mine-darkness and out of Indian con-
ce~ts of the chakra and the Kundalini. An answer to those 
who have accused Lawrence of fascist sympathies is contained 
in the subsequent discussion of The Plumed Serpent. 
The people in Kangaroo, even the somewhat allegorized 
figure of the name character, are all livingly presented: 
Jack Callcott, with his alternations between eagerness and 
bitterness, his wife Victoria who is "impressed" by Somers, 
the emigre brother-in-law Jaz, whom Jack calls a "Cornish 
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whisper," and Somers' German wife Harriet-all are excellent 
foils for Somers with his monologues on the lonely shore 
and his clashes with Kangaroo. Parts of the book repeat 
one of the faults of Aaron's Rod--the author's tendency to 
and chat colloquially with the reader--but this is inconse-
quential beside the writing-power displayed throughout most 
of the novel. Perhaps books of this kind should not techni-
cally be called novels, any more so than the work of Carlyle 
or Nietzsche. These books of Lawrence are above most ''novels" 
--they make important statements above life and are superbly 
written. 
Somers, in spite of his affection for Kangaroo, sees the 
menace of the man; "Kangaroo wants to be God himself.'' Somers 1 
rejection of the opposing political theory is not quite so 
harsh: "Bolshevism is at least not sentimental. 11 Somers also 
tells himself that it is a choice of evils and he chooses 
neither--the romantic retreat was still fairly easy to make 
in those days, before the remotest and the most harmless 
little republics or quiet islands might at any moment become 
military targets. A few years after Kangaroo, Lawrence wrote 
in a literary article, "Once be disillusioned with the man-
made world and you can still see the magic, the beauty, the 
delicate realness of all the other life." The German poet 
Rilke had in 1919 an experience not unlike the one Lawrence 
imagined in Kangaroo. Rilke 1s letters from Switzerland, 
where he had gone from Munich after the Bavarian revolution--
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particul arly the magnificent letter of Augus t 6 to Count ess 
Aline Dietrichstein--reflect this experience. In the August 
6 letter, Rilke discusses the necessarily ambivalent role of 
the poet in a revolution, and in this and subsequent letters 
he too finds a return to nature--in a specialized, subtil-
ized, Rilkean fashion--the poet's solution. Kangaroo, des-
pite its intense concern with the man-made world, is also 
full of all that "other life 11 of nature--the stony, druidical 
atmosphere of Cornwall, the strange little Australian coast-
towns, the changing moods of the southern ocean, the mystery 
and terror of the bush, Sydney's "many-lobed" harbor, Hamp-
stead Heath in a wartime autumn--all done by Lawrence at the 
height of his power as a descriptive writer. Here is an ex-
ample that will show some of the wonder of Kangaroo: 
Lights were beginning to glint out: the township 
was deciding it was night. The bungalows scattered 
far and wide, on the lower levels. There was a net-
work of wide roads, or beginnings of roads. The heart 
of the township was one tiny bit of street a hundred 
yards long: Main Street. You knew where it was, as 
you looked down on the reddish earth and grass and 
bush, by the rather big roof of pale zinc and a sandy-
coloured round gable of the hotel--the biggest build-
ing in the place. For the rest, it looked, from 
above, like an inch of street with tin roofs on either 
side, fizzling out at once into a wide grass-road with 
a few bungalows and then the bush. But there was the 
dark railway, and the little station. And then again 
£he big paddocks rising to the sea, with a ridge of 
coral-trees and a farm-place. Richard could see Coo-ee 
with its low, red roof, right on the sea. Behind it 
the rail fences of the paddocks, and the open grass, 
and the streets cut out and going nowhere, with an 
odd bungalow here and there. 
So it was all nound--a far and wi de scattering 
of pale-roofed bungalows at random among grassy, cut-
out streets, all along the levels above the sea, but 
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keeping back from the sea, as if there were no sea. 
Ignoring the great Pacific. There were knolls and 
pieces of blue creek-hollow, blue of fresh-water la-
goons on the yellow sands. Up the knolls perched 
more bungalows, on very long front legs and no back 
legs, caves of dark underneath. And on the sky-line, 
a ridge of wiry trees with dark plume-tufts at the 
ends of the wires, and these little loose crystals 
of different-coloured, sharp-angled bungalows crop-
ping out beneath. All in a pale, clear air, clear 
and yet far off, as it were visionary. 
So the land swooped in grassy swoops, past the 
railway, steep up to the bush: here and there thick-
headed palm-trees left behind by the flood of time 
and the flood of civilization both: bungalow with 
flame-trees: bare bungalows like packing-cases: an 
occasional wind-fan for raising water: a round well-
pool, perfectly round: then the bush, and a little 
colliery steaming among the trees. And so the great 
tree-covered swoop upwards of the tor, to the red 
fume of clouds, red like the flame-flowers of sunset. 
In the darkness of trees the strange birds clinking 
and trilling: the tree-ferns with their knob-scaly 
trunks spreading their marvellous circle of lace 
overhead against the glow, the gum-trees like white, 
naked nerves running up their limbs, and the inevit-
able dead gum-trees poking stark grey limbs into the 
air. And the thick aboriginal dusk settling down. 
When Somers told the wounded Kangaroo that he and Har-
hiet were going to America next, the dying leader hissed an 
angry prophecy: 11 They 111 kill you in .America.' This possibil-
ity must have been in Lawrenc e 's mind as he and Frieda t ook 
a ship going to San Francisco. They landed on September 4, 
1922; their destination was Taos, New Mexico, where they had 
been invited by Mabel Dodge Sterne, later Mabel Dodge Luhan, 
who felt that Lawrence was particularly destined to "express" 
New Mexico. He spent the greater part of three years t here, 
and wrote numerous stories and poems about the place. The 
vivid sections at the end of Birds, Beas t s and Flowers were 
written there; the opening of the poem "Men i n. New Mexico"--
Mountains blanket-wrapped 
Round a white hearth of dessert 
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--is typical of the imagery in the Ne'\-T Mexican poems. In 
"Autumn at Taos, 11 Lawrence in projecting a New Mexican setting 
("The aspens of autumn/ Like the yellow hair of a tigress 
brindled '\fi th pine") nevertheless remembers symbols from an-
other continent and another age ("the golden hawk of Horus"). 
The volume contains several animal poems that also come 
out of New Mexico: "Mountain Lion, 11 11 '11he Red Wold, 11 "Bibbles." 
The last is Lawrence's dog, 
Little black snub-nosed bitch with a shoved-out jaw 
And a wrin~led reproachful look • 
This is one of Lawrence's most amusing poems, for besides 
being a living sketch of a comic little black dog, it is also 
used to depict that part of humanity which is soggily and in- 1 
discriminately affectionate~ Long after Lawrence's death 
there was a squabble, in the New Mexico Sentinel, among the 
former camp-followers, as to whether or not LaWl~ence had been 
cruel to Bibbles and kicked her. 
Lawrence had a symbolic relationship wi th another animal 
in New Mexico, the cow Susan; he felt a certain balance be-
tween his individuality and hers; and she certainly came far 
closer than the straying dog to the ideal relationship Law-
renee was looking for in humanity. Susan appears in an essay, 
"Love vlas Once A Little Boy,"- which came out in 1925 in the 
volume Reflections on the Death of a Porcupine. The title-
essay describes another New Mexican experience, and several 
of the pieces are concerned with Lawrence's views on sex. 
11 The Crown" is reprinted in a partially revised version. 
Lawrence's New Mexican years were spent either in the 
hysterie.al atmosphere of Mabel Luhan's ranch, usually full 
of captive and quarrel&mg celebrities and arrivistes, or in 
escapes from this atmosphere--escapes to the near-by mountains, 
to Old Mexico, once even to Europe. Mrs. Luhan (then Mrs. 
Sterne) and her husband-to-be had sat up nights "willing" 
the Lawrences to Taos. When at last the wished-for guests 
arrived, they were given a new little adobe house on Mrs. 
Luhan's premises, but by winter they had moved to a cabin 
at Del Monte ranch in the Sangre de Cristo range. 
Mabel Luhan's Lorenzo in Taos says that Frieda broke up 
the beautiful freindship that was developing between Law-
rence and Mabel; Lawrence, whose letters through this period 
stand out in clear sanity against Mrs. Luhan'.s desperate re-
port, doubtless told the complete truth of the matter in a 
letter to Catherine Carswell: "Taos too ttuch. Mabel Sterne 
and suppers and motor drives and people dropping in.'' Two 
Ds,nish painters whom Mrs. Luhan disliked, Merrild and Gotzsche, 
also moved up to Del Monte, and Lawrence rejoiced because 
they effectively kept her away. 
By March the Lawrences were in Mexico, by the end of 
July in NevT York; when Frieda sailed for England in August, 
Lawrence went to California, visiting Mexico again in late 
September and two months later sailing for England from 
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Vera Cruz. After Lawrence's unhappy experiences in England, 
described elsewhere in this volume, he and Frieda revisited 
Germany and returned t o Taos a year after they had left. 
But now they were accompanied by the Hon. Dorothy Brett, a 
further screen against Mabel Luhan. They all stayed at Mrs. 
Luhan's place, however, until she presented Frieda with a 
ranch near Del Monte. When Frieda reciprocated by giving 
Mrs. Luhan the manuscript of the final version of Sons and 
Lovers, Mrs. Luhan's feelings were hurt. Lawrence rechristened 
the ranch; it had been called Lobo and he changed the name to 
Kiowa. Dorothy Brett moved up there too, but this time the es-
cape from Mrs. Luhan was not so effective, for she and her 
preposterous guests sometimes ascended the mountain to badger 
the recalcitrant prophet. (Appendix A, "Books About Lawrence," 
contains further references to the Luhan and Brett and Frieda 
Lawrence reminiscences of this time.) The Lawrences remained 
at the ranch until October 1924, when with "the snow .•• 
dropping wet off the pine trees" and the desert seeming to 
decompose in the distance, they set off again for Mexico. 
It was there, in Oaxaca in February 1925, that Lawrence was 
gravely ill of tuberculosis--which he called malaria and 
flu. 11 When he was well enough to travel, he and Frieda re-
turned to Kowa ranch. After six months there, they left 
America, in September, and Lawrence never returned, though 
his ashes were brought back several years after his death. 
Most of Lawrence's writing in and about America was 
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either travel-descriptive or fictional. One of the excep-
tions is his volume of Amerl.can literature studies, mostly 
revised from essays written in England during the war; another 
exception is the play David, which takes its theme from the 
story of David and Jonathan and Saul: it is written in a 
rich language that is sometimes Lawrence's own and sometimes 
the Bible's, though there is never a clash of styles; Law-
rence could adapt his rhythmic prose to that of the Old Testa-
ment. David, published in 1926, was produced in London in 
1927 and in Pasadena in 1938. 
Several of Lawrence's travel sketches of his American 
sojourn were printed in Mornings in Mexico in 1927--"Indians 
and Entertainment," 11The Dance of the Sprouting Corn," and 
"The Hopi Snake Dance" appear in that volume along with some 
deft but generally more superficial pieces about Old Mexico. 
In 11 Indians and Entertainment:," Lawrence defines the differ-
ence between the Indians' consciousness and ours. Aside from 
the essay's fine interpretation of animism and its interest-
ing suggestions about the difference between Indian "enter-
tainment" and Greek drama, it is an excellent statement of 
Lawrence's theories about contrasting ways of consciousness. 
He sees the blind-faced, singing Indian as motivated by 
"the consciousness in the abdomen''; this is far different 
from the songs of the wild Hebridean fisherman; which are 
still essentially human. But the Indian's consciousness is 
in his blood-stream and it is something the white conscious-
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ness, Lawrence admits, cannot approach--there can never be 
a bridge of connection between the two: one way of conscious-
ness annihilates the other. Yet Lawrence can be felt wish-
ing himself across the gulf'. His next big novel, The Plumed 
Serpent, represents his yearning to get over that void, and 
records his actual failure to do so. 
Discussion of The Plumed Serpent should rightly be pre-
ceded by an examination of some of Lawrence's other writings 
leading up to that book. He had originally been attracted 
to America during the First World War, and before that war 
was over he had written the first versions of most of the 
Studies in Classical American Literature, which began to ap-
pear in the English Review in late 1918 and early 1919. In 
1920 he had written an essay for the New Republic--"America, 
Listen To Your Own 11 --in which he advised Americans to take 
up life where the Indians, the Mayas, the Incas, the Aztecs 
had left off: America's real continuity, he argued, is with 
these races, not with superimposed European life-forms. Wal-
ter Lippman answered with a neat literalness, in the same 
issue of the magazine, that "America is a nation of emigrants 
who took possession of an almost empty land," and that there 
is no true continuity with Montezuma. 
Studies in Classical American Literature, first published 
in 1923, deals with "the old people, the little thin volumes 
of Hawthorne, Poe, Dana, Mel ville, Whitman. 11 And although 
the book uses Lawrencean scales to weigh values, it is an 
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important commentary upon American literature and life that 
has much to say even to the most un-Lawrencean readers. One 
of the most ingenious theories about the essential mythology 
of Moby Dick is found here; Lawrence sees the hunted whale 
as "the deepest blood-being of the white race," which our 
fanatical mental consciousness wants to hunt down and make 
subject to our will: and in this mad pursuit we even get the 
other races, black, yellow and red (the crew of the Pequod), 
to help us. Lawrence discusses Melville's early years among 
the Polynesians, the child-people of ancient races. But his 
idyllic life there was ruined because of Home and Mother, and 
he had to escape. 11 The truth of the matter is, one cannot go 
back: _and Gauguin couldn't really go back: and I know now 
that I could never go back. Back towards the past, savage 
life. One cannot go back. It is one's destiny inside one." 
Lawrence traces the intentions and fate of various other 
earlier P~ericans--Franklin, de Crevecoeur, Cooper, Poe, Haw-
thorne and Whitman--viewing their accomplishments either in 
the light of his own life or of his own prejudices, but cast-
ing new beams of revelation upon many aspects of these figures 
that might otherwise remain obscure. He loathes Franklin's 
practical maxims and sets up a passionate list of his own to 
cry them down; he sees Hawthorne's books as parables of the 
conflict between blood-knowledge and the atrophying mind-
knowledge of the Puritans and, while he praises much in Whit-
man, he attacks the poet's "ache of amorous love" side. In 
the "Spirit of Place" chapter he indirectly expresses his 
own yearning for a homeland: "Men are free when they are in 
a living homeland, not when they are straying and breaking 
away. Men are free when they are obeying some deep, inward 
voice of religious belief. Obeying from within. Men are 
free when they belong to a living, organic, believing com-
munity, active in fulfilling some unfilfilled, perhaps un-
realized purpose." 
Lawrence's two short novels of New Mexico, "st. Mawr" 
and "The Princess," were published in the same _volume in 
England in 1925; the former appeared separately in America 
in that same year. St. Mawr is a magnificent stallion, a 
Freudian image of wild life that has much i n common with two 
similar figures in modern literature, Robinson Jeffers' Roan 
Stallion in the narrative poem (1925) of ·that name, and the 
horse in Kay Boyle's long story (1940), 11 Tl:1e Crazy Hunter." 
Each of these tales is an interesting example of the working 
out of Paul Heyse's 11Falcon Theer:y" of the novella: Heyse 
said that the short novel should have a symbol or "silhouette" 
{as in the Decam'eron falcon story, Day Fi v•3, Novella Nine) 
that will be the dominant and remembered thing in the story. 
St. Mawr is an untameable horse purchased in London by Lou 
Carrington, an unfulfilled American woman 1narried to an 
Englishman. Lou and her mother, Mrs. Witt, take St. Mawr to 
the American southwest, where the landscape has a stirring 
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effect upon the two women. Lawrence here described his own 
ranch, Kiowa, which lies twenty miles above Taos in the Rock-
ies: the setting, convincingly presented in some of Lawrence's 
best spontaneous prose, is one of the impo:rtant actors (or 
motivators of action) in the story. But it is the horse that 
is dominant: he is the symbol of the unconquerable maleness 
Lawrence was celebrating. 
One of the significant passages in "St. Mawr 11 describes 
the proposal of marriage made by Mrs. Witt to her groom, 
Morgan Lewis. Mrs. Witt is a Mabel Luhan-like woman who, as 
she rigidly goes riding in Nyde Park, seems "to be pointing 
a pistol at the bosom of every other horseman or horse-
woman, and announcing: Your virility or X9ur life! Your 
femininity£.!:_ your life!" Lewis is a quiet little Welshman 
who refuses to cut off his beard because i t is a part of him. 
He dislikes people because he dislikes the aunt and uncle 
who brought him up; and because they were relifious, he dis-
likes religion. When Mrs. Witt, who cannot break through 
his inscrutability, makes her fantastic proposal, Lewis says 
such a marriage "would never do." He has to work for women 
now, be their servant_, but the woman he marries would have 
to respect his body--and Mrs. Witt respects no man. He would 
feel shame to have a woman mocking and shouting at him as he 
has seen married women do: "But if I touch a woman with my 
body, it must put a lock on her, to respect what I will never 
have despised: never!" When she asks what it is that he 
"will never have despised," he tells her, "My body! And my 
touch upon the woman." This passage suggests .something in 
the work of another author--the memoir of Lawrence written 
after his death by Mabel Luhan (Lorenzo in Taos), in which 
she says that Lawrence did not attract her physically, but 
that she wanted to " seduce his spirit 11 ; and because "the 
strongest, surest way to the soul i s .through the flesh, '1 she 
wanted to touch him although she did .not want to touch him. 
The little, bearded Lawrence-man, Morgan Lewis, feels that 
something like this determines the attitude of Mrs. Witt, 
who insists that she loves him. He loves her, "in an odd 
way," but holds back and feels insulted by her approach: and 
she privately attributes his refusal to conventional male 
self-conceit. The entire episode is a social commentary as 
caustic as it is amusing. And it is, among other things, a 
prelude to Lady Chatterley's Lover: the bearded little groom, 
uttering Lawrence philosophy and fascinating the upper-class 
women, is a preliminary sketch of the gamekeeper Mellors--
or Parkin, as he was called in the first version of the 
Chatterley book. 
11 St. Mawr 11 has a gallery of interesting characters be-
sides Mrs. Witt and the stubborn little groom. Lawrence uses 
Dean Vyner and his wife to represent not only the repressive 
attitude of the Church but also Grundyism in all its forms: 
the Vyners think St. Mawr should be killed. There is also 
Lewis's fellow-groom, the American Indian named Phoenix, who 
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in England is homesick for the Southwest. Lawrence uses this 
character for something more than a rather wry jest at his 
favorite bird-symbol: he is gently making fun of the domesti-
cated, semi-westernized Indian, of which he saw more than one 
example around Mabel Luhan's corner of Ne~· Mexico~ Lawrence 
also lampoons a . quite different type, the countryho~se English 
girl; there is one in particular, Flora Manby, lo(ho is trying 
to ensnare Mrs. Witt's son-in-law, Rico. After Rico has been 
injured by St. Mawr, Flora Manby wants to buy the stallion, 
and Lou Carrington hears that she wants to geld him. Mrs. 
Witt advises her daughter to say, "Miss Manby, you may have 
my husband, but not my horse. My husband won't need emascu-
lating, and my horse I won't have you meddle with. I'll 
preserve one last male thing in the museum of this world, if 
I can." Lawrence later explained exactly what the horse-symbol 
meant to him, in a passage in his last book, Apocalypse: 
How the horse dominated the mind of _xhe early 
races, especially of the Mediterranean! You were a 
lord if you had a horse. Far back, far back in our 
dark soul the horse praces. He is a dominant symbol: 
he gives us lordship: he links us, the first palpable 
and throbbing link with the ruddy-glowing Almighty of 
potence: he is the beginning even of our god-head in 
the flesh. And as a symbol he roams the dark under-
world meadows of the soul. He stamps and threshes in 
the dark fields of your soul and of mine. The sons 
of God who came down and knew the dau§hters of men 
and begot the great Titans, they had the members of 
horses," says Enoch. 
Within the last fifty years man has lost the 
horse. Now man is lost. Man is lost to life and 
power--an underling and a wastrel. While horses 
thrashed the streets of London, London lived. 
The horse, the ,horse! the symbol of surging po-
tency and power of movement, of ac t ion, in man. 
Mrs. Witt and her daughter bring St. Ma~~ to the Ameri-
can West, which is contrasted with the London drawing rooms 
and countr y estates. The magic influenc·e of the New Mexican 
landscape upon the characters has already been mentioned: 
it was an influence tliat Lawrence himself felt very strongly, 
and it was one that he was frequently and funt:!tionally to 
use in his writings. 
11 The Princess" also draws upon the New Mexican landscape, 
par ticularly upon its mountainscape. Again, as in "st. Mawr," 
"Things," and some of his other stories, Lawrence in "The 
Princess" reveals a Jamesian talent for portraying "inter-
national" people--those ·caught between two cultures. In "The 
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Princess," Dollie Urquhart, half Scottish and half Bostonian, 
has gone out to New Mexico after her father's death; she is 
thirty-eight, virginal, with-an equally virginal companion. 
Dollie has lived chiefly in Europe, where even as a child she 
was wise and knowing; early in life she read Maupassant and 
Zola, but always shrank away from touching life. Now, in New 
Mexico, she feels the effect of the landscape, and of one of 
the guides at the dude ranch, Domingo Romero. He is the last 
paisano remnant of a once great local family o:r land-owners. 
In the midst of his heavy, Mexican despair thel~e is a spark 
of dauntlessness and pride that sets him a~art from the mass 
of men. 
· A quiet sympathy grows between him and the Princess--as 
Dollie was always called by the father who adored and spoiled 
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her. She is pretty, and looks only twenty-f:Lve; in her 
groping out for new experience, she arranges for Romero to 
take her and her companion on a long trip over the Rockies, 
to a place where she can see the animals in their wilderness. 
On the way up, when Miss Cummins' horse is injured, the 
Princess sends her back, and she and Romero go on alone. 
Then the scenery becomes one of the actors. 
This story, like "St. Mawr," was written at Lawrence's 
New Mexico ranch in 1924, before the autumn chill came down; 
when composing these stories, Lawrence could ;sit out among the 
trees and "take down" the scenery as freshly as a painter 
working outdoors. And "The Princess 11 is full of rich scenery: 
Lawrenc.e was not only describing the landscapes and sky that 
he could see at the moment, but was also remembering horse-
back rides through the mountains as he wrote of Dollie Urqu-
hart and Romero ascending the cold slopes through forests of 
aspen and spruce. Setting becomes symbol in no overt way, 
but gradually and masterfully. The countryside itself, as 
seen from the lower foothi·lls, had moved the Princess to 
seek new experience, and as she goes up with Romero to the 
remotest heights, the hard masculine scenery becomes the 
symbol of what she is seeking. 
In the cabin, she sleeps in the bunk whil (3 Romero beds 
down on the floor. She wakes up in the middle of the icy 
night, sees that the fire has gone out, and calls to Romero, 
who asks "You want me to make you warm?" She ~Jays "Yes," 
C:.O';J 
though when he touches her she wants to sere~~; he is pas-
sionate and wild, and she is numbed and terrified. We have 
previously been told that she understood the Maupassant and 
Zola she had read, and even the Decameron and the Nibelungen-
lied, but that Dostoyevsky had been beyond her. 
The next day, when she wants to go back, Romero says 
Americans "always want to do a man down," and :she insists 
she is not an American. He is afraid of what she will tell 
..... '\.... - - .L.,_ - -- -- I 
though when he touches her she wants to scream; he is pas-
sionate and wild, and she is numbed and terrified. We have 
previously been told that she understood the Maupassant and 
Zola she had read, and even the Decameron and the Nibelungen-
lied, but that Dostoyevsky had been beyond her. 
The next day, when she wants to go back, Romero says 
Americans "always want to do a man down," and :she insists 
she is not an American. He is afraid of what she will tell 
when they return, but mostly he is puzzled by her admission 
that she hadn't enjoyed his love-making: "I don't care for 
that kind of thing. 11 He keeps repeating, "You don 1 t like 
last night? • You don't," When finally it becomes clear 
to him that she had not enjoyed herself, he says ur make you," 
and takes away all her clothes except the pajamas she is 
wearing: the old, male vanity, futile but hopeful against 
the insurmountable barrier of frigidity. 
The story works intensely toward its savage climax. 
Romero has a passionate time-- "You sure are a pretty little 
white woman, small and pretty ••.• You sure won't act mean 
to me-- you don't want to, I know you don 1 t"--and when she 
stonily submits to him, he says "I sure don't mind hell fire • 
• after this." And once he tells her that he will not 
let her go, that she called to him in the n:ight, "and I've 
some right." It is t he Lawrencean male, Hadrian of "You 
Touched Me," but this time a man closer to 1earth, the dark 
man wishing to possess the white princess. Lawrence does 
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not idealize Romero, whose half-civilized vulgarity is 
realistically shown, but he does recognize that Romero, who 
behaved with propriety until summoned and indeed until _coldly 
rebuffed, has some rights. And although the Princess is not 
a satirized figure, she is not sympathetically drawn either: 
she is the latest in the Helena-Hermione series. And she has 
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not idealize Romero, whose half-civilized vulgarity is 
realistically shown, but he does recognize that Romero, who 
behaved with propriety until summoned and indeed until _coldly 
rebuffed, has some rights. And although the ,Princess is not 
a satirized figure, she is not sympathetically drawn either: 
she is the latest in the Helena-Hermione series. And she has 
willed this sexual experience. She will not marry Romero, 
will not let him nconquer" her. When, in the succeeding days, 
she sometimes feels a bit roused while the man is slaking his 
passion, she hates him and wishes herself once more cool and 
intact. And after the Forest Service men kill Romero in a 
gun battle and find her in the cabin in pajamas, she tells 
them he had gone out of his mind. And that is the explanation 
she gives herself and others during her convalescence at the 
dude ranch: 
The real affair was hushed up. The Princess de-
parted east in a fortnight's time, in Miss Cummins' 
care. Apparently she had recovered herself entirely. 
She was the Princess, and a virgin intact. 
But her bobbed hair was grey at the temples, and 
her er,es were a little mad. She was slightly crazy. 
'Since my accident in the mountains, when a man 
went mad and shot my horse from under me, and my guide 
had to shoot him dead, I have never quite felt myself." 
So she put it. · 
Later she married an elderly man, and seemed 
pleased. 
One of Lawrence's primary reasons for going to Taos was 
to learn the rituals of the Indians. He saw the festivals 
described in Mornings in Mexico, and Mrs. Luhan's Indian hus-
band Tony told him much besides. All this went into The 
Plumed Serpent; Mabel Luhan has even complained that Lawrence 
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"stole 11 the Taos experience and dramatized it in a Mexican 
setting. Professor Tindall casts an important light on the 
question by showing how much Mexican lore must have been ta-
ken by Lawrence from various books he is known to have read, 
including Prescott, Bernal Diaz, and--most significant of 
all--Fundamentals of Old and New World Civilizations, by 
Zelia Nuttal; whom the Lawrences had met in Mexico (she is 
caricatured in the minor role of Mrs. Norris in The Plumed 
Serpent). Professor Tindall shows how Lawrence borrowed 
from Mrs. Nuttal's 1mrk some of the gods of his pantheon and 
many of the designs and symbols in the novel: Professor Tin-
dall thinks :that Lawrence drew upon both Frazer and Mrs. Nuttal 
for the chapters "The First Water" and "The First Rain''; Mrs. 
Nuttal believed that the union "of above and below" was s ym-
bolized by the rainy season, that it was "the time of fertil-
ity and spiritual rebirth," as signified by the marriage of 
Kate and Cipriano in the rain. Professor Tindall further~ 
hypothesizes · that Lawrence also read Leifis Spence 1 s Gods of · 
Mexico, which contains Aztec hymns resembling those in The 
Plumed Serpent. 
Lawrence's book was begun early in 1923, apparently when 
he was living on the shores of Lake Chapala, and was finished 
early in 1925, during the Lawrences' second visit to Oaxaca. 
It is a curious comment upon The Plumed Serpent that "YThen the 
book first came out in 1926, its American publisher listed it 
as a novel. Later that publisher, Alfred Knopf, put it under 
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the category of belles-lettres. 
Kate, the heroine of The Plumed Serpent, is the "\fidmv 
of an Irish politic ian "\vhose fervent work for his cause 
brought about his early death; this is reminiscent of the . 
Polish patriot who was Lydia Lensky·•s first husband in The 
Rainbo"\v. Professor Tindall says in his Susan book that Dr. 
George Vaillant, Curator of Mexican Archeology at the P~eri­
can Museum of -Natural History, told him that Kate is modelled 
after "the widow of a famous Harvard radical 11 --obviously John 
Reed. Frieda, in her indignant attack upon Tindall in the 
Easter 1940 issue of the short-lived and fantastic Phoenix 
magazine, denies this; she does not claim that she is herself 
Kate, but that she is Kate is apparent to anyone who knows 
the personalj_ ty of Frieda Lavn~ence. Middleton Murry assumes 
thatLa"\vrence does not appear in the novel because he had al-
ready resigned himself to death. This is a lurid assumption, 
although Lawrence strongly felt an aura of death in the air 
of Mexico, as his letters demonstrate, and he was critically 
i _ll during part of his stay there. But he is not unrepre-
sented in the book, for he gives himself a Mexican incarna-
tion as the revolutionary general, Cipriano. Frieda Lawrence 
has denied the Vaillant-Tindall story that Cipriano was ac-
tually "a prominent Indian general." 
I The identity of the other leading character, Don Ramon, 
has not previously been suggested in print, but it is gener-
ally believed to be Jose Vasconcelos, one-time follower of 
the revolutionist Carranza and late·r Ninister of Public 
Education under Obregon. Carleton Beals, in his Glass 
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Houses, indicates that Lawrence knew Vasconcelos. This 
mystic politician attempted, as Waldo Frank says Hto re-
integrate the two wills of the Revolution by political 
means: his aim was to free the will of bread-and-power 
from North American obsession by linking it, for the first 
time, with the religious impulse of the people." This des-
/ 
cription would serve for the ac.ti vi ty o:f Don Ramon Carrasco, 
as seen through Lawrence's imaginative vision. It is inter-
eating to note that, like Russell and Murry and many other 
men Lawrence knew, Vasconcelos has changed sides: he is now 
one o:f the leaders o:f the clerical Sinarquista :faction vThich 
has the - rather menacing o:f:ficial name o:f National Action 
Party. 
Lawrence's severe Mexican illness is memorialized in 
the unfinished story, "The Flying Fish," which has been pub-
lished in Phoenix: later, in Europe, Lawrence told the Brew-
sters that he would never :finish it because it was written 
so close to the borderline of death. The story is a valuable 
commentary on The Plumed Serpent by virtue of its extreme 
di:fference :from the novel; it presents another Mexico. The 
protagonist, who is lying ill there, gets a cablegram that 
summons him back to his ancestral estate in Derbyshire, a 
home :full o:f legend that is described in a curiously beauti:ful 
version o:f Elizabethan English. Mexico dominates the :first 
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part of the fragment, and 11 the fatal greater day" of the , 
dark races is contrasted with 11 the fussy, busy, lesser day 
of the white people 11 --but it is all presented as through a 
dream, or through the fever of a sick man's gonsciousness. 
A different atmosphere pervades The Plumed Serpent--
not the dreamy Mexico the man in "The Flying Fish" sees, 
but two quite different Mexicos: that of Mornings in Mexico, 
with a bright-colored painting of all the surface beauty of 
the place, and that of the mystic dark interior of the people 
and their ancient religions. 
As for Lawrence's feeling h~self dead or beyond reach--
he appears rather flamboyantly in The Plumed Serpent as Don 
Cipriano, General Viedma, who works beside Don Ramon Carrasco 
in the religious revolution brought on by Don Ramon's deter-
mination to revive the ancient gods. Don Ramon is at the 
last the idealization of what Gerald Crich and Kangaroo, in 
their different ways, were not--the perfect friend, the sue-
cessful leader, the individual who points the way to better-
ment. Professor Tindall f'eels that the 11 spiritual 11 exercises 
/ Don Ramon performs in his room were inspired by those of the 
yogi, and that his "initiation" of Cipriano 11 is modeled 
roughly upon the initiations described by James Pryse and 
Mme. Blavatsky ••• .• Initiation concerns the control of Kun-
dalini, the serpent coiled at the base of the spine •••• 
The orthodox Aztec might be surprised to find that Quetzal-
coati was really Kundalini, but the theosophist, knowing 
that Hindus and Aztecs are of one primitive faith, could 
not but be pleased with Lawrence's discovery." 
When Kate comes to Mexico she first sees its horror, 
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the blood and grime and filth of its surface. She goes to 
a bull fight. The two Americans who accompany her are as 
sickened as she is, but in American fashion stick it out for 
the "thrill," while she must flee. The men, Owen and Villiers, 
are cari.catures of the American poet Witter Bynner and of 
Willard Johnson, now librar:i.an at the Harwood Foundation of 
the University of New Mexico. 
Kate meets the bearded little Cipriano and, subsequently, 
/ 
Don Ramon: they take her at once into the heart of their 
movement. The chief god in their pantheon is the plumed ser-
pent Quetzalcoatl, whose name Lawrence originally intended 
to use as the title of the novel. When Kate goes down to 
Jalisco province, where Ramon has his hacienda, she sees the 
people under the spell of their new _leader~; the peons stand 
in the courtyard, stand rigid with dilated eyes as they listen 
/ to Ramon chant the Quetzalcoatl hymns. The day finally comes 
when the people march into the churches and carry out the 
Christian paraphernalia. 
"') 
Kate has one more exper:i.ence of the physical horror so 
often found in Mexico, when in an unusually gruesome chapter, 
" Don Ramon's hacienda is attacked by bandits and she helps 
fight them off. Later she is married to Cipriano in an 
ancient mystical ceremony, but does not deeply feel herself 
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his wife. Half the time her rational civilized soul is 
pulling away from all this weirdness and nonsense. Yet, 
partly because she is under the spell of Cipriano, she stays. 
In another ceremony Ramon and Cipriano in bright robes become 
gods .of Mexico, and Kate in green becomes the goddess Malintzi. 
The book is soaked in the actual Mexico, but . the other 
Mexico, the Mexico of Lawrence's mind, is always present too. 
Oddly enough, Lawrence's most antipodal critics, the sympa-
thetic Catherine Carswell and the hyper-rational Professor 
Tindall, unite in declarlng this Lawrence's greatest work. 
Lawrence himself had thought so when the book was finished, 
but his opinion soon changed. Mrs. Carswell finds The Plumed 
Serpent the greatest novel of Lawrence's generation because 
it creates a life-system. Professor Tindall thinks that the 
book is "art if not sense," and that in the Quetzalcoatl 
symbolism Lawrence at last found what T. S. Eliot says the 
true artist must find, an 11 objective correlative. 11 
Yet this novel cannot be classed as Lawrence's best, 
despite the splendor of much of its writing: philosophically, 
it represents a statement of doubt and division rather than 
one of final integration. 
whole by her experience in 
Kate is not convincingly made 
the book. Catherine Carswell, 
like Murry, was perhaps too close to Lawrence the man to 
judge all his work accura,tely, and Professor Tindall is per-
haps too far removed from Lawrence to estimate all of it 
properly. But at the last this is a question on which the 
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reader must make up his own mind; the book will of course 
have to be weighed against all the rest of Lawrence's work. 
/ It must be remembered that the revolution of Don Ramon 
~nd Cipriano in the story meets with little actual opposition. 
Cipriano--who, among other things, is an Oxonian--is endowed 
with living qualities: Lawrence had such a passionate, empha-
tic feeling for the little dark man of his pantheon that 
Cipriano has a fairly consistent ·vitality, but Don Ramon is 
sometimes stodgily unbelievable. Ancl in spite of the author's 
partial identification with Cipriano, Kate's struggle is Law-
rence's own. He felt pulled toward the dark way of consc~ous­
ness, and he also felt the resistance of his Europeanized 
mind. Kate is jealous of the mystic relationship between Don 
/ Ramon and Cipriano, but nevertheless stays with them after 
some feeble protests. Lawrence himself got out. 
Professor Tindall points out that a British fascist, 
Rolfe Gardiner, who set ~imself up as a Lawrence disciple, 
stated in 1932 that the book should serve British fascists 
/ 
as .a blue-print, and that Don Ramon was the perfect prototype 
of a British FUhrer. The question of fascism has been re-
peatedly raised in connection with Lawrence's work, and many 
critics besides Tindall have objected to Lawrence's absorp-
tion with ideas about leadership and 11 blood -knowledge.'' This 
question must be faced in any full evaluation of Lawrence's 
writing because it concerns the possible values of the way 
of life he, as a prophetic writer, was trying to establish. 
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And it must be said that some of Lawrence's doctrines 
certainly appear to resemble some of those of fascism, though 
Lawrence himself would certainly never have become a fascist 
in philosophy or in action. The first principle of fascist 
action, suppression of civil liberties, would have been vio-
lently opposed by Lawrence in actual life. And the important 
racial and nationalistic dogmas of Nazi-like philosophies 
find no parallel in Lawrence's work. The brand of mystic 
leadership that held Lawrence's imagination in thrall for a 
time was a religious concept of a different kind from the 
Fuhrerprinzip either in motive, as outlined in Mein Kampf, 
or in actuality, as history has seen it work out. Fascist 
sympathizers of cours.e tried to claim Lawrence: there was, 
for example, a curious article in the New Mexico Quarterly 
~eview not long before Pearl Harbor, in which a history in-
structor at New York University, Stebleton H. Nulle, not only 
said that Lawrence was like Hitler but also congratulated him 
on the supposed resemblance. A rather ineffective rejoinder 
to this article appeared in a later issue. The best answer 
to those who, sympathetically or not, call Lawrence a fascist, 
was made by a man equipped ·to be an authority on Nazism--
Franz Schoenberner, editor until 1933 of the famous German 
liberal weekly, Simplicissimus. Schoenberner, who knew Law-
rence personally, pointed out in his Confessions of A European 
Intellectual (1946) that, as the present volume has already 
indicated, the resemblance of some of Lawrence's doctrines to 
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fascism was only on the surface: although The Plumed Serpent 
and some of Lawrence's other books at times "came dangerously 
near to that kind of 'myth' which in a much cheaper edition 
was so eagerly exploited by the Nazi prophets," Lawrence, un-
like Knut Hamsun and other authentic European fascist-intellec-
tuals, nwas not a nihilist and defeatist, a bitter, disappoin-
ted detractor of life and mankind. He had faith and flame, 
an iw~easurable spiritual passion, an ardent belief in life 
and man and all the great fore es in nature, of vThich he felt 
himself a part." This is a different picture from those 
Franz Schoenberner paints of the Naxis whom he watched as 
they gradually took over Germany. He believes that it will 
be a good thing when Lawrence's works become a regular part 
of the British school curriculum, for "aside from his artistic 
values and his somewhat dubious philosophy, D. H. Lawrence 
always will remain an outstanding example of the highest moral 
courage, of the purest sincerity and of untrammeled inner free-
dom11--hardly the attributes of a fascist. 
After The Plumed Serpent, Lawrence got be~ond his in-
terest in the power-urge; this was his last novel idealizing 
it. Two years after publication of that book, he said in a 
letter to Witter Bynner, "The leader of men is a back number. 
After all, at the back of the hero is the militant ideal: 
and the militant ideal or ideal militant seems to me also a 
cold egg .•• the leader-cum-follower relationship is a bor~. 
And the new· relationship will be some sort of tenderness, 
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sensitive, between men and men and between men and women, 
and not the one up one down, lead on I follow, ich dien sort 
of business. So you see I'm becoming a lamb at last ..... " 
It must be remembered that Lawrence had for a long time 
looked upon hi mself as a potential leader of men toward a 
new way of life. ·He had hoped to make a beginning with the 
joint lectures he and Bertrand Russell had once planned, and 
it will be recalled that Lawrence and Murry and others had 
discussed the founding of a colony. Lawrence had at last 
felt that this could be established in New Mexico, but of 
all his English friends, only one (Dorothy Brett) was willing 
to follow him there. The Plumed Serpent was the last manifes-
tation of a ten years' dream. The leadership idea became 
indeed a cold egg. 
So far as primitivism is concerned, it should be remem-
bered that Lawrence was a man disgusted with the mechanism 
of civilization, a man who would not have used its instru-
ments as even the most mystical Nazi has done. His extolling 
of "blood knowledge" was not an advocation that what he called 
11mind knowledge" should be annihilated; on the contrary, he 
merely felt that civilization had gone too far in the direc-
tion of cerebral acti vity and needed a strong dose of its · 
opposite to help restore the balance. Fascists hate knowledge, 
intellectual activity, and enlightenment, because these things 
make for freedom of the mind and create difficulties in the 
way of holding their followers and victims in check. However 
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wrong Lawrence might have been, he never went to this ex-
treme: it was not the acquisition of knowledge or the activi-
ty of the intellect that he hated, but the perversion of these 
processes. 
Yet The Plumed Serpent confronts many of its readers with 
an experience that is often found in Lawrence: although the 
idea of the novel, and the :people in it, may not be satis-
factory to the reader, he finds the writing superb. What is 
the secret of Lawrence's vision, and how is it that in spite 
of frequently unsympathetic subject-matter, Lawrence can touch 
his pages so brightly to life? 
Once he gives an inkling of his secret, in the chapter 
called "The Novel," in Reflections 2£ the Death of a Porcu-
pine. He reveals there his sense of the "quickness" of living 
things. This is a feeling for "the'God-flame in things" as 
opposed to the deadness in them; quickness "seems to consist 
I in an odd sort of fluid, changing, grotesque or beautiful re-
latedness." A table in the room where he is writing is dead: 
"It doesn 1 t even weakly exist. And there is a ridiculous 
little iron stove, which for some unknown reason is quick. 
and there is a sleeping cat, very quick. And a glass lamp 
that, alas, is dead." Lawrence believed that the man in the 
novel "must have a quick relatedness to all the other things 
in the novel: snow, bed-bugs, sunshine, the phallus, trains, 
silk-hats, cats, sorrow, people, food, diphtheria, fuchsias, 
stars, ideas, God, tooth-paste, lightning, and toiletpaper. 
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He must be in quick relation to all these things. What he 
says and does must be relative to them all." 
With Lawrence's explanation in mind, it is possible to 
understand how his writing, as writing, can charm in places 
where the subject-matter does not. To take an example of 
his writing power from The Plumed Serpent, there is the des-
cription of Kate sitting alone on a verandah--a visiting 
European woman who feels an essential mystery in Mexico: 
Morning~ Brilliant sun pouring into the patio, 
on the hibiscus flowers and the fluttering yellow and 
green rags of the banana trees. Birds swiftly coming 
and going, with tropical suddenness. In the dense 
shadow of the mango grove, white-clad Indians going 
like ghosts. The sense of fierce sun and almost more 
impressive, of dark, intense shadow. 
The "feel" of Mexico is there, in Lawrence's loose and 
hastily written but essentially living prose. Life as we 
know it moves about Kate as she sits on that verandah, and 
when, a few sentences later, "silently appears an old man 
with one egg held up mysteriously, like some symbol," we know 
that the old man, his gesture, and the atmosphere surrounding 
him have been given to us in an unforgettable way. 
Though The Plumed Serpent may be in some ways a diffused 
and obscurantist story, it gives its reader Mexico--all Mex-
ico's vibrant colors, its thick heat, its smashing rains, its 
population drifting as in a dream through the almost sinister 
vegetation or along the shores of the chalk-colored lakes. 
Here is Lawrence's power: almost any passage picked from the 
book has the gleaming magic that is style in the truest sense--
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not merely individuality, though that is part of great 
writing when it is not purely eccentric--not merely indivi-
duality, but also wonder, and vision, and a poetry capable 
of kindling life on the printed page. 
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PART ·FOUR 
The last scene is Europe, a Europe midway be-
tween two e~austing wars. 
Lawrence left America for the last time when he and 
Frieda sailed from New York on the s. s. Resolute on Septembe~ 
24, 1925. They were in England by the end of the month. Law-
rence once again found that he could not bear his native land, 
and within a few weeks he and Frieda were in Baden-Baden. In 
the middle of November they settled at the Villa Bernardo at 
Sportono, near Genoa~ which remained their home until the 
following April. In May 1926 they rented the Villa Mirenda at 
Scandicci, in the hills above Florence. They stayed at the 
Villa Mirenda for two years, with occasional visits to nearby 
countries--visits which will be mentioned later at appropriate 
places in the text. 
After leaving the Villa Mirenda, the Lawrences never 
again had a place suggesting permanence. During the last two 
years of Lawrence's life they lived for brief spells in vari-
ous countries--in Switzerland, Austria, and Germany and in 
the Balearic Islands~. Lawrence died in France, at Vance near 
the southern coast, on March 2, 1930. 
During that last phase of his life and of his writing 
oareer, he produced several of his most remarkable works, 
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including Lady Chatterley's Lover, The Escaped Cock, and such 
poems as "Bavarian Gentians" and "The Ship of Death." He was 
ill oftener than he had been before, and he was subject to 
the exasperation of having the manuscript of a volume of 
poems seized in the maila and of having the London exhibition 
of his pictures suppressed. 
His disgust with mankind manifested itself from time to 
time as it had during the war. In a mood of discouragement 
in July 19261 he told his British publisher that he did not 
wish to write any more books: "There are so many, and such a 
small demand for What there are. So why add to the burden 
and waste one's vitality over it." He was doing no work at 
this time except for "an occasional scrap of article," and he 
could live cheaply in Italy. Yet it was after this state-
ment that he wrote Lady Chatterley's Lover as well as a good 
many stories and poems. 
The leadership ideal of his third phase as a writer had 
proved to be a disappointment, as we have seen--"a cold egg" 
--and Lawrence no longer sought exalted male comradeship. 
It was at this period, incidentally, that he realized the 
best of friendship in the steady, unemotional relationships 
with such men as Earl Brewster, Aldous Huxley, and Richard 
Aldington. These men had known him for a ~ong while and had 
remained his good friends; they did not always agree with 
his ideas, any more than he agreed with theirs; but they 
were friends. They saw his worth and they valued him, as 
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man and artist. 
Frieda was still with him, more necessary than ever. 
It is significant that his two most important fictional pieces 
during this period--Lady Chatterley's Lover and The Escaped 
~--showed how the man who was disillusioned with the world 
could find his fulfillment in a woman. 
The stories Lawrence wrote during the last phase of his 
New World sojourn and after his final return to Europe, those 
collected in The woman Who Rode Awal~ emphasize the man-woman 
relationship. This in its various aspects is the dominant 
theme in the book, which was published in both New York and 
London in May 1928. 
The title story, "The woman Who Rode Away," was written 
in New Mexico in 19241 during the summer in which "St. Mawr" 
and "The Princess" were also composed. In those two stories, 
the landscape of the Southwest had a powerful effect upon the 
women who came to it; in "The Woman Who Rode Away," the hero-
ine has already lived for years in Old Mexico and goes quest-
ing for a remoter landscape and experience. The American 
woman, partly suggestive of Mabel Luhan, leaves the little 
outpost o~ civilization where she lives, and goes out to a 
mystic "lost" tribe of Aztec descendants who take her, not 
against her will, as a sacrifice. These Indians, hidden in 
a valley behind almost inaccessible rook barriers, feel that 
her coming is a sign that the magic and mastery the whites 
have taken from them will be restored. The moon will come 
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back to the Indians' ~ grasslands and the sun will follow, and 
the Indians will again have the sun on their right hand, the 
moon on their left. The White woman goes in a drawn-like 
state to a blood-sacrifice that is piercingly described: the 
glittering-eyed naked priests in the cave watch the sun de-
scend as they await the moment to kill the woman who has rid-
den away from the white men. 
Lawrence did not always combine fable and philosophy so 
smoothly. The story, written while The Plumed Serpent was in 
progress, is an epitome of the central theme of that novel. 
And although it lacks the magnificent orchestration of ~ 
Plumed Serpent, "The Woman Who Rode Away" is not w1 thout 
stylistic power, and within the world created in this story, 
the outcome is more believable than tb.at of The Plumed Ser-
pent, with its realistic European woman in a semi-realistic 
Mexico; in the short story, the magic atmosphere of fable is 
dominant throughout. 
Several tales in The Woman Who Rode Away reflect the 
Lawrance-Murry conflict of 1924-25. The two men had been 
virtually estranged for several years after the war, but 
Murry's enthusiasm for Fantasia of the Unconscious drew them 
together again. Murry in 1923 founded the Adelphi for Law-
rence: he regarded himself as merely a locum tenens, a 
place-holder, until Lawrence should arrive and take over the 
magazine and make it into an organ for Fantasia doctrines. 
Lawrence, in Mexico, was now warm, now cold, to the idea; he 
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had not been too enthusiastic about the previous venture of 
the sort in which he and the "lieutenant" had been involved, 
with Katherine Mansfield, during the war--the magazine which 
lasted for three issues and was called the Signature. But 
Lawrence was at last lured out of the New World~ preceded by 
Frieda~ with whom he had quarreled violently. ~~e journal• 
1st Carleton Beals in 1938 1 in his autobiographical Glass 
Houses, told of one of the Lawrences' battles at their hotel 
in Mexico City some fifteen years before. As Frieda sat 
talking with a woman friend~ Lawrence screamed at her~ "Why 
do you sit there with your legs apart that way? You're just 
like all the other dirty slutsl" By ignoring his outburst, 
she made him so angry that he rushed from the room. Law-
rence was particularly quarrelsome at this time~ perhaps out 
of disappointment with the New World. 
Murry reports that when LaWrence arrived in London in 
the early winter of 1923, his face "had a greenish pallor" 
and his first words were "I can't bear it." Murry inter-
preted this greenness of countenance and despair of expres-
sion to mean that Lawrence was sickened by the sight of 
"nightmarish" London: Catherine Carswell indicates in Th!_ 
-
Savage Pilgrimage that Lawrence's greenish look and bitter 
statement were caused by revulsion over the signs of "chum-
miness" between Murry and Frieda. Lawrence insisted that 
the Adelphi should blast and attack everything~ and when 
Murry refused to consider this seriously~ Lawrence tried to 
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persuade him to come to New Mexico. Whether or not Murry 
promised to go, and the extent of his possible co~tment, 
has been the subject of a good deal of de9ate, including the 
debate Murry carries on with himself in his books and arti-
cles. In any event, the Lawrences went to Strasbourg and 
Baden-Baden and then to Paris, before returning to America 
in March 1924. And after a period of fairly amicable cor-
respondence between the two men, Lawrence sent Murry a vit-
riolic letter from Mexico the following January, about the 
time he was completing The Plumed Serpent and was on the 
edge of an almost fatal illness. He recalled the famous, re-
pulsive "last supper" at the Cafe Royal the year before, 
when Murry in the presence of most of Lawrence's London 
friends had said he loved Lawrence, but could not promise 
never to betray him; now Lawrence wanted to put an end to 
the Jesus-Judas condition the two men found themselves in. 
They met once more, during Lawrence's next visit to England 
later in 1925 1 and Murry told Lawrence (this is Murry's own 
admission) that Judas was the only disciple who understood 
Jesus. Judas, he said, killed himself because the cruci-
fixion proved :futile; the "betrayal" was an invention of 
men "who did not understand" what was between Jesus and the 
Judas who was "the broken-hearted lover." Murry thinks 
this 11 impress.ed11 Lawrence, but shortly afterward he was 
again irritated with Murry for not visiting him in Italy at 
the time when, on doctor's orders, the s.econd Mrs. Murry 
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oould not travel. 
The foregoing information is necessary to a complete 
understanding of four of the stories in The Woman Who Rode 
Away: "The Border Line," "Jinnn.y and the Desperate Woman," 
"The Last Laugh," and "Smile." 
"The Border Line," first published in a magazine in the 
fall of 19241 .is based upon the Lawrences' trip to Germany 
earlier that year. The German ·woman who has been married to 
two Englishmen, Katherine Farquhar, is distinctly Frieda, 
and the two man in the story are phases of Lawrence and 
Murry. Katherine~s f1rst husband, a "red-haired fighting 
Celt," bas been killed in the war, and Katherine has married 
his friend Philip, who could ~give off a great sense of 
warmth and offering, l ike a dog when it loves you •••• And 
Katherine, after feeling cool about him and rather despising 
him for years, at last fell under the spell of the dark, in-
sidious fellow." But as she crosses the Channel to the Con-
tinent, she comes to believe that her first husband, Alan, 
is not really dead and that she is going to meet him. She 
is filled with horror as her train orosses the dismal Marne 
country; she wearily goes to sleep, and upon waking real-
izes that whatever feeling she has for her second husband 
1s only an illusion. That night in Strasbourg she walks the 
icy streets, seeing the overhanging, high-gabled houses she 
had known as a child, and the cathedral ris1ng , ghose-like in 
the darkness, "built of reddish stone, that had a flush in 
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the night, like dark flesh •••• And ~imly she realized that be-
hind all the ashy pallor and sulphur of our civilization, 
lurks the great blood-creature waiting, implacable and eter-
nal, ready at last to crush our white bitterness and let the 
shadowy blood move erect once more, in a new implacable pride 
and strength. Even out of the lower heavens looms the great 
blood-dusky Thing, blotting out the Cross it was supposed to 
exalt." 
She sees a man standing in the cathedral square and 
knows at once it is Alan. He says nothing, but puts his hand 
on her arm, as he used to do, with the air of authority she 
had always fought against. He is a stranger, his face more 
duskily ruddy than Alan's, yet he is Alan. She sees him 
again in Baden-Baden, after she has been joined by her second 
husband, who now looks yellowish and defeated. Philip cannot 
get warm; he stays in bed, chattering, While Katherine goes 
out to the edg~ of the Black Forest to look for Alan, whose 
presence she has felt there. After his appearance one day, 
"among the rocks he made love to her, and took her in the 
silent passion of a husband, took a complete possession of 
her." The next night~, with Philip dying, Alan silently re-
turns and takes Philip's hands from around Katherine's neck: 
Philip unfurled his lips and showed his big teeth 
in a ghastly grin of death. Katherine felt his body 
convulse in strange throes under her hands, then go in-
ert. He was dead. And on his face was a sickly grin 
of a thief caught in the very act. 
But Alan drew her away, drew her to the other bed1 
in the silent passion of a husband come back from a 
very long journey. 
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This was Lawrence's first ghost story, and it is not sur-
prising that, like his subsequent ghost stories, it is sexual. 
The supernatural is of course used only in a symbolic way: 
Lawrence in this story asserts the reunion with his wife, and 
the dominance of his blood-consciousness theories as symbol-
ized here by the Germanic old cathedral, and he once more 
"kills off" what Murry stood for. 
But he was not altogether finished with Murry, Whom he 
lampooned in the three other stories previously referred to. 
"Jimmy and the Desperate woman" makes Murry look for most ri-
diculous, and "smile" prods him the most cruelly; he does not 
escape being satirized in "The Last Laugh," a laugh of course 
at Murry's expense. 
In the first of these stories, initially published in 
the Criterion for October 1924, Jimmy is the editor of a 
high-brow magazine whose personalized, extremely candid edi-
torials bring him hosts of admirers. Women say of him, "He 
is very fine and strong somewhere, but he does need a level-
headed woman to look after him." He has a face "like the 
face of the laughing faun in one of the faun's unlaughing, 
moody moments," and he thinks of himself as "a sort of Mar-
tyred Saint Sebastian." The portrait resembles that of 
Dennis Burlap, the unctuous little editor with the enigmatic 
smile 1n Aldous Huxley's Point Counter Point. In Lawrence's 
story, J1~ publishes some poetry by an ex-school teacher 
unhappily married to a collier. He arranges to visit her 
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after giving a lecture in ~a city near her home, a lecture on 
Men in Books and Men in Life--"Naturally, men 1n books came 
first." When Jizmny meets the embittered Mrs. Pinnegar, he 
suggests that she and her little girl leave the husband, who 
is carrying on with another woman, and come to live with him 
in London; after the divorce, he and Emily can be married. 
Jimmy says this "more to himself than to the woman"; it is as 
if the whole thing "were merely an interior problem of his 
own." He is brought up against external reality When Pin-
negar comes home .from the pit. There is another of those un-
forgettable Lawrencean scenes 1n which the man strips himself 
to the waist and the woman washes the coal grime off him: it 
is the collier's ritual, and Jimmy sits by, "excluded." 
Later, Pinnegar discusses his domestic affairs with Jimmy; 
his wife may go, if she wishes to, and take the child. Pin-
negar is an Aaron Sisson who stayed at home--he wants at all 
costs to have a woman who will give in to him. It he can't 
find such a woman at home, he'll find her elsewhere. Jimmy 
arranges with Mrs. Pinnegar to meet him in London in a few 
days, and he returns home. A friend in whom he confides 
tells him he is a fool, and Jimmy quakes. He sends Mrs. Pin-
negar a letter saying that perhaps they have been precipitate 
and that she had better not come if she feels any reserva-
tions. Her telegraphed answer is that she and the child will 
arrive on the scheduled day. Jimmy greets them with a sickly 
grin, but when he feels the presence of her husband about her, 
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this goes to his head like ne~t whisky. "Which of the two 
would .fall before him with a greater fall--the woman, or the 
man, her husband?" 
"The Last Laugh" is not easy to explicate. It may be 
taken, on the surface, as a story with supernatural elements 
whose elucidation is not strictly necessary to the enjoyment 
of the story, or it may be studied for its Lawrencean mean-
ing. Lawrence himself appears at the beginning of it, with-
out disguise, with his red beard and his nickname "Lorenzo," 
bidding two guests farewell after a party in Hampstead that 
breaks up at the witching hour. He might almost be the sor-
cerer who magically causes the strange subsequent events, and 
indeed, as the author who sets and keeps the story in motion, 
he is. The two people Lorenzo is bidding goodnight, Miss 
James and Mr. Marchbanks, are obviously Dorothy Brett, with 
the listening machine she carried because of her deafness, 
and Murry, described as "a sort of faun on the Cross, with all 
the malice of the complicati.on." Lorenzo, seeing new-fallen 
snow, ironically says "A new world," and Marchbanks-Murry 
typically imposes his artificial standards: "It's only white-
washl" As he and the cool, virginal Miss James, who have a 
platonic relationship, walk downhill in the fresh snow, March-
banks--wi th "a curious, baffled grin on his smooth, cream-
coloured face"--insists that he can hear someone laughing. 
She puts on her machi ne, but cannot hear this, though later 
she sees or hallucinates a figure in some nearby holly 
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bushes. Miss James and MarDhbanks have meanwhile been joined 
by a young policeman; Marchbanks now and then laughs wildly, 
and he goes in "quick1 wol.f-l1ke" pursu1 t o.f the source o.f 
the laughter he has been hearing. He talks for a .few moments 
to a woman at the door o.f a strange house; she extends a sex-
ual invitation and he immediately enters, leaving the police-
man to escort Miss James home. On the way1 she hears voices 
and ·sees the laughing, dark face o.f the .figure in the pagan 
holly bush; and lightning twitches through the .falling snow. 
The policeman is .frightened: a window has been broken in a 
nearby church, and Miss James can hear laughter coming from 
the interior. She sees pieces o.f paper, leaves of books, 
and at last the altar-cloth come flying out the window. 
Even the policeman can hear wild, gay music from the organ, 
and Miss James smells almond blossoms on a sudden, warm, 
spring-like wind. She lets the policeman, Who is cold with 
terror, come into her house to warm himself at the fire; she 
tells him not to go upstairs, and she ascends, to retire. 
In the morning she laughs as she examines the pictures she 
has painted before her occult experience, and she discovers 
that she can hear perfectly when the servant comes up to tell 
her that the young policeman is still in the parlor, unable 
to move. When Marchbanks arrives, he and Miss James ~uestion 
the young policeman, one o.f whose .feet has become "curiously 
clubbed, like the we,.rd paw of some animal." Miss James 
hears the laughter again, and then Marchbanks is caught in 
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it once more, he aries out "li,ke a shot animal," and his :face 
becomes fixed in a grin "chiefly agony but partly wild recog-
nition," and he says "I knew it was he1" and falls writhing 
on the floor and dies. "There was a faint smell of almond 
blossom in the air." 
Students of the occult will recognize some familiar 
symptoms, both of lycanthropy and of the poltergeist influ-
ence. Obviously, the three people involved have been brushed 
by a supernatural experience: in some ways this is reminis-
cent of E. M. Forster's "The Story of a Panic," in which a 
boy becomes possessed of the Pan spirit during a conventional 
English picnic in Italy, and it is also like some of the hor-
ror stories by Arthur Machen. In Lawrence's tale, March-
banks is poss.essed and killed by the demon that has broken 
loose in Hampstead that night, while the rather sexless Miss 
James is strangely exalted by the whole experience. The 
young policeman who has come into their orbit has been only 
touched by the demon in passing; his transmogrification is 
but partial. Miss James appears to recognize the spirit 
that is causing all the trouble, and seems ·pl.eased 1 and 
Marchbanks before he dies says "I knew it was hel 11 · since 
this is the kind of story that most tormentingly invites con-
jecture, it is di:f:ficult to avoid speculation as to the "he·"· 
that has caused the 1iurbulenoe: is it the red-bearded Lor-
enzo to whom the aspect of the night was, ironically, "a 
new world"? It is quite possible that Lawrence play:fully 
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wrote this story as a fable symboli.zing his relationship to 
the people involved~ and to the Church, whose effects he flut-
tered--as~ in The Plumed Serpent, he marshalled the followers 
of Don Ramon and Cipriano and had them denude the Mexican 
churches of their Christian furniture. A further clue to 
Lawrence's intention might be found in the almond•blossom.. 
odors that blow through the story. The almond has a phallic 
significance in Frazer, from whom, as we have seen, Lawrence 
frequently borrowed his symbols. In the discussion of "The 
Myth and Ritual of Attis" in The Golden Bough, Frazer men-
tions that, in one of the Phrygian myths, Attis was born to 
a virgin "who conceived by putting a ripe almond or pome-
granate in her bosom. Indeed in the Phrygian cosmology an 
almond figured as the father of all things, perhaps because 
its delicate lilac blossom is one of the first heralds of 
spring, appearing on the bare boughs before the leaves have 
opened." Perhaps Marchbanks has to be killed because he re-
fuses to recognize the great natural powers; he sees the 
snow as whitewash, an artificial thing~ and he betrays the 
phallic mysteries by giving himself too readily to mechani-
cal sexual usage. 
"Smile" was Lawrence's cruelest story about Murry. It 
is qu1 te short, and the central character is not so .fully 
developed as that of "Jimmy and the Desperate Woman~" but 
the story is more incisive. The situation, like that of 
11 JiDDI1Y' and the Desperate Woman, 11 derives in part from an 
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actual incident, 1n this instance from a painful experience 
in Murry's life. In the story he appears as Matthew, first 
seen on a train crossing Europe after receiving a telegram to 
the effect that his wife is critically ill: "His dark, hand-
some, clean-shaven face would have done for Christ on the 
Cross, with the thick black eyebrows tilted in the dazed 
agony." When he arrives at the retreat of the Blue Sisters, 
in Italy, he learns that Ophelia has died. When he sees her 
laid out, he wants to laugh: an "extraordinary" smile breaks 
out on his face, and the nuns involuntarily reflect it on 
their own faces. Later they see him, "in a melancholy over-
coat," forlornly pacing the corridor, and he says he has mis-
laid his hat: "He made a desperate, moving sweep with his arm, 
and never was man more utterly smileless." 
This story is in part a fictionized version of the death 
of Katherine Mansfield at the Gurdjieff Institute at Fontaine-
bleau in 1923. Like the woman in the story, Katherine Mans-
field had left her husband several times and had at last 
found a retreat. Murry had made several appeals to her to 
allow him to visit Fontainebleau, and at last she granted him 
permission when the Institute was to have a formal inaugura-
tion ceremony. Murry tells of her death in his book called 
God, which he had to begin w1 th a 73-page "Autobiography'1--
"It seems that I cannot avoid beginning this book with auto-
biography. Had I a more powerful mind, it might be possible 
for me to expound its thesis in orderly abstraction,'' etc.--
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though the remaining 260-odd pages are also more concerned 
with Murry than with God. Katherine Mansfield1 whose health 
had apparently been improving1 died the night of Murry's 
arrival: she and Murry had just said goodnight to the other 
members of the colony and were going upstairs to her room 
when she began to cough; as she arrived at her room she 
coughed blood1 and in half an hour she was dead. When Law-
rence had first heard of her death he had written Murry a 
letter of condolence without sentimentalism: "The dead don't 
die. They look on and help." Three years later, Lawrence 
turned Katherine Mansfield's death into fiction, after the 
final break with Murry--When Murry in early 19261 did not 
come out to Italy. The story "Smile" appeared in a magazine 
the following June 1 but it must have been written early in 
the year; the setting suggests the Genoa region where the 
Lawrences lived until they moved to Florence in April. 
After this last break, there was only occasional correspond-
ence between Lawrance and Murry, usually acrid on Lawrence's 
side. The exchange ended at last in May 19291 when Murry, 
after hearing that Lawrence had not long to live, proposed 
visiting him in Mallorca; Lawrence replied that he had no 
idea of dying yet, and that he and Murry were too dissonant 
to carry on a friendship: "It is no ·good our meeting--even 
when we are immortal spirits, we shall dwell in different 
Hades." 
Murry1 whose twitchings from doctrine to doctrine and 
whose continual public disrobing of the soul make him fair 
game for satire (Huxley and Lawrence) as well as for serious 
censure (J.W.N. Sullivan and Hugh ! ''Anson Fausset) 1 was not 
the only one of Lawrence's acquaintances to be lampooned in 
The Woman Who Rode Away. Compton MacKenzie, a man who loves 
islands, is the central figure in "The Man Who Loved Islands." 
This is a simple story of a man who isolates himself more and 
more from humanity, going from island to island until at last 
he is left alone with the overwhelming and murderous elements. 
It is really more of an idea of MacKenzie than a character 
study, but after it appeared in the London Mercury of August 
1927, it caused Lawrence some difficulty. He and MacKenzie 
were both published in England by Martin Seeker; Lawrence 
wrote Mabel Luhan, "Compton MacKenzie, after swallowing one 
story in which he appeared as a character, was mortally 
offended by another more recent one in which I used him, and 
Seeker wants me not to print it in a book." And although 
Seeker omitted it from the English edition (Knopf included 
it in the American), he did not leave it out of the posthu-
mous volume of short stories, The Lovely Lady, which he 
brought out in 1933, when he was no longer MacKenzie's pub-
lisher. Compton MacKenzie, who found Lawrence likable but 
often difficult, told the author of the present volume (in 
London, in September, 1950) that Lawrence's stories give a 
distorted view of many of his acquaintances because "he had 
a trick of describing a person's setting or background 
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vividly~ and then putting. into the setting an ectoplasm en-
tirely of his own creation.u Norman Douglas and other vic-
tims of Lawrence's method have made similar complaints. Mao-
Kenzie says that those who know these victims oan see the 
s;tories only- as falsifications, though the stories may have 
artistic validity- for the reader who comes to them afresh. 
As to the story "Glad Ghosts," Lawrence Clark Powell 
said in his "descriptive catalogue" of The Manuscripts of 
D. H. Lawrence (1947) that the principal characters were the 
Hon. Herbert Asquith (whom Powell wrongly called "Sir 
Herbert") and Lady Cynthia Asquith; the name Lathkill is in-
deed so suggestive of Asquith that it is no wonder Lawrence 
felt the story would perhaps be unsuitable for Lady Cyn-
thia's anthology, The Ghost Book. When this anthology 
appeared in October 1926~ it contained instead Lawrence's 
"The Rooking-Horse Winner." But "Glad Ghosts" is Lawrence's 
finest story of the supernatural--that is, of the super-
natural used symbolically. It is a first-person tale, whose 
narrator is a signally independent man: "As for me, I knew 
that, like a sansoulotte, I should never be king till 
breeches were off •••• Most people are just another species to 
me. They might as well be turkeys." He has known at the 
Twaithe (Slade) art school an aristocratic girl named Car-
lotta Fell~ who has married Lord Lathkill, of a family noted 
for ill•luck. ·The narrator, Mark Morier~ sees the pair of 
them over the years, as he comes back to England now and then 
on his travels. The couple is not unsimilar to Lady Daphne 
and her husband in. "The Ladybird"--and, like Basil Bingham in 
that story, Latbkill comes back from the war wounded. The 
Latbkill bad fortune hagrides him and Carlotta: two of their 
children are killed in an accident, and another dies of ill-
ness. The next time Morier is in England he goes to visit 
the Latbkills, somewhat reluctantly, but upon their strong 
urging, at their Derbyshire estate. Carlotta, to Whom 
Morier is strongly attracted, is not eager to live; she 
"needs help." The place has an aura of death, and Morier is 
put in the ghost room. He is told that he may tempt the .fam-
ily apparition to visit him, and that her visits are always 
followed by an upturn in the family fortunes--not meaning 
money. At dinner there is a rather mad colonel with a som-
nambulistic young wife; that evening the colonel tries to 
evoke the spirit of his former wife, in vain. But the Lath-
kill ghost, described in advance as "gratifying," is wander-
ing that night, and there is a pervading scent, as of plum-
blossom: "I know she came. I know she came, even as a woman, 
to my man. But the knowledge is darkly naked as the event. 
I only know, it was so. In the deep of sleep a call was 
called from the deeps of me, and answered in the deeps, by 
a woman among women. Breasts or thighs or face, I remember 
not a touch, no, nor a movement of my own. It is all com-
plete in the ·profundity of darkness •••• I shall never know if 
it was a ghost, some sweet spirit from the innermost of the 
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ever-deepening cosmos; or a. woman, a very woman, as the silk-
iness of my limbs seems to attest; or a dream, a halluoina-
tion111 In the morning Morier leaves, with Lord Lathkill tell-
ing him he will never really go away from them, and Carlotta 
saying "At last it was perfect I" She seems again so beauti-
ful, "as if it were the ghost again, and I was far down the 
deeps of consciousness." And the next autumn, when Morier 
is again overseas, he receives a letter from Lord Lathkill; 
Carlotta has had a son, and one of the young plum trees has: 
come into bloom out of season--and the colonel's wife has bad 
a daughter; Lathkill says, "I have peace upon my bones, and 
if' the YfOrld is going to come to a violent and untimely end, 
as prophets aver, I feel the house of Lathkill will survive, 
built upon our ghost." 
Once again a Lawrence ghost story--if' this really is a 
ghost story--is also a sex story. Lawrence congratulated the 
Brewsters for letting their daughter read it, because it 
"treats sex honestly." It is noteworthy that the plum-
blossom scent is used as a kind of substitute for the almond-
blossoms of "The Last Laugh." Richard Ald ington, in his in-
troduction to the recent Penguin edition of The Woman Who 
Rode Away, says that "if the identification (by Powell) of 
the main chara.cters (in "Glad Ghosts") is correct, the finale 
of the story was a piece of reckless impudence." 
In contrast with the occult tales in The Woman WhO Rode 
Away, "None of' That" is a naturalistic story, a variant of' 
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the 11 Princess" theme:: Dor.othy Brett says Lawrence seems to 
have taken the female character this time from Dorothy Car-
rington, with Whom she had gone to the Slade. Ethel Cane in 
the story is a wealthy American girl in Mexico, and like many 
of Lawrence's heroines she is sexless--she wants none of 
that. When she sees Cuesta in the bull ring, dressed in pink 
and silver and playing skillfully with the bull, she is fas-
cinated, as the woman in Hemingway's The Sun Also Rises is 
fascinated by a younger matador: once again Lawrence and Hem-
ingway, whose "The Prussian Officer" and "A Simple Inquiry" 
have certain resemblances, indioate that they have some ele-
ments of vision in common as they see modern men and women 
acting out the themes of love and death. Literature antici-
pating life as it often does, was twenty-five years ahead of 
the recent glorification of bull fighters by the Hollywood 
actresses, those priestesses of sensation. The woman in the 
Hemingway story, and the one in the Lawrence story react in 
the same way to the grace and skill of the bull fighter as 
he makes those athletic gestures that in the faoe of pos-
sible death are supremely functional. But the woman in the 
Lawrence story has been attracted by a man who long ago has 
lost the innocence of Hemingway's neophyte; Cuesta in "None 
of That" lures Ethel Cane to his house one night and turns 
her over to his bull-fight gang, telling them not to bruise 
her. Yet, bruises are discovered on her body at the inquest 
held after she poisons herself. But, the Mexican who is 
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telling the story says, "there was another revolution, and in 
the hubbub this affair was dropped." Ethel left Cuesta half 
her fortune in a will made ten days before her death, and the 
will was declared valid. 
Lawrence kept himself out of this story, which is as ob-
jective as a tale by Maupassant, yet in the long line of Law-
rence characters who have been destroyed because they denied 
or mechanized the forces of sex, Ethel Cane has a definite 
place. 
Two light-comedy pieces are also contained in The Woman 
Who Rode Away, "In Love" and "Two Blue Birds." The first is 
a trivial story of a young girl who shrinks away from the 
physical love-making of her fiance and then decides she will 
have to put up with it. The story as it appears in its final 
form was considerably revised from a manuscript entitled 
"More Modern Love," which suggests the possibility that it 
was written at an earlier period. It is as inconsequential 
as some of the stories of Lawrence's first phase that were 
collected after his death in A Modern Lover, yet the Dial pub-
lished it in the November 1927 issue--but the Dial was one of 
the magazines responsive to Lawrence at the time. 
"Two Blue Birds," possibly written in Italy in the spring 
of 1926--it was mailed to Lawrence's agent from Florence in 
May--appeared in the ~ in April 1927 and in the Pall Mall 
Gazette fourteen months later. This satiric little story of 
the jealousy of a rather sexless wife over her rather sexless 
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husband and his rather sexless secretary, has the tone of the 
shorter pieces Lawrence was to write hereafter, those col-
lected in The Lovely Lady. "Two Blue Birds" makes no demands 
upon Lawrence's prose skill--indeed, it is told in a rather 
chirping, blue-bird style--but it is an entertaining little 
episode. 
"sun" surpasses the title story in the contest for the 
honor of being the best in the volume. It tells of a bored 
American woman who learns to love the sun by lying naked on 
the rooky ledge of a Mediterranean island. Like so many 
American women, she has found life in a city apartment death-
like; the doctors have recommended that she leave New York 
and get into the sun. Her business-man husband solemnly lets 
her and their little boy depart. On the Mediterranean island, 
amid almond trees blossoming like pink snow, a new life be-
gins for Juliet. She finds a place to lie naked under the 
sun, her new lover, and all nature collaborates; there is 
some wonderfully phallic scenery, particularly "one cypress 
tree~ with a pallid, thick trunk, and a tip that leaned over, 
flexibly, up in the blue. It stood like a guardian looking 
to sea; or a low, silvery candle whose huge flame was dark-
ness against light: earth sending up her proud tongue of 
gleam." Juliet feels the sun penetrate her, pulse inside 
her~ fill her with warmth. When she returns to the house 
she has rented, she makes her little boy take off his clothes 
on the terrace, and this frightens him. Then, in one of 
those passages that continually lift Lawrence above his con-
temporaries1 she rolls an orange to the child "across the red 
tiles 1 and with his soft1 unformed little body he toddled 
after it. Then immediately he had it1 he dropped it because 
it felt strange against his flesh. And he looked back at her, 
querulous 1 wrinkling his face to cry, frightened because he 
was stark." 
duliet•s life cannot remain idyllic: one day her husbrund 
. 
appears 1 pale, and smelling of the city, abashed before her 
gold nakedness. He has taken a month's vacation. She tells 
him she cannot go back to East Forty-Seventh, and he says she 
may stay on the island as long as she wants; he will join her 
on his vacations. She privately contrasts her husband with' a 
peasant she has seen on the island, with whom she has ex-
changed some intense looks: 
Ripe now, and brown-rosy all over with the sun, 
and with a heart like a fallen rose 1 she had wanted 
to go dow.n to the hot, shy peasant and bear his child. 
Her sentiments had fallen like petals. She had seen 
the flushed blood in the burnt face 1 and the flmne in 
the southern blue eyes, and the answer in her had been 
a gush of fire. He would have been a procreative sun-
bath to her, and she wanted it. 
Nevertheless, her next child would be Maurice's. 
The fatal chain of continuity would cause it. 
The unexpurgated edition of the story1 which Harry and 
Caresse Crosby published as a separate book in Paris, had a 
final sentence that was quite different: "She would feel her 
husband's futile little penis inside her once again." 
The version in The Woman Who Rode Away had previously 
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been published as a book in London in 1926~ by E. Archer~ in 
an edition limited to a hundred copies. The Crosbys' Black 
Sun Press edition of 1928 was limited to 165 copies; this 
was widely pirated in the United States. 
11 Sun" was written at the villa the Lawrences were living 
in at Spotorno. near Genoa~ at the end of 1925. The story is 
a repository of many important Lawrencean symbols. First, he 
uses the Sicily-like island as opposed to New York, to show 
the advantage of being up at a villa rather than down in a 
city. second1 and most central, the sun is the giver of life 
and the nourisher of the mysteries of sex. This is not only 
the dark-hearted sun Count Dionys told the beautiful, pale 
Englishwoman about in 11 The Ladybird," but it is also the sun 
that was the preserver of life in Lawrence himself, a tuber-
culous man Who needed to live in its radiance. Out of his 
need~ Lawrence in his last phase adopted the sun-worship of 
the ancients: the conclusion of his last completed book, 
Apocalypse, is a hymn to the sun. And the story called "Sun" 
has other symbols--the almond blossoms that figured so im-
portantly in "The Last Laugh"; the cypress tree which Juliet 
11es under, the nearby "contorted" cactus plants. and the 
snakes she occasionally sees. Above all, there is the peas-
ant: Lawrence in his last period glorified the Mediterranean 
peasants, with whom he had felt a kinship since Twilight in 
Italy, as the men and women who were best living out the 1m-
position of civilization. "sun" has all these elements, 
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brought together with imaginative power and superior writing 
skill. 
Lawrence wrote a short novel during this period, The Vir-
gin and the Gipsy, and although it was completed earl1 in 
1926, it was not published until after his death. When it 
came out in 19301 the book carried a publisher's note which 
stated~ "This work lacks the author's final revision, and has 
been printed from the manuscript exactly as it stands." 
The Virgin and the Gipsy resembles the fable at the cen-
ter of Lady Chatterley's Lover: the relationship of the 
vicar's daughter and the gipsy is essentially that of Connie 
Chatterley and Mellors. The flood scene in The Virgin and 
the Gipsy has correspondences with an earlier story, "The 
Horse Dealer's Daughter" in England~ My England; in each in-
stance there is a girl who narrowly escapes drowning and is 
rescued by a man who gives her the touch of love. 
Lawrence turned back to the Midlands for the setting of 
The Virgin and the Gipsy; the stony hill-country of Derby-
shire frames the story. The. vicar's daughter and the gipsy 
have known each other slightly and have, in the Lawrence tra- · 
d1t1on, indulged in an intense ocular intercourse before the 
perilous flood brings them together forever and separates 
them forever. The background of the story is filled in with 
family sketches of the cleverly humorous kind Lawrence could 
strike off with ease. And while the book is not an important 
one, it has a good deal of Lawrencean charm and, like Lady 
Chatterley's Lover, a nostalgia for the country he knew so 
well in his youth. 
In Lady Chatterley's Lover, Lawrence wrote fuller de-
scriptions of the manifestations of love than had ever been 
written before in serious literature in English, and he put 
into the mouths of his characters words that are not used in 
the genteel society he had hated from the time when he was a 
miner's little boy. 
It is ironic that one of the elder intellectuals to whom 
Lawrence had become cool, Edward Garnett, should have played 
so important a part in the gestation of Lady Chatterley's 
Lover. Garnett's son David had enjoyed the book, and Law-
rence wrote to ask him if his father, who had found The Rain-
~ too strong, would like to have a presentation copy of 
Lady Chatterley: "In mr early days your father said to me, 
'I should welcome a description of the whole aot.•--whioh has 
stayed in rn"3' mind till I write this book." 
Lawrence publicly explained his intentions in Pornog-
raphy and Obscenity, which he wrote after the criticisms of 
Lady Chatterley and the censorship troubles over the Pansies 
poems. Part of the essay was printed in This Quarter, July-
September 19291 and all of it as a pamphlet in London in 
November 1929, and as a book in New York in 1930. In Por-
nography and Obscenity, Lawrence indicated the difference 
between the "mobri use of taboo words and the private, in-
dividual definitions of them. He believed that word-prudery 
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was a mob-habit people needed. to be shaken out of--he was 
against genuine pornography~ which never c~e out into the 
open~ which rubbed humanity's "dirty little secret." Some of 
these premises were repeated and deepened in the preface to 
the authorized Paris edition of the novel. This preface 
("My Skirmish with Jolly Roger")~ reprinted in expanded form 
as the book A Propos of Lady Chatterley's Lover (London~ 
1930)~ surprisingly contained some praise of the Church be-
cause it had fostered the sense of the intrinsic rhythms of 
living and because it had established the idea of marriage 
for life. Lawrence again spoke for the "blood-stream" kind 
of sex~ and spoke against its opposite~ the destructive per-
sonal-nervous type of sex: 
The mind has an old grovelling fear of the body 
and the body's potencies. It is the mind we have to 
liberate~ to .civilize on these points. The mind's 
terror of the body has probably driven more men mad 
than ever could be counted. The insanity of a great 
mind like Swift's is at least partly traceable to 
this cause. In the poem to his mistress Celia~ 
which has the maddened refrain "But--Celia~ Celia~ 
Celia s~s~" (the word rhymes with spits)~ we see 
what can happen to a great mind when it falls into 
panic. A great wit like Swift could not see how ri-
diculous he made himself. Of course Celia s***sL 
Who doesn't?. And how much worse if' she didn't• It 
is hopeless. And then think of poor Celia, made to 
feel iniquitous about her proper natural function by 
her "lover." It is monstrous. And it comes from hav-
ing taboo words~ and from not keeping the mind suf-
ficiently developed in physical and sexual conscious-
ness. 
In contrast to the puritan hush& hushl~ Which 
produces the sexual moron~ we have the modern young jazzy and high-brow person who has gone one better~ 
and won't be hushed in any respect~ and just "does 
as she ~ikes." From fearing the body, and denying 
its existence, the advanced young go to the other 
extreme and treat it as a sort o~ toy to be played 
with, a slightly nasty toy, but still you can get 
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some ~un out o~ it, be~ore it lets you down. These 
young people sco~~ at the importance o~ sex, take it 
like a cocktail, and flout their elders with it. 
These young ones are advanced and superior. They de-
spise a book like Lady Chatterley's Lover. It is 
much too simple and ordinary ~or them. The naughty 
words they care nothing about, and the attitude to 
love they find old-fashioned. Why make a ~uss about 
it. Take it like a cocktailL The book, they say, 
shows the mentality of' a boy of fourteen. But perhaps 
the mentality of a boy o~ ~ourteen, who .still bas a 
little natural awe and proper ~ear in ~act of sex, is 
more wholesome than the mentality of the young cock-
taily person who has no respect for anything and whose 
mind has nothing to do but play with the toys of life, 
sex being one of the chie~ toys, and who loses his 
mind in the process. Heliogabulus, indeed& 
so, between the stale grey puritan who is likely 
to fall into sexual indecency in advanced · age, and the 
smart jazzy person o~ the young world, who says: "We 
can do anything. If we can think a thing we can do 
it," and then the low uncultured person with a dirty 
mind, who looks for dirt--·this book has hardly a space 
to turn in. But to them all I say the same: Keep your 
perversions if' you like them--your perversion. of puri-
tanism, your perversion of smart licentiousness, your 
perversion of a dirty mind. But I stick to my book 
and my position: Li~e is only bearable when the mind 
and the body are in har.mony, and there is a natural 
balance between them, and each has a natural respect 
for the other. 
Pornography and Obscenity and A Propos of Lady Chatter-
ley's Lover are important documents in the incessant war be-
tween art on the one side and official or unofficial censor-
ship on the other. The ~ormer essay is reprinted in Phoenix, 
and could profitably be reissued in a separate volume to-
gether with some o~ Lawrence's other writings on attitudes 
toward sex, including the letters he wrote to various friends 
at the time Lady Chatterley's Lover was being printed in 
Italy. In these letters he repeatedly explained that this 
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was a nakedly phallic book, and that it had in it much ten-
derness. For a while he considered calling the novel Tender-
~· He told Harriet Monroe that he wanted to restore "the 
other, the phallic, consciousness into our lives: because it 
is the source of all real beauty, and all real gentleness." 
The phallic consciousness was "not the cerebral sex-conscious-
ness, but something really deeper, and the root of poetry, 
lived or sung." A letter to the Brewsters reveals how em-
phatically Lady Chatterley's Lover belongs to the main stream 
of Lawrencean philosophy: 
It's a novel of the phallic Consciousness: or the 
phallic Consciousness versus the mental-spiritual Con-
sciousness: and of course you know which side I take. 
The versus is not my fault: there should be no versus. 
The two things must be reconciled in us. But now 
they're daggers drawn. 
In another letter to Earl Brewster, speaking of his ac-
tivity in general, Lawrence amusingly describes what he was 
attempting with Lady Chatterley's Lover and other works of 
that time: "I want subtly, but tremendously, to kick the 
ball-less." 
In the story, Lady Constance Chatterly is among the le-
g1ons of modern women who have not been awakened in the phal-
lic Consciousness. And when her husband, Sir Clifford, comes 
home paralysed from the First World War, Connie's sex-life 
must be carried on surreptitiously. Her husband's friend, 
the playwright Michaelis, is unable to fulfill her--and then 
she meets the gamekeeper. 
It is a restating of themes suggested earlier, as we 
have seen, in The Virgin and the Gipsy, "The Ladybird," and 
"Glad Ghosts." Here the experience is more complete, and the 
phallic ecstasy becomes at the last a purification: 
She bad often wondered what Abelard meant, When 
he said that in their year of love be and Heloise (sic) bad passed through all the stages and refine-
ments of passion. The same thing, a thousand years 
ago: ten thousand years ago' The same on the Greek 
vases, everywherel The refinements of passion, the 
extravagances of sensualityl And necessary, forever 
necessary, to burn out false shames and smelt out 
the heaviest ore of the body into purity. With the 
fire of sheer sensuality. 
In the short summer ·nights she learnt so much. 
She would have thought a woman would have died of 
shame. Instead of which, the shame died. Shrune, 
which is fear: the deep organic shame, the old, old 
physical fear which crouches in the bodily roots of 
us, and oan only be chased away by the sensual fire, 
at last it was roused up and rooted by the phallic 
hunt of the man, and she came to the very heart of 
the jungle of herself. She felt, now, she had come 
to the real bed-rook of her nature, and was essential-
ly shameless. She was her sensual self, naked and un-
ashamed. She felt a triumph, almost a vainglory. 
Sol That was how it wasL That was life1 That was how 
oneself really wasl There was nothing left to dis-
guise or be ashamed of. She shared her ultimate naked-
ness with a man, another being. 
And what a reckless devil the man wasl really 
like a devill One had to be strong to bear him. But 
it took some getting at, the core of the physical jun-
gle, the last and deepest recess of organic shame. 
The phallus alone could explore it. And how he had 
pressed in on herl 
And how, in fear, she had hated 1t. But bow she 
had really wanted itl She knew now. At the bottom 
of her soul, fundamentally, she had needed this phal-
lic hunting out, she had secretly wanted it, and she 
had believed that she would never get it. Now sud-
denly there it was, and a man was sharing her last and 
final nakedness, she was shameless. 
What liars poets and everybody werel They made 
one think one wanted sentiment. When what one su-
preme~y wanted was this piercing, consuming, rather 
awful sensuality. To find a man who dared do it, 
without shame or sin or final misgiving1 If he had 
been ashamed afterwards, and made one feel ashamed, 
how awful1 What a pity most men are so doggy, a bit 
shameful, like Clifford1 Like Michaelis evenl Both 
sensually a bit doggy and humiliating. The supreme 
pleasure of the mind1 And what is that to a woman? 
What is it, really, to the man eitherL He becomes 
merely messy and doggy, even in his mind. It needs 
sheer sensuality even to purify and quicken the mind. 
Sheer fiery sensuality, not messiness. 
Ah God, how rare a thing a man is! They are all 
dogs that trot and sniff and copulate. To have found 
a man who was not afraid and not ashamedL 
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Lawrence wrote three drafts _ of Lady Chatterley's Lover. 
The third of these is the unexpurgated Florentine edition of 
1928; the second has not been printed; the first was published 
in America in April 1944, which some fanfare, under the title 
The First Lady Chatterly. Charles s. Sumner of the Society 
for the Suppression of Vice seized four hundred copies of the 
book at the Dial Press offices {New York City), on May 9, 
1944, and on May 29 ·a magistrate declared the book "clearly 
obscene" in violation of the State Penal Code. But on Novem-
ber 2, two of the three justices in the Court of Special Ses-
sions found "reasonable doubt" as to the obscenity, and the 
case against the book was dism1ss:ed. 
The First Lady Chatterley was in many ways different 
from Lawrence's final version--the gamekeeper, Parkin (he is 
called Mellors in Lawrence's third working-over of the 
text), has an almost comic quality at times, and there is 
considerably more class-warfare in this _edition than in the 
final one, where the plangent erotic hum drowns out all 
other themes. 
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Frieda Lawrence reports .that because Lawrence felt the 
tenderness and gentleness of the first version "hadn't enough 
punch and fight in it, it was a bit wistful," he reworked the 
novel; "he wanted to make the contrast between the cynicism 
and sophistication of the modern mind and the gamekeeper's 
attitude sharper. To give a glimpse of the living spontane-
ous tenderness in a man and the other mental, fixed approach 
to love." 
The First Lady Chatterley retains a kind of inchoate 
flavor like that other posthumously published novel which 
lacked Lawrence's final revision--The Virgin and the Gipsy. 
There is a sketchiness about The First Lady Chatterley which 
throws it into poor contrast with the final version, that is 
richer, deeper and, in the best Lawrencean sense, "darker." 
The second version, as yet unpublished, is synopsized by 
E. w. Tedlock, Jr., in The Frieda Lawrence Collection of 
D. H. Lawrence Manuscripts; this second draft, in which the 
gamekeeper is still named Parkin, seems in this account as if 
it might be better than the first, but still not so vital as 
the third. 
Yet the Lady Chatterley's Lover which was printed in 
Lawrence's lifetime is in several ways not up to the stand-
ard of his finest writing. The prose, except for occasional 
eostatio passages containing something of his old power, is 
less sharp, less strong, than the prose of his preceding 
novel, The Plumed Serpent, whioh was his last successful 
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effort at imaginative prose sustained at book-length. And 
the plot of Lady Chatterley has mechanical elements not usu-
ally found in Lawrence. 
His stories are not ordinarily subject to olassioal 
ideals of form, and he oared little for suoh concepts 1 though 
when he completed Sons and Lovers he enthusiastically wrote 
Edward Garnett that the book definitely had form~ and a de-
velopment uwhich 1s slow1 like growth." And this is one of 
the great virtues of that novel1 bound in with its deepest 
tragic implications: the plot has an inevitability1 the 
people are inextricably netted 1n the desperate situation • . 
In Lady Chatterley's Lover the situations--unusual as 
they may be in themselves--and the way they are worked outJ 
follow generally along the accepted lines of the conventional 
novel. Consequently Lawrence 1s open to criticism when parts 
of the plot 1 certain motivations 1n the storyJ seem mechani-
cal, or when a leading character such as Clifford appears to 
be merely a symbolic figure set up by the author to convey 
an idea. Lawrence discusses this aspect of Clifford in ! 
Propos of Lady Chatterley's Lover: 
As to whether the "symbolism" is 1ntentional--
I don't know. Certainll not in the beginning, when 
Clifford was created. When I created Clifford and 
Connie 1 I had no idea what tbey were or why they 
were. They just came, pretty much as they are. But 
the novel was written, from start to finish, three 
times. And when I read the first version, I recog-
nized that the lameness of Clifford was symbolic of 
the paralysis, the deeper emotional or passional 
paralysis, of most men of his sort and class today. 
I realised that it was perhaps taking an unfair 
advantage of Connie, to paralyse him technically. 
It made it so much more vulgar of her to leave him. 
Yet the story cgme as it did, by itself, so I left 
it alone. Whether we call it symbolism or not, it 
is, in the sense of its happening, inevitable. 
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If Lawrence actually depended this much on his daimon, 
the daimon had become less reliable than he had been in the 
past. For the physical crippling of Clifford greatly weak-
ens the story--it would have been far more effective if he 
could have been ostensibly potent yet at the same time actu-
ally representative of the sexlessness which, in Lawrence's 
view, characterized the group of shallow young aristocrats 
and artists Lawrence was lampooning. 
The clever and successful young Irish playwright 
Michaelis, who proves to be an ineffectual lover to Connie, 
is more truly symbolic of what Lawrence was hitting at 
through Clifford than Clifford himself is. 
Lawrence himself may be somewhat identified, personally 
and doctrinally, with Mellors the gamekeeper• Mellors' early 
love experiences partly resemble those of his prototype 
Annable .in The White Peacock, and some of them are a restate-
ment of Lawrence's own youthful love affairs. Mellors, like 
Lawrence, is a man who has pushed beyond the bounds of his 
class. He has been an army officer and can speak the lan-
guage of educated people, though he often uses Midlands dia-
lect, which Lawrence himself would sink into when he felt 
anyone was snobbish. The sensitive, educated side of Mellors 
corresponds to that of other Lawrencean male characters who 
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are aware of the magnificence of nature. But there has never 
before been in any of these men so complete a blending of 
sensibility and competent proletarian maleness. Lawrence 
must have felt that he was doing through his writing what 
Mellors was doing amid the created life of the novel: Law-
rence was attempting to be a regenerator of t~e sex-impulse, 
and in his own way also a protector of wild life. 
But in spite of all philosophic implications, and the 
distortions of plot and character they require, the book re-
mains a compelling love story, a warm, phallic song of love. 
It has been explained that Lawrence once thought of calling 
the novel Tenderness, and there is much tenderness in this 
story of a man and a woman finding fulfillment in one an-
other amidst a ruining world. 
Lawrence was prepared for the storm that greeted Ladz 
Chatterley's Lover: the prudish criticisms of the book did 
not irritate him half so much as the fact that it was pi-
rated extensively in America. His publishers wanted him to 
bring out a bowdlerized edition but he could not cut the 
book down to fit the public taste: 11 ! might as well try to 
clip my own nose into shape with scissors. The book bleeds." 
After Lawrence's death, however, his British and AmBri-
can publishers (Seeker and Knopf) put out an emasculated 
edition of Lady Chatterley, and this has been reissued in 
several reprint series. Whether the publishing philosophy 
behind this is that half a Lady Chatterley's Lover is better 
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than none 1 or that the title is one to capitalize on, the re-
sult has not been good in the long run. For the minced edi-
tion is a rather poor Lawrence book--Lawrence's style, as 
previously explained, has slackened, and the force of the 
original resided in the very passages that have been cut, or 
in their relationship to all the others. Another unfortu-
nate aspect of the enucleated version is that a good part of 
the reading public--which gulps down title and text w1 thout 
heeding small-print statements on the jacket--believes that 
the gelded edition is the real one 1 that at last the book 
which upset people years ago is permitted to appear in this 
enlightened age. Consequently a good deal of the book's po-
tential influence is wasted. 
The time is overdue for an American publisher to make a 
fight for Lady Chatterley's Lover such as the one made by 
Random House in New York in 1933 and 1934, with Morris L. 
Ernst as attorney, for Joyce's Ulysses; Judge Woolsey's de-
cision in this case made possible the Random House unexpur-
gated edition of Ulysses and opened the way for the Bodley 
Head's publication of the same text in London. A fight on 
behalf of Lady Chatterley would of course encounter some 
difficulties not present in the battle for Ulysses. Joyce's 
book was offered 1n evidence as a picture of things as they 
exist, a poetic-realistic view of life expressed in utter-
ance of great artistic importance. Lady Chatterley's Lover 
has poetic-realistic passages too, and those naturalistic 
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descriptions o£ the sex-act never be£ore attempted so com-
pletely in serious British writing, yet the book also has a 
doctrinal side which some legalists might consider dangerous. 
Joyce merely represented; Lawrence preached. Oddly enough, 
Lawrence considered the Ulysses kind o£ writing unwholesome; 
A. E. Housman felt this too, and told Grant Richards that 
Lady Chatterley's Lover 11 did not en.flame my passions to any 
great extent, but it is much more wholesome than Frank Harris 
or James Joyce." 
The black-market circulation of Lady Chatterley's Lover 
continues among those able to determine an unexpurgated edi-
tion. Its effect upon the men and women who have read it 
does not seem to be corrupting, but rather what Lawrence 
predicted: and as Norman Douglas--one o.f Lawrence's harshest 
critics--said in his autobiographical Looking Back, Law-
rence's "work is in the nature of' a beneficent, taboo-
shattering bomb. An American .friend tells me that Lawrence's 
romances have been o.f incalculable service to genteel society 
out there. The same applies to genteel society in England •••• 
Lawrence opeiled a little window for the bourgeoisie." Horace 
Gregory, in his Pilgrim of' the Apocalypse, is less_ conde-
scending: "No novelist (or poet) living today f'inds it nec-
essary to continue the half'-oentury f'ight for sexual libera-
tion in English writing. After Lady Chatterley's Lover all 
subsequent uses of the sex symbol are anticlimactic. It had 
been a long fight from the publication of Whitman's Song of 
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the Body~ through the Oscar Wilde tri,al~ through twenty years 
or Freud to this last writing of a novel printed in Italy and 
Paris; the fight was won in 1928. 11 
The statements of both Douglas and Gregory were made in 
books published in 1933~ and the passing of time has empha-
sized their truth. It will never be quite possible for those 
who have come after the first appearance of Lady Chatterley 
to know how effectively it helped break through the screen 
that Puritanism had so long held before western eyes. The 
novel in English had either ignored the phallic or hidden it 
behind pruderies and hypocrisies. Consider the results when 
the middle section of an anatomy chart is not shown or the 
sex organs are omitted from it; consider the ancient statues 
which moderns have tried to neutralize with leaves as cod-
pieces--in every case the sexual is given false emphasis. 
}~d this is the way things stood in the world Lawrence was 
born into1 nineteenth-century society with its repressions, 
its sly adulteries1 its unrecognized Oedipus complexes 1 its 
drawing-room pretense of universal eunuch-hood. Now Law-
rence in writing Lady Chatterley's Lover1 and in defending 
it1 was not demanding that every book should be principally 
concerned with the phallic. He repeatedly indicated that 
he was trying to bring about a balance--and to do so 1 he 
had to go to an extreme. If society had been in balance, 
Lady Chatterley would not have been necessary; if it had 
been written nevertheless, it would have been a different 
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kind of book. As it stands, Lady Chatterley is one of the 
triumphs of naturalism, but it is a good deal more than this. 
The story is not limited to sexual descriptions--though, as 
Lawrence saw, the book is dead without them; Lady Chatterley's 
Lover touches the entire consciousness. And it has left its 
mark upon the consciousness of mankind. 
It has not only helped to destroy many inhibitions in 
its reader, as Norman Douglas asserted, but also in Law-
rence's fellow-writers, as Horace Gregory pointed out. Of 
course there will always be cheap books of the Forever Amber 
type--the poor in taste always ye have with you--but one of 
the further benefits of the Lawrencean liberation is that it 
helps to make such tawdriness look tawdrier than it used to 
look. Lawrence was a puritan, and he was offended by the 
kind of suggestiveness that gives lace-edged innuendoes to so 
many books and films, and by little obscenities like the 
smoking-room story: he wanted the cleanness of the direct. 
Lawrence's intention in Lady Chatterley's Lover was 
understood sympathetically by one of the most brilliant men 
of the modern world, one who might be said to have stood on 
the side-lines sexually. He is a man who is even mentioned 
in the book, sneered at in passing. This is the author's 
namesake, T. E. Lawrence ("of Arabia"), who for reasons not 
necessarily mystic abandoned his surname and took that of 
Shaw. When he had read Lady Chatterley for the second 
time, "T. E. Shaw" wrote Edward Marsh, "I'm deeply puzzled 
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and hurt •••• surely the sex business isn't worth all this 
damned .fuss.?" Nearly two months later he wrote Marsh that 
he had re-read the book three times--and his opinion seemed 
no different. But in a letter to Henry Williamson after 
another nine months had passed, "Shaw" made the finest 
statement that has yet been made about the book: 
What n. H. Lawrence means by Lady Chatterley's 
Lover is that the idea of sex, & the whole strong 
vital instinct, being considered indecent causes 
men to lose what might be their vital strength and 
pride of life--their integrity. Conversely, the 
idea of "genitals being beauty" in the Blaldan sense 
would .free human1 ty .from its lowering and disinte-
grating immorality of deed and thought. 
Lawrence wilted & was made writhen by the 
"m1ners-ohapel-dirty little boy, you11 environment: 
he was ruined by it: and in most of his work be is 
striving to straighten himself, and to become beau-
tiful. Ironically, or paradoxically, in a human-
ity where "*enitals are beauty" there would be a 
minimum of . sex" and a maximum o.r beauty, or Art. 
This is what Lawrence means, surely. 
After Lady Chatterley's Lover, Lawrence wrote only short 
pieces, except for Apocalypse, and be turned them out pro-
lifically despite his gaining illness. They require detailed 
treatment here because they summarize or connect with so much 
that went before; and most of the stories have backgrounds so 
literal that antecedent facts are even more important than 
previously, for complete understanding. 
Seven of Lawrence's last stories were published in~ 
Lovely Lady in 1933; a satiric tone pervades the collection, 
of which "Mother and Daughter" is typical. When Mrs. Bodoin 
interviews the elderly Armenian who wants to marry her 
daughter, she asks him, if he "really" prefers ''to smoke a 
hookah." 
"What is a hookah, please?" 
"One of those water-pipes. Don't you all 
smoke them, in the East?" 
He only looked mystified and humble, and 
silence resumed. 
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The domineering Irishwoman, who has in the past been 
able to "squash" her daughter's suitors by ridicule, loses to 
"that Turkish carpet gentleman": the maternal spell over the 
thirty-year-old daughter is broken. The wealthy Armenian 
makes a good marriage settlement but asks for the London 
apartment and all its trappings--the spoils of Bodoin. The 
old woman submits, with restrained fury, and moves out, tell-
ing her daughter "sinisterly" that she hopes she will be 
happy, and adding "You're just the harem type, after all." 
11 I suppose I am.l Rather funl" sa.id Virginia. 
"But I wonder where I got it. Not from you, 
mother ••• " she drawled mischievously. 
"I should say not • 11 
"Perhaps daughters go by contraries, like 
dreams," mused Virginia wickedly. "All the harem 
left out of you, so perhaps it all had to be put 
back into me." 
Mrs. Bodoin flashed a look at her. 
"You have all my ~l" she said. 
"Thank you, dear.~u have just a bit of 
mine." 
Here is another statement of familiar Lawrencean themes: 
the breaking, by the intrusion of an outsider, of the domin-
ation of one person over another. Sometimes the relation in-
volved is parental: in Sons and Lovers, the outcome was ob-
verse in that the intruding girl, and even death, could not 
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break the mother's dominance. over her son. But the situation 
is reversed in much of Lawrence's later fiction: in Women in 
~~ when Loerke comes between Gerald and Gudrun; in "The 
Fox~ 11 when the young soldier smashes the partnership between 
the two girls; and in Lady Chatterley's Lover, where there 
is one more example, among many, of the successful invasion 
of a weakened relationship. In "Mother and Daughter 1 " Law-
rence uses as the instrument of his bombardment another 
Lawrencean theme--the triumph of the "dark" people--and does 
so in a slyly comic way, with the elderly Armenian as "hero." 
This story, which first appeared in the New Criterion 
in April 1929, had no American publication before its appear-
ance in The Lovely Lady, but it is the kind of story that 
fifteen or twenty years later would have neatly fitted into 
the New Yorker: the mother and daughter who have been so 
close and have at last become jagged-nerved at one another~ 
and then the "rescue" by the smug~ aging Oriental. "Mother 
and Daughter" is indeed a forerunner of the New Yorker's 
story-pattern of worldliness and a kind of mocking cruelty. 
The same elements are found in "The Blue Moccasins," 
written in Switzerland that summer of 1928; Mrs. Brewster 
remembers Lawrence reading it aloud as he sat among the 
harebells on a steep hill. "The Blue Moccasins," first pub-
lished in Plain Talk in February 1929, tells of the break-
up of a marriage between a young man and an older woman. 
No synopsis could do justice to Lawrence's weaving together 
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of the re~ationship of the young bank clerk and the older 
woman, w1 th the scarlet thread of complication--a younger 
woman--stitched in skillfully. The jealousy of the wife, and 
the rather stupefied reaction of the husband, are masterfully 
dramatized. 
' 
II As in 'Mother and Daughter, character and con-
flict are the basis of the story; there are no Lawrencean 
landscapes, no influence of nature upon the people, but only 
the people themselves, modern, complicated, and intense. 
"The Blue Moccasins" has . a greater range than most of these 
stories, because it traces a relationship over a number of 
years and because it has a dramatic ensemble scene in which 
an entire village is made witness to an incident in a domes-
tic quarrel. The account of the little Christmas play is 
Lawrence at his comic best, with Percy Barlow in blackface 
as a Moor, and the female complication as a houri--with Mrs. 
Barlow's missing blue moccasins. And then, in one of the 
climactic love scenes, with Percy virtually being seduced 
before the whole town, his elderly little wife appears at 
the edge of the stage and says "Percy will you hand me my 
moccasins?"--which the houri had previously kicked off in 
one of the play's high moments, saying "Away, shoes of bond-
age 1 away I" 
The pert, managing little wife is mockingly done, yet 
she is a sympathetic figure. Lawrence originally intended 
to have her triumph 1n the end, as the earliest version of 
the story in manuscript indicates; Percy was to tell the 
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complication-houri that he loved his wif'e, who was perf'eot 
and who put "the final touch to lif'e." Before Lawrence read 
to his friends in Switzerland the ending he finally gave to 
the story, he asked them how they would close it, and they 
were all on the side of' Mrs. Barlow. But he would not let 
her be victorious: the pattern of' the broken relationship was 
too strong in his consciousness. He has Percy at the end of' 
the story being drawn to the younger woman, telling her that 
his wif'e has curdled his inside--he does not know how he is 
even going to be civil to her again. 
An aging woman losing her dominance is also the theme 
of' the title story, "The Lovely Lady." This was published 
by Lady Cynthia Asquith in her "murder book," The Black Cap, 
in 192'7; she had used Lawrence's "The Rocking-Horse Winner" 
f'or The Ghost Book in the preceding year. "The Lovely Lady" 
is concerned with a parental relationship, a mother-and-son 
af'f'air in Which the seventy-two-year-old Mrs. Attenborough, 
who looks as if' she were only thirty, has cowed her son 
Robert. He is an ineffectual barrister who can make only 
f'ive hundred pounds a year; he cannot earn more, though he 
finds it easy to earn less. Here is an epitome of' Sons and 
Lovers, with the modish setting of' a suburban house in the 
1920's: "But as her sons grow up, she selects them as 
lovers--first the eldest, then the second"--as Lawrence 
wrote Edward Garnett in 1912 1 about the earlier story. 
There has been an elder son in "The Lovely Lady" whose fate 
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is exactly that of William in Sons and Lovers (and of Law-
rence's own brother Ernest): Henry "had died suddenly when 
he was twenty-two, after an awful struggle with himself, be-
cause he was passionately in love with -a young and very good-
looking actress, and his mother had humorously despised him 
for the attachment. So he had caught some ordinary disease, 
but the poison had gone to his brain and killed him, before 
he ever regained consciousness." 
The Miriam of this story is Mrs. Attenborough's niece 
Cecilia, a member of the household; she is "safe" because her 
aunt has expressed disapproval of cousins' marrying. Cecilia 
tries once or twice to make love to Robert, but he is either 
too afraid or too diffident to be responsive. Cecilia, tak-
ing sun baths on the roof--Lawrence is assuredly on her 
side--hears the guilty old woman talking to herself during 
the afternoon rest period; Mrs. Attenborough is in the room 
below, and the voice of her troubled conscience comes eerily 
up the rain-pipe. Once Cecilia hears the old woman say that 
Robert's father was not ber husband but a clever and passion-
ate Italian priest: "I am disappointed in you, Robert. 
There is no poignancy in you. Your father was a Jesuit, but 
he was the most perfect and poignant lover in the world. 
You are a Jesuit like a fish in a tank. And that Ciss of 
yours is the cat fishing for you. It is less edifying than 
even poor Henry." Cecilia puts ber mouth to the tube and 
pretends to be Henry: she tells the mother not to kill 
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Robert as she has killed Henry. ,The old woman is shocked and 
horrified, and when she comes down to dinner that evening she 
is no longer the youthful-appearing Mrs. Attenborough: de-
spite her make-up she is now ''haggard w1 th a look of unspeak-
able irr1 tabil1 ty, as if years .of suppressed exasperation and 
dislike of her fellow-men had suddenly crumpled her into an 
old witch." Robert is astonished and repelled. And his 
mother goes into her last illness after telling Robert that 
he should marry Cecilia, that they are not actually cousins; 
she jeers at them, hoping to drive them apart, but they draw 
closer together, though Cecilia does not dare tell him about 
the rain-pipe and what she has done. Robert hates his dying 
mother, and passionately asserts that he knows he has a 
heart: "But it's almost sucked dry. I ~people who want 
power over others." His mother leaves the unsuccessful bar-
rister "the noble sum of one thousand pounds; and Ciss one 
hundred. All the rest, with the nucleus of her valuable an-
tiques, went to form the •Pauline Attenborough Museum.'" 
In the struggle in Sons and Lovers, the mother and the 
boy and the girl had torn one another apart, but their con-
test and their su.f.fering were sympathetically presented. 
Even the destructive mother was portrayed with tenderness, 
though as the result of her intervention the young man and 
the young woman could never find fulfillment in each other, 
even after death had removed their antagonist. Lawrence had 
in his own life ultimately shaken free of the mother-grasp 
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and formed a union with a woman; poor Robert Attenborough in 
"The Lovely Lady" is too far gone; he wants to love Cecilia 
but cannot let himself go. His emotions have so long been 
nullified by his mother that they have atrophied from disuse. 
Robert is the kind of young man Lawrence frequently mocked at 
in the stories and poems of his later work: Rico Carrington 
in "st. Mawr" and Bertie Reid in "The Blind Man11 were the 
first members of the expanding group of s_exual cripples. 
Robert is not presented in such a cruel light as most of the 
others, and his domestic circumstances are shown in some de-
tail, and this helps create a little sympathy for him--the 
type is usually not granted any justifying background facts. 
Yet Robert is never a fully sympathetic figure, and if he is 
doomed to emotional defeat it is, to a great extent, his own 
fault. Paul Morel at the end of Sons and Lovers is ready to 
fight his way back to the light. But Paul is a good deal 
younger than poor Robert Attenborough, whom Paul in time 
would have become. 
Cecilia is on the other hand capable of aots of will. 
Lawrence generally dislikes women who are, but here Cecilia 
is regarded without disfavor: she breaks the tyranny of the 
lady who on the surface has been lovely too long. Cecilia is 
poor, dependent upon Mrs. Attenborough even as Robert is, but 
she is not passive; she fights against Mrs. Attenborough's 
enchainment. She defeats the old woman, though she is not 
truly victorious, for the consuming matriarchy was so well 
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established that any conquest of it could be but Pyrrhic. 
The old woman has none of Lawrence's sympathy: she is a com-
posite of all the domineering women he has known and hated. 
The Brawsters report that he had become somewhat embittered 
against his mother by 1922, lass than tan years after the 
completion of Sons and Lovers~ for all that she had sub-
jected the children to: "she had brought down terrible 
scenes of vituperation upon their heads from which she might 
have protected them •••• Lawrance could never forgive his 
mother for having dragged them into those unnecessary scenes. 
Shaking his head sadly at the memory of that beloved mother, 
he would add that the righteous woman martyred is a terrible 
thing." She remained the "beloved mother," of course, and 
his later references to her often have a throb in them, yet 
he had developed a critical attitude to her that manifested 
itself now and then. His antagonism to the dominating type 
showed itself in story after story, and never more strongly 
than in 11 The Lovely Lady." 
It is of course unfair to compare this little tale with 
Sons and Lovers on an aesthetic level: the intention was far 
different. The scope of "The Lovely Lady" is deliberately 
restricted~ and the development is speeded along by means of 
the rain-pipe trickery. Sons and Lovers bas been mentioned 
in connection with this story merely to indicate the change 
in Lawr·enoe 1 s attitude across the years. The essent1 al 
Sons and Lovers situation~ squeezed into a smaller frame, 
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has no longer the rich Nottinghamshire background but rather 
a suburban garden~ and the characters instead of being pas-
sionate working-class types are thin-souled city people. 
Tragedy has been succeeded by satire. 
The satiric tone that pervades all the stories in ~ 
Lovely Lady is weakest in "The Overtone," where it fades be-
fore a rising poetry. The story starts to be a comic little 
triangle, one of Lawrence's favorite situations, with a young 
girl ready to break up the marriage of two people in their 
fifties. The husband is a blond, youthful-looking man, and 
the girl yearns toward him. As he steps out of his parlor 
into the moonlight, he thinks of the failure of his marriage~ 
which everyone on the outside of it thinks a success. He re-
members his honeymoon, and the night he had begged his wife 
to give herself to him on a hilltop, which she had refused to 
do. Later she had told him she thought a man's body ugly--
" all in parts with mechanical joints 1 " and over the years 
their sex relations had diminished to nothing. While he is 
remembering all this in the moonlight, and the story seems 
to be developing into another of Lawrence's bitter little 
stories about a sexless but continuing relationship, his 
wife is indoors talking trivialities to another woman and 
her underlying despair keeps coming into her voioe as she re-
members how she had waited for the rays of her husband's 
love to pierce through the clouds of fear and mistrust, and 
to open the flowers of her heart. The girl, listening to 
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the women's conversation and ~earing the despair in Mrs. 
Renshaw's voice, gets up and goes out to weep in the moon-
light. Renshaw sees and hears her and calls out for her not 
to be alarmed, for Pan is dead. The girl realizes that Pan 
is dead inside Renshaw~ and this is sad for her because she 
is "a nymph." While she is talking to Renshaw, the wife 
joins them~ and the girl utters a long paean to Dionysus and 
Christ. After this the tale ends, and the three people walk 
back to the house, with the girl "glad to get away from 
them." 
The story has a various symbolism--rose-petals and 
moonlight and the gods--but it leaves the reader unsatis-
fied. The girl's chant that closes the story is not of the 
quality Lawrence could sometimes attain to, as in the hymns 
in The Plumed Serpent or the man's soliloquy at the end of 
The Escaped Cook. Lawrence in this story seems to have 
neglected his formula: for once the invasion of an unhappy 
marriage was unsuccessful. From all available evidence it 
is impossible to determine exactly when "The Overtone" was 
written, though Catherine Carswell in The Savage Pilgrim-
age connects it with Lawrence's irritation at the Murry-
Frieda "chumminess" at the time of his arrival in England 
in 1923. She says that "An illuminating commentary is pro-
vided by the short story, 1The Overtone~• which Lawrence 
wrote not long afterwards." This must be a mistake--Mrs. 
Carswell must have meant 11 The Border Line~"--though it is 
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possible that "The Overtone~ was written as early as 1924, 
in New Mexico. It has much in common with an essay Lawrence 
wrote in New Mexico at that time--"Pan in America," first 
published in Phoenix. 
Of the remaining three stories in The Lovely Lady, 
"Rawdon's Roof" is the slightest: a satirical anecdote. 
First published in 1928, in London, as one of the Woburn 
Books, this story is extremely slight--and it is also, Law-
rence Clark Powell has called it, "amusing" and "Gallic." 
Rawdon, who has vowed that no woman shall ever again sleep 
under his roof, refuses to take in a woman willing to leave 
husband and family for him. It is not that he does not 
love her, but that he must make sure his vow is kept. But 
his manservant has smuggled in a woman of his own for the 
night. 
"The Rooking-Horse Winner" is a horrible commentary on 
today's money•madness-horrible because its evil forces 
crush the child in the story. 
"The Rocking-Horse Winner" has some unusual elements: 
it is surprising to find in a Lawrence story even a partial 
knowledge of horse-racing and of the sporting world. It is 
one of the phases of life Lawrence usually ignored. Now 
and then there is mention of a "sporting" uncle, as in the 
autobiographical sketch "Rex" or the story "The Primrose 
Path," but there are no details of betting procedures or 
other related matters, as there are in "The Rocking-Horse 
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Winner." And throughout Lawrence there is virtually no recog-
nition of the football and cricket and boxing activities that 
take up so muoh of the time of modern man. There is, however, 
the description of the bullfight in The Plumed Serpent, and 
in the story "None of That" a bullfighter is one of the lead-
ing characters. But this is a different world from that of 
baseball or tennis or Rugby, or even of horse-racing: death 
is courted in the bull ring. Ernest Hemingway, who attended 
bullfights in order to improve his writing technique by learn-
ing how to describe action in the faoe of violent death, and 
violent death itself, says in Death in the Afternoga that 
"the bullfight is not a sport in the Anglo-saxon sense of the 
word •••• Rather it is a tragedy"--the dramatization of the 
conflict between man and beast. Lawrence did not become in-
terested, as Hemingway did, in the mechanics of bullfighting: 
he used it as a social commentary on the observers, both Mex-
ican and American, in The Plumed Serpent, and in "None of 
That" he described only Cuesta's extra-bull ring activities. 
And although he did not know the bullfighters' world inti-
mately, he made Cuesta a believable character, suggesting by 
a few deft strokes the cruelty and viciousness of the man 
chilled into arrogance by years of adulation and the success-
ful mastery of danger. "The Rooking-Horse Winner" presents 
a quite different picture of another corner of another kind 
of sporting world. 
It is, among other things, a story of the supernatural. 
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As mentioned berore~ it was first printed in Lady Cynthia 
Asquith's The Ghost Book: Sixteen New Stories of the Uncanny. 
"The Rooking-Horse Winner" was certainly more appropriate for 
this collection than the presumed portrait of the Asquiths in 
"Glad Ghosts," which Lawrence had first considered submitting. 
"The Rooking-Horse Winner" is hardly a ghost story, however; 
Lady Cynthia's subtitle to her anthology has the proper label 
for Lawrence's contribution--a story of the uncanny. The 
satiric element occurs in oonneot1on with the family that is 
always grasping for money and always living beyond its means: 
the mother with her expensive tastes and the father who is 
described~ with apposite vagueness, as going "in to town to 
some office." The mother does not love her children, but 
makes such a show of loving them that people say she adores 
them. The family's house is haunted by an unspoken phrase, 
"There must be more moneyl" The children hear it continu-
ally, though it is never spoken aloud; they hear it partic-
ularly at Christmas time as they play among their expensive 
toys. 
The little boy, Paul--the only instance outside Sons 
and Lovers when Lawrence gives this name to a leading char-
acter--asks his mother why the family has no money, and she 
tells him it is because they have no luck. He says he is 
lucky, that God has told him so--and then he begins his un-
canny rides on the toy horse that magically conveys to him 
the names of the winning raoe horses. 
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With the help of the gardener and of a sports-minded 
uncle, Paul without his parents' knowing it makes them in-
creasingly richer. The story fills with the n~es of the 
great races and of the winning horses, providing a lurid and 
frantic background. And in the .foreground there is the boy 
fiercely riding his rooking-horse, cajoling it, tearing his 
nerves apart, in the wild journey that oan end only in death. 
Lawrence has here written a study not only of the gam-
bling neurosis--even the winners are destroyed--but also of 
the entire money neurosis that destroys so many modern f~­
il1es, o.ften crushing the children. "The Rooking-Horse Win-
ner," w1th its contagious excitement and its air of inescap-
able doom, is an important contribution to the literature of 
the uncanny. It is, in the truest sense, a horror story. 
A successful film was made from it in England in 1949 1 star-
ring John Mills and Valerie Hobson, with John Howard Davis 
as Paul. The scenarist and director, Anthony Pellissier, 
was uncustomarily faithful to the original story. 
"Things" is straight satire on Americans abroad: a 
laterday Henry James couple, after years of residence in 
Europe, have to return home; the man must go to work. The 
Melvilles paint in Paris and palpitate in Italy; for a 
while "Indian thought" uplifts them, but it lets them down. 
They return to America once, "for the child's sake," but 
have to live in an apartment, without the brio-a-brao they 
have collected abroad; they have become so deraoinated that 
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they are unhappy in Am~rica1 but on returning to Europe they 
are unhappy there too. Erasmus is finally offered a job at 
"cleveland University," teaching Romance literature, and his 
wife urges him to accept. The dilettante of forty feels baf-
fled, like a cornered rat, but When he sees the great indus-
trial furnaces of Cleveland, he is impressed--the modern 
world has nothing bigger to show: 
And when they were in their up-to-date little 
house on the campus of Cleveland University, and that 
woebegone debris of Europe, Bologna cupboard, Venice 
bookshelves, Ravenna bishop's chair, Louis Quinze 
side-tables, "Chartres" curtains, Sienna bronze lamps, 
all were arrayed, and all looked perfectly out of 
keeping, and therefore very impressive; and when the 
idealists had bad a bunch of gaping people in, and 
Erasmus had showed off in his best European mgnner, 
but still quite cordial and American; and Valerie had 
been most ladylike, but for all that "we prefer · 
America"; then Erasmus said, looking at her with queer 
sharp eyes of ~ rat: 
"Europe's the mayonnaise all riiht, but America 
supplies the good old lobster--what? 
"Every timel" she said with satisfaction. 
And he peered at her. He was in the cage, but he 
was safe inside. And she, evidently, was her real 
self at last~ She had got the goods. Yet round his 
nose was a queer, evil scholastic look, of pure scep-
ticism. But he liked lobster. 
Lawrence's dislike of Americans was never more sharply 
expressed. He wrote the Brewsters about this story, "You'll 
-
think it's you, but it isn't"--yet it is the Brewsters, in 
part. Lawrence, who seems genuinely to have liked them, 
uses some of their external circumstances--the painting and 
their involvement with "Indian thought"--tbough the essen-
tial psychology of the story, and its outcome, are drawn 
from Lawrence's wide knowledge of wandering Americans. He 
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is making fun of not any one or of any pair .of them, but of 
a whole generation. It is as if, like Addison, he recognizes 
that satire is most effective when it oan flpass over a single 
foe to charge whole armies." 
Lawrence had known Americans abroad before he had known 
them in their own country: early in his literary career, he 
had met one of his first expatriate~ Americans at Ford Madox 
Ford·" a home. This was Ezra Pound, who is reported as behav-
ing obstreperously as long ago as 1909. Lawrence had dealt 
with expatriate Americans in 1920, when he sent the New Re-
public an essay that has already been mentioned--"Amerioa, 
Listen to Your Own"--in wb.ioh he stated that Americans, in-
vading Europe like Goths, were too naively impressed by 
European monuments: "Italy fairly trembles with the shook 
of their dropping knees." By the time he wrote "Things," 
about two years before his death, Lawrence was well ac-
quainted with Americans and their behavior, in every part of 
their own country and in most corners of Europe. He saw the 
schizoid condition of those who were educated and sophisti-
cated to the point where America would always seem crude 
and provincial--they loved Europe, but never quite belonged 
there, were never able to become an organic part of it. 
Lawrence's penetrating observation of suoh people, plus his 
dislike of them, give the story "Thingsn its special pun-
gency. 
Like most of the tales in The Lovely Lady, all written 
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during the last :few years of Lawrence's life, "Things" is not 
stylistically orchestrated. It was as if Lawrence, as he 
drew near the end of his life, became too weak to use the 
drums and brass he had played upon so effectively in the past, 
and had to depend upon the thin, high sounds of some of the 
instruments in the strings section. This condition is matched 
in harrative by successions of scherzo passages that advance 
the stories and present the characters with light rap1d1ty. 
Few .themes are developed beyond a tune-clue or leitmotif sug-
gestion; and there is no complication of themes. In many of 
the stories there is very little conversation--an occasional 
snatch of it will indicate direction, but there is no gradual 
building of scenes, with one growing out of the other; all is 
hasty, summarizing narrative. It is neatly adapted to the 
purpose for which Lawrence intended it: the stories are light 
and it is appropriate that the style is likewise. All this 
serves to give Lawrence's work a range, though to those who 
read all of it, these last-phase stories are at times jarring 
because they restate in thin, nervous language much that has 
previously been uttered in a rich, plangent style. It is not 
that the later work is less interesting--it 1s actually 1n a 
more popularized vein--but that . its quality is slighter. A 
comparison of the passage quoted from "Things" with some of 
the sections quoted in discussions of the earlier work 
should indicate the difference. Consider part of a sentence 
from the "Things" quotation: " ••• all were arrayed, and all 
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looked perfectly out of keeping, . and therefore very impres-
sive; and when the idealists had had a bunch of people in, 
and Erasmus had showed off in his best European manner, but 
still quite cordial and American ••• " The cacophony, the 
slovenliness of gr~ar and of style, do not indicate a mas-
ter of English prose; the passages quoted from The Rainbow, 
Women in Love, Sea and Sardinia, and Kangaroo show what 
writing power had been at Lawrence's command in his second 
and third periods. 
This loss of vitality in his writing may in part be 
measured by the extent of his loss of touch with nature. In 
review.Lng H. M. Tomlinson's Gifts of Fortune in 19261 Law-
rence made a statement which has been mentioned earlier, in 
relation to Kangaroo: "once he disillusioned with the man-
made world, and you still see the magic, the beauty, the 
delicate realness of all the other life." Lawrence's work 
up to his last period had -been so deeply concerned with 
nature that in those final stories it is surprising not to 
find more manifestations of nature--as if night had come 
over a magnificent landscape and then one corner of it had 
been artifically lighted to reveal a little group of people 
arguing among themselves in shrill tones. Once again, what 
they say is interesting, sometimes fascinating--the scenario 
is good. But all this belongs to a different world than 
that of sons and Lovers, ' '!The Prussian Officer," The Rainbow, 
Women in Love, "The Fox," Sea and Sardinia, Aaron's Rod, the 
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Introduction to Magnus's Memoirs, Kangaroo, "st. Mawr," "The 
Princess," The Plumed Serpent, "The Woman Who Rode AwaY'," and 
"sun." 
Lawrence was disillusioned with the man-made world, but 
be did not turn back to nature; instead he remained absorbed 
in types of people he chieflY' disliked, and wrote little, 
nasal-voiced satires about them. He was like a man in a par-
lor full of people he loathed, and Who, instead of going out-
doors to nature, which he loved, stayed inside to bicker and 
vituperate. The satires he wrote are good--let it be said 
again--theY' are sharp, they are penetrating, but they belong 
to a different order from the novels and stories mentioned 
above, and they are less important, for they do not challenge 
comparison with the finest of their genre; theY' do not, like 
the earlier novels and stories, give Lawrence an important 
place in twentieth-century literature. 
Lawrence did not, of course, get altogether away from 
nature in his last works. It flares up now and then, greatlY' 
enriching the quality of the material. Nature appears fairlY' 
frequently in Lady Chatterley's Lover, though not so effec-
tively as in previous novels; if Lawrence's descriptive 
powers had been at their height when he was writing Lady 
Chatterley, it would have made a far more forceful book. In 
the subsequent writings, the passages involving nature are 
generally the most vital--this is true of The Escaped Cook, 
of Etruscan Places, and even of Apocalypse; and in the verse, 
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an occasional piece like "Bav~rian Gentians" comes up with a 
wonderful freshness ~ong the sharp little stones of the later 
poetry. 
One of Lawrence's :finest descriptive pieces, "Mercury," 
was written in this last period. It was published in the 
Atlantic Monthly in February 1927 and in the Nation and 
Athenaeum in the same month, and later reprinted in Phoenix; 
it was apparently written during the preceding summer, at 
Baden-Baden. It is the account of a visit to the hill of Mer-
cury, where the Romans are supposed to have worshipped the 
god, and it is an unforgettable account, for once again it is 
a master who improvises at the keyboard. It is a pastoral, a 
day in the country with all the landscape agle~; then there 
is the sound of thunder, the flare of lightning, the smashing 
o:f rain; and then the hush after the storm, the shock of 
death, and the return of the sun. Lawrence's old magic is 
here, notably in the passage describing the emergence o:f a 
Blake an figure out of the s term-darkness when the crowd is 
huddled on the verandah of the restaurant: 
Then suddenly the lightning dances white on the 
floor, dances and shakes upon the ground, up and down, 
and lights up the white striding o:f a man, lights him 
up only to the hips, white and naked and striding, 
with fire on his heels. He seems to be hurrying, this 
fiery man Whose upper half is invisible, and at his 
naked heels white little flames seem to :flutter. 
Here again Lawrence uses many of the effects o:f poetry, 
such as "the continual, slightly modified repetition" he men-
tioned 1n the Preface to Women in Love as being characteristic 
or his style. The kind of rep~tition used in the foregoing 
quotation is not the kind of writing ordinarily found in a 
business report or a scientific treatise~ but here a differ-
ent result is desired: Lawrence wants to make the reader ~ 
this Mercury symbol emotionally, and the movement of the 
writing, with the near-repeating of tune-phrases, helps to 
accomplish this. Lawrence is not prolix; his impressionis-
tic gift enables him to condense into a quick, vital image 
what more deliberate writers would take far greater space to 
describe~ without the living and kinetic qualities or Law-
rence: as in such a phrase as "the white striding of a man." 
Lawrence could compress much in a short space--Marchbanks, 
in "The Last Laugh," is "a sort of faun on the Cross~ with all 
the malice of the complication"--and whatever .flowing, repe-
titious effects are .found in his prose, they are not a mark 
o.f carelessness. They were introduced deliberately: not, o.f 
course~ with Lawrence coldly deciding that at a certain point 
he needed another long-rhythmed sentence; rather 1 the enti.re 
effect was part o.f a larger method. Lawrence knew in general 
what he wanted~ had certain general principles, and then 
wrote spontaneously what he pleased. Aldous Huxley in his 
Introduction to the Letters says, "It was characteristic of 
him that he hardly ever corrected or patched up what he had 
written. I have often heard him say, indeed~ that he was in-
capable o.f correcting. I.f he was dissatisfied with what he 
bad written~ he did not~ as most authors do, file~ clip, 
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insert, transpose; he re~wrote. In other words, he gave the 
daimon another chance to say What it wanted to say •••• He was 
determined that all he produced should spring direct from 
the mysterious, irrational source of power within him. The 
conscious intellect should never be allowed to come and 1m-
pose, after the event, its abstract pattern of perfection." 
Tadlock, in his book on Lawrence's manuscripts, says that the 
printed text of "Mercury" follows Lawrence's holograph in ink 
in a notebook, "written on both sides, (with) little revision 
and correction." 
"Mercury" then provides us with an example of Lawrence's 
method at its best. And while the piece cannot be techni-
cally called anything more impressive-sounding than a travel 
sketch, it is an important contribution to twentieth-century 
writing. It focuses for a few moments on a little group of 
people of that century and swings around for a panorama view 
of an enduring landscape, and in a few thousand words gives 
us a picture of life and death, a picture that becomes an un-
forgettable experience. 
An author who ·did not have · ~awrenoe's type of vision, 
and who wrote with chill deliberate~ess, was the kind of 
author Lawrence disliked--and by whom: he was usually dis-
liked in turn. Lawrence strove to go beyond style to the 
consciousness it reflected, and he cared little for the cal-
culating, unspontaneous mind that prompted most twentieth-
century writing. This prevented him from appreciating James 
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Joyce. a practitioner of the .deliberate method who illundn-
ated and elevated that method. But there are many others 
whose deliberateness resulted in a kind of deadness. and Law-
rence could acutely point out their weaknesses. Not that he 
wasted much of his own creative energy in doing so--but oc-
casionally, upon request. he produced a critique of another 
author's work. Thus he wrote the chapter on John Galsworthy 
for Edgell Rickword's first volume of Scrutinies which came 
out in 1928. 
Galsworthy was at the time the reigning Pooh-Bah of the 
British novel. An English patrician with liberal instincts 
and a notable sense of social justice, Galsworthy wrote a 
series of plays and novels chiefly critical of prevailing 
society. He was far more successful in the marketplace than 
Lawrence ever was. Now that the passing of time has reduced 
the stature of Galsworthy and increased that of Lawrence, 
the "scrutiny" of him by Lawrence is of special interest, 
particularly because of the personal contrast between the 
men. and their dislike of one another. Lawrence was some-
what unfair in his "scrutiny," yet he spoke out many truths 
about Galsworthy which were either unnoticed or otherwise un-
spoken at the time. Part of the criticism is an overflow 
from Lady Chatterley's Lover, and in some places even the 
phrasing is similar, as in the passage condemning Galsworthy 
for the "shameful" way in which he treats passion: "The 
whole thing is doggy to a degree. The man (in the story) 
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has a temporary 'hunger'; be is 'on the heat' as they say of 
dogs. The heat passes. It's done. Trot away, if you're 
not tangled. Trot off, looking shamefacedly over your shoul-
der." It is interesting to remember that this was probably 
written at the time Lady Chatterley's Lover was under con-
struction, for it indicates the connection between Sir Clif-
ford in that story and some of Galswortby's men of property. 
Lawrence's criticism develops into a social instrument for 
attacking all the Forsytes in Galsworthy's "saga." 
If this is more billingsgate than authentic criticism, 
it at least demarcates the differences between Lawrence and 
Galswortby: after the two men met in 1917, Galsworthy made 
a note (published after his death) to the effect that he 
found Lawrence unpleasant., and Lawrence wrote in an essay 
that he bad been offended by Galsworthy's telling him, "ex 
cathedra," that The Rainbow was ~ a failure as a work of art." 
The situation is a little reminiscent of that in Galsworthy's 
1920 play, The Skin Game, in Which a gentleman and a parvenu 
morally ruin themselves and their families as they battle 
each other; one of the implications of the play is that, al-
though the man of low birth behaved like a man or low birth, 
all the trouble could have been avoided if the man of higher 
birth had displayed a decent tolerance and a little kind-
ness. 
Lawrence in this last phase was at times a desperately 
sick man, and those who knew him say they feel it was 
miraculous that he lasted as long as he did. His illness 
doubtless increased his tendency to bitterness and drove him 
to write harsh polem1os. Now and then he was full of his 
old sense of gaiety and life, and now and then he wrote as 
magnificently as he ever did. Poems suoh as "Bavarian Gen-
tiansn and "The Ship of Death," and the short novel, ~ 
Esoaped Cook, are Lawrence at his finest. They have in them 
an awareness of death but they are not full of complaint and 
despair. They have a strange, haunted beauty that sets them 
apart from the invective work of the period, and indeed from 
all the rest of Lawrence's work. 
The Escaped Cook was Lawrence's title for the story 
whioh sinoe his death has been given the smoother and less 
sensational nwme of The Man Who Died. Earl Brewster tells of 
~, . 
the genesis of the story; he and Lawrence were on an Etruscan 
pilgrimage when, on Easter morning 1927, they saw in a shop-
window a toy white rooster that was escaping .from its egg. 
Brewster told Lawrence that it suggested a title to him: 
''The Escaped Cook-·a story of the Resurreoti on." Lawrence 
said he had been intending to write a Resurrection story; and 
when some time later, The Escaped Cook was published, Law-
rence wrote in the oopy be gave to Brewster: "To Earl this 
story, that began in Volterra, when we were there together." 
The first version of the story was published in the 
Forum magazine in America in 1928, under its original title, 
and it atirred up the protests of various readers. Only the 
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first part of the story ~ppeared in the Forum--the resur-
rected man had not even met the priestess at the point where 
the narrative broke off. The expanded version--a short 
novel--was first published during the next year, with its 
original title, by Harry and Caresse Crosby's Black Sun 
Press in Paris. 
The Escaped Cock is an imaginative presentation of the 
life of a prophet after resurrection from the tomb. The 
prophet is not named except as "the man"; there is nothing 
supernatural about his rising, for although he was almost 
dead in the tomb he explains later that he has lived because 
he was taken down too soon. His s~bol is a barnyard cock 
which is tied by one leg; he buys it and later gives it 
freedom. The man is a prophet who has passed beyond his 
mission; he will now wander the earth and say nothing. He 
finds a new kind of salvation with a virgin priestess of 
Isis on the Syrian coast. She is the votary of 
Isis Bereaved, Isis in Search. The goddess, in 
painted marble, lifted her face, and strode one 
thigh forward through the frail fluting of her 
robe, in the angui'sh of bereavement and of search. 
She was looking for the fragments of the dead 
Osiris, dead and scattered asunder, dead, torn 
apart, and thrown in fragments over the wide world. 
And she must find his hands arid his feet, his heart, 
his thighs, his head, his belly; she must gather him 
together and fold her arms round the re-assembled 
body till it became warm again, and roused ·· to life, 
and could embrace her, and could fecundate her womb. 
And the strange rapture and anguish of search went 
on through the years, as she lifted her throat and 
her hollowed eyes looked inward, in the tormented 
ecstasy of seeking, and the delicate navel of her 
bud-like belly showed through the frail, girdled 
robe with the eternal asking~ asking of her search. 
And through the years she found him bit by bit, 
heart and head and limbs and body. And yet she had 
not found the last reality~ the final clue to him~ 
that alone could bring him really back to her. For 
she was Isis of the subtle lotus, the womb which 
waits submerged and in bud~ waits for the touch of 
that other inward sun that streams its rays from the 
loins of the male Osiris. 
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The priestess is a woman who "had known Caesar and 
shrunk from his eagle-like rapacity," and the glowing male- · 
ness of Anthony had not attracted her. An old philosopher 
had told her that she was a night-blooming lotus, and that 
the hot~ bright~ day-sun would not lure her out. Alto-
gether, what the philosopher says to her repeats many of 
the principal~ recurring Lawrencean sy.mbols: the mine-
darlmess~ the rising flowers, the identificat! on of blos-
soming with sex-expression, the contrast between superficial 
power and the deeper "dark" power. And all is sanctified by 
the power o£ touch,· when the man who had died comes to the 
temple and the priestess ·restores his livingness as she rubs 
his wounds with oil and wakes his sex-life, and her own, far 
the first time. Lawrence in one of his letters defended the 
sexual aspects of the story: "Church doctrine teaches the 
resurrection of the body; and if that doesn't mean the whole 
man~ what does it mean?" 
The materialistic Roman world comes between the stran-
ger and the priestess, and the man has to flee~ escaping in 
the boat of the Roman captain wb.o had come hunting him. 
The former prophet rows away, laughing softly to himself', 
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and saying that he has sowed the seed of his life and his 
resurrection. 
Completed in August 1928, this story is Lawrence's last 
important fictional prose. He could still bring his setting 
vividly to life: "The sea was dark. almost indigo. running 
away from the land• and crested with white. The hand of the 
wind brushed it strangely with shadow, as it brushed the 
olives of the slope with silver"--Lawrence 1 s "quick" poetry 
is there; it has an almost feathery softness at times. 
There are fewer jarring colloquialisms. and fewer Whitman-
like insertions of foreign words and phrases from the lan-
guages Lawrence had picked up on his travels. The style is 
exactly right for bringing that particular phase of the past 
into life. The. Escaped Cock is one of Lawrence's few 
attempts to write about the past. and it is a supreme re-
creation. 
Lawrence's last travel book is the posthumously pub-
lished Etruscan Places. a record of his visits to the ceme-
teries of Etruria. His observations and descriptions are, 
as always, valuable, but because so little is known about 
the Etruscans. his intuitions were also allowed free play. 
Lawrence had for a long time thought sympathetically of 
this people, and in M.arch 1926 he visited the Etruscan mu-
seums at Perugia and other Umbr1an towns. He had left the 
villa at Spotorno on a six-weeks' breakaway after a period 
of illness and screeching fights--Frieda's two daughters 
and Lawrence's sister Ada~ accompanied by a friend~ had been 
house guests~ and there had been much turbulence. In Capri~ 
where he had fled to join the Brewsters, Lawrence met his 
old friend~ the Scottish painter Millicent Beveridge~ and 
she and another woman painter~ Mabel Harrison, returned with 
him to the mainland for the Umbrain tour that lasted about 
ten days. Lawrence, back at Spotorno by April 4, could 
write his mother-in-law in Germany that he was "the Easter-
lamb" for Frieda and her daughters: he had been cross when 
he went away, "but one must be able to forget a lot and go 
on." In this letter he mentioned for the first time that he 
might write "about Umbria and the Etruscans~ half travel-
book, also scientific." And the next day he wrote his agent 
that he was contemplating such a book and might live in 
Perugia for a few months while gathering material. But it 
was a different part of the Etruscan culture that he finally 
wrote of, for in early April of 1927 he and Earl Brewster 
spent a week along the Tyrrhenian coast near Rome, visiting 
the Etruscan sites from Cerveteri to Volterra. The pieces 
Lawrence wrote about this trip, which at the time he thought 
of as only his first series on the subject, appeared as 
articles in Travel and in World Today in 1927 and 1928; and 
these were made into the book, Etruscan Places~ two years 
after Lawrence's death. 
The surface of the early Etruscan culture~ the wooden 
buildings with terra cotta decorations, has been swept away~ 
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and what remains is the .under-earth greatness~ the tombs. 
There was an ancestral symbolism in Lawrence's visiting 
them, though as he descended into one burial-cavern after 
another, instead of confronting walls of coal he found fres-
coes left by a "dark" people that was also a sun people. 
The Etruscans had no false literary culture, but lived in 
the phallic consciousness: to the man of ancient Etruria, 
nthe universe was alive, and in quivering rapport. To him, 
the blood was conscious; he thought with his heart." But 
the Roman conquered him, the Roman who hated the ark (the 
womb symbol, "the womb of the world, that brought forth all 
the creatures") and the phallus, the principal decoration-
motif in so many of the Etruscan tombs. The Romans, who 
were not saints, though they thought they should be, 
"called the Etruscans vicious" and "hated the phallus and 
the ark, because they wanted empire and dominion and, above 
all, riches: social gain. You cannot dance gaily to the 
double flute and at the same time conquer nations or rake 
in large sums of money. Delenda est Cartago. To the 
greedy man, everyone that is in the way of his greed is 
vice incarnate." 
Here is Lawrence's anti-civilization philosophy again, 
w1 th the Romans and the Etruscan.s as value-symbols. Law-
rence at this time frequently thought of the Romans in 
terms of modern civilization; theirs was a materialistic 
social order that, like the scientific and industrial world 
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of the nineteenth and ~wentieth centuries, crushed the in-
stinctual faculties of man. In The Escaped Cock Lawrence 
spoke of the eagle-like Caesar and the golden Antony as be-
ing men of the day-sun who could not affect the night-
blooming priestess of Isis; and when the wandering prophet 
who could affect her at last arrived 1 and awakened her as he 
was in turn awakened, it was the intruding Roman world that 
drove them apart. Likewise, in the poem "Attila" written 
toward the end of this period, and published in Pansies, 
Lawrence says he "would call Attila, on his little horse/a 
man of peace." Attila, after all, had "helped to smash a 
lot of old Roman lies." The Romans, with their money-lust 
and their aqueducts and their sewers, had spoiled the wonder 
of the ancient world. They had destroyed the Etruscans not 
outwardly but inwardly, turning their knowledge into super-
stition and corrupting their princes, who "became fat and 
inert Romans. The Etruscan people became expressionless 
and meaningless. It happened amazingly quickly, in the 
third and second centuries B.C." 
And only the wonderful tombs are left, with their stuc-
coed walls painted in reds and blacks and yellows showing 
dancers and hunters and bulls and lions. Lawrence 1 going 
down into tomb after tomb, led by a guide carrying a lamp or 
a candle, saw these impressive survivals and from them re-
created a compelling picture of Etruscan life. He consulted 
a few authorities but d1d not always agree with them. 
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Historians and sociologists may in turn disagree with many 
or Lawrence's intuitions, yet he has given us a marvelous 
imaginative reconstruction and some stimulating descriptions 
or the ancient tombs. And there is a Lawrenoean travelogue 
quality in Etruscan Places, with interesting glimpses or the 
malaria-ridden peasants or the twentieth-century provinces 
of Roma and Tuscany. 
Lawrence wrote his Etruscan essays during the period 1n 
which he was at work on Lady Chatterley's Lover, when he was 
using the Villa Mirenda, near Florence, as a semi-permanent 
base. He and Frieda made various trips--England (for the 
last time}, Scotland and Germany in 1926, Austria and Ger-
many in 1927, Switzerland early in 1928--but never stayed 
away for very long at a time. Lawrence's last visit to the 
Midlands is described by his life-long friend, w. E. Hopkin, 
who wrote to the author or this volume: "When (Lawrence) 
was- last in Eastwood he and I went over the old ground. 
When we reached Felley Dam he stood looking over at the 
Haggs. I sat dow.n by the pool and when I turned to look at 
him he had a terrible look of pain on his face. When we 
got back I asked him when he would come again, and he said 
'Neverl I hate the damned place.• He never glanced once at 
the house in the Breach as we passed." 
The Lawrences' trips were sometimes made, like the 
Switzerland sojourn, for Lawrence's health: he now had an 
incessant cough and occasional hemorrhages. His letters 
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bear witness to the fact . that he would never name his dis-
ease~ for they contain frequent references to a cold, an 
attack of influenza~ a spell of bronchitis, or a sore chest. 
But the man who was so outspoken~ so insistent that unpleas-
ant things be called by their right names, never spoke of 
his affliction as tuberculosis. Catherine Carswell says 
that in this respect alone he resembled the Christian 
Scientists. "He preferred not to name an illness precisely, 
disliking the jargon and finding it unhelpful in the fight 
for health. But he never denied the existence of the ill-
ness, nor ignored the nature of the fight." Sometimes it 
was difficult to induce him to see doctors: two of the 
physicians who attended him during these last years were 
noted German literary men, Max Mohr and Hans Carossa. 
Lawrencets illnesses did not out down his writing ac-
tivity. Sometimes they increased his exasperation, or made 
him more susceptible to it--as when the Pansies poems were 
seized and his paintings taken by the police--but most of 
the time he went on working. This continuity of effort is 
one of the traits that at the last makes him seem so 
clearly sane despite the turmoil that always raged around 
him, and despite his own manifestations of bitterness. He 
worked. 
Organized humanity seemed little inclined to let him 
have much peace of mind, though the friendship of such men 
as Richard Aldington and Aldous Huxley in this last period 
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was 1 as previously pointed out~ compensation for a good deal 
of the hostility of the outside world. And they provided a 
batter association than the screaming woman of England and 
New Mexico. Also1 there was no question of the kind of emo-
tional relationship that had existed between Lawrence and 
Murry. These younger writers 6 Huxley famous and Aldington 
on the eve of renown 1 did not agree with Lawrence on many 
salient points 1 yet their disagreements were of a quiet 
kind. And Aldington and Huxley gave Lawrence a respect that 
was a kind of homage. 
Yet Lawrence was continually beset by annoyances of all 
kinds. Much hatred was directed toward him because of Lady 
Chatterley's Lover, suoh hatred as that embodied in the John 
Bull article which came out in the autumn of 19281 when he 
was ill in southern France. "Famous Novelist's Shameful 
Book--A Landmark in Evil" was devoted to an attack which 
oalled the novel "the most evil outpouring that has ever be-
smirched the literature of our country. The sewers of 
French pornography would be dragged in vain to find a paral-
lel in beastliness." And Lawrence was attacked as being 
sex-obsessed and having a diseased mind. This article and 
others like it were sent to Lawrence by his publisher when 
he was at the island-fortress of Port Cros, in the Mediter-
ranean1 where he and Frieda were visiting Aldington. In 
his autobiography, Aldington says of these clippings: "I 
have never seen such an exhibition of vulgarity, spite1 
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filth, and hatred as was contained in those innumerable dia-
tribes. Every editor and peddling reviewer had eagerly 
seized the opportunity to vilify and if possible crush into 
ignominy and poverty a man who had done--what? Publish a 
book whose obvious intention was to rescue sex from prudery 
and nastiness. Now, we writers may be fools, but we are not 
such utter fools as to be taken 1n by such stuff. I had 
lived with men, and I knew what their talk and lives were, I 
knew. the cynicism and depravity of journalists, I knew some 
of the men who had written this malevolent twaddle; and I 
knew they were not worthy to black Lawrence's boots." 
While Lawrence was at Port Cros, some French officers 
came· over "to investigate the suspicious alien character, 
Lawrence," but because of Lawrence's illness, Aldington 
wouldn't let them see him • . Lawrence, it will be remembered, 
was arrested by the Germans as a possible spy at Metz in 
19121 and was put out of Cornwall in 1917 by the British 
authorities: a strange treatment of the man who would never 
in any circumstances have served any government as an in-
former. 
The Lawrences had left their Florentine villa for the 
last time in June 1928 1 and before going to Port Cros had 
spent the summer in the Swiss Alps. Many of the Assort~ 
Articles essays were written there, according to the Brew-
stars, who reported that Lawrence had a new one to read to 
them "almost every day." The composition of these short 
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pieces went on until the next y~ar, when Lawrence assembled 
them for the book that was published in April 1930, the 
month after his death. 
The articles appeared in various magazines and news-
papers--in London chiefly in the Evening News and the Sun-
day Standard, in America principally in Vanitl Fair--in 
1928 and 1929. The essays made Lawrence's ideas familiar to 
a good manr people who previously knew only his name. And, 
since these articles a.ppeared so soon after Lady Chatter-
ley's Lover, that name could command special attention. 
Most of the articles, moreover, were about the perennially 
interesting subject of sex, and some of them had kindling 
titles: "Sex Versus Loveliness," "Cocksure Women and Hen-
sure Men," "Enslaved by Civilization," "The Risen Lord," 
.. 
"On Being a Man," "Master" in His Own House," "The 'Je\Ule 
-
F1lle' Wants to Know," "Matriarchy," "Give Her a Pattern," 
"Do Women Change?" and "Is England Still a Man' a Countr:r?"--
to mention eleven of the twenty-three Assorted Articles, 
several of which had slightly different titles when they 
appeared in the journals. 
Some of these have a tone similar to some of the sto-
ries later published in The Lovely Lady, a few of which 
were being written at the same time as the articles. Like 
the stories, the essays are often satirical and colloquial; 
and there is little ot the world of nature in them. 
Assorted Articles presents no new phase of Lawrenoean 
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philosophy, but rather. offers popularized versions of what 
had been demonstrated in treatises and dramatized in novels. 
Much of the material is trivial, but that is what gave it a 
particular value at the time, for by using a popular medium 
and a popular style, Lawrence could deliver his message to 
an unusually wide audience. And it was not the more indi-
vidualized aspects of his doctrine, the personalized mysti-
cism, that he developed in these articles, but rather those 
with the commonest basis of interest and appeal. The es-
says were valuable because Lawrence at the end of tne 
1920's was a wise man for the end of the 1·920' s, and what 
he offered was a counsel of common sense. There always had 
been common sense amid the farrago of mysticism in his 
work, but it had not always been recognized, partly because 
it was often given exalted utterance. But the common sense 
came through straight in Assorted Articles. 
Of course more people need more sunlight on their 
bodies, of course young people are hobbled by inadequate 
sex instruction, of course human beings must be delivered 
from the repulsion they feel toward one another and toward 
themselves, of course modern money-worship is bad, of course 
women should fulfill their individual natures rather than 
try to adapt themselves to some falsely conceived masculine 
image of womanhood--most of the points Lawrence made in the 
book are axiomatic or even indisputable. They are to a 
great extent dated now, except for the small part of 
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humanity that still clings to the wreckage of the pre-1914 
world. 
It should not be deduced from the foregoing paragraphs, 
however, that the articles making up the volume are neces-
sarily poorly written or done in deplorable journalese. It 
is true that they are often colloquial, even slangy, but 
they have a vitality beyond the ordinary range of the med-
ium. If Lawrence was not writing in the style of Women in 
Love or The Plumed Serpent, he was at least writing warmly 
and persuasively, and at times brilliantly. 
Several of the articles are personal reminiscence. 
"Hymns in a Man's Life" tells how the old Protestant songs 
of Lawrence's childhood influenced his imagination; "Auto-
biographical Sketoh" provides some interesting details of 
his early life, seen from Lawrence's point of view, and 
gives important clues to his basic attitude: 
And now I know, more or less, why I cannot fol-
low in the footsteps even of Barrie and Wells, who 
both came from the common people also and are both a 
success. Now I know why I cannot rise in the world 
and become even a little popular and rich. 
I cannot make the transfer from my own class in-
to the middle class. I cannot, not for anything in 
the world, forfeit my passional consciousness and m:y 
old blood-affinity with my fellow-men and the animals 
and the land, for that other thin, spurious mental 
conceit which is all that is left of the mental con-
sciousness once it has made itself exclusive. 
In other essays also, Lawrence expresses his percep-
tions and convictions with persuasive simplicity. In "Is 
England Still a Man's Country?" and in "Matriarchy," 
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Lawrence discusses matters on which he was a seasoned au-
thority and on which he was one of the first to write effec-
tively. In "Dead Pictures on the Walls," Lawrence suggests 
a circulating library for pictures, not of the museum alas-
sics--which have an immortal value, or even of the work of 
Matisse or Pisoasso or Braque, which are beyond the interest 
of most people--but rather the paintings of the "hundreds 
and hundreds of men and women with genuine artistic feeling, 
who produce quite lovely works that are never seen. They 
are lovely works--not immortal, not masterpieces, not 
'great'; yet they are lovely, and will keep their loveli-
ness a certain number of years; after which they will die, 
and the time will have come to destroy them." This is an-
other idea of Lawrence's which has been put into practice, 
at least on a small scale. He tells of his own amateur 
painting experiences in another of the essays, "Making 
Pictures." 
Assorted Articles has really very little to do with 
Lawrence the novelist and Lawrence the poet. The sketches 
were written for a ready market, by a man who had all his 
life atood at the edge of poverty and who at last, a year 
and a half or two years before his death, was beginning to 
make what was to him a reassuring amount of money. J:,aw-
rence wrote Dorothy Brett in November 1928 that he was not 
thinking of more books but of little articles--"the papers 
want them now." The Sunday Dispatch would give him 
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twenty-rive pounds .ror a 26 000-word article that could be 
written in an hour and a halr--" and nobody would even pub-
lish a story like None or That." Money was also coming in 
from the thousand-copy edition or Lady Chaterley1 s Lover at 
two pounds a copy: by July 1929, more than £11 600 was on 
hand. And this--minus ten per cent ror commission--was a 
large amount or money for Lawrence. 
He was also at this time selling his old manuscripts 
to Harry and Caresse Crosby, whose Black Sun Press in Paris 
was issuing some of his work in private editions. The 
Crosbys were among the rew expatriate Americans whom Law-
rence liked. He wrote a rr1endly, interpretive introduc-
tion to Harry Crosby's volume of verse, Chariot of the Sun, 
which he praised with a carerul enthusiasm. He round a 
great deal of chaos throughout the poetry. Lawrence and 
Harry Crosby had 1n common their sun worship: to both or 
them, the sun had a heart or darkness. 
Malcolm Cowley has in Exile's Return used Harry Crosby 
as a compelling symbol of the entire Lost Generation, a 
young man who underwent a "violent metamorphosis" in the 
First World War that led him to the Paris or the 1920's 
and to his self-destruction in December 1929. Lawrence 
had warned Harry Crosby in a letter in the spring of 1928: 
"Don't lose your delicacy and your sun-sensitiveness, and 
become Parisy, or look too much at hotels and Cook-
tourists." Crosby's suicide at thirty-one upset Lawrence 
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greatly 1n the last winter of his life: "Did you read that 
Harry Crosby, the rich young American in Paris who printed 
Escaped Cook for me, shot himself and his mistress in New 
York? Very horriblel Too much money--and transition sur-
realisme--." 
Lawrence was at Bandol during most of the last year of 
his life, except for a trip to Malloroa and a last voyage to 
Germany--Bandol, where Katherine Mansfield had lived from 
time to time during her long and fatal illness. It was an 
exacerbating year for Lawrence: the manuscript of Pansies 
which he had mailed to his publisher was seized by the 
British authorities, who confiscated some of the poems, and 
the exhibition of his paintings at Dorothy Warren's gallery 
in London was closed by the police. 
Pansies, which is not so much authentic poetry as 
thoughts crystallized in verse-form, was written for the 
most part toward the end of 1928. Lawrence had composed vir-
tually no poetry since the New Mexican part of Birds, Beasts 
and Flowers six years before; the Quetzalooatl hymns in The 
Plumed Serpent were an exception, and indeed the whole text 
of that book is Lawrence's last truly poetic effort--with, 
again, a few exceptions such as the resurrection of his po-
etic talents in the prose of The Escaped Cook and 1n at 
least two of the poems subsequent to or coeval with Pansies: 
"Bavarian Gentians" and "The Ship of Death." 
Pansies does not lack expressional force, but it is not 
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poetry even in the sense of Lawrence's earlier free verse. 
In December 1928 he wrote Aldous and Maria Huxley from 
/ Bandol that he had been working on "a book of Pensees, which 
I shall call pansies, a sort of loose little poem form; 
/ Frieda says with joy: real doggerel--But meant for Pensees, 
not poetry, especially not lyrical poetry." In January he 
sent the manuscript to his agent in London, and this is 
when his troubles with official censorship began. Lawrence 
in a Foreword to the expurgated edition, that omitted some 
dozen items, tells the story of the censoring of Pansies, 
with several amusing Lawrence an conjectures: "When Scotland 
Yard seized the MS in the post, at the order of the Home 
Secretary, no doubt there was a rush of detectives, post-
men, and Home Office clerks and heads, to pick out the most 
lurid blossoms. They must have been very disappointed. 
¥~en I now read down the list of the omitted poems, and re-
call a dozen amusing, not terribly important bits of pan-
sies which might have had to stay out of print for fear a 
policeman might put his foot on them, I can only grin once 
more to think of the nanny-goat, nanny-goat in-a-white 
petticoat silliness of it all." 
Martin Seeker brought out the expurgated Pansies in 
July 1929, and Knopf issued it in New York in September. 
In August, however--with June as the date on the title 
page--the complete {definite) edition was privately printed 
with the missing poems {actually fourteen) and Lawrence's 
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original Preface. This was quite different from the shorter 
one, written for the trade edition~ which discusses the 
seizure of the manuscript. In the introduction to the defi-
nitive edition, Lawrence develops several points previously 
dealt with in Pornography and Obscenity and A Propos of Lady 
Chatterley's Lover--the Swift-Celia relationship, the diffi-
culty in judging what is actually obscene, the dirtying of 
words by unclean minds~ the modern man's fear of the body, 
and the necessity for lifting the taboo on certain words 
and ideas. 
Pansies contains much bitterness, as in these lines 
from "Dead People:" 
When people are dead and peaoeless 
they hate happiness in others 
with thin, screaming hatred, 
as the vulture that screams high up~ almost inaudible, 
hovering to peck out the eyes of the still-living 
creature. 
Pansies also contains plenty of strong social satire, 
as in "What Is He?" The questioner is told that "he" is a 
man., but this answer isn1 t accepted; the man must "do" some-
thing, have a job of some kind~ since he obviously doesn't 
belong to the leisured classes: 
--I don't know. He has lots of leisure. And he 
makes quite beautiful chairs.--
There you are then1 He's a cabinet maker. 
--No nol 
Anyhow a carpenter and joiner. 
--Not at all. 
But you said so. 
--wVhat did I say? 
That he made chairs~ and was a joiner and carpenter. 
--I said he made chairs, but I did not say he was 
a carpenter. 
A~l right then, he's just an amateur. 
--Perhaps' Would you say a thrush was a profes-
sional f~autist, or just an amateur?--
I'd say it was just a bird. 
--And I say he is just a man. 
All right£ You always did quibble. 
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Lawrence has not in his bitterness against men lost his 
feeling of' admiration for wild life, as "Self-Pity" shows; 
he has never seen a wild thing that knew self-pity: 
A small bird will drop frozen dead from a bough 
without ever having felt sorry for itself. 
He can still epigr~at1ze his attitude to demonstra-
tive women, as in ''To Women, As Far As I'm Concerned'': 
The feelings I don't have I don't have. 
The feelings I don't have, I won't say I have. 
The feelings you say you have, you don't have. 
The feelings you would like us both to have, we 
neither of' us have. 
The feelings people ought to have, they never have ••• 
· for people who say they have feelings really don't have them, 
If' people say they've got feelings, you may be pretty 
sure they haven't got them. 
So if' you want either of us to feel anything at all 
you'd better abandon all the idea of' feelings altogether. 
He still has hope, as the poem "Sun-Women," in the vein 
of' his old prophetic writings, reveals. He says it would be 
strange if some women came forward saying they were sun-
women, belonging not to men or their children or even them-
selves: 
And how delicious it is to feel sunshine upon onet 
And how delicious to open like a marigold 
when a man comes looking down upon one 
with sun in his face, so that a woman cannot but open 
like a marigold to the sun, 
and thril~ with glittering rays. 
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Pansies comprised more than three hundred poems. 
Nettles, issued in Maroh 1930 1 the month of Lawrence's death, 
contained only twenty-five, yet this little book seems to 
have as much bitterness 1n it as its larger predecessor. 
Nettles was well named. 
The themes of these "poems 11 are not new for Lawrence: 
the spinsterism and hrPOcrisy of the British~ the official 
castration of those who write for the British public, the 
doom that hangs over factory cities~ the murder of the 
masses by civilization~ the delusion of freedom. 
"Editorial Office" is the story of a young man who 
applies for a position as literary critio and says he doesn't 
understand when the editor asks him if he has been "fixed," 
if he has biological credentials: 
Editor (sternly): Have you been 
made safe for the great British 
Public? Has everything objectionable 
been removed from you? 
Applicant: In what way, quite? 
Editor: By surgical operation. 
Did your parents have 
you sterilised? 
Applicant: I don't think so, 
Sir~ I'm afraid not. 
Editor: Good morningl Don't 
trouble to call again. We 
have the welfare of the 
British Public at heart. 
LawrenQe 1 s rage over the seizure of Pansies in January 
1929 is reflected in the bitter comedy of this little verse, 
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but most of the Nettle@ items were probably inspired by the 
closing of Lawrence's exhibition of pa1nt1ng at the Warren 
Gallery in London in July. In a letter to Earl Brewster on 
the 13th of August, Lawrence says he has not "done much 
work lately--a few 'nettles' to follow my Pansies.n The ex-
acerbation he felt during the Nettles period 1s expressed in 
a passage of this letter, which is a typical section of his 
correspondence at the time: "All this persecution and in-
sult, and most of all the white-livered poltroonery of the 
so-called 'free' young people in England puts me off work. 
Why should one produce things, in such a dirty worldl If 
one leaves them to themselves they will accomplish their 
own destruction so much the quicker. Far be it from me to 
hinder them." 
The paintings which had caused the trouble at the War-
ren Gallery were mostly of ecstatic nudes; one was of a 
naked Holy F~ily, one was of Leda and the Swan, one was of 
Boccaccio 1 s story of the gardener who feigned deafness--the 
gardener lay half-naked in the foreground, with bonneted 
nuns in the background and distant trees painted with some-
thing like "that subtle rush of cool grey flame" Lawrence 
wrote of in one of his early poems ("Corot"). These pic-
tures and others in the exhibition had been admired by Law-
rence's Italian-peasant friends and other simple people, 
who had not been shocked, but the paintings were not appre-
ciated by the British authorities, particularly not by Lord 
Brentford 6 the Home Secretary, who was "out to get" Law-
rence. After the exhibition had been on for several weeks# 
some London policemen appeared one day and solemnly carried 
away thirteen paintings: they wanted to take some items of 
Blake, but desisted when they were told that Blake had been 
dead for a century. The canvases were moved to the base-
ment of a polioe station and were threatened with destruc-
tion by fire. 
Frieda, who had gone to London for the exhibit, had to 
rush back to Florence, where her husband had become griev-
ously ill while visiting Giuseppe Orioli, who bad published 
Lady Chatterley's Lover; Frieda took Lawrence to Baden-
Baden to recuperate. One of the Nettles poems--"13,000 
People"--cries out Lawrence's sick rage at the time: 
Thirteen thousand people c~e to see 
my pictures, eager as the honey bee 
for the flowers; and I'll tell you what 
all eyes sought the same old spot 
in every picture, every time, 
and gazed and gloated without rhyme 
or reason, where the leaf should be, 
the fig-leaf that was not, woe is mel 
And they blushed, they giggled, they sniggered, 
they leered, 
or they boiled and they fumed, in fury they sneered 
and said: Oh boyl I tell you what, 
look at that one there, that's pretty hotL--
And they stared and they stared, the half-witted lot 
at the spot where the fig-leaf just was not1 
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But why6 I ask you? Oh tell me why? 
Aren't they made quite the same, then, as you and I? 
--and the poem goes on in this vein £or another page. 
Lawrence was eventually told that the confiscated paint-
ings would be sent back to him on condition that he would not 
try to eXhibit them in England again. The bitter Nettles 
poems had already been written. 
The other poe~ of these years, almost 300 of them col-
lected by Richard Aldington and Giuseppe Orioli and pub-
lished in 1933 as Last Poems, are mostly of the same sort--
one section of Last Poems is even called "More Pansies" by 
the editors. Some of the "More Pansies" poems were written 
at Mallorca; this places them in the spring of 1929 1 and the 
one called "Forte dei Marmi" was obviously written while Law-
rence was visiting the Huxleys at that place in July. Some 
of the poems are coeval with Nettles--and like them in 
tone--for they were written after the July police raid on 
Lawrence's picture exhibit. One of the verses attacks 
J. c. Squire, then editor of the London Mercury 6 who is also 
scolded in Nettles; and one of the poems in the "More Pan-
sies" section is a riposte to the article by T. w. Earp, 
"Mr. D. H. Lawrence on Painting," in the August 17 New 
Statesman: 
I heard a little chicken chirp 
My name is Thomas, Thomas Earp1 
And I can neither paint nor write 
I can only set other people right. 
All people that can ~ite or paint 
do tremble under my complaint. 
For I am a chicken~ and I can chirp, 
and my name is Thomas, Thomas Earp. 
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This illustrates the good as well as the bad points of 
many of these poems. It starts brightly, with life and 
humor, but the metrical snarl in the fourth line causes 
trouble. Clever poetry of this kind requires more preci-
sion than Lawrence either could or would use. The poem 
as it stands is amusing, pert, and neatly venomous: 1t 
could have been a perfect little thing. 
Aldington has wisely commented that most of the Pansies 
and Nettles verse seems to come out of Lawrence's nerves 
and not out of his deeper self. Yet toward the end of his 
life Lawrence also wrote a few of his finest poems, such as 
"The Ship of Death" and that piece which contains so many 
of the essential Lawrence symbols, magnificently woven to-
gether, "Bavarian Gentians"; he had once thought of calling 
.. 
this poem "Glory of Darkness." 
Not every man has gentians in his house 
in Soft September, at slow, sad Miohaelmas. 
Bavarian gentians, big and dark, only dark 
darkening the day-time torah-like with the smoking 
blueness of Pluto's gloom~ 
ribbed and torch-like, with their blaze of darkness 
spread blue 
down flattening into points~ flattened under the 
sweep of white day 
torah-flower of the blue-smoking darkness, Pluto's 
dark-blue daze, 
black lamps from the halls of Dis, burning dark blue, 
giving off darkness, blue darkness, as Demeter's pale 
~~ps give off light, 
lead me then, lead me the way. 
Reach me a gentian, give me a torchl 
let me guide myself with the blue, forked torch of 
this flower 
down the darker and darker stairs, where blue is 
darkened on blueness 
even where Persephone goes, just now, from the 
frosted September 
to the sightless realm Where darkness is awake upon 
the dark 
and Persephone herself is but a voice 
or a darkness invisible enfolded in the deeper dark 
of' the arms Plutonic, and pierced with the passion 
of dense gloom, 
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rumong the splendour of torches of darkness, shedding 
darkness on the lost bride and her groom. 
This was written in Germany, which the Lawrences left 
toward the end of September, in Michaelmas season, 1929; 
they went back to the Mediterranean coast of France, where 
Lawrence was to die in less than six months. 
At Bandol, Lawrence summoned his strength for one last 
book, Apocalypse. This work apparently grew out of his in-
terest in the speculations and astrological designs of the 
British mystic, Frederick Carter, whom Lawrence had used as 
a minor character (Cartwright) in "st. Mawr"; Achsah Brew-
ster and the London publisher of' Carter's The Dragon of 
Revelation (1932) have both said that Apocalypse developed 
out of an introduction Lawrence began to write for Carter's 
book, and Lawrence's unpublished letters show this to be 
true. Lawrence's own working out of the matter is mostly a 
restatement of' old Lawrenoean ideas, not always put to-
gether with thematic coherence. Lawrence in his last glow 
of' writing forgets that in The Escaped Cook he had re-
nounced his mission and his role of prophet: a dying man on 
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a sunny coast, he writes out his febrile vision of the most 
Hebraic, most Old Testament-like book of that newer gospel 
which even in childhood had never moved him as the savage 
older writings had. But Revelation is attractively full of 
symbolic beasts and prophetic utterance. Though Lawrence 
begins with an attack upon it as not being representative 
of the better aspects of Christianity, he later writes about 
it with some friendly warmth. It becomes a significant Law-
rencean autobiographical extension. And like his own life 
it ends ith a paean to the sun, and to those who feel the 
deep inner radiance of the sun. 
Lawrence sees the Apocalypse itself as originally the 
great cry of the weak to put down the strong: he finds in 
Christianity a dualistic conflict between the strong com-
mands and the counsels of meekness. Christianity, like the 
other great religions of renunciation (Buddhism and Plato's 
philosophy), is 11 f'or aristocrats of' the spirit." But the 
mass of people do not have the aristocratic souls demanded 
by these prophets. Lawrence explains why the Gospels are 
so dependent upon images: although the images have little 
emotional value for us today, ancient sense-knowledge was 
based upon them, and the Book of Revelation was written 1n 
the way of the old pagan civilizations--the four horsemen 
and the red dragon and the seven seals have to be inter-
preted with this in mind. 
Apocalypse closes with Lawrence's last life-statement: 
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What man most passionately wants in his living 
wholeness and his livin~ unison, not his own isolate 
salvation of his "soul. Man wants his physical ful-
fillment first and foremost, sinoe now, once and once 
only, he is in the flesh and potent. For man, the 
vast marvel is to be alive. For man, as for flower 
and beast and bird, the supreme triumph is to be most 
vividly, most perfectly alive. Whatever the unborn 
and the dead may know, they cannot know the beauty, 
the marvel of being alive in the flesh. The dead may 
look after the afterwards. But the magnificent here 
and now of life in the flesh is ours, and ours alone, 
and ours only for a time. We ought to dance with rap-
ture that we should be alive and in the flesh, and 
part of the living, incarnate cosmos. I ~ part of 
the sun as my eye is part of me. That I ~ part of 
the earth my feet know perfectly, and my blood is part 
of the sea. My soul knows that I am part of the human 
race, my soul is an organic part of the great human 
soul, as my spirit is part of my nation. In my own 
very self, I am part of my family. There is nothing 
of me that is alone and absolute except my mind, and 
we shall find that the mind has no existence by it-
self, it is only the glitter of the sun on the surface 
of the waters. 
So that my individualism is really an illusion. 
I am a part of the great whole, and I can never es-
cape. But I ~ deny my connections, break them, and 
become a fragment. Then I am. wretched. 
What we want is to destroy our false, inorganic 
connections, especially those related to money, and re-
establish the living organic connections, with the 
cosmos, the sun and earth, with mankind and nation and 
family. start with the sun, and the rest will slowly, 
slowly happen. 
During the last few months of his life Lawrence grew 
weaker daily, and often spent tba mornings in bed, reading 
or writing. This is the report of Earl Brewster, whose 
daughter typed Apocalypse when she came to Bandol from her 
school in England for the Christmas holidays. 
Brewater says Lawrence told him that he no longer ob-
jected to the word God and that he felt he "must establish 
a conscious relation with God." Sometimes he tried to 
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trace the causes or his illness; he firmly believed that pay-
ohio troubles produced physical disturbances. Tapping his 
chest 6 he told Brewster, uTbe hatred whioh my books have 
aroused comes back at me and gets me here." He felt that 
there was an evil spirit in his body: "If I get the better 
of it in one plaoe it goes to another." Brewster says that 
in the last months, Lawrence was gaining in tranquillity; 
Mrs. Brewster's reference to Lawrence's poems on death would 
seem to place their composition after the beginning of the 
year 1930. These include "The Ship of Death" and the items 
wbioh follow it in Last Poems. Aldington seems to believe 
that "Prayer" in the "More Pansies" section of the ~ 
Poems volume was perhaps Lawrence's final creative effort; 
Aldington quotes the first two lines as "the last broken 
utterance ••• written by a dying hand": 
Give me the moon at my feet, 
Put my feet upon the oresoent, like a Lordi 
On February 6 Lawrence made a difficult journey to a 
sanatorium at Vence, in the mountains above Nioe: he left 
his Bandol villa, named Beau Soleil, for a place called Ad 
Astra. He had wanted to go to New Mexico, but had known he 
was too ill to make the journey. At the sanatorium he 
could sit in the sunlight on his balcony and see the coast-
line far below, and the distant city of Cannes. Frieda 
stayed at a nearby hotel--she bad been joined by her daugh-
ter Barbara--now and then remaining with Lawrence during the 
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distressing nights. Earl Brewster and the Huxleys were fre-
quent visitors, and H. G. Wells, the Aga Kahn, and Jo David-
son ("made a clay head of me--made me tired") also came to 
see Lawrence during that February. He wrote a few letters, 
which tell mostly of his miserable nights: coughing and 
pain, inflammation of the liver and stomach, and trouble 
with the heart. Yet now and then there was an expression of 
hope--"I'm feeling more chirpy •••• I wish I could sail away 
to somewhere really thrilling"--or an appreciation of the 
spring: "The mimosa is all out, in clouds--like Austria, 
and the almond blossoms very lovely." 
On the first of March, st. David's Day, Lawrence moved 
to a house in Venae, and the next night he died there. He 
was buried on the fourth of March, in a grave next to the 
wall in the local cemetery; there was no burial service, and 
only a dozen friends made up the funeral procession. Later 
he was given a nameless gravestone with the phoenix designed 
on it in colored pebbles "by a peasant who loved him." 
Back in the Midlands, Lawrence's elder brother George 
woke up and leapt out of bed and said to his wife, "Bert's 
here." He says that his brother had died at exactly that 
moment. And Jessie Chambers had been "seeing" Lawrence, 
•. . 
according to the previously mentioned letter she wrote to 
Helen Corke in 1933 (published in 1950 in Arena). She had 
not even known Lawrence was ill, but toward the end of his 
life she "felt acutely drawn to him at times." On the day 
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he died, she heard his voice saying distinctly: "Can you re-
member only the pain and none of the joy?" and asking, "What 
has it all been about?" The next day she saw him, she says, 
as she "had known him in early days, with the little cap on 
the back of his head." A day later she was shocked when the 
papers carried the delayed announcement of his death. Her 
visions of him; not mentioned in her later memoir, were 
quite real to her, she told Helen Corke: "I don't think it 
was self-suggestion, because I didn't know he was ill •••• 
You see that in essentials my feeling for him has not 
changed in spite of other deep affection. What he said about 
the indestructibility of love is quite true, on a particular 
plane." 
Several years after his death, Lawrence's body was ore-
mated, and the ashes were taken to his New Mexican ranch, in 
the Sangre de Cristo mountains. 
The final version of Lawrence's last important poem, 
"The Ship of Death," reads in part: 
Now it is autumn and the falling fruit 
and the long journey ••• towards oblivion. 
Have you built your ship of death, 0 have you? 
0 build your ship of death, for you will need it. 
The grim frost is at hand, when the apples will fall 
thick, almost thunderous, on the hardened earth. 
And death is on the air like a smell of ashesl 
• • • Now launch the small ship, now as the body dies 
and life departs, launch out, the fragile soul 
1n the fragile ship of courage, the ark of faith 
with its store of food and little cooking pans 
and change of clothes., 
upon the flood's black waste 
upon the waters of the end 
upon the sea of death., where still we sail 
darkly., for we cannot steer., and have no port. 
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The flood subsides., and the body., like a worn sea-shell 
emerges strange and lovely. 
And the little ship wings home, faltering and lapsing 
on the pink flood, 
and the frail soul steps out., into the house again 
filling the heart with peace. 
Swings the heart renewed with peace 
even of oblivion. 
Oh build your ship of death. Oh build itl 
for you will need it. 
For the voyage of oblivion awaits you. 
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SOME CONCLUSIONS 
Although D. H. Lawrence wrote poems, travel 
books, plays, and philosophical essays, he thought of him-
self as primarily a novelist. "And being a novelist, I 
consider myself superior to the saint, the scientist, the 
philosopher, and the poet"--men who may be "great masters 
of the different bits of the man alive,'' but never of the 
whole man. uThe novel is the one bright book of life. 
Books are not life. They are tremulations on the · ether. 
But the novel as a tremulation can make the whole man alive 
tremble. Whioh is more than poetry, philosophy, science, 
' . 
or any other book-trerimlations can do." 
It is difficult to place Lawrence in the history of 
literature. His writing has a kind of violent uniqueness, 
and the man behind 1 t is always protean, always in the proc-
ess of becoming. At one level his ideological fiction re-
sembles books like Sartor Resartus and Thus Spake Zara-
thustra rather than traditional novels. Aaron's Rod, ~ 
garoo, and The Plumed Serpent have a philosophical-dialogue 
aspect, an oracular utterance, an anti-logical direction, 
and a worship of powerful ~eadership that give them a gen-
eral effect of being somewhat like Carlyle and Nietzsche, 
though in specific treatment they remain pure Lawrence. 
The correspondences, let it be emphasized, are general; 
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there is much in the doctrines of Carlyle and Nietzsche 
that Lawrence disagreed with~ that he rejected. And on the 
positive side, many salient points of Lawrencean doctrine 
are in complete contrast with anything in their works; one~ 
for example, is Lawrence's attitude to the erotic. The type 
of complete love relationship between man and woman~ as ad-
vocated by Lawrence, is hardly Nietzschean or Carlylean. 
An important point to remember about Lawrence in regard to 
possible derivations is that he was deeply influenced by no 
one author or series of authors as, say, T. s. Eliot has 
been influenced by Lafargue and the Elizabethans, or Henry 
Williamson by Richard Jeffries: Lawrence read widely and 
deeply in his youth, but in his later life when he travelled 
constantly and avoided possession of books~ his reading was 
scattered and unsystematic, and he had no particular favor-
ite whose writings he carried around as gospel, to be con-
tinually absorbed. 
Lawrence has certain obvious resemblances to Rousseau, 
the first important "man of feeling" who attacked the civil-
ized condition and contributed to the downfall of the au-
thoritarian regime. In Movements in European History, Law-
rence, who in all his writings rarely mentions Rousseau, 
describes him perfunctorily, speaking of him as "the man 
who had most influence" in his age~ whose Social Contract 
"had a tremendous effect." As to the Revolution itself1 
Lawrence viewed it as the end of "God-made" kings and 
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nobles 6 but not as a necessary benefit to the downtrodden: 
"The poor were not in any very different position. Money 
ruled instead o.f birth6 that was all •••• Prosperity was the 
only clue to life." This was the modern system Rousseau had 
helped toward realization; and Lawrence disliked it. Even 
Rousseau's attitude toward nature did not attract Lawrence6 
who in his book on American literature scolded Rousseau6 as 
well as Chateaubriand and others of their time, for being 
part of a "lying little lot 6 w1 th your Nature-sweet-and-
Pure," which was "only another effort at intellectualizing." 
And in a letter written two years before his death, Lawrence 
spoke of Rousseau as one of the "grand perverts/' along with 
Byron, Wilde 6 Goethe, Proust, and several others who tried 
to "kick off, or to intellectualize and so utterly falsify 
the phallic consciousness." These statements should make it 
clear that Lawrence was not an enlisted Rousseauist, though 
like most modern men he could hardly escape living in the 
general Rousseauvian thought-pattern that has dominated 
western man since Romanticism. 
Lawrence also had affinities with Blake ("To Find the 
Western path/Right thro' the Gates of Wrath"), the vision-
ary to whom machines were "the arts of death.n Blake's so-
called "immoralism," his cultivated primitivism, and his 
political libertarianism make him seem a definite ancestor 
of Lawrence. Even his notebook doggerel resembles Law-
rence's Pansies and Nettles 6 as in this typical verse about 
a slippery publisher: 
A Petty, Sneaking Knave I knew--
0 Mr. Cr(omek), how do ye do? 
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The principal dissimilarities between Lawrence and 
Blake are o£ soope and method: Blake envisioned an enormous, 
supernatural cosmology; Lawrance in even his most imagina-
tive £iction--such as The Plumed Serpent--remained £airly 
close to everyday reality. He said in a letter in 1925 
that he had never been "very £ond o~ abstract poetry, not 
even Blake." Yet he elsewhere showed his appreciation of 
the "Tyger" lyric, which combines "quickness" and wonder--
two elements Lawrence always admired--and presents them 
through an exciting music. The Blake that Lawrence did not 
care £or was the later Blake, of the Prophetic Books, the 
poet who--in disgust at the ugliness of expanding industry 
and at the hypocrisy of the middle class as it becrume mora 
mercantile--withdrew more and more from everyday life into 
his "abstract" visions. In his lifetime he never had even 
the little measure of popularity and fame that Lawrence 
knew, though the Blake we are acquainted with, who has to-
day a defined place in English literature, seems of all 
creators the one most like Lawrence. Perhaps the contrast-
ing points in their philosophies are more the result of 
differences of time and psychological make-up than of dis-
similarities of vision. 
It shou~d be made clear that Lawrence was not a dis-
ciple or even follower of Blake, any more than of the other 
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authors previously ment1oned. Lawrence did not specifically 
derive from them, any more than from the "King James" Bible 
and the Congregational hymnal, both of which helped develop 
his sense of language when he was young. He was too 
fiercely individualistic, too firmly dependent upon his own 
intuitions, to be a follower of any author, teobnioally or 
ideologically, or to be a member of any seot. Those readers 
who early in Lawrence's career thought he was unswervingly 
on the main line of Hardy and George Eliot, were jolted when 
he switched onto a track leading into a weird and strange-
colored terrain such as none of them had ever seen before. 
If, in possible contemporary derivations, Lawrence was 
ahead of other imaginative writers in drawing upon the an-
thropologists, he used suoh findings in a highly personal-
ized, Lawrencean way, as he did the material he took from 
the theosophists or the ideas he mew have absorbed from 
Bergson, who he said bored ·him. Indeed, Lawrence so com-
pletely transmogrified all his borrowings that identifying 
them as sources becomes a matter of less importance than in 
most literary tracings. For Lawrence did not reinterpret 
the material in its own terms, in a way that illuminated or 
increased the value of the material as such; rather he used 
whatever parts he needed, to reinforce themes and motifs of 
his O\vn. 
One way of attempting to place Lawrence rumong his con-
temporaries would be to measure him in terms of Proust, 
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Joyce and Mann, the highest peaks rising between us and the 
great mountain range of Dostoyevsky, Tolstoy, and Henry 
James. It is easy to say that as a novelist Lawrence never 
achieved the large-visioned integration of the personal and 
the universal that is found in Remembrance of Things Past, 
Ulyss.es, and The Magic Mountain. These magnificently com-
posed stories of the decaying members of French society, of 
the three cosmic-sized Dubliners, and of the sick men of the 
western nations arguing on a neutral mountainside--stories 
presented poetically and realistically and symbolically--are 
the apogee of a half-century's literature; and if they have 
· despair and defeat in them, it is in the spirit of their 
time, of which they are the most significant expression in 
their particular art-form. These works have a power, a mag-
nitude, and a wholeness that the products of their contempo-
raries cannot rival. It is easy to say that Lawrence does 
not attain to their height, any more than he measures up to 
the foremost poets of the time: Rilke, Eliot, Yeats, Valery, 
Loroa. These men stand somewhat above such poets as Pound 
and Hart Crane, whose poetry, like Lawrence's, is a varie-
gated scrapbeap from which individual pieces can be sal-
vaged--though because Lawrence wrote more directly and con-
sistently from his own experience than they did from theirs, 
his poems arranged in chronological order seem to provide a 
' ' 
truer effect of continuity and ultimate wholeness. 
The question remains, Where exactly is Lawrence's 
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place, theni If all the aesthetic paraphernalia show that 
he does not reach up so high as his foremost rivals in the 
area of the novel, where does he belong1 Posterity will ul-
timately determine this: no one can make a precise determin-
ation now, although there is no law to prevent the operation 
of guesswork. In any event, any reasonable answer to the 
formulated question can concern only the present. The true 
Lawrencean reader prefers his favorite to Proust or Joyce or 
Mann, because of Lawrence's creative spontaneity. Perhaps 
the best answer at present to the question as to Lawrence's 
position is that the truth lies somewhere between the claims 
of the aesthetic judge and of the devoted Lawrencean: it 
might be said that he is a unique volcanic mountain standing 
to one side of the various ranges, not so high as the near-
est summits but with attributes of great importance and 
value. 
If the strictest cataloguists would not permit a sepa-
rate classification of this kind, a place might be found 
for Lawrence among the secondary novelists of our time. It 
should be kept in mind that this kind of thing should not 
be taken too solemnly--it is a form of literary playful-
ness--though it has some justification in that it helps at 
least superficially in the determination of values and per-
spectives. Lawrence then might reasonably be ranked, 
though not too seriously or rigidly, with such novelists as 
-Kafka, Gide, Conrad, Stein, Woolf, Faulkner, and the early 
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Hemingway--not necessari~y in this order, for as Hemingway 
once said, "There is no order for good writers." These men 
and women are, next to Mann and Joyce and Proust, the im-
portantly creative novelists of the first half of the twen-
tieth century, and Lawrence can easily stand with the~ 
Like each of them he has a recognizable individuality in 
this age of pale marketplace uniformity; like eaoh of them 
he has a recognizable voice. 
Unlike most of his noteworthy contemporaries, however, 
Lawrence was a philosopher in matters beyond the aesthetic: 
he felt that the novelist was obliged to be such, for to 
him the mere poet was limited, like the saint and the scien-
tist and the philosopher, and could not reach the whole man. 
Most of these other novelists have merely presented, though 
in a special, deep, and visionary way, the texture of life 
as they have seen and felt it; some of them of course have 
philosophized, but not so much about the thing presented as 
about the technique of the presentation itself: Gertrude 
Stein, for example, greatly increased our apprehension of 
what might be done with words. If some of these writers 
have had a moral bias, like Conrad, they have buried it 
deeply in the story, keeping their moral bias incidental 
rather than letting it write the story. But Lawrence felt 
that to be an "artist" was not enough; that is one of the 
reasons why, although he was a skilled craftsman, he de-
voted so little time to discussing the principles of 
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writing, and one of the reasons why so many of his stories 
deaL directly with values in a way which identifies the 
author with his bias. Fortunately, his gift of artistry was 
so pronounced that his bias does not usually spoil his 
stories. 
Lawrence was not a great creative philosopher. He had 
a few central thoughts, not precisely new thoughts, that he 
continually tried to get across to his reader. Sometimes he 
dramatized them effectively, sometimes he let them hamper 
his stories. Often his ideas were common sense given ex-
alted utterance, often they were downright foolish, and 
often they were muddled in his own brand of mysticism. 
Essentially Lawrence was trying to say one thing all 
his life. He had been saying it even before he was alto-
gether aware of what it was, though he formulated it fairly 
early in his career: "My great religion is a belief in the 
blood, the flesh, as being wiser than the intellect. We can 
go wrong in our minds. But what our blood feels and be-
lieves and says, is always true. u 
Virtually all statements he made on all topics, and vir-
tually all stories he told, were elaborations of that idea: 
his Figure in the Carpet. His hatred of middle-class stand-
ards ("How beastly the bourgeois is") comes from his hatred 
of civilization, which tramples on instinctual ("blood'') 
values. And many of Lawrence's other oppositions--to money-
worship, to censorship, to machines, to literature 
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bowdlerized at conception--stemmed from his blood-versus-
mind doctrine# which determined the outcome of his fictional 
efforts and the behavior of his characters. And of course 
it was this philosophy that motivated Lawrence to write so 
fully about sexual matters, that made the sexual battlefield 
his principal base of operations. 
It is necessary to explain again that Lawrence did not 
advocate "sheer animalism" or the destruction of the mind. 
He felt that the intuitional and the intellectual had fallen 
into imbalance on the side of the intellectual: he repeatedly 
explained that in emphasizing our need to revive the emo-
tional values# he was trying to restore the balance. 
Readers are free to agree or disagree with any or all 
parts of Lawrence's doctrine. The philosophic alloy in his 
stories rarely spoils them: it has been repeatedly pointed 
out in this book that Lawrence's writing has so much vital-
ity# so much beauty of expression in it, that merely reading 
it is an important experience. As T. s. Eliot, walking 
carefully between the ideas of belief and appreciation# says 
in his essay on Dante# "Actually, one probably has more 
pleasure in the poetry When one shares the beliefs of the 
poet. On the other hand there is a distinct pleasure in en-
joying the poetry when one does B2! share the beliefs, anal-
ogous to the pleasure of 'mastering' other men's philosoph-
ical systems •••• I deny, in short, that the reader must 
share the beliefs of the poet in order to enjoy the poetry 
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fully." 
In Lawrence there is, as we have seen, an abundance of 
poetry to enjoy, not only in the lrrics but also in the 
novels and stories, for in vision and language Lawrence was 
always essentially a poet. As a writer of verse, he pro-
duced few outstanding single lyrics; there are hundreds of 
poems he wrote that, taken separately, do not seem to have 
particular distinction. The total effect, however, is of a 
passionate and important experience. As Fred B. Millett, 
in his revision (1943) of Moody and Lovett's A History of 
English Literature, astutely says: "Only rarely did Law-
rence take pains to give his intuitions completely satis-
factory forms; often Lawrence's verse is the raw material 
for poetry rather than poetry itself. But it is never dull 
or lifelesa." 
Lawrence's youthful poems, vivid and irregular, were 
occasionally similar to many of the products of his Georg-
ian contemporaries, though rougher and more genuinely natu-
ral. In most Georgian poetry, nature is a charming land-
scape glimpsed beyond the · tennis court; in Lawrence's early 
poems, nature is earth and sky assimilated through the 
nerve-ends, absorbed somati~ally, felt as if it were a part 
of one's own flesh. This same effect of physical contact 
with the universe of things is likewise noticeable in the 
verse of Lawrence's second period, intensified by the grow-
ing mastery of rhythm in Lookl We Have Come Tbroughl Again, 
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few of the pieces stand out indiv~dually as _notable achieve-
ments but~ taken in their completeness~ these poems of con-
flict and passion and nature have great forcefulness. In 
the Birds~ Beasts and Flowers verse of the succeeding phase~ 
thought was overtaking music~ and the lyrics tended toward 
the epigrammatic~ though the music was still present and 
under adept control: when Lawrence needed scherzo he had no 
trouble in producing it~ when he wanted to he could create 
hymn-like music in key with the book's title, and when he 
tried the organ tones he found them under his command. In 
the final period~ his poems were for the most part not musi-
cal~ and often not actually poetic; they were hard little 
thought-pellets. Yet toward the last he managed to write 
some of his finest and most musical lyrics, such as "Bava-
rian Gentians" and "The Ship of Death." When all of Law-
rence's verse--he wrote only lyrics and epigrams--is read 
on page after page of the Collected Poems~ it is felt not 
only as a vital confessional but also as a repository of 
much important twentieth-century experience. 
The novels and stories are also powerful in their total 
effect, though usually they are powerful even when taken 
singly. The plasmic~ surging~ rich-colored prose is one of 
the remarkable compositional achievements of this century, 
and like all excellent prose it is appropriate to what it 
expresses: as always in excellent writing~ expression and 
matter are one. Lawrence's singing~ ecstatic language is 
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the perfect conveyance for the passionate experience nar-
rated. From the rise of his prose strength in his third 
novel, Sons and Lovers, through the exaltations of The Rain-
bow, Women in Love, and The Plumed Serpent, Lawrence was of 
a powerful instrument. His narrative was like a bardic 
chant, with the uncouth strength of the improvised, and with 
just the right subtleties of variation on the strings. He 
ended his story-telling career with The Escaped Cock, a del-
icately phrased narrative of death and resurrection in which 
he displayed mastery of a different set of tones, of milder 
color and reverberation. Throughout his writing career, 
Lawrence in both the poetic and prose forms charged his work 
with a feeling of life such as most of his contemporaries 
could not even vaguely suggest. Lawrence's world is not the 
pale counterfeit of most writers, but the electric, bright-
pigmented, vibrating world that continually presses upon our 
consciousness. 
The people Who move through the pulsing reality of his 
stories are not the usual people of fiction--Lawrence cared 
little for the conventional use of "character"--but an in-
tensification of people we know. He has presented in an 
unforgettable way various types of human beings. In his 
early writings he was more concerned with everyday people 
than in the later books, and his scenes of family life have 
both the incisive fidelity of a Dutch interior and the warm 
depth of an Italian portrait. One of Lawrence's harshest 
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critics, v. s. Pritchett, goes. far enough in his admiration 
of Sons and Lovers to say that "there is no novel in En-
glish literature which comes so closely to the skin of the 
life of worldng-olass people, for it records their feelings 
in their own terms." But the feelings of Lawrence's later 
characters are also recorded in terms of those characters, 
though because they are not traditionally presented, many 
critics will not accept them; Lawrence had shown what he 
could do along traditional lines, and after he had reached 
a stage of assured accomplishment he began creatively ex-
ploring in new directions. The passionately tormented, 
questing people of his later books represent the wild-
nerved advance guard of humanity, violently struggling for 
the wholeness that may be achieved only when their hyper-
civilized "mind consciousness" submits to, and then comes 
into a balanced relat~onsh1p with, their passional "blood 
consciousness." It was a struggle in which Lawrence was 
recording poet rather than assured victor. But he saw, 
felt, and described the struggle, in compelling language. 
His later characters are not, like the earlier ones, 
people living in a center of life, in a home region: the 
mining and farming families, from The White Peacock through 
Sons and Lovers and the first part of The Rainbow, have 
been succeeded by deracinated types who restlessly wander 
the earth. The peasants, Italians or Mexicans who live 
closer to the blood consciousness because they do not 
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intellectualize it and talk about it~ are rarely anything 
.• 
more than background figures~ a dark and soft-voiced chorus. 
The intense~ White-faced people who have ripped themselves 
away from the northern lands are agonistically in the fore-
ground~ and the stories are their stories. But the tales 
are unlike all other literature of exile: the people are not 
weeping beside the waters of Babylon, or looking for a cul-
tural homeland, or trying to be pukka sahib, or seeking honor 
in the teeth of perils; Lawrence's people just wander. They 
are a special kind of character~ unpredictable~ forever in 
spiritual transition, and forever torn apart by the battle 
between "dark" and "white." The states of their souls are 
drama~ the landscapes magnetize them~ their substance is 
the throbbing Lawrenoean prose-stuff: and they do not be-
have like characters in Jane Austen or Zola or Meredith. 
They are for the most part people whom Lawrence knew, whom 
he translated into his fables to walk and surfer among the 
chromatic pulsations of his landscapes: by what standards 
are they not "real"? They may be apocalyptic~ but they are 
not apocryphal. 
These later characters are~ admittedly~ minority 
types. It is not alone because Lawrence had become a minor-
ity type himself: he felt that the intense people who are 
the central figures of so many of his later novels and 
stories were those through whom~ as Catherine Carswell says 
in a paraphrase of Lawrence's explanation to her, "one 
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could discover whither the general run of mankind, the great 
unconscious mass was tending. There, at the utter-most tips 
of the flower of an epoch's achievement, one could already 
see the beginning of the flower of putrefaction which must 
take place before the seed of the new was ready to fall 
clear •••• Achievement carried to its furthest limits coin-
cided with putrefaction. Those Who sought the new must take 
their stand right in the flux." 
There is always flux 1n Lawrence, always transition, 
always struggle, always renewal; the life of his people 1s 
never undynwnic. And through these people, through tbe1r 
"advanced" consciousness--heightened by their conflict and 
suffering--Lawrence presents another type of character not 
always obviously similar to the "realistic" literary- kind 
most readers are used to. But as we look beyond the lumin-
ous flesh of these characters, to their beating conscious-
ness, we find that they are not 11 unreal, 11 not mere mook ... ups 
for the points of philosophy the author wants to put · across .• 
If Lawrence sometimes fails--as in the case of Sir Clifford 
Chatterley, whose crippling somewhat cripples the story--1t 
is not on the side of "character," of livingness, that Law-
rence errs, but on the side of plot. For the people, even 
Sir Clifford, do live 1n their stories. There they do not 
necessarily dominate--except in those last tales written 
when the colors had faded out of nature for Lawrence--but 
have a dynamic relationship with natural forces outside 
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them, as When the landscape is a pervasive and compelling 
influence. Lawrence had tended toward this kind of writing 
from the first--his landscapes were always charged--but he 
proved in story after story that he could skillfully handle 
characters and situat1ons in the traditional manner; and it 
was not until after he had displayed his powers in one of 
the finest traditional-type British novels--Sons and Lovers--
that he developed an interest in matters beyond characteri-
zation. But When he did, he did not thereafter fill his 
novels with d~es and corpses. Rather he illuminated 
fiction in a new way, and in dealing with ultrasensitive 
people on the edges rather than in centers of life, he was 
giving his readers a new vision of existence. 
While Lawrence belonged to no group, he had much in 
common with the symboliste writers of the foremost liter-
ary movement of recent times. In many of his poems, .and 
particularly in such novels as The Rainbow and Women in 
~~ he used "dynamic" symbols to convey inward states 
not ordinarily expressible in denotative language. Even 
his "blood-knowledge" ideas, matever their moral status, 
were intuitional expressions of a symboliste kind. In all 
ways Lawrence was Shead of his time: today's readers can 
evaluate and be tolerant of his mistakes, for they are 
greatly outweighed by the good he has to offer. 
Literature is the autobiography of humanity. Imagi-
native literature focuses, ·as nothing else can, the 
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important elements that comp~ise the life of man. This is 
what Lawrence meant when he called the novelist superior to 
saint, scientist, philosopher, and poet; they cannot reach 
the whole man as the novelist can. The important writer, 
the truly creative man who works from internal aompuls1on, 
comprehends in his vision the elements that make up the 
different departments of life, and in expressing them and 
their impact upon mankind, he uses the medium of fable. 
Whether the fable takes the form of the epic, the drama, or 
the novel will depend on which of these is the living form 
of the age, as the novel is of ours. The important thing 
is that the fable presents experience in the fulles.t and 
richest way. When we read a great fable of the past, it 
shows us what the people of another time were like, the an-
cestors who moulded us, and it illuminates the enduring 
human themes. What has happened to people in great liter-
ature is what has happened to our past selves, is what is 
happening to us now. Writers of the recent past, or of the 
present, may lack the sanctification of accepted immortal-
ity, but they can tell us much that is valuable if they 
offer us more than we are given by all the little tickling 
authors who possess the top of our minds for one moment 
and are worthless the next. The important wri tar invades 
large areas of our minds and our emotions, and shows us--
often by jarring us unpleasantly--what the world about us 
is really like. By revealing to us a chapter of the 
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autobiography of the present world, Which is our own auto-
biography too, be gives us a heightened sense of values and 
increases the fullness of our response to life. 
This is what a good contemporary writer, or a good 
writer of the recent past--and there are always few enough 
of either--oan do for us. It is a different thing from what 
the hallowed classic writer, with his quality guaranteed by 
long survival, does for us, and the contemporary achievement 
is considered of a lower order of importance. But it is i~ 
portant; and Lawrence is one of the few twentieth-century 
authors who can give us the vital intensification of our own 
world. And now that enough years have passed, since his 
death, to cool the anger into Wh1oh he shocked so many of 
his own generation, an increasing number of readers is dis-
covering him. And in the wonder of his writing they are 
finding, whether they are in agreement or disagreement with 
all that he says, that Lawrence is one of the richest read-
ing experiences of our time. 
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BIBLIOGRAPHY 
BOOKS BY D. H. LAWRENCE 
Listed According to Genre 
(Note. Many authors dislike the bibliographical stud-
ies and the first-edition mongering of their works; 
Ernest Hemingway~ for instance, said in the introduc-
tion to a Hemingway bibliography that he thought such 
books were "all balls." Lawrence~ in his preface to 
E. D. McDonald's first Lawrence bibliography, sounds 
more tolerant; he said that "to every man who strug-
gles with his own soul in mystery, a book that is a 
book flowers once, and seeds, and is gone. First 
editions or forty-first are only the husks of it," 
but "if it amuses a man to save the husks of the 
flower that opened once for the first time, one can 
understand that too. It is like the costumes that 
men and women used to wear in their youth, years ago, 
and which now stand up rather faded in museums ••• " 
The list of Lawrence first editions which follows is 
meant to be an informational supplement to the pres-
ent volume, but enough bibliographical data are pro-
vided to be of positive assistance to readers who 
wish to start collecting Lawrence "firsts." The list 
gives the title, place, publisher, date, and number 
of pages of every discoverable Lawrence first edition; 
additional information is occasionally supplied, as in 
the case of a pseudonym (Lawrence H. Davison, Move-
ments in European History), a collaboration (M. L. 
Skinner and D. H. Lawrence wrote The BoS in The Bush), 
or an important introduction (such as t e one by 
Robinson Jeffers to the volume of Lawrence's poetry 
called Fire). Dr. McDonald's two volumes (1925 and 
1931) are the principal source~ with some infor.mation 
drawn from Gilbert H. Fabes (1933), who relied ex-
tensively on McDonald, and from the checklists by 
William White in the Bulletin of Bibliography (1948-
49). McDonald is of the school which believes that 
primacy of date establishes the true first edition. 
Some bibliographers, however, believe that first 
edi tiona "follow the flag," and that any work of an 
author published in his home country takes precedence 
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over editions o£ the s~e work published elsewhere 
within that year. For example, R. L. Megroz in his 
chronological list o£ Lawrence "£irsts" at the end 
o£ his Five Novelist Poets o£ Today lists the Martin 
Seeker publication of Aaron's Rod in London in 1922 
as the proper "£1rst,'' though McDonald credits Thomas 
Seltzer of New York, who brought the book out in 
April, two months before Seeker. McDonald, however, 
lists Willi~ Heinemann's London edition of The White 
Peacock as the true first, though Duffield in New 
York had brought it out a day earlier, on January 20, 
1911. McDonald, the authority £or these dates, prob-
ably thought it wiser not to state that the first 
edition of Lawrence's first book was the American 
edition, particularly when only one day's di£ference 
was involved; McDonald is usually on the side of com-
mon sense, and when there is a discrepancy of several 
months between editions, as in the case of Aaron's 
Rod, he has good reason to label the earlier edition 
as the proper first. The £ollowing check-list will, 
as previously indicated, follow the McDonald adjudi-
cations. It lists all known "firsts," even such 
volumes as Full Score: Twenty Tales and The Ship of 
Death and Other Poems, which do not present material 
previously unpublished, but rearrange older material; 
the British and American volumes of Selected Poems, 
for example, are quite di£ferent in content, and each 
is listed. Various small pamphlets are listed here 
as "£irsts," though obviously their value is slight 
in comparison with first editions o£ such books as 
Sons and Lovers and The Rainbow. The author of this 
volume agrees with Dr. McDonald that the pamphlet 
Dirty Words (c. 1931) is spurious. And he hopes that 
the folloWing list is authentic, correct, and co~ 
plate.) 
NOVELS 
The White Peacock, London: William Heinemann, 1911 (copy-
right 1910). PP• iv, 496. 
The Trespasser. London: Duckworth and Co., 1912. PP• iv, 
292. 
Sons and Lovers. London: Duckworth and co., 1913, PP• viii, 
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The Rainbow. London: Methuen and co., Ltd., 1915. PP• viii, 
468. 
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Women in Love. New York (Privat,ely Printed), 1920. PP• iv, 
54o. 
The Lost Girl. London: Martin Seeker, 1920. PP• 372. 
Aaron's Rod. New York: Thomas Seltzer, 1922. PP• 348. 
Kangaroo. London: Martin Seeker. 1923. PP• vi, 408. 
The Boy in the Bush, "with M. L. Skinner." London: Martin 
Seeker. 1924. PP• vi, 376. 
The Plumed Serpent. London: Martin Seeker. 1926. pp. 480. 
Lady Chatterle~s Lover. Florence: Privately Printed, 1928. 
PP• iv, 3 • 
The Virgin and the Gipsy. Florence: G. Orioli• 1930. PP• 
22 • . 
Lady Chatterley's Lover. London: Martin Seeker, 1932. PP• 
327. ("Authorized abridged edition.") 
The First Lad~ Chatterley. New York: Dial Press, 1944, PP• 
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APPENDIX A 
BOOKS ABOUT D. H. LAWRENCE 
And Some Notes on the History of his Reputation 
Of making many books about Lawrence there seemed no end~ 
in the three or four years after his death. Since most of 
these books were memoirs by competing camp-followers and were 
principally concerned with Lawrence the man~ and with the 
presentation of controversial and subjective views of him, 
they did much harm to J;.awrence's reputation. Instead of in-
teresting the wide public in Lawrence's own work~ his squab-
bling disciples made the man they were variously in love 
with seem a preposterous eccentric Who could not possibly 
have written significant books. 
Yet, whatever their effect on Lawrence's posthumous 
fame, the volumes about him comprise an interesting litera-
ture. The principal ones in English, both by Lawrenceans 
and by writers outside the magic circle~ will be briefly 
discussed here, with the date and place of publication of 
the first edition of each book given in parentheses. Some 
of these volumes have already been analyzed in the main 
part of the present volume. 
Considerations of space prevent coverage of magazine 
articles or of chapters on Lawrence in books of general 
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criticism, though a few of the ~remarkable items in each cate-
gory will be mentioned; some of them by R. P. Blackmur, Mark 
Schorer, and others, have been referred to in the body of 
this book; it is regrettable that more of them, such as 
those by Francis Fergusson, I. A. Richards, Willi~ Troy, 
and others cannot be discussed or even fully noted here. 
Perhaps the best point at which to begin this discus-
sion is with Henry James's evaluation of Lawrence in his 
two articles on "The Younger Generation" in the Times Lit-
erary Supplement in the spring of 1914. This was the first 
prominent recognition Lawrence had received, though it was 
more depreciation than praise. James rated Lawrence below 
Hugh Walpole and Compton MacKenzie; he said that H. G. 
Wells and Arnold Bennett "practically launched the boat in 
which we admire the fresh play of oar of the author of The 
Duchess of Wrexe and the documented aspect exhibited suc-
cessively by Carnival and Sinister Street and even by Sons 
and Lovers however muoh we may find Mr. Lawrence, we con-
fess, hang in the dusty rear." 
It is difficult to believe that this involved James-
ian sentence, with its confusion of metaphor, could have 
affected Lawrence seriously, but Compton MacKenzie says it 
did. Yet Lawrence throughout his work gives no evidence 
of being aware of Henry James's greatness as a writer; he 
does not seem to have read much of James. But MacKenzie, 
in Literature in My Time (London, 1933), says that no 
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matter how much appreciation Lawrence "received from critics 
in every country," he could never "forget the slighting of 
his genius by Henry James." This does not seem possible; 
but if Lawrence throughout his life was hobbled by the elder 
writer's failure to recognize the worth of Sons and Lovers, 
the whole matter becomes another outrageous example of one 
author's wrongful influence over another--for there is a 
further comment upon James's estimate of Lawrence that must 
be quoted here. Edith Wharton, in her autobiography, ! 
Backward Glance (New York, 1933), says that a friend of 
hers reproached Janes for underrating so promising a new 
novelist; when James answered in an evasive and unsatisfac-
tory way, he was asked if he had actually read any of Law-
rence's novels: "James's most mischievous smile crept down . 
from his eyes to his lips. 'I-I have trifled with the ex-
ordia, ' he murmured." 
Lawrence's reputation in journals was never a good 
one; he -was often carped at and was rarely praised more 
than meagerly. Suppression of The Rainbow in 1915 brought 
many reproaches against the book, few defenses of it. Dur-
ing the First World War, Lawrence was unpublished and ob-
scure. When he began his post-war travels, he was again 
talked about in newspapers and magazines, for he wrote of 
exotic places, and this made him "good copy"; but again the 
attitude to him was chiefly negative. O.ocasionally there 
was a. friendly article, such as Henry James Forman's "With 
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D. H. Lawrence in Sicily~" which appeared in the New York 
Times book section on August 27, 1922. 
The first volume about Lawrence was a useful and pene-
trating study for its time: Herbert J. Seligmann's D. H. 
Lawrence: An American Interpretation (New York~ 1924). · 
Much of What Seligmann wrote is still sound~ and his brief 
comments on The Rainbow and Women in Love are wnong the 
best yet made on those novels. In the same year as Selig-
mann's book, Norman Douglas's privately printed D. H. Law-
rence and Maurice Magnus (Florence, 1924) attacked Lawrence 
vigorously. This "Plea for Better Manners" was included 
the following year in Douglas's miscellaneous volume, Ex-
periments. Lawrence~ "weary of being slandered" about the 
Magnus matt~r, refuted many of Douglas's charges in the 
New Statesman of February 20, 1926 by quoting one of 
Douglas's own letters (as indicated earlier in the present 
volume). Richard Aldington 1 s D. H. Lawrence: An Indiscre-
tion (Seattle, 1927) was a pamphlet which drew the commen-
tary from Lawrence, "It's more about you, my dear Richard, 
than about me. 11 Ald. ington, however~ in various statements 
since then, bas made some of the most valuable critical 
commentaries on Lawrence, several of which have been re-
ferred to in the present volume; his recent biography of 
Lawrence will be discussed later in this section. Alding-
ton made the biographical sketch of Lawrence in the Dic-
tionary of National Biography supplementary volume 
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covering the years 1900-1930. 
A good part of Wyndham Lewis's Paleface (London, 1930} 
is an argument against Lawrence's primitivism, which Lewis 
.finds to be the product of an "ultra-sophisticated" con-
sciousness influenced by Spengler and Bergson; Lewis is 
clever, as always, in this book, which principally attacks 
Mornings in Mexico. 
Rebecca West's D. H. Lawrence: An Elegy (London, 1930}, 
originally published as "Elegy" in the New Adelphi of June-
August 1930 1 begins with a description of the effect Law-
rence's death had in London, and an account of the obitua-
ries that appeared. Miss West says she realized at this 
time that Lawrence had never been honored by his .fellow-
writers as he should have been: and in the obituaries, "not 
only was the homage due from the living to dead genius 
meanly denied, but the courtesy paid to any corpse was so 
far as possible withheld." Miss West was irritated by this 
attitude and by that of the fence-sitting mediocrities who 
made excuses for Lawrence who, they thought, "saw life as a 
.flaming mystery because he suffered from tuberculosis, 
though nothing seemed plainer to those who knew him best 
than that this malady gained its hold only because his in-
tense perceptions had exhausted his body. It appeared to 
them that he wanted to crack the crust which society has 
allowed to form on the surface of its existence and look 
underneath, because be was a miner's son and bad an 
inferiority complex about the respectable. If that were 
true, it were still not to be sneered at, for if a creature 
of such quality as Lawrence found himself in a world that by 
its social ordinances ignored that quality, he had a right 
to question those ordinances. But there was so much more 
than that in the spiritual drama of Lawrence's life that it 
is not true." 
Miss West pointed out that there were only a few sym-
pathetic obituaries, one by a man (later identified as John 
Middleton Murry) in the Times Literary Supplement and the 
other by Catherine Carswell in Time and Tide. Miss West 
felt that the former went a bit too far in asserting that 
"to be passionately wrong is far better than to be coldly 
right," though she liked the tone of most of the article, 
particularly for its assurances that Lawrence was often 
gay, turning such simple acts as cooking, dishwashing, and 
decorative painting into "a gay sacrament." Yet Murry's 
Son of Woman, to be discussed a bit further on, was pub-
lished barely a year later; in it, Lawrence was shown as 
anything but gay--the suggestion arising from that book is 
that Lawrence was a death-haunted pervert. Catherine 
Carswell, whose Time and Tide letter Miss West quoted with 
full approval, did not change her attitude to Lawrence, as 
the subsequent discussion of her book, The Savage Pilgrim-
age, will show; actually, Mrs. Carswell was almost too em-
phatic in protesting of Lawrence's sunny disposition, 
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though she did his cause less harm. than some of the other 
female memoir writers. And1 as stated earlier in this vol-
ume1 her obituary letter in the spring of 1930 sounded a 
note that needed sounding: "He would have laughed lightly 
and cursed venomously in passing at the solemn owls--each 
one secretly chained by the leg--who now conduct his in-
quest. To do his work and lead his life in spite of them 
took some doing1 but he did it1 and long after they are for-
gotten, sensitive and innocent people--if any are left--
will turn Lawrence's pages and know from them what sort of 
a rare man Lawrence was." 
Another blow was struck for Lawrence in a pamphlet by 
John Arrow1 J. c. Squire vs. D. H. Lawrence (London1 1930) 1 
Which attacked the editor of the London Mercury for his mis-
understanding of Lawrence and for his condescension to Law-
rence1 in his article in the Observer for March 91 1930. 
Squire's attitude1 however--to the effect that Lawrence's 
doctrines were "vague and violent" and that "he was as hag-
gard as John the Baptist, but he did not know what he was 
prophesying"--was typical of most of the references to Law-
rence at the time of his death; and the same attitude has 
influenced many readers and critics since then. 
The cabled accounts of Lawrence's death in the Ameri-
can press were matter-o.f-fact1 competent and1 for the most 
part accurate. Sympathy- and abuse came later. John Gun-
ther, in a sympathetic dispatch .from Paris two days a.fter 
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Lawrence's death, gave a Keatsian touch to his attempt to 
get "inside Lawrence#" saying "It was not so much the tuber-
culosis germ which finished him# but progressive weakening 
caused by poverty and his sensitiveness to the malignant 
attacks of conventional critics." Paul Rosenfeld's article 
on Lawrence 1n the March 26 New Republic was unusually per-
ceptive; Sherwood Anderson's review of Lawrence's Assorted 
Articles in that magazine two months later was one of the 
finest statements on Lawrence soon after his death. An-
other excellent appraisal was Fred B. Millett's in the Uni-
versity of Chicago Alumni Magazine for June 1930. 
Perhaps the most vicious obituary was that of Genet 
(Janet Flanner) in the New Yorker. Genet, who seemed 
pleased because The Plumed Serpent was in its French edi-
tion mistakenly published as serpent depouille (The Plucked 
Serpent), apparently felt that Lawrence's death was an oc-
casion for sophisticated mockery; she happily repeated the 
usual canards to the effect that Lawrence thought his ideas 
were stolen by Carl Jung and various "writer friends#" and 
that 11 he had, among other eccentricities, a fancy for re-
moving his clothes and climbing mulberry trees." A Genet's 
flogging of the dead man was equaled only by the chastise-
ment administered in the United States Senate, a few days 
after Lawrence's death, by Senator Reed Smoot of Utah, a 
Mormon wno had just read ~ady Chatterley's Lover. Smoot 
roared to the startled legislators that Lawrence's soul 
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was black enough to make him a shining light in hell. 
Stephen Potter wrote the first full-size critical study 
of Lawrence after his death, D. H. Lawrence: A First Study 
(London~ 1930); it was a highbrow appreciation in which Law-
rence was discussed in terms of philosophers ranging from 
Plato to Whitehead. Oriented to "the young man" in the mod-
ern world, it was a valuable and interesting document at the 
time, and some of its clever perceptions are still applic-
able. Anais Nin's D. H. Lawrence: An Unprofessional Study 
(Paris, 1930) is one of the most valuable books on Lawrence 
because of its discussions of the texture of his work. 
John Middleton Murry's Son of Woman (London, 1931), was es-
sentially an attack on Lawrence. Aldous Huxley, calling it 
"a curious essay in destructive hagiography," said that 
Murry wrote "about a Lawrence whom you would never suspect 
••• of being an artist." Like most of the memoirists, Murry 
was too nervously close to the subject. 
The loyal Catherine Carswell issued her The Savage 
Pilgrimage (London, 1932) as a refutation; Murry went to 
law to have her book suppressed, and certain passages of-
fensive to him had to be removed before any further copies 
could be sold. (The author of this volume was at Mrs. 
Carswell's home in Hampstead one afternoon at the time of 
this trouble, when the postman brought Mrs. Carswell a 
letter from a well-known British woman novelist who said, 
in effect, "I have only a few pounds to my name in the 
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world~ but they're all yours if you'll use them to fight 
Murry to the wall •••• ") Murry subsequently published his 
Reminiscences of D. H. Lawrence (London~ 1933) 1 a point-by-
point answer to Mrs. Carswell's charges. Mrs. Carswell had 
a Caledonian staunchness that was admirable, but in her 
favorable portrait she continues· what Murry began: too ex-
clusively seeing the man instead of the work. 
Mable Podge Luhan, not to be outdone by Lawrence's 
British friends; meanwhile brought out her Lorenzo in Taos 
(New York~ 1932 r~ which Albert Parry in his Garrets and 
Pretenders appropriately called Lorenzo in Chaos. Mrs. 
Luhan's book is a turbulent acoount of all that went on 
around Lawrenoe in New Mexico: 11 Life was too much for me. 
One morning when I was lacing my shoe, I lost conscious-
ness and remained away from myself for twenty-four hours--
having a vacation from it all~ lying on the bed with a 
smile on my face while doctors worked around ••• And when 
Lawrence heard about all this, he said it was just defeat1 
That my will had been defeated for the first time and that 
it couldn't stand it. It must have been a grand day for 
Lawrence when he thought thatl" Reading Mrs. Luhan's 
account of the brouhaha in New Mexico one is reminded of 
Matthew Arnold's words about the Shelley group: "What a 
set! what a worldl" Fortunately, with Lawrence as with 
Shelley, the reader oan turn to the man's own work and find 
matters beyond gossip. 
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In the same year that was crowded with so many other 
Lawrence books, Lawrence's sister Ada, in collaboration with 
G. Stuart Gelder, published Young Lorenzo: Early Life of 
D. H. Lawrence (Florence, 1932), a valuable account of the 
early years, with some interesting documentation. A some-
what fuller version of this book appeared in London the fol-
lowing year. And the Hon. Dorothy Brett, not to be outdone 
by her rival, Mrs. Luhan, launched Lawrence and Brett 
(Philadelphia, 1933), written in the historical present and 
addressed to the dead Lawrence. But in spite of its second-
person style, her book suggests something resembling objec-
tivity. A typical point of contrast between her memoir and 
Mrs. Luhan's is the hair-cutting episode eaoh of them de-
scribes. Dorothy Brett says that as she out Mrs. Luhan 1 s 
hair she said, "Keep quiet because of your ears." And then, 
Mrs. Luhan "turns her head suddenly; I feel the scissors bite 
into something soft--there is a jet of blood ••• I stare at 
the dripping blood helplessly. How oould so much blood come 
out of one ear?" Mrs. Luhan's more subjective version is: 
"She hated me, and she was dea.f, and she tried to mutilate 
my earJ That seemed so interesting that I forgot to be in-
dignant." 
A sane note was struck in a neat little book of oriti-
oism dealing chiefly with Lawrence's poetry, Horace Gregory's 
Pilgrim o.f the Apooal:ypse (1933). Gregory supplied a sympa-
thetic and perceptive interpretation that stood out 
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wholesomely from all the volumes of gossip. Serious schol-
arship had first been applied to Lawrence in E. D. Mc-
Donald's A Bibliography of the Writings of D. H. Lawrence 
(Philadelphia, 1925) and in his The Writings of D. H. Law-
rence, 1925-1930, A Bibliographical Supplement (Philadel-
phia, 1931), two extremely valuable books in their field; 
the first has a Foreword by Lawrence. Another bibliography 
is Gilbert H. Fabes' D. H. Lawrence: His First Editions, 
Points, and Values (London, 1933). McDonald's work has 
recently been supplemented by William White's D. H. Law-
rence: A Checklist, 1931-1948 1 which appeared in numbers 
1'781 1'79, and 180 (September-December 1948, and January-
April 1949 and May-August 1949} of the Bulletin of Bibliog-
raphy (Boston). This checklist will be issued as a book, 
with an introduction by Frieda Lawrence. 
After the spate of early memoirs by Lawrence's camp-
followers, Frieda Lawrence's Not I, But The ·Wind ••• 
(Sante Fe, 1934), was eagerly awaited by Lawrence readers; 
it left many of the salient issues open, but gave a bright, 
gusty account of the Lawrences' life together. Impetuously 
written, with a childlike directness, this book was a val.id 
testimony to Lawrence the man. Another valuable testimony 
came along at this time in the coolly sane D. H. Lawrence: 
Reminiscences and Correspondence (London, 1934), by Earl 
and Achsah Brewster. Here, two mild-mannered friends of 
Lawrence who had no King Charles's head to obtrude into 
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the subject, told a calm story of a likeable man. Their 
book, like Mrs. Lawrence's, contained some important, pre-
viously unpublished letters. Aldous Huxley had edited the 
omnibus volume or The Letters of n. H. Lawrence (London, 
1932), and while this is one of the finest of all Lawrence 
volumes, it now needs revision, not only for the addition of 
material which appeared exclusively in books such as the two 
others previously mentioned in this paragraph, but because 
many or Huxley's inclusions need re-editing in regard to 
typographical errors and chronological misplacement. This 
large volume of letters, however, is among the most impor-
t~t of all Lawrence items, for Lawrence was, like Keats and 
Rilke, a superior letter writer even among authors, since he 
always wrote creatively. Lawrence's letters, although in-
variably expressing his immediate feelings, are hardly ever 
self-dramatizations; he is not pettily personal in them, but 
is consistently the great writer recording, and recording 
magnirioently, the life about him. Another Lawrence miscel-
lany must be mentioned at this point: Phoenix: The Posthum-
ous Papers of D. H. Lawrence, edited by E. D. McDonald (Lon-
don, 1936); this huge omnibus, expertly edited, is a mine of 
important Lawrence material of the essay type, and it has 
been drawn upon frequently in the present book. 
Memoirs kept appearing in the 1930s; Cecil Gray's Peter 
Warlock (London, 1934) is an apology· for Philip Haseltine 
who, as "Warlock," was a remarkable composer; he had 
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committed suicide in 1930; Gray and his collaborator Robert 
Nichola attack Lawrence for not appreciating Haseltine, gnd 
Gray expresses his annoyance at the caricature of Haseltine 
in Women in Love (he does not protest his own appearance as 
James Sharpe, a young musician, in the Cornish sequence of 
Kangaroo). 
One of the moat significant reminiscence volumes on 
Lawrence is that of Jessie Chgmbera (the late Mrs. John R. 
Wood), who used the initials E. T. when she published her 
D. H. Lawrence: A Personal Record (London, 1935). This vol-
ume by the friend of Lawrence's youth has been frequently 
discussed in the present study; essentially it describes the 
Sons and Lovers experience from the point of view of the 
character Miriam--special attention is devoted to this mat-
ter, at some length, in Appendix D of the present .volume. 
The greatest difference between Jessie Chambers' book and 
Sons and Lovers is in the character of the two principals: 
in Sons and Lovers, Mirirum is shown as prudish, but the 
real Miriam insisted that in life it was Lawrence who was 
prudish. In the novel, Paul seduces Miriam, Who is reluc-
tant but submissive. There is nothing even resembling a 
seduction in D. H. Lawrence: A Personal Record--rather the 
impression the reader gets is that Lawrence would have been 
too moral and too timid to venture a seduction. In general, 
the accounts of his youtbrul reading and of his first 
attempts at writing are interesting and biographically 
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valuable. 
Murry, in his pre£ace to the American edition of Jessie 
Chambers' book, said that he had discovered on his American 
lecture tours that Americans did not know Lawrence. Presi-
dent Robert Maynard Hutchins of the University of Chicago, 
however, showed at about this time that Americans were not 
necessarily timid about airing their lack of knowledge in 
simpli£ications and quarter-truths: President Hutchins 
glibly told a graduating class that one of the philosophical 
alternatives facing them in the modern world was "the sheer 
animalism o£ D. H. Lawrence." Perhaps President Hutchins 
bad put aside one of his Great Books long enough to read a 
badly garbled newspaper account of Lawrence. 
After Lawrence had been allowed to rest for a while, 
Hugh Kingsmill, who specialized in writing books about other 
authors' ineptitudes, prepared a pastiche of the Lawrence 
disciples' memoirs which he called The Li£e of D. H. Law-
rence (London, 1938}. The New Republic review of the Ameri-
can edition of this book pointed out that "there is no orig-
inal research, nothing that was not already in the public 
domain except a few unimportant paragraphs supplied by 'Mr. 
Jones, a Lancashire man,' whom Lawrence boarded with in his 
school-teaching days." The review atso indicated that 
Kingsmill tore some of Lawrence's statements out of their 
context in a way that often unfairly made them seem ridic-
ulous, but it £ound one bit of hope: "Kingsmill's skeptical 
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attitude will have a corre~tive value, however, if it helps 
to discourage the Lorenzophiliacs who try too literally to 
worship the master: as witness the editorial bubbles in the 
Phoenix quarterly published at Woodstock, New York, and 
'dedicated to Lawrence's ideals 1--at least Kingsmill serves 
as a low bridge to knock off those who try to ride on the 
top of the train." 
This quarterly, the Phoenix, is a story in itself. 
Some excellent writers were inveigled into contributing to 
this short-lived journal, whose editor, James P. Cooney, 
suddenly turned on them in the pages of the magazine and 
hysterically accused them of using it to further their own 
ends--and so on. But the editorial comments must be seen 
to be believed. Cooney attacked all who dared to discuss 
Lawrence, whatever their persuasion; William York Tindall 
was called "a half-cocked assistant professor," and Hugh 
Kingsmill was called "some scavenging English hack who has 
the soul of a maggot"; his irreverent book was the sort 
"that would make even a professional cesspool cleaner puke." 
Cooney represented an extreme that was all too common with 
Lawrence cultists. Middleton Murry once told the author o~ 
the present volume that a man had written to ask for help 
in getting out of his present environment--the man had 
tried to achieve the mindlessness he believed to be Law-
rence's ideal, and had landed in an asylum. 
Kingsmill 1 s book was followed by another memoir, Knud 
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Merrild's A Poet and Two Painters (London, 1938). Merrild 
and a fellow-Dane spent the winter of 1922-23 with the Law-
ranees in the mountains near Taos, and later were Lawrence's 
companions in Los Angeles. This book has been highly 
praised, and it is difficult to understand why. It adds 
nothing important to the Lawrence story, since a good part 
of the book comprises passages excerpted from Lawrence--
written at and concerning other occasions and places--and 
cr~ed in as conversations with Merrild or as what Lawrence 
might be assumed to be thinking at a certain time. 
Scholarship and skepticism combined were focused on 
Lawrence in William York Tindall's D. H. Lawrence and Susan 
His Cow (New York, 1939) 1 which traced sources. Its con-
tribution is a valuable one on the informational side, 
though the review of the book in the Saturday Review of Lit-
erature, in Which Professor Tindall was praised for his wit-
tiness, said that "a critic so rational and humorous is per-
haps not the one to render the soundest verdict on Lawrence 
the artist. The very faculties that stood out so bril-
liantly in assailing the darkness-worshiping prophet would 
hardly be of the kind that would aid in the appreciation of 
the particular artistic imaginativeness of a man like Law-
rence." 
Lawrence has appeared as a character in several romans 
a olaf. The most notable of them is Aldous Huxley's Point 
Counter Point (London, 1928) 1 in which the healthy-minded 
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Mark Rampion (Lawrence) is contrasted with the sinister 
Denis Burlap (Murry). Lawrence had previously figured in 
Gilbert Cannan's Mendel (London, 1916) a thinly disguised 
biography of the painter Mark Gertler, then a close friend 
of Lawrence, who appears in the novel as an intractable 
painter named Logan; Lawrence, who in a letter says he "only 
glanced through. the book," found it bad, "statement without 
creation--really journalism." Kay Boyle's short story, 
"Rest Cure," from her volume The First Lover and Other 
Stories (New York, 1932) 1 is an incisive portrait of the dy-
ing author. James L. Grant in Male and Female (London, 
1933) made a flaccid attempt to novelize some of the postu-
lates of Murry's Son of Woman. Sir Osbert Sitwell1 who 
seems to think that Lady Chatterley's Lover was partly aimed 
at him, provides a cruelly amusing caricature of Lawrence 
(as D. L. Enfilon) in Miracle on Sinai (London, 1933). 
Keith Winter's Impassioned Pygmies (London, 1936} satirizes 
the Lawrenceans as a group surrounding E. L. Marius; a Noel 
Coward-like playwright, Andrew Jordan, who comes among them, 
kills himself. The leading Marius disciple, Lewis (Murry), 
and all the others, are continually running off to their own 
rooms to jot down another reminiscence. 
Lawrence's reputation--if it is judged by books and ar-
ticles devoted to him--was at its lowest during the Second 
World War. William White in the introductory remarks to 
his serialized Lawrence "Checklist" in the Bulletin of 
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~ Bibliography {194~-9) 1 states that "about 250 articles, 
books, and reviews were published during 1932 and 1933"; 
these included material by Lawrence himself'. "Less than 60 
items appeared in 1934 1 and the number of' annual articles 
dwindled to virtually nothing in 1942." White, who lists 
material appearing in most Occidental languages, f'ound only 
three articles or sections of' books dealing with Lawrence 
in 1941 1 and three (including a poem by Karl Shapiro) in 
1943. The only 1942 item listed f'or Lawrence is an unpub-
lished diss·ertation put on file in that year at the Univer-
sity of' Iowa. But, as White has further noted, "Since then 
the production of' studies and evaluations has increased 
slowly ••• And quite naturally the most recent criticism 
seems, on the whole, to be solidly grounded on positive val-
ues: at least it is not coterie-conscious." 
On the critical side, no other book in English devoted 
entirely to Lawrence has been published since Professor Tin-
dall's Susan volume in 1939, though as the present book goes 
to press, several have been announced. Meanwhile two vol-
umes have appeared which, like Huxley's edition of the Let-
ters and McDonald's of' Phoenix, present both material by 
Lawrence and commentary or information about him. The first 
of' these, Diana Trilling's The Portable D. H. Lawrence (New 
York, 1947), is an unfortunate anthology with a frigid and 
unsympathetic preface which must discourage those unfamil-
iar with Lawrence. The book presents a poor selection of 
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his work, for its only excerpts from his novels are £rom 
The Rainbow and Women in Love, available £or years in re-
print editions in the Modern Library series; with Sons and 
Lovers, these have been the least neglected o£ Lawrence's 
books; at a time when new interest in Lawrence was awaken-
ing, some of his neglected works might have been introduced. 
Mrs. Trilling also took up much spaoe with "The Prussian 
Of'fioe;-," which has been frequently anthologized; her prin-
ciple of selection in the short stories was, by her own 
account, to include those she "remembered best." Like most 
of the prose in Mrs. Trilling's volume, the verse is badly 
chosen, and is pinched down to a few pages; "Bavarian Gen-
tians" and "The Ship of Death" are not included; most of 
the tiny poetry section is devoted to the lower-quality 
Pansies items. The defects of this book are in sharp con-
trast with the excellences of other modern-literature items 
1n the Viking Portable series: Malcolm Cowley's editions of 
Hemingway and Faulkner, and Morton D. Zabel's edition of 
Conrad are models of their kind. 
The second recent item that is both by and about Law-
rence is D. H. Lawrence's Letters to Bertrand Russell, 
edited by Harry T. Moore (New York, 1948). This volume. con-
tains twenty-three letters written during 1915-161 that tor-
mented period when Lawrence was upset by ,the war and by the 
suppression of The Rainbow. The introduction to this vol-
ume is an account of the antagonistic friendship o£ Lawrence 
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and Russell and a record of Lawrence's life during the year 
that friendship endured. The introductory material would 
have been somewhat fuller, however, if it had been prepared 
after the publication of the posthumous Two Memoirs by 
J. M. Keynes (London, 1949). The second of the two memoirs 
in this volume edited by David Garnett is called nMy Early 
Beliefs," and it contains references to Lawrence, Lady 
Ottoline Morrell, and others involved in Keynes's experi-
ence. The volume is particularly valuable to those inter-
ested in Lawrence because it presents him from the angle of 
vision of the Cambridge group whom he visited at Russell 1 s 
invitation. Lawrence's disgust at Cambridge and its dons 
is expressed in · the letters to Russell (and the introduc-
tion to that volume of letters quotes Frieda's account of 
Lawrence's bitterness against the Cantabrigians); Keynes's 
"My Early Beliefs," written in 1938, says that Cambridge 
"overwhelmed, attracted and repulsed" Lawrence. It was a 
civilization that made him uncomfortable, and he was jealous 
of it. Yet, Lord Keynes admits, there was "something true 
and right in what Lawrence felt ••• His reactions were incom-
plete and unfair, but they were not usually baseless." It 
is interesting to have these comments on Lawrence by one of 
the luminous minds of the twentieth century, the man whom 
Lawrence most despised of all "Bunny" Garnett's friends. 
Lord Keynes says that the Cambridge group had merits--in-
telligence, unworldliness, affection, and charm--but they 
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were really no more substantial than waterspiders skimming 
the surf'aoe of' a stream and "w1 thout any contact at all with 
the eddies and currents underneath." Frieda say-s that Law-
rence told her, "Well., in the evening they- drank port and 
they- walked up and down the room and talked about the Balkan 
situation, and they know nothing about it.'' Lord Keynes 
ends his memoir w1 th a reference to •'Lawrence 1 s ignorant., 
jealous, irritable, hostile" observation; Lawrence passion-
ately disliked the Cambridge group f'or its skimming of' the 
surface of life., its "thin rationalism," its cleverness, its 
ignoring of "both the reality and the value of' the vulgar 
passions," and its "libertinism and comprehensive irrever-
enoe •••• All this was unfair to poor, silly us. But that is 
why I say there may have been just a grain of truth when 
Lawrence said in 1914 that we were 'done for.'" 
This, then, is the latest biographical reference to 
Lawrence in a book--before, of course, the present volume 
and the recent biography by Aldington. In 1948 a book ap-
peared which is difficult to classify, though its compiler 
called it "a descriptive bibliography-": The Frieda Lawrence 
Collection of' D. H. Lawrence Manuscripts, by E. w. Ted~ook1 
Jr., published by the University of New Mexico Press at 
Santa Fe. This volume, as the Saturday Review described it, 
'
11s a tborougb examination of some 200 D. H. Lawrence manu-
scripts--of published and a few unpublished stories, plays, 
novels, poems, essays, fragments--rather miraculously-
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preserved through the Lawrences' extensive travels and re-
tained by Mrs. Lawrence since her husband's death in 1930. 
These items have been partially collated and catalogued be-
fore, first by Mr. and Mrs. H. K. Wells for the Harvard ex-
hibit of 1937 1 then by Lawrence Clark Powell for the Los 
Angeles Public Library booklet that year." Tedlock's study 
explores the material more deeply; he was somewhat handi-
capped by lack of knowledge of Lawrence and his world1 so 
that the book contains a vexing number of minor errors 1 but 
he provides a competent survey of the manuscripts and the 
problems within them. Aldous Huxley said in 1937 that Law-
rence's manuscripts "furnish material for a ·most interest-
ing study in the psychology of literary composition," and 
Tadlock's book provides a basis for this study. 
Richard Aldington1 s D. H. Lawrence: Portrait of AGe-
nius1 But ••• was published in London and New York in the 
spring or 1950. Excellently written and valuable for its 
psychological picture, the book was a disappointment to 
seasoned readers of Lawrence, to whom it offered nothing 
importantly new. Twenty years after Lawrence's death, Al-
dington owed these ,readers something more than a rehash of 
material long in the public domain. But the book was valu-
able to new readers of Lawrence who 'nshed to know what the 
man himself was like. Aldington, candidly admitting his 
old friend's faults, approached his task with level eyes and 
a clear mind. His portrait was as fair as it was believable. 
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And now# as the present volume goes to press, readers 
who are interested in Lawrence await several other books 
which have been rumored or promised. Biographies by Witter 
Bynner and Anthony West have been announced; Mark Schorer 
is preparing a critical study, and Lawrence Clark Powell a 
study or Lady Chatterley's Lo~. E. w. Tedlock, Jr., is 
researching on Lawrence in America, and Eliot G. Fay on 
Lawrence in Italy, Mexico, and the American Southwest, "a 
study or the years rrom 1920 to 1930. 11 PMLA in its 1950 
list or "Research in Progress:" mentions several doctoral 
dissertations being prepared on Lawrence, one at Allahabad. 
A comprehensive biographical-critical study of Lawrence is 
being written by Irwin Swerdlow or the Harvard University 
Faculty. Swerdlow in 1938 wrote a master's thesis (unpub-
lished) at Columbia University, Lawrence and the Myth. 
Helen Corke is preparing a Lire of Jessie Chambers. And, 
since the roregoing was written, Father William Tiverton's 
excellent critical study, D. H. Lawrence and Human Exist-
~ (London, 1951), with a preface by T. s. Eliot, has 
appeared in England. This is one of the most valuable and 
penetrating books on Lawrence. F. R. Leavis has kept up 
his rine evaluations of Lawrence with recent articles in 
Scrutiny on st. Mawr and Women in Love. 
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APPENDIX B 
PORTRAITS OF ~AWRENCE 
The portraits of authors--whether oil, water color, 
line drawing, photograph, or prose--are of biographfcal im-
portance because ther are special revelations of the man, 
even when the artist making the portrait is a highly sub-
jective artist interested only in expressing his own reac-
tions: those reactions often become important media for 
discerning aspects of the subject that could be discerned 
in no other way. The portraits of Lawrence are of various 
kinds, and virtually all of them are excellent: Lawrence's 
impressive and challenging personality comas effectively 
out of all the portraits and even out of the dingiest 
photographs. 
And because photographs are, theoretically at least, 
the "actual," this discussion of the portraits of_Lawrence 
will begin w1 th the camera's record of him. Most of the 
surviving items are snapshots; Lawrence seems to have 
posed for professional photographers only when he was a 
child. 
A baby picture of Lawrence appears in the British edi-
tion of the Letters (1932), on a page containing "Three 
early portraits of D. H. Lawrence." The baby p1(t.ture shows 
a round-£aoed in£ant amid .laoes and knitwear in a big-
wheeled pram; the child has a large~ thick-lipped mouth~ 
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and he looks directly into the camera with wide, curious 
eyes. one o£ the other portraits on that page o£ the~­
~ is o£ a boy of about six or seven, looking somewhat 
like Jackie Coogan in The Kid. This picture was out out of 
the family group reproduced in 1932 in the book by Law-
rence's sister~ Young Lorenzo; in this photograph the en-
tire £amily stares solemnly into a studio orumera. The 
mother is in the center of the picture, her hands tiredly 
in her lap and her entire posture one of fatigue. The face 
has a sweetness in it and also a severity, but it is weary~ 
the head tilting to one side; the upper part of the face 
suggests some of the later photographs or Lawrence. The 
father is at one side of the picture, self-oonsoious in his 
Sunday best, with glemning shoes. He has a white bouton-
niere, a pocket handkerchief and, festooned across. his vest, 
a watoh ohain. He has a large, full beard and his face 
above it looks uncomfortable but determined. His fists rest 
nervously on his thighs. His two older sons stand behind 
him: Ernest (soon to die) with his strong jaw, and the hand-
soma George. The two long-haired daughters of the family 
are at one side, the elder Emily (later Mrs. King) and the 
little Ada (later Mrs. Clarke). "Bert" Lawrenoe is stand-
ing beside his mother in the group: he is round-faced, with 
lips parted, the lower lip full~ the eyes a little 
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aggressive; his hair is swept forward over part of his fore-
head, a style he was to follow throughout most of his life. 
The third picture on that page in the Letters shows Law-
rence at twenty-one; it first appeared in Stephen Potter's 
book on Lawrence in 1930 and will be discussed later. 
Murry's Son of Woman (1931) contains a picture of Law-
rence as a boy; it is labeled "1895 or 18961 " and it resem-
bles the one in the fmnily-group photograph. Lawrence 
looks a little less aggressive, though, in this picture, 
and his hair, instead of being brushed over one side of his 
forehead, comes down in stringy bangs. The eyes look out 
sharply, and the mouth is open as in the other picture. In 
both these photographs Lawrence is wearing a white collar; 
he looks a year or so older in the second picture. 
The portrait mentioned in connection with Stephen Pot-
ter's book, D. H. Lawrence: A First Study, was taken on 
Lawrence's twenty-first birthday. It shows a wide-mouthed 
young man looking very serious above an incredibly high 
collar; the eyes are large and "burning,u the hair is 
combed back neatly, and the chin is, as David Garnett later 
described it (he saw Lawrence before the days of the beard), 
"-altogether too large, and round like a hairpin." Lawrence 
wrote that this photograph presented him as "a olean-shaven, 
bright young prig in a high collar like a curate, guaranteed 
to counteract all the dark and sinister effect of all the 
newspaper photographs." An anonymous reviewer of 'Potter's 
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book in the American Mercury6 possibly H. L. Mencken 6 said 
that this picture made Lawrence look like Calvin Coolidge 
"when that worthy was governor of the late state of Massa-
chusetts." 
A picture of Lawrence at about twenty-six, with a full 
moustache 6 wearing a business suit and a soft collar, first 
appeared in Young Lorenzo; it was also used on the jacket of 
the original (Florentine) edition of that book. Lawrence's 
hair is combed upward in a kind of square box6 and the young 
man looks out clear-eyed and bold. He again has his mous-
tache in a photograph reproduced in Murry's autobiographical 
Between Two Worlds (1936); in the picture, Frieda Lawrence 
stands, in a long, loose gown, between a grinning young 
Murry and a solemn-looking Lawrence in ill-fitting clothes. 
Lawrence's hair is swept forward, almost over one eye, and 
the moustache looks thick and heavy. The eyes are not 
clear; the photograph has been retouched. 
The first picture of the bearded Lawrence is one taken 
at Garsington 1n 1915. Lawrence is wearing a kind of 
artist's jacket, of velvet or corduroy; his beard looks 
heavy and dark, and his hair is combed forward, low, over 
his forehead. This photograph was repr.oduced in Richard 
Aldington's little advertisement-pamphlet for the firm of 
Heinemann, in 1935. One of the other early pictures of the 
bearded Lawrence appears on the same page, dated 1921; he 
looks serious and dignified; the hair comes down on only 
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one side of the forehead, in a wavy line. 
There are numerous other pictures of the bearded Law-
rence; readers in the 1920s becgme accustomed to seeing 
them in papers and magazines and on book jackets; the vari-
ous newspaper and magazine pictures will not be enumerated 
in this discussion, which deals only with those reproduced 
in books. The frontispiece of Stephen Potter's volume was 
the photograph of Lawrence that is probably the best known--
as well as the best in quality. It was taken in 1929. 
Lawrence is wearing a light-grey suit, a soft collar, and a 
knitted tie; the beard is short, the moustache full, the 
eyes large and clearlooking and keen. The hair tumbles 
loosely over one side of the forehead. The total effect of 
the picture is one of dignity and strength; the faoe shows 
suffering, but the expression is not one of complaint. It 
is a fine portrait. Murry, reproducing this in Son of 
Woman {1931), labeled it "spring of 1930." He also repro-
duced a photograph, captioned "New Mexico," in which Law-
rence, in a dark shirt with a dark string tie, looks ill 
and discouraged. The faoe 1s furrowed, the eyes sick and 
weary. Edward Weston's camera portrait of Lawrence, the 
frontispiece for Mabel Luhan's Lorenzo in Taos {1932), also 
used on the jacket of that book, is somberly effective. 
Lawrence again looks melancholy. He is apparently wearing 
a rough tweed jacket and a knitted tie; the tie is not pul-
led tight, and a metal collar button shows above it. 
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Catherine Carswell's frontispiece £or The Savage Pilgrim-
age (1932) is an unusuall1 charming picture o£ Lawrence~ · 
three-quarters view. He is standing amid some £lowers and 
smiling through the beard. This is the gay, tender Law-
rence Mrs. Carswell writes of; ironically, the first appear-
ance o£ this picture in a book was in a badly blurred repro-
duction in Dr. Joseph Collin's The Doctor Looks at Litera-
ture ( 1923) 1 a volume in which Lawrence and several other 
authors were, without their consent, publicl1 psychoanal1sed 
in an oversimplified, early Freudian manner. Catherine 
Carswell tells in her book how the gay photograph happened 
to be taken; she, who rarely used a camera, had a Brownie 
with which she had been taking snapshots in the Dolomites 
in 1921; in Florence on a day in September, she saw Law-
rence standing near the parapet on the roof of his house; 
he looked gay, and did not protest when she took the pic-
ture. Mrs. Carswell adds that most of the pictures of Law-
rence unfortunately show him as fiercely or au£feringly 
thoughtful, while 11 his usual expression was a kind of 
sparkling awareness, almost an 'I mn ready for anything' 
look which was invigorating to behold." 
There are various other photographs of Lawrence, .· gen-
erally with Frieda looking solid beside his thin, tall fig-
ure; they are standing in the marketplace at Oaxaca, Mex-
ico, or in a street in Florence, with Orioli, or on the 
terrace of the Villa Mirenda, above Florence. Dorothy 
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Brett's Lawrence and Brett (1933) contains a number or in-
teresting photographs of Lawrence in Mexico and New Mexico~ 
including another "happy" shot of Lawrence and Frieda on a 
Santa Fe hilltop with Witter Bynner. It was taken in front 
of the house of Bynner~ who is smiling; Frieda looks infec-
tiously gay, and Lawrence, facing them is smiling. ~­
renee and Brett also shows Lawrence riding horseback at 
Kiowa ranch and baking bread in one of the huge, beehive-
like ovens. Knud Merrild1 s A Poet and Two Painters (1938) 
has additional snapshots of Lawrence, in rough clothes, at 
his ranch, looking very gloomy with his beard; one snapshot 
shows him with several other men in a California street, 
wooden houses and palm trees in the distance; Lawrence, with 
oversize pan~a hat and baggy, high-water trousers, looks ex-
otic and sinister in this picture, which leaves his face in 
darkness above the beard. Merrild for his frontispiece uses 
a poor photograph of Lawrence in a dark suit, looking stiff 
and a bit suspicious as he tries to smile through the beard. 
There are also many drawings and paintings of Lawrence. 
The earliest of them are by Jan Juta, who illustrated Law-
rence's Sea and Sardinia. Juta is now a United Nations of-
ficial and president or the (American) National Society of 
Mural Painters; his portrait, somewhat suggesting Rasput1n, 
of a mystic-eyed Lawrence looking out of shadows, 1s one of 
the most effective of all portraits of the subject; 1t was 
made 1n Sicily in 1920, and was first reproduced in the 
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Dial--later~ without Juta 1 s . consent 1 in Dr. Collins's bit-
ter volume. In 1922 Juta did another portrait of Lawrence, 
reproduced in the British edition of the Letters; this is 
more elemental, less mystic, more "human," but in totality 
somewhat less effective than Juta's other portrait. Dorothy 
Brett's painting of Lawrence in a blue shirt end a Mexican 
hat emphasizes the redness of his beard and the blueness of 
his eyes; she used this as a frontispiece for her book and 
for the jacket. It is not a "great" portrait, but it is a 
good one. Knud Merrild 1 s gesso-wax portrait of Lawrence, in 
the collection of Mr. and Mrs. Walter c. Arensberg, Los 
Angeles, was done after Lawrence's death~ for it is dated 
"c.l932•34" in Rosamond Frost's Contemporary Art, where it 
is reproduced without color. It is an abstractionist por-
trait of Lawrence, in a tweed jacket, looking pensively 
downward. The portrait is an excellent one, making a fine 
use of planes, angles, balance, and space. Merrild also did 
a stylized cartoon-portrait of Lawrence, in boots and 
rancher's hat, for the jacket of his A Poet and Two Painters. 
The face is in shadow~ with the beard coming out dark red 
from under the hat; small cubes of Taos buildings appear be-
hind Lawrence, and above them a blue New Mexican sky with 
white stripes of cloud. 
Lawrence's self-portrait, which Murry used as the fron-
tispiece tor Son ot Woman, under the date 1929, is a pencil 
drawing of a man with rather surprised, wide-open eyes, 
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looking directly at the .beholder. The hair. comes down in 
a triangle over the middle of the forehead, the ears are a 
little crooked, and the beard is strong, running from its 
forceful spade up the sides of the cheek in thin lines. 
The face is stronger than in other portraits, and the ex-
pression is not only one of wonder but of some suffering 
and bitterness. 
Not long before Lawrence died, Jo Davidson made a bust 
of him which has been photographed for several magazines 
and newspapers; it is conventional and realistic in style. 
Several sketches of Lawrence, obviously from photo-
graphs, have appeared in books. Stuart Sherman's Critical 
Woodcuts (1926) 1 Which includes an interesting essay on 
Lawrence (his novels "have designs upon you"), contains a 
portrait engraved on wood by Bertram Zadig. Its black 
lines stress the Lawrencean "darkness," and Lawrence, with 
his hair in a bang over the forehead, looks out boldly at 
the world. Theodore Scheel's caricature in Harvey Wickham's 
absurd volume, The Impuritans (1929), is cruelly amusing: 
a large-eyed Lawrence looks out coyly over the pages of an 
open book; two billing doves are perched on one of his 
hands that is turning the pages. Stefan Salter's jacket 
design for William York Tindall's D. H. Lawrence and Susan 
His Cow contains a poor picture of Lawrence floating in a 
kind of mystic broth with the cow--rather cleverly sug-
gested a Syrian cow-goddess--somewhere above him. 
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The prose portraits ot Lawrence outnumber all other 
kinds. Some of them~ written by prose experts such as Ford 
Madox Ford and David Garnett, are as vivid and impressive 
as the pictures; others are mere reporting. Two of the de-
scriptive accounts of Lawrence in childhood and youth, his 
sister Ada's Young Lorenzo and Jessie Chambers' D. H. Law-
rence: A Personal Record, provide only the meagerest physi-
cal descriptions of Lawrence. His sister says that in 
early childhood his "hair was light brown," and the nearest 
approach to a description after that is her statement that 
attar Lawrence was grown up, the girls liked to dance with 
him "because his movements were so light." Jessie Chambers 
is not much more graphic: Lawrence was a "tall, thin 
youth," he had "vitality and charm," and so on; later, "his 
eyes had a look of suffering" and "he looked frail and un-
substantial"; however valuable her book is in other ways, 
Jessie Chambers never gets beyond these perfunctory nota-
tions in describing Lawrence's appearance. 
Frieda Lawrence's memoir records her first impression 
of her future husband, on that spring day of 1912 When he 
first came to lunch at her home: "A long ·thin figure, quick 
straight legs, light, sure movements. He seemed so ob-
viously simple. Yet he arrested my attention. There was 
something more than met the eye. What kind of a bird was 
this?" Some days later, she saw him gaily playing with 
her children by a brook: "suddenly I knew I loved him. He 
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had touched a new tenderness in me. A.fter that, things hap-
pened quickly." 
Ford Madox Ford, who as Ford Madox Hueffer was the 
first editor to publish the young Lawrence, provides abund-
ant descriptions of him. Their reliability is questionable; 
Ford has been exposed--notably in Simon Nowell-Sm1th's The 
Legend of the Master (1948), a collection of reminiscences 
of Henry James--as an extremely unreliable and inventive 
recorder, a small-beer Frank Harris along those lines. Ford 
did it all so charmingly that his reminiscences, whether al-
together true or not, have become a literature in them-
selves; but at this point of the discussion of Lawrence's 
portraits, we want accuracy rather than charm. Certainly 
Ford was inaccurate when, in telling of a visit to Lawrence 
at Eastwood, he described Lawrence's father in a discussion 
with the young intellectuals of the town. In his autobio-
graphical Return to Yesterday ( 1931) 1 Ford said that the 
young people of Eastwood formed the most educated society he 
had ever seen, and that they knew things which Ford's "gen-
eration in the great English public schools hardly even 
chattered about." Perhaps Ford's estimate of the young 
people of Eastwood is correct; his characteristic exaggera-
tion comes in with the suggestion that he had himself 
attended "the great English public schools"; Douglas Gold-
ring, in his sympathetic The Last Pre-Raphaelite (1948) 1 
indicates that Ford in later years pretended he had gone 
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to Westminster or Eton instead of the modest schools he 
actually attended. And Ford further spoil:_s his picture of 
the young Eastwoodites when he says that Lawrence's father, 
sitting at the kitchen table counting his mine wages on a 
Saturday night, would occasionally stop to contradict the 
young people in what they were saying "about Nietzsche and 
Wagner and Leopardi and Flaubert and Marx and Darwin. 11 It 
is possible, indeed probable, that the senior Lawrance in-
terrupted: but not to contradict. Rather, he would prob-
ably tell them, in his broadest Midlands accent, to 'stop 
all the clatfart. 
Ford did not describe Lawrence himself in Return to 
Yesterday, but in Mightier Than the Sword (1936--Amarioan 
title, Portraits From Life), there is a full-blown descrip-
tion. The young schoolmaster who c~e into the English Re-
view office on a saturday afternoon in 1909 was fox-like~ 
with "peculiar, as if sunshot tawny hair and moustache," 
and "deep-set and luminous eyes." Lawrence "had come, like 
the fox, with his overflood of energy--his abounding vital-
ity of passionate determination that seemed always too big 
for his frail body." This is subjective but, in spite of 
Ford's reputation for inaccuracy, probably quite true as 
well. Ford in the s~e chapter says that he last saw Law-
rence during the First world War, at the Meynells' place 
in Sussex. Ford was in uniform, and Frieda Lawrence, "who 
resembled the Germania above the Rhine at Rudesheim," was 
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extremely critical, forcing Ford, h~ says, to retire to an 
outhouse. The last remembrance he had of Lawrence was "his 
standing there, a little impotent, his hands hanging at his 
sides, as if he were present at a dog fight ••• He was smiling 
slightly, his head slightly bent ••• His plume of hair with 
the sunlight always in it--and his red beard--were as dis-
turbingly bright as ever.n 
Lawrence had grown that famous beard during an illness 
in Berkshire early in 19151 and he was never olean-shaven 
again. David Garnett 1 s remark about Lawrence's hairpin-
like., "Philip II sort of chin" has already been quoted; Gar-
nett, describing Lawrence at their first meeting in 19121 
mentions also his "sc~ubby little moustache" and "most beau-
tiful lively blue eyes." Garnett's portrait, in his intro-
duction to Lawrence's Love Among the Haystaclts stories in 
1930, gave indeed some of the finest descriptions of Law-
rence, who seemed to him like a cocky type of laborer, 
"the weedy runt you find in every gang of workmen," the one 
who keeps the others laughing but who is always in trouble 
with the bosaes and is the cause of strikes. He had a 
graceful lightness, Garnett says, and hair of a color, and 
grown in a peculiar way, which Garnett had never seen ex-
cept _ among such English workingmen. His hair, "bright mud-
color., with a streak of red in it," was somehow "incredibly 
plebian, mongrel., and underbred." No gentleman ever has 
such hair, "so scrubby or growing in that queer way forward 
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from the back of the head." . His eyes, beautiful and alive, 
"were dancing with gaiety," and "his smile lit up all his 
face as he looked at you." 
Murry, who first met Lawrence in 1913, says in Reminis-
cences of D. H. Lawrence, that he ''was slim and even boy-
ish," that he wore a straw hat and that Frieda wore a pan-
ama: "Straw hats, and sunshine, and gaiety." Murry, like 
Ada Clarke and Jessie Chambers, gives few physical descrip-
tions of Lawrence; when Murry met him in 1923 at the rail-
way station, after Lawrence had arrived from America, "his 
face had a greenish pallor," but there is little else. 
Richard Aldington says in D. H. Lawrence: An Indiscretion 
(1927) that he was disappointed when he first met Lawrence 
in 1914: "He was olean-shaven except for a small ginger 
moustache and he came into the room looking rather like a 
competent private soldier in evening dress. But you were 
immediately impressed by his fiery blue eyes and the pleas-
ing malice of h1s talk." Catherine Carswell, meeting Law.,. 
-
renee in June of that same year of 1914, "was sensible of 
a fine, rare beauty in Lawrence, with his deep set jewel-
like eyes, thick dust-colored hair, pointed under~ip of 
notable sweetness, fine hands, and rapid but never restless 
movements"--Lawrence did not look to her like a workman or 
a private soldier. Mrs. Carswell describes the later, 
bearded Lawrence as having "a beard quite different from 
the hair of his head, of a deep glowing red in the sun, 
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and in the shade the color of .strong tea. And it marked a 
stage." Aldington in his Indiscretion described the change 
into the later Lawrence somewhat more dramatically: "Now 
his face has grown hard and finer, all vulgarity has been 
purged away in Heaven knows what agonized communings; the 
head looks moulded of some queer-colored stone, the beard 
gives the right touch of Mohammedan 1touch-me-not-ye-un-
clean,1 and the blue eyes are more assertive than ever and 
seem to exist independently or their owner." Dorothy Brett 
in Lawrence and Brett described the 1915 Lawrence in her 
direct-address, second-person manner: "You had your beard 
then, and a bang of thick hair on your forehead." She 
found Lawrence gentle, trying to coax her out ot her shy-
ness. 
Earl and Aohsah Brewster, in their D. H. Lawrence: 
Reminiscences and Correspondence (1934) 1 told separately of 
their first meeting with Lawrence in Capri in 1921. Earl 
Brewster saw a pale-faced man, tall and delicate, with 
"hands long, narrow 1 capable" ; the brown hair and the red 
beard glowed "like flames from the intensity of his life. 11 
Mrs. Brewster found his eyes "of' a blue to match the sea 
and the sky," the sun on his brown hair "making his beard 
flicker in red f'lames on his long chin." He seemed gay and 
debonair as "he moved with lithe precision, subtly directed 
as a panther ••• The nose was blunted and from certain 
angles together with his great brow suggested the statues of 
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Socrates. His mouth was curiously unmodelled like those the 
Greeks assigned to Pan and the satyrs." He also looked to 
her like a carved Christ on a crucif'ix, like Whistler's por-
trait of' Carlyle, and like a carved wooden head, which Mrs. 
Brewster had seen in a Paris salon, called "the bolshevik." 
She says that "springtime seemed much more springtime" af'ter 
Lawrence came to Capri. Rebecca West, in her magazine arti-
cle "Elegy" (reprinted in book :form as D. H. Lawrence: An 
Elegy, 1930), describes her meeting with him in Florence not 
long af'ter the war: "He was made in angelic colors. His 
skin, though he had lived so much in the Southern countries, 
was very white, his eyes were light, his hair and beard were 
a pale luminous red." His body seemed :flimsy, but "he moved 
quickly and joyously." When Miss West and Norman Douglas 
and Lawrence were walking in the country on the first hot 
day of spring, they saw some boys strip for a swim; Douglas 
remarked that the water would be icy because the snow was 
still on the mountains, and he chuckled to think of the 
shock to the boys: "Lawrence let his breath hiss out through 
his teeth at the thought of their agony; but he seemed to 
:find p~easure in it, as he would in any intense feeling." 
Mabel Luhan tells in Lorenzo in Taos of her first meet-
ing with Lawrence--she had looked forward to such a meeting 
perhaps more passionately than anyone else, and she had :first 
"an impression of his slim :fragility beside Frieda's stol-
idity, of' a red beard that was somehow too old :for him, and 
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of a nervous incompetence. He was agitated, fussy, dis-
traught, and giggling with nervous grimaces." Mrs. Luban 
always resented Frieda, felt that she kept Lawrence keyed 
to her, that he received life from her, vicariously: "She 
was the mother of orgasm and of the vast, lively mystery of 
the flesh." Lawrence was "like a lively lamb tied to a 
solid stake"; as "he frisked and pulled in an agony," he 
was "not Promethean so much as Panio. 11 All of' Mrs. Luhan' s 
descriptions of Lawrence are like that; hers is the most 
self-centered and subjective of' all pictures of' Lawrence, 
and the one that over the years did his reputation the 
greatest damage. 
Knud Merrild was better at painting L~wrenoe than at 
desori bing him; in A Poet and Two Painters, whose central 
passages are a hodgepodge of' Lawrence's own work, Merrild 
says he did not f'ind Lawrence startling at first meeting; 
"He was tall, thin and kindly. Mrs. Lawrence was round and 
motherly, sitting in a chair and beaming." Lawrence's 
/ beard made Merrild and his f'riend Gotzsche happy, f'or "in 
the midst of' .America's baby-faced men, it was so homelike." 
Harriet Monroe, who met Lawrence in Chicago in 1924, de-
scribed him in Poetry for May 1930 as "a man uncannily ac-
tive in spite of slight figure and frail health; with a 
rov1ng observant eye, prehensile hands, a body alert and 
ready to leap like a oat, and a mind taut as a steel 
spring. One felt an urge for life in his company; there 
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was nothing sedative or soothing about this faun-like crea-
ture who wore no conventional veils over a spirit that 
darted this way and that to its discoveries." Miss Monroe 
found him~ with the thick hair~ the beard~ and the thin 
body~ "like his pictures"; and like other observers she 
felt the contrast between him and Frieda~ which "was a les-
son in the mystery of affinities." 
There are other prose portraits of Lawrence, but enough 
of' them have been quoted here to indicate bow vivid Lawrence 
was as a person~ and to point the way to readers who wish to 
follow up some of these descriptions with the fuller 
accounts that appear in the books and sketches mentioned. 
All the prose portraits cited here are of Lawrence in his 
youth or early midd~e age--in many of the accounts men-
tioned~ however, there are descriptions of Lawrence toward 
the end~ the haggard dying man. But the discussion of the 
portraiture seems full enough for its purpose; it remains to 
be regretted only that space limitations restricted the quo-
tations almost entirely to "first-meeting" reactions; in 
most of the books and sketches~ Lawrence steps out of the 
frame of his portrait and goes into action--the last ex-
cerpt from the Rebecca West piece quoted in the foregoing 
indicates how vivid he was when seen in action. Readers of 
the books and sketches should remember~ however~ that the 
people who wrote about Lawrence are for the most part grind-
ing axes of their own--and giving them very sharp edges. 
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APPENDIX C . 
THE LAWRENCE COUNTRY 
In an essay written shortly before his death~ "Notting-
ham and the Mining Countryside" (published in Phoenix), Law-
renoe desoribed what might be called the Lawrence Country: 
I was born nearly forty-four years ago, in 
Eastwood, a mining village of some three thousand 
souls, about eight miles from Nottingham, and one 
mile from the small stream, the Erewash, whioh 
divides Nottinghamshire from Derbyshire. It is 
hilly country, looking west to Crioh and towards 
Matlock, sixteen miles away, and east and north-
east towards Mansfield and the Sherwood Forest 
district. To me it seemed, and still seems, an 
extremely beautif'ul oountryside, just between 
the red sandstone and the oak-trees of Nottingham, 
and the oold limestone, the ash-trees, the stone 
ranees of Derbyshire. To me~ as a child and a 
young man, it was still the old England of the 
forest and agricultural past; there were no motor-
oars~ the mines were~ in .a sense, an accident in 
the landscape, and Robin Hood and his merry men 
were not very far away. 
This was the landscape of Lawrence's early novels, 
stories and poems, and he returned to it in some of his 
later books~ suoh as Lady Chatterley's Lover and The Virgin 
and the Gipsy. Ada Lawrence and G. Stuart Gelder have a 
note on the Lawrence Country in Young Lorenzo: Early Life 
of D. H. Lawrence. They explain that many readers are 
oonfused because Lawrence sometimes described one part of 
the Notts-Derby region and called it by the name of another; 
Strelley Mill in The ¥\hite Peaoook, for example, was 
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actually Felley Mill; Strelley 1s a village located several 
miles away, and it does not figure in the story. Lawrence 
did not disguise the name of the Ram Inn in that same novel, 
although he changed Moorgreen reservoir to Nethermere and 
the residence of the colliery owner, Lamb Close, to High-
close; the name of the mining company, Barber, Walker, and 
Company 1 became Te~pes t, Wa.rrall, and Company in the story. 
The authors of Young Lorenzo further explain that the 
Bestwood of Sons and Lovers is Lawrence's native Eastwood, 
though there is a nearby village and colliery actually 
called Bestwood. Moorgreen reservoir in this novel became 
Minton, while the name of the mining company was changed to 
Carson, Waite, and Company. Willey Farm was The Haggs farm 
where Miriam (Jessie Chmnbers) lived. "Nuttall is Under-
wood and has nothing to do with the picturesque village, 
now being rapidly spoilt by building speculators, which 
lies on the Nottingham-Eastwood main road." 
In The Rainbow, Lawrence changed the name of the vil-
lage of Cossall to Cossethay: Marsh Farm actually lies near 
the canal bank there, and the Brangwens' cottage stands 
near the village church. Lawrence took t he to'vn of Quem, 
Leicestershire, as his model for Beldover. The authors of 
Young Lorenzo do not discuss the background of Women in 
Love, in which many of the place names used in Sons and 
Lovers and The Rainbow are repeated; but Lamb Cl.ose house 
becomes Shortlands in that book, and Eastwood is Willey 
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Green. The authors make several identifications~ however~ 
1n relation to The Lost Girl, in which Eastwood becrume Wood-
house. The cinema at Lumley in the story was actually at 
Langley Mill~ adjoining Eastwood~ and the Klondyke Brickyard 
was at New Eastwood. Extreme reticence is observed by the 
authors in connection with Lady Chatterley's Lover, the book 
with which Lawrence in later years returned imaginatively to 
the Midlands. But although Ada Lawrence Clarke and G. 
Stuart Gelder do not make any identifications in connection 
with this novel~ it is well known that the Sitwell family~ 
which has an estate in Derbyshire~ felt victimized by Lady 
Chatterley's Lover. Frieda Lawrence~ however~ denied 1n her 
memoir that the Sitwells were involved~ and Lawrence in one 
of his humorous little "Last" poems scoffed at the idea. 
Lawrence twice in his correspondence referred to his 
fictional use of this region. In one of the Letters he 
wrote: 
The scene of my Nottingham-Derby novels all 
centres round Eastwood~ Notts (where I was born): 
and whoever stands on Walker Street~ Eastwood~ 
will see the whole landscape of Sons and Lovers 
before him: Underwood 1n front, the hills of 
Derbyshire on the left, the woods and hills of 
Annesley on the right. The road from Nottingham 
by Watnall~ Moorgreen~ up to Underwood and on to 
Annesley (Byron's Annesley)--gives you all the 
landscape of The White Peacock, Miriam's farm in 
Sons and Lovers, and the home of the Crich family, 
and Willey Water, in Women in Love. 
The Rainbow 1s Ilkeston and Cossall~ near 
Ilkeston, moving to Eastwood. And Hermione~ 1n 
Women in Love, is supposed to live not far from 
Cromford. The short stories are Ripley~ Wirks-
worth, Stoney Middleton, Via Gellia (The Wintry 
Peacock}. The Lost Girl begins in Eastwood--the 
cinematograph show being in Langley Mill. 
And in another o~ the Letters, one more personal in 
tone, he said: 
How well I can see Hucknall Torkard and the 
minersl Didn't you go into the church to see the 
tablet, where Byron's heart is buried? My ~ather 
used to sing in the Newstead Abbey choir, as a boy. 
But I've gone many times down Hucknall Long Lane to 
Watnall--and I like .Watnall Park--it's a great Sun-
day morning walk. Some o~ my happiest days I 1 ve 
spent in the ~ields just opposite the s. side o~ 
Greasley church--bottom o~ Watnall Hill--adjoining 
the vicarage: Miriam's ~ather hired those ~ields. 
I~ you're in those parts again, go to Eastwood, 
where I was born, and lived ~or my ~irst 21 years. 
Go to Walker St.--and stand in ~ront o~ the third 
house--and look across at Crich on the left, Under-
wood in ~ront--High Park woods and Annesley on the 
right: I lived in that house from the age o~ 6 to 
18, and I know that view better than any in the 
world. Then walk down the ~ields to the Breach, 
and in the corner house ~acing the stile I lived 
~rom l to ·6. And walk up Engine Lane, over the 
level-crossing at Moorgreen pit, along till you 
come to the highway (the Al~reton Rd.)--turn to the 
le~t, towards Underwood, and go till you come to 
the lodge gate by the reservoir--go through the 
gate, and up the drive to the next gate, and con-
tinue on the footpath just below the drive on the 
left--on through the wood to Felley Mill (the White 
Peacock ~arm}. Vihen you've crossed the brook, turn 
to the right through Felley Mill gate, and go up 
the ~ootpath to Annesley. Or better still, turn to 
the right, uphill, before you descend to the brook, 
and go on uphill, up the rough deserted pasture--
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on past Annesley Kennels--long empty--on to Annesley 
again. That's the country o~ my heart. From the 
hills, i~ you look across at Underwood wood, you ' ll 
see a tiny red ~arm on the edge o~ the wood. That 
was Mirigm1 s ~arm--where I got my ~irst incentive 
to write. 
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APPENDIX D 
THE GENESIS OF SONS AND LOVERS 
(as revealed in the Miriam Papers) 
When Lawrence was writing Sons and Lovers he showed 
parts o£ the manuscript to Jessie Chmnbers, who made some 
emendations upon them. She also wrote several episodes 
which Lawrence incorporated into the final version o£ the 
novel. The documents containing the material she wrote--
examined for the first time in the following pages--will 
hereinafter be referred to as the Mirirun Papers. 
Jessie Chambers is identified elsewhere in this book 
as the Miriam of Sons and Lovers. Jessie Chambers, who in 
1915 had become Mrs. John R. Wood, died in March 1944 at 
the age of fifty-eight. A year younger than Lawrence, she 
had outlived him by fourteen years. 
The Miriam Papers, which date £rom 1911 and probably 
1912, fall into two parts. One of these parts comprises 
three manuscript sections in Jessie Chambers' own hand; the 
second part of the Miriam Papers consists of two sections; 
one is a twenty-three-page £ragment of manuscript in Law-
rence's hand, with Jessie's interlinear comments and pro-
tests; the other is a separate four pages of comments in 
her hand. 
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The description and an~lysis of these documents will 
follow the order in which they are mentioned above. I n the 
first part--passages of Sons and Lovers originally written 
by Jessie--one fragment is on ruled white paper~ seven and 
seven-eighths inches by nine inches~ and the two other frag-
ments are on ruled vmite paper seven and three-quarters by 
ten and a half inches; all the writing on these sheets is in 
ink. The first of these items was possibly cut, along its 
left margin~ out of a composition book (British, "exercise 
book"); the other two are composed of apparently independent 
leaves~ although they might have been in a writing tablet 
whose pages tore off easily at the top. 
The first item consists of two full pages and one-third 
of another that has four lines of writing which end the epi-
sode~ for above the place where the sheet is cut off, a wavy 
line indicates the end of the preceding text. The text it-
self provides the basis for the episode found in the current 
Modern Library (New York) edition of Sons and Lovers begin-
ning with the next-to-last paragraph on P• 201 and ending 
with the first paragraph on P• 204; in the Heinemann "little 
red" edition (London), the passage begins at the fourth para-
graph from the top of p. 185 and goes through the third para-
graph on P• 187, and in the current Penguin (Harmondsworth, 
Middlesex} it begins on P• 211 and ends on P• 213. The epi-
sode, which occurs in Chapter VII--"Lad-And-Girl Love"-- de-
scribes one of Paul 1 s arrivals at Willey Farm and an 
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encounter with Miriam and her sister Agatha. 
Lawrence took the outline or the episode from Jessie 
Chambers, and then used some of her sentences, but he greatly 
expanded the material--and illuminated it. Her effort is a 
commonplace account of an incident, . the kind of writing al-
most any literate person could provide. Lawrence in adapt-
ing it does not produce a "great" passage, but he transmutes 
the material creatively and makes the episode one of the 
many living bits that contribute to the total effectiveness 
of Sons and Lovers. 
In Jessie Chambers' version of this "Saturday Afternoon" 
fragment, Miriam and Agatha are dressing when they hear the 
"characteristic click of the chain'' as Paul flings open the 
gate and pushes his bicycle into the yard. Lawrence in Sons 
and Lovers sets the scene more fully; he does not merely 
have the girls "upstairs dressing," but describes the bedroom, 
which is above the stable: the Veronese reproduction on the 
wall, and the view £rom the windows. Lawrence "character-
izes" the girls somewhat, contrasting not only their appear-
ances but their ideas o£ values. In both Jessie's version 
and Lawrence's, the dialogue is identical when the girls 
briefly discuss the arrival of Paul, and in both accounts 
"Agatha was dressed first, and ran downstairs," but Law-
rence's adaptation differs in many details. It is interest-
ing to note that the comma before "and" in the sentence just 
quoted, technically incorrect in modern English, was omitted 
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in Jessie's manuscript; a comma with the double predicate 
was habitual with Lawrence, probably because of his famil-
iarity with the King James Bible, in which the use of com-
mas in this construction is common. Jessie Chrumbers in her 
"Saturday Ai'ternoon" fragment has Paul make no further ap-
pearance until Miriam descends and sees him in the parlor, 
where he is talking to Agatha. But in Sons and Lovers Law-
rence, while keeping the focus on Miriam in this sequence, 
also keeps Paul within range: Miriam hears him talking in 
Midlands dialect to the "seedy" old horse in the yard be-
low. Miriam also--in Lawrence's version--hears her sister 
gaily greeting Paul downstairs. In both versions, Miriam 
prays at this point, asking tbe Lord to keep her from lov-
ing Paul if it is not right for her to love him; Lawrence 
throughout the prayer sequence writes more skillfully than 
the girl who was here providing a part of her own autobiog-
raphy, though now and then he takes over phrases and even 
whole sentences from her manuscript. He omits, however, 
Jessie's extravagant comparison between Miriam's plight and 
Gethesemane; at the end of the prayer he describes her as 
she kneels by the bed, "her bJ.ack hair against the red 
squares of the patchwork-quilt." Ai'ter she finishes her 
prayer, she gets up and goes to meet Paul: 
When she went downstairs Paul was lying back 
in an armchair, holding forth with much vehemence 
to Agatha, who was scorning a little painting he 
had brought to show her. Miriam glanced at the 
two, and avoided their levity. She went into the 
parlour to be alone. . 
It was teatime before she was able to speak 
to Paul, and then her manner was so distant he 
thought be had offended her. 
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These two paragraphs are taken over almost verbatim 
from Jessie's narrative. The only difference in the first 
sentence, besides Lawrence's omission of the comma Jessie 
put after the opening adverbial clause and his altering of 
"the arm-oha1r" to "an arm-chair," is in Lawrence's slight 
improvement of the expression "talking in an animated way to 
Agatha." In the second sentence Miriam, in Jessie's ver-
sion, "glanced at them, half' afraid of their levity, and 
went into the parlour." Lawrence makes a separate sentence 
of the next paragraph, which i's precisely as Jessie wrote 
it, with the very minor exception of' Lawrence's making "tea-
timan one word instead of using Jessie's hyphenation. 
In her manuscript the episode ends with Paul wondering 
whether Miriam has been offended; it is below this sentence 
that the wavy line is drawn and that the rest of the page 
is torn off. In Sons and Lovers another sequenoe begins 1m-
mediately, one that again draws upon material supplied, as 
will be shown, by Jessie Chgmbers. 
At this point, however, an examination of some of' the 
background facts of the material is in order. Jessie Cham-
bers--in her D. H. Lawrence: A Personal Record {1935), for 
whose ascription of authorship she used the pseudonymous 
initials E. T.--sa1d that when she gave Lawrence her 
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reactions to the .first dra.ft of ~ons and Lovers, he "asked 
me to write what I could remember of our early days, be-
cause, as he truth.fully said, my recollection o.f those days 
was so much clearer than his." She suggested that his re-
quest was made in the autumn of 1911; she was wrong, how-
ever, in stating that Lawrence began the novel in that year, 
.for in a letter to Sydney Pawling of Heinemann's on October 
18 1 1910, Lawrence speaks of the book--then entitled Paul 
Morel--as being one-eighth completed. 
The contents of the early version of this novel, as 
outlined by Jessie Chambers in her book, and by Lawrence 
Clark Powell in The Manuscripts of D. H. Lawrence (1937), 
bave been mentioned in tbe section of the present volume 
dealing with Sons and Lovers; the various stages in the com-
position o.f the book were also discussed there. The Miriam 
Papers apparently are concerned with improving the first 
version of the novel, the version which was begun in 1910 
but not shown to Jessie Chambers until the autumn of the fol-
lowing year. This version will be referred to hereina.fter 
as Paul Morel A. 
Lawrence was violently ill by the end of that autumn of 
1911, and was convalescent through most of the ensuing win-
ter. At this time he was working on The Trespasser, which 
he completed in early February, for publication in May. 
In a letter to Edward Garnett on February 24, 1912, Lawrence 
spoke of his "third novel," which was obviously Paul Morel. 
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He expected to complete it. by May: he had not expected to 
meet Frieda. 
Jessie Chambers said that Lawrence wrote Sons and 
Lovers in a frenzy~ in about six weeks. This was probably 
the second draft~ and it was doubtless this version of the 
manuscript he wrote of as practically completed~ in May 
19121 when he was alone in the Rhineland after he and Frieda 
had gone to the Continent and had temporarily separated. 
This version of the book that was to be Sons and Lovers will 
subsequently be referred to as Paul Morel B. Early in June 
Lawrence mailed the finished product to England; late in 
July he had received it back and by the middle of November 
had finished it in Italy--the Sons and Lovers that was pub-
lished the following May. 
It is necessary to point out once again that Jessie 
Chambers' contribution of various episodes to the novel was 
doubtless an attempt to improve the first draft, or Paul 
Morel A. Two more of these contributions remain to be dis-
cussed: they might be called "Easter Monday" and "Flower 
Sequence." 
These are 1 as previously explained, on larger-size 
paper than the section previously analyzed. "Easter Mon-
day," which carries that title at the beginning~ is a com-
plete unit on four pages. In the Modern Library edition 
this material goes from the top of P• 263 to the next-to-
last paragraph on P• 266; in the small Heinemann volume1 
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from the bottom of P• 240 through the fourteenth line of 
P• 243 1 and in the Penguin edition from the second paragraph 
of p. 274 to the bottom of P• 277. Lawrence does not use 
this sequence in the "Lad-And-Girl Love" chapter, but in the 
second chapter afterward, "Defeat of Miriam." 
Once again Lawrence takes a narrative outline from 
Jessie, using the same incidents and occasionally the same 
language, but once again the result is vastly different: her 
prose is lead, his quicksilver. 
In "Easter Monday," Paul walks through the fields with 
Miriam, her mother, and two of the smaller children. At 
tea, Paul complains about a sermon he had heard on Good Fri-
day. Later, he and Miriam sit under a haystack, and he 
reads from Jane Eyre. Then he and the girl discuss their 
status. When they go back indoors, Miriam's mother says 
that Paul is pale and that she is sure he has caught cold. 
He leaves, and two days later he sends Miriam a copy of ~ 
Mill on the Floss. 
All this is familiar to readers of Sons and Lovers, 
where Lawrence's version is given on the pages previously in-
dicated. He scrambled the material somewhat, however; the 
mockery of the sermon Paul had heard in the Primitive Meth-
odist Chapel comes early in the chapter, during Paul's visit 
to the farm on Easter Sunday. Jessie's "Easter Monday" se-
quence he gives to the following Sundgy. 
Once again, where Jessie Chambers provided the barest 
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outline, Lmvrence filled it in with living details. In her 
.first "Easter Monday11 paragraph, .for instance, Paul .finds a 
thrush's nest, and a.fter carefully breaking away the thorns 
he holds the "eggs reverently in the hollowed palm o.f his 
hand." Then Jessie's narrative abruptly switches to Paul's 
later discussion o.f the sermon, at tea. But in Sons and 
Lovers Lawrence brings the whole scene alive, using it to 
develop story and character. The mother thrush has been 
.frightened away by the approach o.f the human beings, and the 
eggs are still warm; Miriam's mother speaks sympathetically 
o.f the bird, and Miriam is compelled to touch the eggs, as 
well as Paul's hand, which "cradled them so well." She says 
it is a strange warmth, and he tells her it is blood heat. 
She watches him as he . reaches through the thorns o.f the 
hedge, putting the eggs back, his hands carefully .folded 
over them. "He was concentrated on the act. Seeing him so, 
she loved him; he seemed so simple and sufficient to him-
self. And she could not get to him." (Modern Library edi-
tion, p. 263; Heinemann, P• 240; Penguin, P• 274). 
Later, when Paul and Miriam have been reading by the 
haystack, be asks "Do you think--if I didn't come up so 
much--you might get to like somebody else--another man?" 
This is almost exactly as Jessie wrote it, and .for two 
pages (Modern Library, PP• 264-5; Heinemann, PP• 241-2; 
Penguin, PP• 269-71) Lawrence closely .follows her version 
o.f the conversation, occasionally changing a word or a 
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phrase~ adding "he blurted," or noting that 11 Mir1am wanted 
to cry. And she was angry, too~" and making s im1lar addi-
tions. 
When Paul and Miriam go back indoors, Miriam's mother 
exclaims, as previously mentioned, that Paul looks pale; in 
Lawrence's version, instead of merely stating that Paul has 
probably caught cold, she keeps the balance between all the 
characters by asking whether he does not feel that he has 
caught cold; Paul, kept in focus, laughs and says "Oh nol 11 
Lawrence adds that Paul did, however~ feel "done up," worn 
out by "the conflict in himsel:f." 
In Jessie Chambers' account, "While it was quite early 
and not yet dark, Paul rose to go. The family exclaimed at 
his going so soon. Miriam, sitting in the rooking-chair, 
near the wall of the stairs~ was silent." In Sons and 
Lovers Lawrence breaks this paragraph up, intensifies the 
situation. Paul starts to leave while it is . "quite early," 
and Miriam's mother "anxiously" asks "You're not going home, 
are you?" He replies that he had pro~sed to be home early; 
he is "very awkward." Miriam's father steps into the little 
contest: "But this is early." Miriam sits in her chair; 
Paul hesitates beside 1t, expecting her as usual to walk out 
to the barn with him when he goes after his bicycle. When 
she does not join him~ he is "at a loss," and he departs. 
In Jessie's sto.ry, as he passes the window he looks nat her 
with so much reproach that she" goes to the doorway to wave 
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farewell to him. Lawrence is not content to have Paul 
merely look at Miriam with "much reproach": in Sons and 
Lovers, Miriam sees Paul 11 pale1 his brows knit slightly-
in a way that had become constant with him, his eyes dark 
with pain." 
The third section of the first part of the Miriam 
Papers is less interesting than the other two; it is a two-
page f'ragment out of' context, called "Flower Sequence" 
here. 
Lawrence took over virtually- all the material in this 
fragment, spreading it over three pages of Sons and Lovers 
(Modern Library-, PP• 204-6; Heinem~, PP• 187-9; Penguin, 
PP• 213-15) in the "Lad-And-Girl Love" chapter. This 
"Flower Sequence" describes an episode in the Morels' gar-
den, where Paul picks some sweet peas and pins them on 
Miriam's dress, saying "Don't let mother know." Miriam 
tells Paul that she will no longer call for him at his 
house on the Thursday evenings when she comes into town to 
the library-; if Paul wants to be with her at the library-
he can meet her at some place in town; because he will not 
do this1 the Thursday evenings at the library are "drop-
ped." Paul's attitude in regard to "the glances andre-
marks of acquaintances is that such manifestations are un-
important: 'Let them talk. 111 
Lawrence in Sons and Lovers again makes the situation 
more effective by- dramatizing the material Jessie has 
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provided6 by adding opposing statements. and by s\rlnging 
his camera around to catch peripheral but significant de-
tails. Instead of statements about Paul and Miriam arriv-
ing at decisions, Lawrence shows them in discussion, using 
tense, brief sentences. And where Jessie merely says that 
"the Thursday evenings at the library were dropped," Law-
rence intensifies the situation by addition, deepening it 
particularly by introducing Paul's mother at the end of the 
paragraph: "So the Thursday evenings, which had been so 
precious to her, and to him, were dropped. He worked in-
stead. Mrs. Morel sniffed with satisfaction at this arrange-
ment." 
Lawrence, however, took over a good deal of Jessie's 
text in this sequence. He even assimilates some of the de-
scriptions and color: Jessie's sentence, "The sky behind the 
church was orange-red with sunset: the garden was flooded 
with a strange war.m light that lifted every leaf into sig-
nificance," goes into Sons and Lovers almost exactly as she 
wrote it (Modern Library, P• 205; Heinemann, P• 188; Pen-
guin. P• 214). 
The foregoing discussion of the first part of the Mir-
i~ Papers proves the truth of Jessie Chambers' assertion 
that she wrote what she modestly called "notes" to help Law-
rence with the composition of sons and Lovers. The compari-
son of her text with that of the published novel indicates 
that Lawrence advantageously used the material, greatly 
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improving it in the process. It might be pointed out that 
Jessie Chambers was not trying to write a novel, that she 
was merely providing "notes," but actually she did use the 
narrative form, and there can be little doubt that her ef-
fort represents the best that she could do at the time: her 
Personal Record, written years later in. direct autobiograph-
ical form, is superior in composition to her Paul Morel 
"notes." 
The questions remain, how much credit should she be 
given for collaboration, and how far did her collaboration 
actually extend? 
So far as credit for collaboration is concerned, Jessie 
Chambers in her essential modesty never put in a claim for 
any: her principal contention in regard to Sons and Lovers 
was that the book "betrayed" the beauty of her early rela-
tionship with Lawrence; she continually makes it clear that 
she cannot distinguish between biographical _fact and the 
necessary fiction required for the novel-form. So far as 
the question of combined authorship is concerned, the situ-
ation is certainly different from that of Lawrence's col-
laboration with M. L. Skinner, whose entire novel The Rouse 
of Ellis was rewritten by Lawrence as The Boy in the Bush. 
It is doubtful that Jessie Chwnbers' contributions were 
much more extensive than the sections already surveyed. 
That Lawrence was an extremely resourceful, richly inven-
tive writer cannot be gainsaid: occasionally he drew upon 
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the recollections or reactions of others in order that parts 
of his writing not dealing with himself1 or not dealing ex-
clusively with himself 1 might have some of the innnediacy of 
his purely objective passages. It has been mentioned in 
the body of the present book that Lawrence's wife says that 
he kept asking her1 when he was writing about his mother in 
Sons and Lovers, what a woman would feel at certain times, 
in certain situations--and Frieda says that she wrote sev-
eral passages of Sons and Lovers. Lawrence's reworking of 
Miss Skinner's book did not represent his only attempt at 
large-scale collaboration with women in the writing of nov-
els: he wanted Mabel Luhan to work with him on a story 
about her life1 and Catherine Carswell includes in The Sav-
age Pilgrimage a vivid sy-nopsis Lawrence prepared of a 
Scottish novel for Which Mrs. Carswell was to supply the 
Caledonian background and the character of the heroine. 
In Sons and Lovers, however, Lawrence went far beyond the 
range of what Jessie Chwnbers could have supplied, or what 
Frieda might have provided as a description of the mother's 
feelings; indeed, Jessie was irritated because he went too 
far beyond her own ideas of reality and propriety in in-
troducing Clara Dawes into the story and in giving the 
mother "the laurels of victory" in the conflict with Mir-
iam. 
Lawrence's originality can be defended easily: the re-
creation of his own family background, for example, reveals 
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a gift of selection by artistic principle~ of inventiveness 
in which imagination dominates fact~ and of sustained nar-
rative intensity~ all present in a high degree. Throughout 
the novel, the descriptions of the life of the coal miners~ 
of the workers in an artificial-11mb factory~ of young 
people from Midlands farms and towns~ all presented in a 
rich fullness, are testimony to Lawrence's surpassing abil-
ity to transmute fact into what might be called the imagi-
native reality of first-rate fiction. If Jessie Chambers 
provided him with some details about life at Haggs Farm, 
and even with some memories of the time she and Lawrence 
were living through their unhappy relationship, these raw 
materials were used by him in the same way as his Olvn ob-
servations and remembered experiences. 
It may be said~ then~ that while Jessie Chambers sup-
plied a number of rem1niscential passages which Lawrence 
assimilated into Sons and Lovers, she was in no true sense 
a collaborator. Her innate modesty did not merely prevent 
her from making such a claim: there is no hint in her book 
on Lawrence that she even remotely considered doing so. 
She was~ indeed# as previously pointed out~ hostile to ~ 
and Lovers. But in discussing the book, she mentions 
merely that she provided some notes and suggestions. That 
is what she did, and no more. Her material had an ancil-
lary value; Lawrence's gift was the primary one, and he 
used the material creatively. 
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So far, Jessie Chambers' . positive contributions have 
been considered; her appearances in the second part of the 
Miriam Papers are chiefly nega.tive. 
As previously pointed out, this second portion of the 
Miriam Papers comprises twenty-three pages of Lawrence's 
manuscript with comments by Jessie Chrumbers, plus her four-
page critique of that section of the manuscript. It is 
quite possible, as will be sho~ later, that this part of 
Lawrence's manuscript was based on papers of Jessie's that 
are now missing. 
Lawrence's twenty-three holograph sheets are numbered 
PP• 204-226. The first page begins with two words ("••• 
knock it.") ending a paragraph; P• 2261 which apparently 
concludes a section, contains only five lines of writing. 
The paper, nine and seven-eighths by seven and seven-eighths 
inches, is obviously torn from a tablet bound at the top; 
the paper is thin, the ruled lines are dim and on one side 
only, and the ink of the handwriting is grey. Jessie's com-
ments are in pencil. 
The material covered in this segment of manuscript cor-
responds for the most part to incidents in the "Lad-And-
Girl Love" chapter (Chapter VII) of the final version; judg-
--
ing from Miriam's notations, this was Chapter IX in the 
earlier version, and entitled "Young Love." This manuscript 
evidently represents a fragment of the second stage of com-
position of Sons and Lovers; as previously noted, the entire 
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second Paul Morel manuscript wilL be designated hereafter 
as Paul Morel B. The manuscript described by Dr. Powell in 
The Manuscripts of D. H. Lawrence--the crude early Paul 
Morel in which the father is jailed for accidentally killing 
one of his sons--would then properly become Paul Morel A~ as 
also previously noted. This Paul Morel A was the product of 
1910-1911. Paul Morel B was evidently written in the spring 
of 1912, completed in Germany about the beginning of June. 
Between July and November, in Germany, Austria, and Italy, 
Lawrence wrote what might be designated as Paul Morel c, 
the actual manuscript of Sons and Lovers as published. The 
segment of manuscript discussed here as comprising the , first 
section of the second part of the Miriam Papers is apparently 
a section of Paul Morel B; it is probably a variant, for 
Lawrence doubtless rewrote this chapter and placed the re-
vised version in the complete manuscript of Paul Morel B, 
retaining the part under discussion and putting it away with 
the other Miriam Papers, among which they were found after 
his death. On the strength of this speculation, this ho~o­
graph text of twenty-three pages will, in further references 
to it here, be called Paul Morel Bl. 
The table on p.491 indicates the disposition of the 
principal sequences--episodes and narrative statements--of 
this part of Paul Morel; that is, of Paul Morel Bl. The 
pages on Which the material appears in the manuscript are 
indicated in the first column, and the pages on which later 
Ms. ML ed. HN ed. PNGN ed. 
Seg,uence 
pages pages pages pages 
l. Paul 1 Miriam.1 and the swing 204 178-180 164-166 .186-188 
2. Paul discusses art 204-207 180-181 166-167 188-189 
3. Paul teaches algebra 207-208 185-186 170-171 193-194 
4. Paul and his mother 208-209 passim passim passim 
5. · Paul walks with Miriam 211-214 188-190 173-175 196-198 
6. Paul talks with his mother 214-216 190-192 175-176 199-201 
7. The Good Friday hike . 216-221 193-197 177-181 201-206 
a. The broken umbrella 218-219 196-197 180-181 205-206 
9. Easter Monday excursion 221-226 198-201 181-185 206-210 
10. The blowing skirt 223 199 183 208 
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versions of the material occur - in the current Modern Library 
and Heinemann and Penguin editions are noted respectively in 
the second, third, and fourth columns. 
The foregoing table is of course a simplification, but 
it must serve Wltil such time as: the material concerned is 
published in full. The table cannot indicate transitions be-
tween sequences, which are often made by means of minor nar-
rative statements. In the ensuing discussion, these se-
quences will be referred to by the numbers in the left-hand 
column of the table which designate their order of appear-
ance. One fact for the reader to keep continually in mind 
throughout this part of the Miriam Papers is that Jessie 
Chambers was completely unable to see Paul and Miriam as fic-
tional characters. Everything must be according to fact. 
And twenty years later she still regarded Sons and Lovera in 
the sam way: it was 11 bad11 when it introduced imaginative 
elements. 
Discussion of Sequences 
1. Since this manuscript fragment begins with the tail 
end of a sentence, the swinging episode, of which that sen-
tence is a part, cannot be fully compared with the later 
version in the published Sons and Lovers. The existing 
evidence, however, indicates that the earlier version is 
less intense: in Sons and Lovers, Miriam's ecstatic fear of 
the swinging seems rather sexual--the dread and excitation 
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of sex felt by a Victorian girl inclined to virginity. In 
the Paul Morel manuscript of the second compositional stage, 
she is merely nervous. She notices that Paul enjoys swing-
ing, and therefore she lets him have longer turns; this 
helps establish a sense of harmony between theme Jessie 
Chambers struck a line through the last thought and substi-
tuted a statement to the effect that the swinging incident 
showed her how deeply Paul could become absorbed in activi-
ties that interested him, an idea Lawrence took over in Sons 
and Lovers and intensified: Paul becomes himsel.f "swinging 
stuff 1 " and "every particle of him" is involved. 
2. In this B1 version of Paul Morel, Paul tries to ex-
plain his painting to Miriam's brother Edgar, who mocks at 
him. In Sons and Lovers Edgar's comments are omitted; Paul 
makes a revised version of some of his explanations, to Mir-
iam; she accepts them without mockery. 
3. The algebra lesson·s are presented in somewhat more 
detail in Paul Morel Bl than in Sons and Lovers. In the pub-
lished novel, the account of the lessons is more general: 
Paul is described as storming at Miriam and becoming furious 
and abusive. In the earlier version, the sequence is pre-
sented chiefly in dialogue: Paul shouts at her such names as 
duffer, fathead, and donkey. In the Paul Morel Bl manuscript, 
Paul's "wrath, overcharged, would burst like a bubble. Then 
he would be very gentle, and she would want to cry. Once, in 
a real passion, he threw the soft covered algebra book full 
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in her face." If this passage is compar.ed .with its improved 
version in Sons and Lovers, the superiority of the later 
text becomes evident at once. In Sons and Lovers Paul's 
anger still bursts like a bubble, and he throws a pencil in 
Miriam's face rather than a book; but the whole incident is 
made more vivid by the addition of details--significant, not 
irrelevant--and by intensification of emotion and concentra-
tion of focus. In the later version, for example, there is 
more concrete motive for one of Paul's spurts of anger than 
the mere statement that he was ttin a real passion"; part of 
a single sentence will show how the material has been vivi-
fied: "when he saw her eager, silent, as it were, blind face, 
he wanted to throw the pencil in it; and still, when he saw 
her hand trembling and her mouth parted with suffering, his 
heart was scalded with pain for her." (In another passage 
he does, as previously mentioned, throw the pencil in her 
face.) Jessie Chmnbers wrote a suggestion on the manuscript 
of the original to the effect that the algebra sequence 
should be modified or left out; she had no personal objec-
tions to it, but she thought that readers might find it un-
inte~~igible or dull. And in a later paragraph she ob-
jected to Lawrence's saying that Paul and Miriam, at seven-
teen and sixteen, read Schopenhauer and Spencer and 
Nietzsche, "authors who," Lawrence wrote, "hurt her expres-
sibly, and delighted him"; Lawrence subsequently omitted 
the reference to those authors. 
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4. A discussion between :Paul and his mother about his 
.frequent visits to Willey Farm stands out prominently in the 
Paul Morel Bl manuscript. There are some general statements 
about Paul's attitude to his mother, including one that 
strikingly suggests the "blood-knowledge" doctrines Lawrence 
was to develop later: "Their connection was subconscious 6 
physical, of the blood." (Af'ter Lawrence read Freud he 
stopped using the term subconscious and instead used Freud's 
term unconscious.) This particular mother-son sequence is 
not found in Sons and Lovers, though various thoughts and 
phrases from it are applied or suggested throughout the 
book; hence the sequence is indicated as passim in the rare-
going tabla. 
5. Paul's walk with Miriam on a summer evening is one 
of the romantic high points of Sons and Lovers. Like the 
other materia~ taken over from Paul Morel Bl, it is greatly 
improved in the rewriting. The incidents are similar in 
both versions, but the treatment of the second is 1 once 
again, more vivid, intense 6 and living. For example, the 
sentence, "It was early June, and the red of sunset was be-
ing spun down behind the Derbyshire hills, as Paul and Mir-
iam went between the young wheat on the high lands," be-
comes: "There was a yellow glow over the mowing-grass:, and 
the sorrel-heads burned crimson. Gradually, as they walked 
along the high land, the gold in the west sank down to red, 
the red to crimson, and then the chill blue crept up 
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against the glow." The landscapes throughout this sequence 
are touched up in this way, though occasionally a bit of the 
earlier picture is taken over without change, such as "the 
high road to Alfreton, which ran white between the darkening 
fields," the second "the" being the only addition to the 
later version. This version is not only enriched in the 
matter of landscape descriptions, but also in regard to the 
relationship of Miriam and Paul, which is considerably more 
intensified in Sons and Lovers. This sequence i .s particu-
larly remarkable because it is one of the first successful 
large-scale attempts by Lawrence to fuse character and land-
scape. In the earlier version, Lawrence had included an 
erotic passage; in it, Miriam is so excited by "her" flower-
ing rose-tree that she wants Paul to kiss her, "almost for 
the first time." But Paul feels that passion is sealed in 
him, his mood is "abstract, purely religious." Touching Mir-
iam's lips would cause him great agony of spirit; he cannot 
give her "cool kisses." But Miriam, who "had made it impos-
sible for him to kiss her,"now wants his mouth. She wants 
him "to clasp her body," but it is her tragedy that she has 
"purified his love too much"; it is painful for him even to 
touch her. Jessie Chambers drew pencil marks acrosa this 
passage and noted at the end that Lawrence in writing· it had 
been guilty of an amazing misconception, for Miriam at six-
teen was 11 as pure and fierce in virginity as Paul." Law-
rence omitted the passage from Sons and Lovers. 
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6. Paul's talk with h~s mother after he gets back home 
on that summer evening is, like most of the other assimilated 
passages, expanded in Sons and Lovers. The dialogue at the 
beginning of the scene is almost the same in both texts--the 
mother sarcastically remarks that Miriam must be "wonder-
fully fascinating," she speaks against "boy-and-girl court-
ship," she insists she has nothing against Miriam, she angers 
Paul by referring persistently to courtship--but in Sons and 
Lovers Lawrence gives the episode more breadth by introducing 
references to Paul's sister Annie's "keeping company" with 
a young man. In the manuscript, Paul ends the scene by 
flinging his boots down, kissing hismother hastily "on the 
brow," and leaving; in the published novel, Paul e.xhi bits 
more sympathy for his mother, who looks weary; she has not 
been strong since the death of Paul's older brother, "and 
her eyes hurt her." Paul stays with her for a while, trying 
to make peace, and as he kisses her forehead he notices the · 
wrinkles on it, the greying hair, and "the proud setting of 
the temples." His hand lingers on her shoulder--he has for-
gotten Miriam. This ends the sequence in the book, where 
the transition passage to the Good Friday bike is different 
from the one in the manuscript. In the latter, Miriam is 
irritated because Paul is "at the beck and call of every-
body." Jessie Chambers questioned this passage in a note at 
the bottom of the page, in which she protested that "Miriam 
revered Paul's love for his mother." She added that both 
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Paul and Miriam were at this . time "unconscious," not desir-
ing "even love." Lawrence's statement that Paul was at this 
time a child, "just an \Ulmanageable, tiresome child," was 
cross-ed out by Jessie Chambers, who noted: "Not until 
twenty-one." 
7. Lawrence in Sons and Lovers makes Paul older in the 
Good-Friday-hike sequence than in Paul Morel Bl; in the lat-
ter, the hike takes place when Paul is eighteen, but in ~ 
and Lovers he is a year older--perhaps Lawrence was weary 
o£ Jessie's marginal notes to the e£fect that Paul and Mir-
iam were too young to have certain feelings. In the trans-
ition passage preceding the hike episode, Lawrence in Sons 
and Lovers has a long paragraph about Miriam's hypersensi-
tiveness to the physical facts o£ li£e: grossness of any kind 
upsets her, and the men around the £arm must be careful what 
they say in her presence; they cannot even mention that the 
mare is in £oal. The Good Friday hike itsel£ is essentially 
the same in both manuscript and book; the latter is, as 
usual, more detailed and vivid. The sequence ends, in both 
accounts, with a discussion between Paul and Miriam; this is 
the "love begets love" dialogue that takes up about half' a 
page in Sons and Lovers~ This was a longer scene in Paul 
Morel Bl, but Jessie Chambers scratched out a good deal of 
it and pencilled in extensive comments. Lawrence did not 
use anything she had objected to here. He had originally 
cast the scene into "another day" {from the day of the 
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hike). but Jessie wrote in "th.e same" above "another"--Law-
renoe put "another evening" into Sons and Lovers. In both 
oases, Pau1 and Miriam, are walking under the trees at 
Nether Green; in Sons and Lovers, before he speaks about 
love's being necessarily reoiprooal. he has been "talking 
to her .fretfully," as i.f "struggling to oonvinoe himself." 
In the earlier text, Miriam has wanted Paul to acknowledge 
his love; she was sure o.f his love but desired to have him 
acknowledge it. Jessie Chambers drew penoil marks through 
this passage and wrote above it: "Oh dear no: the conversa-
tion was Paul's." Later she noted that Paul's remarks in 
this soene were sel.f-justifioation; he was ooming under the 
spell o.f "the seoond self that watohes things." She wrote 
further that Miriam was at this time the stronger of the 
two beoause her love for Paul had not yet grown beyond oon-
trol; the denial o.f it beoame terrible later, when "it be-
oame invested with holiness like religion and had behind it 
the whole foroe of the will to live." 
8. The broken-umbrella sequenoe stands out importantly 
in Sons and Lovers and in Jessie Chambers' oomments upon 
it. The soene is presented so vividly .from Miriam's point 
o.f view in Paul Morel Bl that it suggests that this manu-
script was in part based on passages originally prepared by 
Jessie Chambers, as in the first part of the Miriam Papers--
or that Jessie had perhaps mentioned emphatically to Law-
renoe how deeply she had been impressed by the inoident when 
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it actually occurred. She wrote o£ it in her D. H. Law-
rence: A Personal Record, more than twenty years after the 
publication of Sons and Lovers and more than thirty years 
a£ter the probable date of the incident itsel£. In her 
memoir she gives it the position of climax at the end of her 
£irst chapter: a party of young people had been walking~ and 
she had strayed away £rom the others. Suddenly she saw Law-
rence, a £igure apart from the rest, bending over an um-
brella. "His stooping figure had a look of intensity~ al-
most of anguish~" and he became to her "a symbolic figure"; 
she dates their "awareness of sympathy for one another from 
that moment." The situation in the previously mentioned 
passage in Paul Morel Bl is the same; in both accounts, the 
young man explains that he is concerned because the umbrella 
belonged to the older brother who had died, and the mother 
will be grieved if it is broken. In Sons and Lovers the epi-
sode is~ like all the others assimilated into that work~ 
greatly improved. Again, the correct details are added to 
provide the most effective background and to sharpen the 
action in the foreground. The positions of the figures con-
cerned are made clearer--there is no vague or merely half-
defined wandering~ but a distinct geographic placing of the 
characters involved. And Lawrence in his final version of 
the incident lifts it into poetry: Miriam sees Paul "in dark 
relie.f" against "one rift of rich gold in that colourless 
grey evening." He is "slender and .firm, as if the setting 
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sun had given him to her." He tells her why he is upset 
about the broken umbrella: Lawrence in this version deepens 
the emotional texture of the scene by explaining that Mir-
iam realizes with shame that the umbrella had been damaged 
not by Paul but by her brother Geoffrey. In Paul Morel Bl1 
Lawrence wrote a paragraph about Miriam's later reflections, 
in which she was aware of Paul's essential loneliness; Jes-
sie Chambers crossed out several of his sentences in this 
passage 1 particularly statements trying to interpret her 
feelings about him, such as her inability to understand his 
sadness. In Sons and Lovers Lawrence omitted all further 
reference to the incident except one sentence stating that 
Miriam "always regarded that sudden coming upon him as a 
revelation." 
9. In the transition passage between the Good Friday 
and Easter Monday excursions, Lawrence in Paul Morel Bl has 
Paul from time to time outrage "the family feeling at Willey 
Farm1 11 by becoming suddenly angry at one of Miriam's broth-
ers, and Miriam ("much distressed") take Paul's part against 
the family. Jessie pencilled out this entire passage and 
wrote at the end of it, "This was not my meaning 1 11 indicat-
ing once again that Paul Morel Bl was possibly based on pas-
sages originally written by Jessie Chambers, such as those 
in the first part of the Miriam Papers. Lawrence included 
this pass,age., only slightly modified, in Sons and Lovers; 
this is one of the few times he overruled Jessie's 
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objections. The descriptions of- Miriam's dreams, which he 
wedges into the "family feeling" paragraph in Sons and Lov-
~~ he incorporates with little change--it was a separate 
paragraph in Paul Morel Bl--but he omits the original last 
sentence, which had stated that Miriam "knew she and Paul 
were woven together unconsciously"; Jessie noted that Mir-
iam did not realize this "until Paul insisted upon it." 
She also makes several changes in the account of Easter Mon-
day excursion which, nevertheless, is taken into Sons and 
Lovers very much as it stood in Paul Morel Bl. As usual, 
the material is enriched in the later version. One of the 
passages Jessie Chambers orossed out occurred at the end of 
the paragraph which describes Paul putting his hand over 
Miriam's hand as she carries her bag by its strings. In 
Paul Morel Bl, Lawrence remarks that Paul rarely touched 
her, and that she failed to understand how she could so in-
tensify "his already fierce virginity." Jessie Chambers 
wrote above these lines she had crossed out that there was 
no question of Paul's touching her "at that time." Law-
renee, as usual, omitted the passages Jessie had crossed 
out. Her other significant comments on this sequence occur 
toward the end of it, when Paul is tired at the end of the 
day; in Sons and Lovers Lawrence merely indicates that Mir-
iam understands his fatigue and is gentle with him. In Paul 
Morel Bl, Lawrence had written that Miriam did not dare 
speak to Paul, who might have spoken sharply to her. 
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Jessie Chrunbers drew pencil marks through this passage and 
added that such a statement was not true as applied "to that 
time"--she was "not yet unbalanced" by the strif'e that later 
caused her to be thrown "into extravaganza etc." This 
Easter Monday sequence# incidentally# is dif'f'erent from the 
"Easter Monday" f'ragment in the f'irst part of' the Miriam 
Papers; they are Easter Mondays of dif'f'erent years, occur-
ring in dif'f'erent chapters in Sons and Lovers. The one just 
discussed is chronologically earlier and occurs in Chapter 
VII of the published novel, the other in Chapter IX of the 
novel. 
10. The passage describing the blowing of Miri~'s 
skirt is a part of the narrative of' the Easter Monday excur-
sion. As Miriam climbs the stone stairway to the ruin of 
Wingfield Manor, the wind blows her skirt up, so that she is 
"ashamed"; Paul takes hold of the hem of' her dress, holding 
it down, "chattering naturally all the while." Jessie Cham-
bers, in striking out the last phrase, wrote that "there was 
no need" f'or Paul "to chat" while committing this "act of' 
the purest intimacy." She cautioned him: "Do not degrade 
1t." In Sons and Lovers this scene stands out, like that of 
the broken umbrella, as one of the important "human touches" 
in the book; there are many of them, and they are among the 
elements that contribute to the book's power. In the novel, 
Lawrence tells of Paul's catching the hem of Miriam's dress 
and holding it down, and he ends the passage with telling 
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effeoti veness: "He did it perfectly simply, .as he wou~d 
have picked up her g~ove. She remembered this a~ways." 
one more document remains to be examined: the last sec-
tion of these Miriam Papers is a four-page commentary in 
pencil, entitled "Chapter IX." This connnentary is on ruled 
paper, seven and seven-eighths inches by nine, possibly out 
out of a composition book; it is apparently of the same type 
as the one on whose pages the "Saturday Afternoon" sequence 
was written in the first part of the Miriam Papers; both the 
"Saturday Afternoon" and the "Chapter IX" notes may, of 
course, be from the same "exercise" book--even if they are, 
however, they may have been written at different times. The 
"Chapter IX" section refers chiefly to what became Chapter 
VII in Paul More~ c, the fina~ draft of Sons and Lovers; as 
previously pointed out, Jessie Chambers refers to this chap-
ter, in her "Chapter IX" section, as "First Love," correspond-
ing to the "Lad-And-Girl Love" tit~e of Chapter VII of Sons 
and Lovers. This chapter begins with an account of Pau~'s 
frequent visits to Miriam's farm which, Lawrence explains, 
had been a laborer's cottage. The kitchen is "irregu~ar" 
and quite sma~l, but Paul loves it, even the "old and bat-
tered furniture." Jessie Chambers' first note in her Chap-
ter IX" comments i s a protest against Lawrence's 11 crue~ and 
unnecessary" descr iption of the furniture and of the family 
mealtimes; since the first part of' .Lawrenoe 1 s holograph of 
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Paul Morel Bl is missing, we cannot tell how much he may 
have modified his "unnecessary cruelty" in the final draf't. 
Jessie accused Lawrence, in these comments, of' writing 
the chapter nrrom the standpoint of' twenty-six instead of' 
that of seventeen." Her questioning of' his passage about 
Nietzsche, Schopenhauer, and Spencer has already been men-
tioned; here she complains that a boy of' seventeen and a 
girl of' sixteen would f'ind these authors "hard stuff.u An-
other hand has scrawled something below this which may be a 
large NO: it is apparently the same hand (Lawrence's) that 
wrote a number of suoh NO's on a manuscript Bertrand Rus-
sell sent Lawrence (see the facsimile facing P• 88 of D. H. 
Lawrence's Letters to Bertrand Russell). 
Another commentary by Jessie Chambers concerns the epi-
sode of the rose tree in Sequence 7 of the Paul Morel Bl 
fragment; Jessie Chambers reiterated that there was no s-ex-
ual instinct awake in either Miriam or Paul at that time, 
and that to suggest that such an instinct was awake in Mir-
iam "destroys the purity of the whole incident," which was 
as spiritual to her as it was to him. She spoke again of 
the broken-umbrella episode as "a spiritual awakening" that 
revealed Paul's inner quality to her and "set her wondering 
and eternally seeking." 
Jessie Chambers protested against P• 220 of' Lawrence's 
holograph; this page has already been discussed in refer-
ence to Sequence 7, the Good Friday excursion--Lawrence had 
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written that Miriam knew Paul loved her, but wanted him to 
acknowledge this, and that Paul had spoken of love engender-
ing love; Jessie had written over this passage that Miriam 
had been the stronger of the two then, before her love for 
Paul got beyond control. In her "Chapter IX" commentary she 
complained that Paul tries to stand aloof in the passage 
just mentioned, but that in life he (Lawrence) was a part of 
the situation. Jessie explained that their relationship had 
been "of the spirit of God, as I lived it and as I gave it 
to you in my writing"--another indication that all of the 
Paul Morel Bl chapter was possibly drafted from original man-
uscripts Jessie Chambers wrote after reading Paul Morel A. 
She asked, in her comments on P• 20 of the Bl holograph, if 
what she felt for Lawrence could have lasted "till now" had 
it not been "a fine rare robust thing." Jessie wrote this 
before, rather than after, Lawrence had met Frieda. 
Jessie Chambers concluded her notes with a critique of 
the entire chapter, which she felt was inadequately and un-
sympathetically conceived; it contained facts but lacked in-
terpretation. Miriam, Jessie felt, should have been more 
impersonally presented (it might be pointed out that Jessie's 
presentation of the girl's case is at the remotest extreme 
from the impersonal). She told Lawrence, in further com-
ment, that since love is so great a miracle, Miriam's "com-
plete" love for Paul should have been treated as something 
more than a weakness, to be "laughed at a little." She 
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pointed out that Mirirum and Paul .were in unconscious sym-
pathy at this stage~ with no thought of distinguishing be-
tween body and spirit "because each was perfectly pure" 
("each" probably refers to Paul and Miriam rather than body 
or soul). Jessie insisted that the idea of purity should 
dominate the chapter~ for Miriam had no thought of kisses; 
she was proud and delighted that there was between her and 
Paul ttno constraint of sex"; Paul could not have been more 
virginal than the girl--and this assertion is underlined. 
The chapter should be "white," she said~ unsmudged by sex, 
which at seventeen would "be rather smudgy." And 11 all 
that" (the smudginess of sex?) came largely from the Law-
rence family's strife; ttmy own folk were generous to a 
fault." The misery and the constraint in Lawrance's and 
Jessie's relationship came from "interference from outside: 
with all the inexplicable things of sex dragged in train." 
Her comments end with the statement that the chapter "First 
Love" must stand or fall "on Miriam's absolute purity of 
motive." 
All this is the cry of a broken heart--and of a broken 
Viotorian heart. And despite the fact that Jessie Chambers 
felt betray-ed because 11 1n Sons and Lovers Lawrence handed 
his mother the laurels of victory-," we must once again re-
member that Lawrence was writing fiction, not biography-; 
that despite his personal involvement in the subject matter 
he saw it with the eye of the artist. And at the last he 
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wrote without sentimentalism or sel~-pity, but with tender-
ness and with the beauty of artistic truth. 
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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 
D. H. Lawrence, who lived from 1885 to 1930, was during 
his lifetime known to the wide public only as a writer of 
supposedly indecent books which were from time to time sup-
pressed. · He wrote boldly--in novels, poems and essays--of 
sexual problems, because he felt that too much repression 
and intellectualization were destroying the instinctual part 
of man's nature. Lawrence stressed passion, not because he 
believed in passion exclusively, but because he felt that it 
should be brought into balance with intellect. This is his 
central message. 
Lawrence was, however, more than a merely prophetic and 
philosophic writer. Whether he was writing poetry or prose, 
his supreme poetic gift consistently manifested itself. And 
although not all of Lawrence's readers will agree with his 
philosophy, with his remedies for the social illnesses he so 
effectively diagnosed, these readers may nevertheless find 
much enjoyment in the expressional power of Lawrence's utter-
ance. 
He was a prolific author during the twenty years of his 
writing career, which divides into four periods, determined 
by events in his life and writings: 1909-1912, 1913-1919, 
1920-1925, 1926-1930. 
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Lawrence wrote his early poems and stories and began 
his first novel in his home town of Eastwood, in the Notting-
hamshire coalfield. His mother, from the Beardsall family 
which had lost its money in one of the collapses of the lace 
industry in the town of Nottingham, was a refined woman, in 
her youth a schoolteacher. She was the granddaughter of 
John Newton, author of the still-famous Chapel hymn, "sover-
eignty." Lydia Beardsall in 1875 married Arthur Lawrence, 
son of a Nottingham man who had become the company tailor at 
one of the mines near Eastwood. Arthur Lawrence was a col-
lier, and his vife soon became unhappy over her existence in 
the mining villages. But biographers have overemphasized the 
"class differences" between Lydia and Arthur Lawrence: ac-
tually, he was the first member of his family to become a 
collier, and in any event the families had been inter-
related by marriage, for Arthur Lawrence's aunt was the wife 
of Lydia Beardsall's uncle, the younger John Newton. 
D. H. Lawrence was one of the five children of Arthur 
and Lydia Lawrence, the youngest of three sons. From the 
time of his birth at Eastwood on September 11, 1885, he was 
frail and sickly. In childhood his emotional nature was 
affected by the continual battles between his father, who 
now drank heavily, and his mother, who was a severe teetotaler. 
Mrs. Lawrence in her disappointment and bitterness over the 
failure of her marriage, lavished love upon her sons, parti-
cularly upon the youngest. She fought a winning battle to 
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keep him and his brothers out of the pits, and their sis-
ters from becoming domestic servants. Young David Herbert's 
performance as a student pleased her, and she encouraged him 
in his studies. He won a scholarship to Nottingham High 
School when he was twelve, and as a young man he became a 
teacher after illness forced him out of his clerkship in a 
Nottingham factory. As a provincial teacher he took the 
King's Scholarship Examination for uncertificated teachers 
in December 1904, and finished first in all England and 
Wales. He obtained his certificate from Nottingham Univer-
sity College in the spring of 1908, and in the autumn of 
that year accepted a teaching position in Croydon, South 
London. 
In 1909, a farm girl named Jessie Chambers, who had 
encouraged his early attempts at writing, sent some of his 
stories and poems to the English Review, which printed them 
that autumn. A year later, Lawrence's mother became ill of 
cancer, and died in December 1910, a few :weeks before the 
publication of her son's first novel. This book, The White 
Peacock, an idyll of young love in the farmlands of Netting-
hamshire, attracted favorable attention, but because of the 
recent death of his mother, 1911 was Lawrence's "bitter year," 
a time when he cast off Jessie Chambers and dissolved his 
relationships with several other girls. In May 1912 he went 
to Germany with Frieda Weekley, wife of one of the Notting-
ham University College professors and daughter of a German 
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baron. The vital and turbulent Frieda left her husband and 
three children for the poor young author who had just given 
up his teaching position because of illness. At this time 
Lawrence published, without notable success, his novel The 
Trespasser, the passionate story of a love affair between a 
middle-aged music teacher and his girl pupil. The Trespasser, 
a hectically overwritten book whose settings are South Lon-
don and the Isle of Wight, was adapted from the unpublished 
autobiographical manuscript of a Croydon friend, Helen Corke, 
to whom the "Helen" poems of this period are dedicated. 
Lawrence and Frieda Weekley walked over the Alps to 
Italy, and on the shores of Lago di Garda, Lawrence completed 
his third novel, Sons and Lovers. Part of the text incor-
porates passages of reminiscence written by Jessie Chambers. 
Since its first publication in 1913, Sons and Lovers has 
been the most unstintingly admired of Lawrence's books. It 
is a partially autobiographical story--the first great 
flowering of Lawrence's highly colored and ecstatic prose 
style--of the struggle over a sensitive young man, betvreen 
his possessive mother and an intense farm girl, a struggle 
that ended only with the death of the mother, an event vThich 
left the young man also drifting toward death but fighting 
his way back toward life. In the agony of writing this book 
Lawrence sloughed off many of the problems of his past. He 
continued his relationship with Frieda, which despite their 
occasional and overpublicized quarrels, was a permanent and 
fulfilling relationship. 
In 1914 Professor Weekley divorced Frieda, and Lawrence 
married her on the eve of the war. The Lawrences had a diffi-
cult time during the next four years; they were suspected of 
being pro-German and were not allowed to leave the country. 
They were poor during this period because Lawrence could 
find no market for his writings after the suppression of his 
novel The Rainbow in 1915. This novel, which with his poetic 
sequence, Look! We Have Come Through!--published in 1917--
marks the beginning of Lawrence's second phase as a writer, 
is the story of three generations of a farming family in the 
Midlands. The sequel to The Rainbow, Women in Love, although 
completed in 1916, was not published until 1920. It is 
among other things a volume of social criticism that satir-
izes, in the form of thinly disguised characters, various 
friends with whom Lawrence had quarreled during the bitter-
ness of the war years: Lady Ottoline Morrell, Bertrand Rus-
sell, Michael Arlen, John Middleton Murry, and Katherine 
Mansfield. But, more important, these two novels and this 
volume of poetry are significant contributions to the litera-
ture of symbolisme that had begun in France with Baudelaire, 
I 
Rlmbaud and Verlaine, and had continued through the over-
refinements of Mallarme, until it reached a further develop-
ment with Claudel and Proust, and was spreading out to writers 
of other countries, to Joyce in Ireland, to Rilke in Germany, 
to Blok in Russia. In such books as The Rainbow and Women in 
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Love, Lawrence--who knew few literary allegiances and was 
published in the Imagist anthologies almost against his 
will--was obtaining his finest effects through suggestion 
rather than direct statement, as in the remarkable scene in 
Women in Love where Rupert Birkin is throwing stones at the 
reflection of the moon in a lake. Exactly what Birkin is 
trying to destroy, Lawrence does not explain, but the sug-
gestiveness of the scene is, in Lawrence's rhythmic prose, 
tremendous, as Birkin keeps shattering the bright surface 
of the lake. 
Lawrence's third writing period began when he went to 
Italy in 1919. After nearly two years' residence in Sicily, 
he and Frieda traveled to India and Australia and America 
in 1922. During his three years in America,- Lawrence lived 
in New Mexico, occasionally making trips to Mexico .itself. 
In these wander-years he wrote the three ''leadership'' novels: 
Aaron's Rod (1922), a story set in England and Italy; Kan-
garoo (1923), a fantasy on Australian politics with more 
than local overtones; and The Plumed Serpent (1926), an 
imaginative revival of the ancient religions of Mexico. 
Some critics have found fascist tendencies in these novels, 
but there is no conclusive proof that Lawrence was even 
ideologically a fascist, and there is plenty of evidence to 
the contrary. His attacks against the intellect were not, 
like those of the Nazis, against the intellect itself, but 
against what Lawrence believed was a civilized perversion 
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of the intellect. In his Psychoanalysis and the Unconscious 
(1921) and Fantasia of the Unconscious (1922), Lawrence had 
discussed the opposition of "blood knowledge" and "mind know-
ledge" and had recommended the establishment of "polarity" 
between .them. 
While in America, Lawrence brought out his finest liter-
ary criticism, in Studies in Classical American Literature 
(1923), and one of his best books of poetry, Birds, Beasts 
and Flowers (1923). When he left America for the last time 
toward the end of 1925, he had learned that he was tubercu-
lous; he had failed to establish his ideal colony; he had 
quarreled with most of his New Mexico acquaintances; and the 
friend and disciple he had counted on, John Middleton Murry, 
had not joined him in the New World. 
During the fourth and last period of his writing career, 
Lawrence and Frieda lived in the Mediterranean region, chief-
ly for the sake of his health. Most of his writing at this 
time comprised journalistic articles, or satirical stories 
of the kind collected after his death in The Lovely Lady 
(1933), and bitter little poems such as he published in 1929 
in Pansies. His last novel, Lady Chatterley 1s Lover, was 
privately printed in Florence in 1928; this story of a woman 
of the aristocracy who is awakened to love by a gamekeeper, 
cannot even now be legally published in England and America. 
After Lawrence 1 s death at Vence, in southern France, on 
March 2, 193 0, Murry, Mrs • Luhan, and Others who knew him 
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wrote a series of hectic memoirs that for a few years attrac-
ted attention to him--but it was attracted to the man and not 
to his work. Interest in Lawrence faded, but at present it 
is reviving, and this time the interest is directed to the 
man's achievement rather than to his personality. Several 
serious critical studies of his work have appeared in 1951, 
and Lawrence's own books are being reissued all over the world. 
He has taken his place, if not with the outstanding giants of 
the century--Mann, Joyce, and Proust--with writers of some-
what lesser stature, such as Heminway, Kafka, Woolf, and 
Faulkner. Lawrence is at last being appreciated, even by 
those who do not always agree with his ideas, as one of the 
richest reading experiences of our time. 
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AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF THE CANDIDA~ 
I was born (Harry T. Moore, Jr.) on August 2, 1908, 
at Oakland, California. My parents, who both died in 1937, 
were Lt. Col. Harry T. Moore (U. s. Army) and Kathryn W. 
Moore. 
After early schooling in California, I received further 
elementary and secondary education in Kentucky, Pennsylvania, 
the District of Columbia, the Isthmus of Panama, and Illi-
nois, being graduated from Elgin (Illinois) Academy in 1929. 
Before receiving the Ph. B. degree from the University of 
Chicago in 1934, I attended, in addition to that school, 
Center College, Rutgers University, and the University of 
California .at Los Angeles. After several years on the edi-
torial staffs of encyclopedias and magazines, I attended 
Northwestern University from 1940 to 1942, receiving the 
Master's degree in English from that institution in 1942~ 
I entered Boston University in 1948, completing requirements 
for the Doctor's degree in 1951. 
In 1940-41, I was an instructor in English at Armour 
College of the Illinois Institute of Technology, and in 
1941-42 filled a similar position at Northwestern University. 
As an Air Force officer during World War II, after serving 
as Assistant Secretary of Air Staff (writing correspondence 
for General H. H. Arnold) and on the editorial staffs of 
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Impact (official Air Force picture magazine) and of~ Force 
(official service journal)~ I taught Public Relations (1946-47) 
at the Air University and was founding editor of the Air Uni-
versity ~uarterly Review. Since 1947 I have taught World 
Literature at Babson Institute of Business Administration. 
Since 1934 I have written for the Adelphi~ the New Repub-
lic, New York Herald-Tribune Book Review~ London Mercurx~ 
Poetry~ Atlantic Monthly, the Spectator, New York Times Book 
Review, and various other British and American journals. I 
edited~· Lawrence's Lette~s 12 Bertrand Russell (1948) 
and am the author of ~ Novels 2f ~ Steinbeck (1939) and 
The Life and Works of . D. H. Lawrence (1951). 
